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ABSTRACT
This study, funded by the Ford Foundation and the

College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB), represents a two and
one-half year effort to compile information based on questionnaires,
surveys, field studies, and staff and student interviews on the
nature, problems, and successes of collegiate compensatory programs
for disadvantaged youth. Ten chapters focus on such areas as access
to higher education, new students in (.51d institutions, current
programs and practices in compensatory education, a review of the
literature on the transition from school to college, financial aid
for higher education, ethnic studies, other curriculum modifications
and remedial practices, reactions of students and college personnel,
case studies, and a critical summary encompassing the problems and
status of their solution. A series of model programS, said to have,
been selected because of their representativeness of institutions of
higher education or their positive, imaginative, or promising
practices, are briefly described. An annotated bibliography citing 98
documents, arranged'in the categories of civil rights and access to
'higher education, programs and practices, characteristics of
disadvantaged students, college admissions and guidance, the Negro
college, and general literature, is provided. An addendum to the
bibliography and additional references are also included. (AM)
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Introduction

It is the field of education, including higher education, which was most

concretely affected by the pressure for social change which characterized the decade

of the sixties. Although this field has not been radically changed, there is almost no

aspect which has remained untouched by the concerns and events of this period. Along

with a heightened concern for civil rights specifically concentrating on improving the

posilion orminonty groupand poor people in the society came, for many, a broader

--;awareness
\ that maii7cif the society's institutions were insufficiently responsive to the

needs of those whom they should serve. This greater concern for human rights came
0

to be reflected in increased concerns for the meaning of life, the immorality of war, j

the moral contradictions of complex' societies, and the roles of individuals as partici-

pants in the decisions which influence their lives. These concerns led to varieties of

unrest on college campuses, as the universities came .under attack by students who sought

change according to their ideas of a better social order. Colleges varied in their

efforts to respond to these demands, but many took steps toward humanizing and demo-

cratizing university life With the murder of Dr. Martin Luther K in the spring of

1968, and the subsequent violent expressions of protest and anger across the nation,

the level of ectort at democratization of college opportunity was visibly raised. During

the school year 1968-69 several institutions greatly increased their efforts. Many which

had na programs organized new efforts. From the plethora of activity it soon became

evident that some effort should b,e made to document this activity. As a result this



'study-was-begun-under-a-grant to-Teachers_College,_Columbia University,' from the

Ford Foundation and supplementary support from the College Entrance Exam ination

Bocd.

By the time the study was initiated, there had been a lessening of some of the

-frenetic ncti,n which had followed king's death. For a number of reasons, schools
4.-

displayed cautiousness and protectiveness in their programs, alongovith hesitancy to

invite serious examination. Asa result', much of the information We have gathered

tended to be vague and indefinite; we.cannot even be sure we have a good estimate of

the amount of activity taking place;, Our first inventory of programs involved a large

mailing to a comprehensive list of institutions all over the country. Only a fraction of

these responded to the simple quegionof whether they actually had a special program

for disadvantaged students; .and on even smaller sample provided us with more detailed

information in response to a secand questionnaire. In addition to compiling the information

it was possible to get through these surveys, field studies were conducted at some twenty

schools across the country. FOd staff interviewed students, staff, and others concerried with

grog

operation, and some of the Vroblerns and successes they were having.

Now, some two ancla half years later, what initially seemed to be a significant

effort somehow seems much less imp,rtant. To many, including the authors of this report

and many of today's university students, it seems that revolutionary changes for the

dispossessed are not likely to come through higher education. In a sense, it is possible

that some of these changes should not come in His way; it may be desirable that some

such programs, trying to repoft in a more descriptive way, the nature of

; it

of the social purposes of college attendance be met through other agencies. In other.words,

credentialling, politicalization, and the period of relatively unrestrained' freedom which
42,
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serves as a sort of extended adolescence for many-young people, all these ends may be

.1

better served in different ways, such as expanding the function of elementary and secondary

educatio- n and enhancing that of the newly developing-community college. There is

no doubt that radical improvements are needed in elementary and secondary education,

not only for the basic purpose of producing a literate society, but also for serving

some of the social purposes previously associated with college attendance. With the

radical changei in youth culture and the lowered age at which tyoung people mature

socially, secondary schools must become more concerned with the'processes of politicali-

zation and of transition from youth culture .into young adult, life. The brief period of

exemption from adult cares while exercising some adult prerogatives has already become

a part of the high school scene. In the comprehensive high school we have already

begun to combine the !general eduCation function with career development functions.

The upgrading and the broadening Of access to continued public education, such

as the community college, cculd result in the community college assuming responsibility

for the continuation of these processes, their consolidation, and the credentialing function.

f
However, at the samegtime as the society moves toward much-needed democratization

of these kinds of opportunities, there is good reason o'believe-there is pressing need

for movement in a seemingly opposite direction, toward he cultivation of excellence

and intellectuality in a smaller segment of the population. Here, too, there should

be c concern for democratization, in the form of new.means of selecting this segment;

too often in the past, members of the intellectual "ejite." have also been members of

economic and social elites, a coincidence for which there is no'valid explanation in

o truly democratic society.

The experience of almost three years has led some observers to these kinds of
t-

conclusions. The,.sometinies frustrating, sometimes successful efforts of this past period
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to find new directions for higher education seem to the authors of this report to indicate

\
,

a need, not for grea er homogeneity, or opportunity for the same education for all, but
.

rather for a new diverity of opportunity, a search for new ways of beper defining and'
k ,

fulfilling all the purposes of higher educatiorrappropriately.-

The pages which follow describe some of the experiences and obser-vations whigh

have led to these conclusions. The story of the San Mateo experience contains basic

elementi which'Seem to.occur on campus afterc-carnpus. In succeeding chapters, we
GA J

have examined some of these-elements. Miiali,cif What is said-is-based upon-impressionistic

os.

I

rather than concretedata, for, aside from the difficulty in collecting such data, it

seemed wise to go beyond a limited, factual, survey format to get at what'was really

happening in this important period. In addition, the report contains a variety of viewpoints,

for Many people with varied typeto-rapertise have lent us their assistance. In particular,

the case studies are the reports of a variety of people who visited the schools which are

discussed. A group of writers of varied ethnicity contributed their knowledge to a discus-
-

sion of some of the minority groups who have been the object of these efforts: The extensive

,bibliographic material is also'the result of.the work' tsfsa number of people. Certainly

the one clear fact which emerges is_that there have been a great many different effOrts

_
in the field, with widely varying approaches and'successes.."-If it all-teems-varied-an

complex, if it lends itself to almost no satisfying Conclusions, we can only feel that this

is evidence that we have done-our job of reporting with objectivity, and reasonable accuracy.

7
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"'Chapter I. Access to Higher Education

a.

The problem of access to higher education for students who, because of social

background, economic status, or'ethnic caste, do not fit into the traditional, predom-

inantly wilitelAnglo-Saxon Protestant college population is not a concern first born

in the nineteen sixties, though-it was definitely popularized in that decade of height-
',

.
ened social concern. However, for over a century before thartime, scattered efforts

had.beedmade lo_provide-higher-education-for various-minority-groups-in-the-United-
.

States. Concerned churchmen established colleges to aid in the advancement and

assimilation of Catholic immigrants, especially the Irish. Jewish institutions helped

to perpetuate the Awl h,tradition of veneratio n for intellectual endeavor. Even before

1860, some few blacks we e being educated in special institutions, though none of

these began granting degrees until after the Civil War. During Reconstruction, the

movement to provide higher. education for black. students grew as a result of the efforts,

of the Freedn--un--7i-ilr---ii-irea and of-the-religio_us missionary groups. At the height of/this

development, there were almost two hundred colleges founded to educate freed slaves,

although only about half this number survived by the turn of the century. Many of

these, too, like many other small colleges of the time, were offering little more

than secondary education and technical skills training in this period before the public

secondary school became generally available.

8
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Asp result of the circumstances of their founding, as well as o reflection of

hard socialrealities;these schools-were oriented primarily toward-producing educa-

Howl and religious missionaries to the black population (in the case of schools.

eAtobl:shed by religious groups) or teachers for black school's, in a political-econ:.-nic

situation in which college-educated blacks could obtain few, if any, other profes--

-sional positions.

After 1890, more public institutions for blacks began to be establ ishea as some
Ai

states began to use Land Grant College funds.to build separate'state schools for black

students,. The state legislatures, however, were hardly enthusiastic in their alloca-

tions of funds or in the establishment of programs at such schools., They became, like

the privafe black colleges of that period, largely teacher training institutions and

technical training centers.

This narrowness of focus,-along with other characteristics commonly noted, has

led to much harsh criticism of these schools. This viewpoint is represented by the

Jencks and Riesman article on "The American Negro College" (1967). Among the

shortcomings they discuss are the damaging effects of white control of many of the*.

schools, including segregated facilities for blackiand white faculty,as well as patron-

izing attitudes toward students and their communities. The authors also discuss the

extreme conservatism supposedly often found among black faculty and administrators,

who were especially v9lnerable to hostile reaction from white trustees or the surround-

ing white community, since their professional opportunities outside of the college were

scarce. These same faculty members are accused of excessive promotion and aamira-
.

---)t of white, middle class culture and values to.the, point of contempt for black life

I
styles and backgroundagain, often a manifestation of the practical job insecurity

of4\ollege staff; the schools are accused of maintaining an almost hypocritical Puri-

tanism born partly of the concern for producing students who could "fit in" at higher

9
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levels of white, society and partly, again, of the desire not to antagonize.lhe white

community and founders who modepossible optolerateci the school's existence. Some

schools, Jencks and Riesman assert, display a contempt for students which has led to
a

extreme punitiveness, a petty sort of tyranny which has been ii6ndeqldrn to those

students who go on to become teachers themselves.

.. .
It should be noted that reaction to this critical appraisal was vigorous. -A subse-

,

que nt issue of the Harvard Educational Review (Wright, et al., 1967) published responses

4°'

by prominent black educators whichnot only pointed-out factual errors in the Jencks

and Riesman piece bdalso criticized if for its unsubstantiated, subjective, impres-4

sionistic.viewpoint and pointed out that the article could lead to a stereotyping of

black higher education institutions as damaging as the past stereotyping of blacks-them-

selves. Several of the authors noted the valuable contributions made by black colleges

against tremendous odds, citing especially the critical lack orfunds. 'Moat of the

criticisms made b'y Jencks and Riesman, the authors of the reply poinS out, could just

as legitimately be made of Many white institutions.

Nevertheless, other studies liave focused on the characteristics of these partic-

ular institutions, and in many cases offer constructive suggestions for improvement of

higher education resources for black youth. Among the more critical and pessimistic

reports is thot of 3C;ffe, et a1..(1968) which includes a system of rating the black insti-

tutions studied on a good-fair-poor basis, as determined by a grtiup of "'six anonymous

"experts" in the field. The authors conclude that the majority of'the institutions fall

into the "poor" category, and also note that these .schools seem-to be the ones w hich

are increasing their enrollments. While conceding that most of the schools considered

-do-seem to be concerned with imOrov;ng.Iheir quality,. de-emphasIzing teaching train-
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.ing, recruiting new types of students-:-Including,whitess and students from "geographi- .
.

.. -
.

ically di;tan't locationsand developing more effective ways,of dealing with educci-
.

. . , ,, ,
. .

tionally
.
deFirr/ed students, the report iecommencrs'that no greater amounts- of aid be

gi'Vensto those lolleges rated "poor" or even to most of those rated "fair," since the
)1...

,probtle improvement does not seem worth the investment, in the view of the authors.
.

They inclecate-their faith in- a broadened,system of public, two-year college; as a
,

.

more effective answer to the eduCational problems of black and other disadvantaged

students.

Such, studies as thOse of McGrath (T965) and CrosslInd (19 1) also concede

the histdrical . weakneises of these-colleges; but conclude that With-the proper_amounts

of financial assistdnce.ancisome improvements in curriculum, services, and educational

fo"cus They can be.m.a de into more effective educational institutions,. Both reports,
.

cite.the needfor a greater degree of long-range-planning, inter-institutional cooper-.

ation, and perhaps even merger of some institutions. 'In a-special reportpreciaved by,
.,.. .....y- . ,

its Commission on Higher Educational Opportunity in'the South,- the Southern gegiondt'
Education Board in 1967 called for the..establiihment of a central organization for thei.-

purpose of studying and proposing long-range solutions for the problems of higher edu-

cation for Southern black students. Educators such as Zinn (1966) and the LeMelles

(1969) take a far more positive position in isileir evaluations of thetblack cteges as

they now exist, though admitting that many such schools do share the weaknesses

pointed out in other studies. Their expressed hope is that, by appropriate' recognition

and substantial aid, the schools may vastly enlarge fheicipotential as unique institu.:-
7

tipnsfor dealing with the special tralitions,benefits, problems,' and future prospects

for blacks and other Third World peoples 'in American and world society.

- o
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.Some of the Common criticisms of predominantly black colleges s.,cest that-

the critics think that the only function of the college is to transmit knowledgeand,

foster high level intellectual and cultural development. A close look at the history

. and condition of Ilher education in the United States. reveals that colleges .nrve

other purposes. True, the enhancement of intellectuality and professional training

are among the inore prorninerft fotmal functions, but credentialling, technical train-*

Ing, social intercourse, politicalization,,and consciousness raising are very pr minent

informaj functions. If credit were given for the extent to which ttie black colleges

achieve these purposes, some of theAfery,negative estimates would have to be. revised..

If the black colleges did not' exist, who would teach black elementary and secondary,
, . .34
sch who would serve the black church, how many physicians and en-

.

fists and lawyers would be available to servethe black communities? From Whci

source would we have come bythe current,crop of black leadership in almostexery

',field of endeavor? The program of substantial financial aid to ten of these black
.

institutions recently announced by the Ford. Foundation shpWs a recognition of these
.

and other contributions, and of the need for their coniinulion and strengthening, and

may provide an Intl-eased opportunity for realizing the specialpotential of these insti-

hitions.

The prospects for integrated education for blads college students were improved.
somewhat during the 1930's ond 194 0's as many black teachers, motivated partly by

racially imposed salary differentials, -went on to graduate work to 'obtain more salary

credits, and began to increase the group of black teachers with postgraduate training.

Some of these people were attracted to the faculties of black collages, where they

provided new blood and, in some cases, new intellectual stimulation., Ir. addition,

12 O
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the-prtod saw a rise in concern for _civil rights, and this concern provided a livelier

e.

IL a

atmosphere on the campuses. C

In the late 1940's, the establishment of the National Scholarship Service and

`Fi.srld for Negro.Students opened the door to new educational opportunities, at least

for academically talented black students. Through the activities of NSSFNS, more

prestigious colleges and universities'begari searching for academically successful black

youngsters and-heApi ng them to gain admittance-to, and an education from, predomi-

nantly white schools which they might not otherwise have considered accessible.

NSSFNS also joined with other educational groups, including the College Entrance

Examination, Board, in programs-designed to raise the educational aspirations of black

youngsters,0ne result of this )concern was the .Demanstration Guidance Program,

later the Higher Horizons Program in New York City, schools, which combined ele-

merits su ;h as "cultural enrichment" activities and special guidance beginning as

early as third grade:, The Demonstration Guidance Program showed marked effective-

ness in reducing the drOpout rate and increasing the number of college-baund students.

Its expanded successor dicrnot fare as well., in part because of poor quality control

In the program and in pert because it was by no means the complete answer,to the

problem.

e At the same time as more black undergraduates were being admitted to tradi-
..

tionalli white colleges, same persistent Southern black college graduates were being

provided with graduate education in Northern universities at the expense of their

home states, as a result of thase states' unwillingness to admit black students to their

own universities. The cammon tactic was to provide tuition grants for he student to

take to other universities, usually in the North, whose. admissions policies were not

racially exclusive. Many of these\students"received degrees from Teachers College

at Columbia, the School of Education at New York University, and some Midwestern

13
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state universities,, and these schools made special efforts to accommodate the influx

of black students from the South, including sending faculty and staff to southern

cities to conduct courses there. Lest these arrangements be misunderstood as entirely

gratuitous, the tuition fees from 'these exiled students were by no means unwelcome

at these and other institutions. Some of the growth and national influence of these

universities is directly related to the heavy representation of Southern black students

and the segregationist subsidies IQ%brought-with them. At length, ho'weyer, this

sort of practice had to yield to increasing pressure, and more black state schools,

including so-called graduate and professional schools of highly dubious quality,

established. Even this move only delayed the inevitable, for finally, in 1950, the-

Supreme Court declared segregated graduate and professional schools and

after the 1954 Brown decision the legal basis for separate public education Was,.on

paper, destroyed.

The Russians were responsible for the next major landmark in the democratize-

_

tion of American education, for their launching of the first Spec:: satellite, Sputnik I,

in 1957, stirred up national concern for improving the educatiorial system. 'The National

Defense Educatigrl Act made available vastly increased amounts of government money

1
to enable sch Is to admit talented students and help them finance their education.

Minority groups -including blacks, were viewed as good sources of such untapped

talent; and inere sing numbers of them werencouraged to go to white institutions.

In his report on equaLeducational opportunity, Coleman (1966) reported that

in 1965 there wore 148 colleges throughout the country whose student populations were

more than five Percent, and less than fifty percent, black. This representation hardly
1.

signified equal opportunity, however. Coleman also found that approximately 4.6%
4°
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of all college students at that time were black, with over half attending predomi-

nantly black institutions in the South and Southwest. His figures showed that there

were 207,316 black college students in Ihe country, while 4,232,000 white students

were attending college. Other ethnic groups were represented by 51,855 college

students: By 1967, Jencks and.Riesman estimated that approximately half of all black

undergraduates were enrolled in schools other than the traditionally black colleges.

In a recent Ford Foundationreport, Crossland (1971) estimates that, in the fall of

1970, there were some 470,000 black students enrolled in some form of highei educa-

tion; and that peihalis two- thirds of them were in predominantly white schools.

It seems then that some progress is being made in broadening access to college

for minority groups, at least for blacks. However, as proMises are made and expecta-

tioni rise, colleges and universities find themselves faced with a growing problem of

providing access for these increasing numbers of students from non-traditional back-,

grounds, and in many cases of somehow compensating for academic differences and

deficiencies which second-claL status and second-class education have produced.

It is difficult at the present time to determine and accurately predict the magni-

tude of the new population to be served or of the problems which they and the institu -'

tions will create for each other. Although there are more black students in higher

educdtion now than in previous years, these estimates are misleading for several rea-

sons. Crossland (1971) notes that if minority group youth were to receive representa-

tion in higher education proportional to that of the white population, the enrollment

of minority group students would have to be more than doubled. In addition, it is true

that many Of these students are in newly created community colleges which are rapidly

-becoming extensions of the public school, a trend which may be postponing by two

years the ultimate problem of access. When minority enrollment in community col-



leges is subtracted from the total of such students in higher education, the proportion

of minority group students in predominantly white colleges is greatly reduced. When

minority group' representation in the traditionally prestigious white colleges is examined,

none can claim exemplary achievement.

Although population growth projections indica4.1a decline in the size of the age

catchments from which college students will be draWn, it is not clear that this decline

will be reflected in reduced numbers of students seeking higher education or reduced

numbers of minority group students. Many college administrators feel that the number

of candidates will continue to increaSe. It is entirely passible that with more privi-

leged students finding other avenues for self-develOjiment and expression outside formal

higher education, and discdvantaged students more and more insisting on the democra-

tization of the baccalaureate credential, we may see marked shifts in the proportions

of these subpopulations represented in collegicite student bodies. Even now in some

segments of youth culture, higher status is attributed to free education, self determined

and informally derived, than to the formal education mediated or coerced through the

university. In any event, it seems clear that added to a gre.at number of other prob-

lems, institutions of higher education will be increasingly called upon to adaptiheir

capabilities to the service of a far wider variety of students than in the past.

'Once on institution has made a commitment to=respond in some way to the pres-

sure for dthocratization of higher education, whether it be a pioneering, large-scale,

radically imaginative effort or the barest minimum of tokenism to take the pressure off,

the first problem to be encountered is that of getting these new kinds of students into

the school. As a result of this problem, various modifications in traditional

sions practices have been tried by many institutions. The first attemptwas the search

16



among minority groups to recruit those young people whose skin color or social status

might make diem different from the school's traditional student body, but whose aca-

demic talent made them able to compete on a nearly equal basis with other incoming

students. This sort of approach, as vie have noted, was pioneered by the National

Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students.

For many reasons; however, this sort of talcpt search failed to produce large

enough numbers of exceptional students who were able to measure up to-traditional

admissions standards. Some schools began to experiment with modified requirements,

often giving more weight to personal interviews or to recommendations of teacher or

counselor than to pre-college test scores or grade point averages.

. The assassination of Martin Luther King in 1968, followed by the outpourings

of rage from black communities all over the country, forced the leaders of various

institutions in the society to show some effort toward becoming more responsive tobe

rights of the oppressed, and many institutions felt compelled to expand theSe experi-

mental efforts into more v1sible,commitments. As expectations and demands-for'equd-

ity rose among disadvantaged groups, many youths seeking access to higher education

became dissatisfied with these methods, which depended so heavily on the whim and

good will of a few individuals in power in the iristitutions. One result was increased

pressure on some public institutions for open' admission. Other sell-Cols responded to

the growing dissatisfaction by instituting expanded programs for disadvantaged or

minority group students, incorporating post-admission features to facilitate academic

success for the students involved. However, the concept of higher education 'as:some-0,

thing other than the elitist, meritocratic privilege it had long been cbnsidered was

growing rapidly. Even though limited in the resources they have been willing or able.

"to allocate to the effort, few of the four-year colleges and universities have failed

11.7



to revise their admissions proceduresto
t
include a broader range of students. In addi-

tion, tha establishment of many new, more universally accessible community colleges

all over the country suggests that soon at least two years of college work may be added

to what is conceived of as public education.

This change in thecompo,Otion of the typical college student:body implies many

problems, and calls for many changes in traditionsl college teaching and learning

styles, as well as more general changes in' collegiate life styles. Some educators have

pointed out thlit the source of the probleins and disparities which'are being encountered

lies not in the colleges, but in the pre-college education which, disadvantaged children

receive. The problem is very clearly illustrated.by the range of Scholastic Aptitude

scores produced by the graduates of the national secondary education system who are

admitted to college; they range all the way, from the middle 200's into the high 700's.

Although Astin (1969) hps found low-level correlations between these scores and spa-
,

cess in completing work for the baccalaureate degree, if these scores are in any way

10.

a reflection of the success of United States elementary and secondary schools in the

academic preparation of their studeng, it is a condemnation that many of their students

function at seriously deficient levels. When one adds the fact that it is only students

completing academic high schools or academia programs in high school who take the

SAT, the magnitude of this problem is shown to be even greater, since few of the voca-

tional, technical, or non- academic high schools make any claim to preparation in

general education.

When we turn to a concern for disadvantaged populations and the current effort

of universalizing access so as to include these students, we have as an additional prob-

km the fact that many students from low-income and minority group populations are

diverted frorri the academic stream as early as third or fourth grades by archaic tracking
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procedures. Involved in the task of making higher education available to these student:,

at the tenth, eleventh, or twelfth /graddevel is not just a problem of inefficient and

iinferior academic preparation, bit, in some cases, the fact that many haven't even,

had acv-lemic preparation. In t t ing to make college attendance a meaningful oppor-

tunity for many of these students, one is almost forced to offera second course of ele-

mentary and secondary education in order to bring them to a level where they are ready

for the college experience.

In.addition to the widely varying levels of student achievement and quality of

prior school experience, there is the relatively ignored problem of wide variation in

characteristics of students to be served. Despite the long tradition of concern with

individual differences, the elementary schools, high schools, and certainly the colleges,

f
have done little to accommodate the design of learning experiences to variations in

cognitive style, temperamental traits, categories of interest, or cultural background.

In the absence of this kind of practice, students at the young adult level may l:mp-
ered by a well justified lack of interest in learning, or, even worse, may be so

threatened by previous patterris of failure that it is extremely difficult for them sto

continue. This problem, of course, is by no means limited to poor and minority group

students, but afflicts many young people from all levels of society throughout the educa-

tional ation is being exposed

from a number of different directions currently, and the recent Carnegie study (Silber-

man, 1970) has noted still a further source of failure in the affective area, pointing

out a joyless, stifling atmosphere-which prevails in many classrooms and which, by

destroyirig the pleasuie of learning, surely contributes to the depressing record of

academic failure.
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Ceiltainly it would be absurd to try to blame the universities for the poor prepa-

ration which so many of their would-be students receive before the college years.

',Ho Weyer, for many reasons, the pressure is being put on them to help remedy the
0

situation, and they must somehow respond. The nature of their response, the needs of

these new students, and the complex interactions between related competing processes

and forces are the foci of this report.

t
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Chapter II: .,New Students, Old Institutions

Thy problem for the university today, as we are beginning to see, is one of adopting

to a barrage of changes which derive frail those many which are taking place at dizzying

speed in the society at large. Colleges and universities are no longer being allowed to

assure themselves the comfortable homogeneity of student population ..vhich each school

has been allowed to perpetuate for itselfin the past and Which can make the functioning

of the schoOl less complicated, as well as a less accurate reflectionrof the real world in

which it exists. At the same time, new demands are being made on the institution by
4

many farces in society which are calling into question its very purposes, as well as its

methods of functioning.

All of these changes are epitomized in the new varieties of students which the college

finds itself confronting. Even those students from backgrounds which traditionally produce

collegeoriented youngsters seem much brighter, more politically aware, and much more

demanding with regard to what they expect to gain from higher education. Whether

because it seems to be one of only a few sources of hope for social change or because it

happens to be the mast immediately vulnerable institution, the iiniyersity is a prime target

of those students who seek to put their ideals into action and to have them reflected in

institutional change. Such students refuie to be merely passive subjects, acted upon by

the college and turned out in assembly line fashion as its products. They seek instead a

reciprocal interacti, in which both they and the institutions are changed; and share

in the process of becoriiing a relationship which necessitates a drastic rethinking of tra-

ditional educational roles and m thods.

At the same time as colleges and u iversities are trying to meet the challenge.pre-

sented by these changing types of tr'aditiona college students, they are also faced with



the task of adjusting their resources to meet the needs of the new populations of non-

traditional students who are demanding an equal opportunity to participate in higher

o education, These students are doubly challenging, for many of them share 'he char-.

acteristics and concerns which make the traditional students different from their pre-

decessors-, and at the same time many of them come to college,with a whole new set

of social and academic assets and problems with which the school must be prepared to

deal.

Identification of Target Population

It is not the intention of this report to statistically describe or document the well-
.

established fact that particular segments of the American population cannot compete

for college seats on the bash of traditidnal criteria, namely, financial resources,

standardized test scores, and pre-college public school achievement. On each count

the literature is replete with evidence establishing the interrelatedness of minority group

status and access to higher education as it has been limited by these_ criteria. It-should

be clear to ali observers that for many you
tng

people, ethnic and/or socioeconomic status

have functioned as barriers to opportunities in higher education.

The "non-traditional" itudents who are the subject of this report include those

individuals of college age who by virtue of skin color, cultural baCkground and'socia-

economic status have been historically denied their right to participate in the mainstream

of American higher education. A disproportionate and overwhelming majority of these

disadvantaged students have not enjoyed the advantage of any'form of post-secondary

education. Moreover, it is a well-documented fact thatiheir public elementary and

secondary school experiences have been of a markedly inferior quality when contrasted

with that of their white middle-class counterparts.
22
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Duringthe-decade of the sixties dissatisfaction with this egregious waste of human

resources and talent reached explosive proportions. The political-social order of this
a

natior. responded, with reflex-action, to a crisis which threatened the system. This

self-protitoting response can be seen in any ethnic and geographic analysis of fund

allocation and program deVelopment for minority youth. Specifically, it hasibeen the

-
black student from the urban ghetto, the most potentially troublesome area, who has

benefited Mos': from these crash efforis to "insure an equality of educational opportunity."

With few exceptions, the recent compensatory developments in higher education have' .

hardly touched disadvantaged youth of other minority groups.

Only recently has there been a systematic attempt to collect' from colleges and

'universities a body of hard data,on the participation of various ethnic groups in higher

education. At the present time, there are-no definitive data regarding the enrollment
:

of minorities in higher education. Whilp statistics are frequently reported in the liter-
s

ature; they must be viewed with caution because of sampling problems, inappropriate

questionnaire design, incomplete returns, and respondee indifference.

The Office for Civil Rights of, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

in an effort to enforce Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of r964,has conducted national

surveys of undergraduate enrollment by ethnic group in federally funded institutions of

higher education. In their efforts, however, they have met with these same difficul-

ties. Since many of the colleges and universities have not kept enrollment records that

are broken down according to race, about half of the questionnaires were returned with-
.

out a racial breakdown. The incomplete replies were returned to the institutions, and

this time most of them did report racial counts. But in many cases, he data were based

on estimates or "visual surveys." There is also some indication that there may have been

an inconsistent response to the category labeled "Negro." Likewise, the subsuming of
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Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, and others under.the general category '"Spanish

surnamed" has presented obvious "difficulties. All of these difficulties have -contribute'd

to create vast discrepancies among surveys of the higher education population, inclu-

ding those ()Pale Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and those Of the 1970

U.S. Census.

It is currentli'believed th pprQximately six percent of all students enrolled in

American colleges and universities are blaCk, whereas almost twelve percent of the

college-age population in the Unjted States is black.(See Crossland, 1971.) While it

appears that there hai been a significant increase in the enrollment of black students itztv

dUring. the past several years, it should be noted that approximately one ,-third of these

students are-enrolled,in.predominantly Negro colleges- -which represent only four

percent of the current American undergraduate institutions. The past decade has wit-
.

nessed remarkable progress, in a relative sense, with regard 'to the college enrollment

of black students. Yet, it is dear that black students, lest alone members of other min-,

ority groups, are still not abundantly represented in the "mainstream" of American higher

education. Much has been accomplished; much remains to be accomplished.

One is overwhelmed by the complete inadequacy of existing data relative to the

participation of other minorities in higher education. National statistics provide only

rough indices of the dimensions of different minority group needs and educational. status.
. .

Clearly, there has been a tendency to ignore or to subsume other ethnic groups into a
ff

common minority bag. Nothing could be further from the truth; nothing could be' more

*brutal. This study has identified the major "fargbtten minorities"--Chicanos, Puerto

Ricans, and lbtive Americans-land attempts to focus attention on their differing needs,
r

problems, and achievements as they relate to higher education. .
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PUERTO RICANS
NA.

3

AC'CCU'ding to the .United States Census, in 1960 the Puerto Ridan population of the

mainland U.S. was 856,000, of whor'nrib percent lived iri.New York City. It is

expected that the 1970 Census will show *hat the mainland population has increased.

to approximately 1.5 million. While the bulls of the Puerto Rican population has been

Y.

concentrated in New York City, there is evidence of a shift inthe population out of
.
rt

the city. The best estimate at this time is that the N'ew,York City area contains about .

t, -60 percent of the mainland population. Concentrations of Puerto Ricans in Chicago,

Philo4elphio, Hoboken, and Newark are increasing.
itr,

The black and Puerlo Rican populations have endured many of the same inequities.

Consequently, much of the literature on minority problems seems,to assume that solving
4.

the problems of the black student will at the-Same time solve those of the Puerto Rican

student. In many areas'of education this ,is true, but it is also true that Puerto Rican

students face unique educational problems which demand unique solutions. The distinctive

'educational prbblems of Puerto Rican sti:idents are of great severity, as evidenced in the

Coleman Report (1966) which showed that therlag behind both urban whites and.urban
, st

.:
blacks in verbal ability, reading comprehenslon arid ri-lath. This condition of educational

deprivation is reflected in the Puerto Ricans' participation in higher education. While

the status of Puerto Ricans in higher education falls far shdrt of the national norm; it
I

should be noted that their access to colleges cind universities has not been signifkantly

,
enhanced by external sources of assistance. Compensatory programs have had only slightC. ,, i t. ..influence on

,
the Puerto Rican population; their present status has I roely been a function

of their own efforts.
. _

Inasmuch as the majority of Puerto-Ricans-reside-in the city of New York, a descrip-

oftheir condition here is reascinably.reflective of the 16rger population.. Today there,
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are over 245,000 Puerto Rican students in the public school system of New York City--

the city with t largest and 'oldest PUerto Rican community on the mainland.. Of these/
about 45,000 are in high school yet only 7,000 graduate each year---the majority with

general and vocational 4 l'omag. Most significant in terms of their future and the future

of Weir community is the act that, of those who do graduate, Igo than 10 percent seek

z a formal education beyond high school, as.conipared.to tfie national average of 50 per-

cent. Even those who seek to enter college find doors barred to them by inappropriate
. 1.-

. .

pre-college studies, low scores oh standdrdized tests, or overwhelming financial needs.

Self-help organizations' to increase higher education opportunities for Rue o Ricans
, 4 31

have come into existence_ in the last ten Years. With the help of these groups,*stich as

ASPIRA, Inc., the number of jN,ew York area Puerto Rican-students goingon to college

has increased over the last ev, yeart.
S.

9

Gaining admission to a college is, of course, not the end 6 Puerto Rican

dent's educatiOnal problems.' Approxim)tely two-thirds of these.students admitted. to
. 1 I 9

college haye dropped out by their junior year. A part of this problem may'stem from

an attitude on the part of the colleges that the-problem is in fact solved after recruit-

.
ment and admission. Schools which take pains to recruit effectively in the Puerto Rican

4 0 ,
community may fail to proyide the kinds of support the students need--adequate financial

.
.

- aid, advise ; who either are Puerto Rican themselves:or havb a good Understanding of
. .

.., ..

Pue-
0 . ,

r`te Rican problemse. .::....
. .. kkt.' v . .

1
The Puerto Rican student who,. despite the.thany obstacles in his way, finally makes

a.

it to college, ,brings with him more than the usual anxieties of a'nyfreshman entering

,college. He comes from a family 'whose financial needs continue to be dire; he has had

relatively little contact with other socioeconomic groups; and his high school prepare-

tion is, in most cases, inadequate. As a result, too many of his, kind drop out before , .

they finish. .26.
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The exact number is unknown because no study, over a sustained length of time, has-

ever been conducted. Some colleges have even refused to,give recognition-to the Puerto

Rican and his special needs, many classifying him ethnically under a vague category 61

"other" CT "Spanish Speaking." The underlying irony is the fact that so many of these

youths and i,c,i "Spanish. Speaking," as a result of total cultural suppression in the school

system. Finally, no

the Puerto Rican.

college has offered any statistics on the retention or Idrap-out" rates.,
r

HoweVer, the average national drop-out rate is 45 percent for enter- <.

1/4,

ing treshman classes, and the many factors working against the success of Puerto Rican

students seem to assure that their-rate will be much higher-, tragic wate-especially in view
0

of the fact that the total number of Puerto Rican students in college is so small, and the:

number of professionals in the community significantly less, so that the loss of any indiv-.

Wird student is the communityrs Some^i:easons for the high drop-out rate can be

easily surmised: lack of counseling; lack Of Puerto Rican staff who 9an understand and

reicrte to the Puerto Rican student's problems; financial need; social isolation on campus

where he is one of only a few Puerto Ricans; lack of prOgrams in college aimed at language

. and' communications weaknesses in the studlnt for whom English is a second language;,

alienation from bureaucratic structures which are unresponsive 9nd intimidating; academic

deficiencies fostered by disadvantaged status; the student's profOund conflicts. and confu-
11.

lioni over his academic capabilities fostered by the image othershave of him and the bad

taste of past defeat, famijy pressures, needs and conflicts; conflicts beMeen the need,

Of his community and what he may perceive as the irrelevance of his studies to his life

and his community's needs.

Services currently available to.Puerto Ricans are few. Many colleges have Opened

their doors but have been either unwilling or unable to meet the special educational ,

needs of the Puerto Rican. The Puerto Rican is without doubt a minority in the majority
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of special programs. Compensatory education in those institutions which have recog-,

nized the need and attempted to provide services has failed in most cases for various

reasons. At the core, however, it lack of fUnderstanding of the Puerto Rican.

Mans/ of the college personnel who are mandated, to work with Puerto .121,7an youth

have never met a Puerto Rican, much less gained any understanding of the peciliarities

of his culture and race. This problem, however, is not so easily solved. The°nUmber
. .

'2, , _
-of Puerto Rican professionals is' very small, and the ability of the colleges to utilize

- .

their services is even more-limited. In the area of counseling; many programs have

A

9

.

'1.

taken very "Fderali.' approach:, They maintain that counseling systems should be-totally

.unstructured and a student should only visit a counselor when he feels the need. The

°problem is/ however, that most Puerto RiCan youths have to be sought out as a result
. . .

.of cultural norms and. their experiences in elementary and secondary schools. Cultural

patterns of the Puerto Rican family do not Jeinforc e a student spbking to an adult about
.5

his pr 'oblems; on the conkrary,. parents are authority figures and discussion on the part of

oFfspting is often limited to respectful "yes'S.." Also, the.sophisticotion of America's

middle -class might permit a middle class American..to see a psychologist; however, for

the ghetto youth he is still often seen as a "!:cad blirinker."

Compensatory education in the area of language and expression has also been limited

in its success because colleges have failed to deal with the problems of the Puerto Rican

youth whose introduciion to English at some point in his development took place in an

416

elementary or secondary school system which failed to respond to the needs of bilingual

youth, causing a significant setback in developmental processes and language learning.

It requires do expert in bilingualism to develop and administer 'compensatory programs.



Tutoring services, like counseling programs, often fail to liVe up to the hopes of

program administrators. Some college personnel cannot"understand why students stop

attending tutoring sessions or often just stop asking for the services. According to

students weaknesses in tutoring programs often lie in the failure of the school to train

student tutors` -and to monitor the content and quality of tutoring sessions.

Compensatory 'Programs musfbegin to address the needs of the Puerto Rican if the

present tragic drop-out rates are to be curtailed. In order to work toward mare effec-

tiveness in this area, lAgrarn.personnei mustmake an effort to know and understand

the.specificscultUral chatacteristics and lifestyles, the problems and advantages, of

their Puerto Rican students.

I
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NATIVE AMERICANS
00,

The population of Native Americans, or American Indians as referred to in most

past literature, is steadily increasing at o growth rate above that of the general popu-

ration. 'Their precise number depends on how one defines' American Indicin. The -1960

Census reported 508,675 American Indians. Other estimates place their number at

approximately 700,000. For the most part, the Native American population is can-

centrated essentially in thirteen states, with Arizona, Montana, New Mexico, Okla--

home, and Sbuth Dakota having the largest represVntation.

On June 2, 1924, Congress conferred citizenship on all Indians born in the United

States who were not already in that category. This act of Congress, however, was not

sufficient to assure Native Americans the rights and privileges associated with citizen-
.,

ship. It is becoming a better-known fact that Native Americans 'represent one of the

most deprived groups in this country in terms of education, employment, housing and ck

health. It is virtually impossible to gethard data descriptive of the Native American

plight, but it is not uncommon to hear cf family incomes of41500 or unemployment

rates as high as 60 and 70 percent, and of a life expectancy of not much more than forty

years. There can be little question that the majority ()Motive Americans, largely

dependent on seasonal work

mainstream of *American sac

!There is a considerable

has been written deals with

and welfare, have been denied full participation in the

iety

body of literature on the Native American, but most of what

individual tribes 'and folklore, and little attention has been

addressed to the myriad problems which arise from the conditibn of Native Americans

as a group. Certainly, part of the difficulty is a reflection of the fact that Native

Americans are divided into very heterogeneous groups of people. These groups have

developed different social, political, economic, and religious structures depending on
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their location, resources, and degree of cdoptation to white American society. It follows

that an> attempt to deal with the educational problems of Native Americans must recog-,
nize the diversity of this population within the context of a compl.ehensive view of the,

many,forces and conditions which commonly affect' their development.

In terms of erInnation there ate specific problems which arepeculiar to Nalve

Americans. For example, one of the principal factors behind the relatively" low school

attendance of Native Americans is that the traditional educational system causes the

individual child to be removed frofn pis tribe and exposed to a different system of values.

The schools typically foster competition among individuals, whereas the Native American

society is based on a cooperative spirit. Moreover, there are many other differences in

temperament: NsatiVe Americans are seldom emotionally demonstrative, and they culti-

vote the ability to endure frustration without showingi4. such characteristics must be

understood and taken into consideration in the planning of special educational programs.

anfortamately, past effort have been guided by the notion that "Indians" must be assimil-

ated into the larger society. And as a result, more than half of the Native Americans

who make it into high school do not remain through graduation. Those who do "make it"

and go on to higher education face severe social and emotional adjustment problems in

a strange etWironment. Obviously, this condition is further compounded by the fact that

'most Native Americans have been inadequately.prepared academically to deal with col-

lege work.

It isrimPortant to understand the relationship of the Bureau of Indian Affairs fo the

plight of.. the Native Americans. With the expansion of white settlement in the west in

the-early 19th century came the realization that Native American culture and the white

man were incompatible. This incompatibility extended to conflicting values, attitudes,

4.
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and life styles and finally manifested itself in hostilities which resulted in slaughters

of Native Americans amounting to nothing less than genocide. By 1850, the govern-

ment bad osfablishee heavy control over the Native Americampopulation, with a line

of fort *and armies to control and fight the red man for the "protection" of the white

man. In 1849, tlieBuleauoftle Inierior was established and in 1851 the government began

to relocate Native Americans to reservations on unwanted and undesirable land. In

The following years, other official acts further dislocated the Native American papule-
.

Hon and functioned to break up tribal affiliations. The expressed policy was to "Amer-

icanize" the "Indians." Official government policy went through many variations, but

the effect on the Native American population remained the same: exploitation, poverty,

starvation and disease.

It is significant.to note that the Bureau of Indian Affairs-was established under the

War Department. in 1834 and is now in the Department of the Interior.. The many changes

in attitude on the part of the rgovemment and long history of broken treaties have pro-

duced most of the frustration and sense of-futility felt in the Native American today.

One impottant aspect of the relationship between the BIA and the Native American is
ri

related to the distinction between Plains Indians and the "Five Civilized Tribes." Since

the "Five Civilized Tribes" were originally in the southeastern United States, their expo.:

sure to the white man's culture came much earlier than that of the Plains Indians and

they were, therefore, in many ways. more able to deal with the white government. Evi-

dence of this is the relativply advantaged position of the Five Civilized Tribes in eastern

Oklahoma as cOmPared to the tragic condili'ons of the Plains Indians in western Oklahoma.

The Cherokee, for example, have been mo th more successful at self-help projects and
1

preservation of their traditiOns and culture than have the Che,',enne and Arapaho in

western Oklahoma. Also, the social acceptance, education, and socioeconomic condi-
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lions are generally better for the red pc elation in eastern Oklahoma than for those in

the western part of the state. Of course, conditions for any group are far from accep-

table.

She paternal attitudes of the government have done much to destroy initi. five and

pride in the Native American. It was only in 1970 that a bill wds passed in the Congress

to allow the Five Civilized Tribes to elect their own chief. Until then, the principal

chiefs of these tribes were appointed by the President of the United States. The bureau-

cracy which has resulted from this government control is staggering. In America's Con-
,

centration Camps, Carlos Embry (1956) says, "In less than twenty-five years, the number

of Indian Bureau employees has been increased from less than 5,000 to more than 12,500,

or about one for every six Indian families." (p.211) In light of this lack of autonomy,

it begins to seem miraculous that Native Americans can maintain the pride and self-image

to achieve any sort of academic success at all.

In terms of programs fo; higher education, the B:ireau of 'Indian Affairs has long pro-,
vided and controlled liberal scholarship programs for Native American students. Only

recently have they participated jointly with selected institutions in other programs for

college and university students such es tutoring, various research projects, and -.some other

stp rtive services. After 130 years of control, the Native American is little better off

than he was when the Bureau of Indian Affairs was established under the War Department

in 1834.

A local example of the plight of the INktive American which may be typical of the

national Oroblern'is the situation in northeast Oklahoma, which is served by Northeastern

State College, a four-year college engaged primarily in teacher-education. Northeastern

State College is located in Tahlequah, Oklahoma (Cherokee Count-y), the capitiil of the
4

Cherokee Nation. It was founded in 1846 by the Cherokee National Council as the
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National Male and Female Seminaries and became a state-operated institution in 1909.

It is the oldest institution for higher education in the state of Oklahoma. The school

is situated in the heart of the CoOkson Hills about 65 miles east of Tulsa, and 65 miles

west of Fayetteville, Arkansas. The immediate area served is Cherokee County and the

bordering counties of Wagoner, Mayes, Delaware, Sequoyah, Adair, and Muskogee.

These counties are all basically rural, with much of the population living in extremely

isolated rural areas. The following illustrative statistics are based on figures supplied

by the 1960 US Census; Oklahoma'Employment Security Commission; University of

'Oklahoma Buleau of Research;. Oklahoma State Department Of, Education; and the office

of U. S. Congressman *EdiEcimondion in Muskogee, Oklahoma:

1. Over 45 percent of the housing in four of these counties does not have

indoor plumbing. e,

2. 77 percent of the Indian population, in the area lives in isolated rural

areas or communities of less than 2,500, and 54.5 percent of the black

and 48.6 percent of the white population are rurol.

3. In five of these counties, ovel- 50 percent of the families have an

annual income of $3,000 or less, with one county reporting 69.31

percent of the families making $3,000 or less. Over 75 percent make

$5,000 or less, with 87,4 percent of Adair County in that category.

4. Over 50 percent of the total population has less than an 8th grade

education, while in four counties over 60 percent has less than 8

years of education.

5. The median school years completed by the non-white (red and black)

population is 7.3 years.
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6. The black population is very small (under 5 percent),except for

Wagoner County (16.4 percent) and.Muskogee County (19.1 perCent)...

7.' The Native American population is almost impossible to define. In

1960, four counties reported ler- than 10 percent and three counties

reported over 17 percent. However, all government agencies say

this is totally inaccurate. The common respor'ise when one asks how

many Indians there are, is "who isn't Indian?" Many predict that

growing racial pride will show a large increase in those claiming to

be Indian in the 1970 Census.

8. Four of these counties show over 30 petcent increase in population

from 1960-1970 while the state increase was barely ten percent.

9. The median family income fOr the area is $1,650 per year for the

non-white populatiorrand $2,800 annually for the white population.

It should be noted that some relief in socioeconomic conditions should result from recent

industrial and cultural projects in the area. The most sionificuot of these are the Chero-

kee Cultural and Industrial complex, which is being.financed more from tribal funds than

government money, several new interstate highways bordering the area, and the Arkansas

River navigation project. However, the large majority of the people who need help are

still living in such remote conditions and with so little education that even these projects

will not' reach 'them.

These ethnic and economic conditions are very evident in the problems of students at

NOrtheastern State College. Of the present enrollment of 5,400, there are 386 black

students and approximately 400 Native Americans. (Again, the Native American papule-

tion is impossible to define accurately. Many say 'the number of Indian students is closer

to 1,000.) Eighty percent of all

of $7,500 or less; fifty percent of

NSC students are frorrj: families with an annual income

the students are from families with an annual income 35
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of $4,800 or less, and forty percent of NSC students are on financial aid. Northeastern's

financial aid program is near $2 million-annually.

Special programs at NSC specifically designed to make higher education more acces-

sible to the disadvantaged or ,to insure success of poor and minority students at the college

level are developing slowly, and leave much to be desired. Specifically, NSC has made

a few attempts to address itself to the crisis. ACherokee Bilingual Education Program is

probably the most significant step toward improvement. Under this program courses in the

Cherokee language and specie! education courses to better train teachers going into the

rural schools are meeting with great success. The focus seems to be toward bettering con-

ditions in public schools rather than on the college level. The college has also conducted

a number of workshops. and institutes in human relations, also oriented more to the com-

munity and elementary and secondary schools. In addition to these efforts, NSC has a

;budding program in ethnic studies, still largely undeveloped though offering a few Isolated

courses in Native American culture and black history. A few Indian and Black Arts Pesti-
.

vals have been produced by student initiative without Much help from the college.

Aside from these minimal efforts, no program to better educate the disadvantaged

college student has been implemented. In the meantime, racial tr.' ouble between blacks

and whites and a growing impatience on the part of Native American students continues

to severely threaten the whole education process cit NSC. And socioeconomic conditions

of the area, particularly of the three major ethnic groUps, persist or become progressively

worse.

Northeastern State College is representative of many such institutions in rural areas

with large Native American populations. Education must be the kej, to solving these

crises in the community and college and Northeastern State College, like its counterparts

elsewhere, must begin to provide that key. Bad education leads to unemployment, to low
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./
income, to substandard living conditions, to bad education.. Thus the destructive and,

explosive self-perpetuating cycle is-complete. What can be done to improve education

is to create a comprehensive program in ethnic education, concentrating on the problems

of black, Native American; and poor white students, and taking-advantage o; the inher-

ent educational qualities of the area. Such .9 program should not only contain courses'

in ethnic studies and folklore, but should also incorporate a variety of supportive services

such as tutoring, counseling, social action projects, and recruitment and placement ser-

vices specifically designed to help students of each ethnic group. :What is needed is not

an additional course or two or an occasional workshop, but comprehensive programs.

The average Native American student comes from a background of rural isolation,

poor economic conditions, bilingualism or a primary language other than English, insula-

tion from urbanism and the contemporary national and world prOblems. What education

hp brings to college is so poor in quality that it is.not rare to run across college sopho-

mores and juniors who are functional illiterates. The average NSC student does. not iden-

tify with race riots, Berkeley, Wall Street', Black Panthers, Alcatraz, Kent State or even

the war on Vietnam. Too often the education offered to the Native American student :
seems irrelevanrto his needs.

Of course, racism and feelings of ethnic superiority on the part of faculty, admini-

strators, community, and students must be dealt with before much can be done. Discus-

, sions about communication problems may be helpful, but they are a poor substitute for

representation in administrative positions and faculty rosters. New solutions and new pro-

grams must be tried if poor and minority students are to receive an education which will

change a situation which has remained the same for 100 years.

When the white man "discovered" this country, over 1,000,000 Native Americans

already inhabited the land. The extermination at one point had decreased their ranks
37
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to one-fourth that number. But now red men constitute the fastest growing ethnic and

4=4031 minority in the United States, their number now approaching 700,000. If
. /

conditions for these long oppressed people are to improve, higher education will have

to resportd,to the need.

.
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d.

CHICANOS

Traditionally referred to in the literature as Mexican-Americans{ the ;)rown people

of the Southwist are increasingly choosing to be known as ;thicanos., a shortened pronun-

ciation of Mexicanos, as it irpronounced south of the United`States border. Their grow-,
0,

ing ethnic pride is also reflected irianother self-desibnation, Lp Reza, which can best

` be translated as "The Race," or "The People," an expression of group'pride and solidarity.
a

Most heavily concentrated in California, Arizona, Texas, New,Mexica; and Colorado,

Chicanos constitute the second. largest minority group in the Uni -ted States, v)\th their

number stimated at approximately ten million. In the 1964 U.S. Census, They were

counted under the heading, "Spcinish-surnemed White," an indication of the need fora

,»ore s ecific designation for the purpose"of group unity.

r over a kindred -years, these "Sparash-iurriamed Whites" have been analyied
. .

11 n about, though rarely by authors with Spanish surnames. Lazy, indolent., child-
) . . 4

..

'like passive, dirty, and/or ruthless-ovcr the years the stereotype has been built up.

Only recently, the mayor of a-prominent Texas city went on public record declaring that

Chicanos were a delightfully carefree, somewhat irresponsible People, fond of mbsig and

dancing, but basically unable to cope with' the mor-ecomplex business of life. It-can at
; ,

least be noted that he is no longer mayorpoPthat city; but it will take a great deal of.0
,

time and effort to. wash awa9.the tragic effects of the negative stereotype which has been

developed of the Chicanos, an image which its resulted-just as mtkPfrorn. biasecidocio-, .' N . 4 .. 4,

logical surveys and erroneous anthropological studies as from the rawer varieties of racial
,,, .,

prejudice and ignorance.

.6;"Wry few Chicanos havethad a hand in telling tiltir story; almost ithe entire,body of
' I 4

literature on the Mexican-Ame Icon has been 'written by AngIO-Americans and has been,

a
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in the main, negatiye and damaging. Educators.have lonareliedion this*ahistorical
. ...

.. . . . .
body of literature to ,stify and explain their failure to educate Chicano children.

As a current example, below is a portion of a statement by a .c.pliege administrator

/ .. . ,
to describe the characteristi.cs of the population which his college's special program

, -*,. , .

serves. ::: doing so hethas provided an example of the kind' ostereotyping still going .

en with regard' to these people. A Chicano student facing an educator with ideas such
,

.....-

as these would have difficulty in demonstrating (1) that nqt all of these characterlItics r
40t. g

are so negati4;e esrhey are portrayt here; and (2), tat he, and many other Chicanos,
, - L,

do not in fact possess
,
these charactcr!:tics..- Yet until he has been able to demonstrate

s .

these realities to the educators N'virh whom he mtist deal, he has little chance of being

treated as an individual,. or of receiving an education that is geared to him as a human

being; and not asmjextbook generalization. Here is
.

These traits areIdentiffe'd asbeing typical' of the

the excerpt:

Mexican-American:

Hosbeen exposed only to the social and cultural traditions of the
family unit. Has been generally alienated frcm r..articipation.in a
lar2tr crld comprehensive social structure. As.o result, he tends
tocippear, anti-InteHdctual and pragmatic. Has wide areas of
ignorance but is suspicious of new knowledge& and innovations.

Appears to learn most readily through a Physical, concrete
approach. Appreciates-knowledge for its;practical-, applied
ends, but;raFeq; values it for its own sake: Becauseof
turd ant.i.,,Sucial orientation, he places little value in. general',.
or bask edu4tidn. As a consequence he generally rejects the
education systpmariorito being exposed to occupational of applied
knowledr,e.

3.. Comes frorrja male: centered culture which values mciculinity.,4-'
and its attendant action.

. Comes from a culture which values, traditional heritages. .1s
religiously oriented but maintains basic superstitions. ...

-

4:4

5. Not accustomed to insight building.

40
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6. Fdeads ineffectively and is deficient in the communications skills.

7. Is unaware of the "ground rules!'
job.

Generally desires io tmprove his
and his family..

forsuCcess in school or on the
.,

...
-7: ,.st-zt4

. ..=

standard of living for hirriself

Over 15 percent of the people in the college district are.of MeXican-
American deicente

By Virtually any measure crpplied, the average Chicano falls far below the norms

established by American society as a,whole. In many respects they are worse.off than

most other minority groups. They.are poorer, Their housing is more,Crowdeciand more
,

dilapidated, their unemployment rate 4 higher, and Their average educational level is
. , .

_

lower. And while these facts hav'e been recognized and documented for many years,
,

.

only recently have efforts to ameliorate their i impoverishment and deprived educationaj.

condition been initiated.
.. ) : <

There are many school-clisfricts 'throughout the Southwest that are in great' financial'

,_

.

need themselves, and unfortunately infar too many instances government funds earmarked
- i

., , -
t -

for bilingual,andother 9ompensatory programs are not ling 'channeled into the proper-
. areas in which programs can,be developed for Chicano cildien. Consequently, there

is a criticashortage of educational programs directed toward the needs of Chicano
,

D

y oulh. Their educationvhas been a second-rate, mono-lingual, monO-cultural exper-

4

ience--and.many have been excluded even from this dubious privilege. Available evi-
--

demo indicates that Chicanos have a higher elementary and secondary school dropout
-

rate than any other identifiable group in the United States. According jo one report,
ssre

(The Mexican-American, Quest for Equality, a report of the National Advisory Committee

_on Mexican-American Education, 1968, Washington, Doa) the average:Mexican-,.

American child in the Southwest drops out of school the sevent1. year. In Texas,
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almost ninety percent of the children with Spanish surnames drop out before completing

school. And although Spanish-sumamed student's make up inare, than fourteen per-
1.

cent of. ublic school population in California, less than one-half ofone percent oft7 ., '1
college students enrolled in. the ;even incijor campuses'of the University of Carfomia are-...

0,

of this group. Moreover;t is not uncommon fa hear reports ofCt Idren.spending Imo or

---three years in the first grade or of being placed in classes for the mentally retarded b,7...ause

of difficulties with the English language. Obviously, given these inhuman conditions,
i

only a relatively small number of Chicon& ever Complete high school--and a sizeable...,

'number of thoie, who .do suryive;thepublic soh* experience do not go on ,to any form of

higher education.)

It is,diffidult to ''ascertain with any certain. degree.of accuracy the extent to which

Chicanos participate in higherced ation. A reliable estimate is that' less than twoper-

cent of the college population ins "Spanish-sUrnamed." Moreover, approximately three-

fourihs of the 4hicano students who do begin college are forced to,.drop out before they

receive .their .degree.

There seem to be only a few isolated instance; in which colleges or universities have

committed themselves in a comprehensive manner to the identification, recruitment, and,

most importantly, the educational developmeni-of Chicano students. San Jose, Long

Beachiand San Diego State Colleges, the University of California at Santa Barbara and

New Mexico State University are exami.,...3s of institu.tions which have began to,address

themselves to this responsibility. Also, Jacinto Trevipo Chicano College in Mercedes,

Texas, as its name implies, is principally dedicated to the education of Chicanos as well

as to the resolution of theinany social dnd educational problems faced by the Chicano

.population.



It must be noted that very few institutions of, higher education are presently eqUipped

to provide a meaningful education for Chicanos. Many college administrators feel that a
:iv. r*P.: --

discussion of black problems is a discussion of Chicano problems. In spite of the fact that

both pop.lations have been exploited, victimized, and have suffered many of the same

injustices in this country, they are unique groups with differing cultures, personality pat-

terns, and learning styles. For example, a major problem of Chicanos is that of bilingual-

..
ism. The inability to speak standard English is in many respects a more severe impediment*

in this' society than color. Language "hang-ups" are the basic causes of most Chicano

failures in college. It is for this treason that a solutionto the problem,of retention of

Chicano students must take into consideration language and culture as the most important

areas of education for the entering Chicano students. The college language instructional rr

program should be, for this reason, the best planned, coordinated, and organized of all

programs.

In terms of his culture and his heritage, the Chicano's perceptions, .,-Perspectives,
,

aspirations, and values must be clearly understood in any serious attempt to provide equal-
, t

."
ity of educational opportunity. A: an example,,college program coordinators, should realize

_.... :.,

that many Chicano parents are reluctant to send their daughters to college, particularly

where they must live in dormitories, because they choose to adhere to -their traditions of

familial, practices and parental authority. Recruitment efforts and institutional practices

must therefore be specifically addiessed to this particular phenomenon. The tragq,dy is

that most college adminittrators fail to recogniZe and mal..a provision for these types of

_cultural factors, and attempts to modify the college program and learning environment to,

eliminate factors discouraging the success of Chicanos are rare. There is evidence,. how-

ever, that Chicanos throughout the country are uniting their efforts to insure that this

negieLt will not continue. The drive and determination of.young Chicanos to fight their
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way into educational opportunities m the brightest factor in Chicano education in this

country.
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It is also true that little attention is given in the literature to the problems of poor,

whites, who receive a large proportion of federal assistance aimed at college students,

Including Equal Opportunity Grants. It is estimated that between thirteen and sixteen

percent of the populatiOn of urban poverty areas is white children under the age of eighteen,

and approximately one-fifth of the rural poverty area population is made up of white young-

stars (National Education Association, 1969). Certainly many of these young people have

other difficulties, in addition to .the fact of poverty, which have affecteld their education

negatively. Many come from backgrounds of rural isolation, and may hove encountered
,.

conflicts in their education stemming from differing langulige patterns and cultural traits.

, However, the great majority of such students attend colleges which have traditionally

served these groups, and therefore do not find themselves set apart from the mainstream

of their colleges life by membership in a special program or by ethnic differences. In

the context of their chosen college experience, they may well not be disadvantaged.

With these varied kinds of backgrounds and characteristics, the new students are affec-

ting the old institutions in a variety of ways. Students from all backgrounds are rallying

around the demand for relevance, one of the primary catchwords for student activists of

all persuasions. The attack on behalf of this cause encompasses many different demands,

from the responsibility of the university to be a positive, active force f t(social change,

to the most desirable kind of grading system. Students are demanding not only new sub-
,

jects added to traditional curriculum, but new modes of learning those subjects, as well

as new criteria for evaluating how well that learning has been done. They are calling

fman end to the system which requires that they allow themselves to, be fed a series of

facts, accompanied perhaps by selected evaluations, and then that they be prepared to
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cough up this information upon demand to obtain a certain, standardized criticism of

their ability to perform these tasks known as a grade. Many students feel that their

1..

best work,- the Teaming that is most important to them, and Which can be done in their

own, personal style, should not be evalual-.,d on an impersonal, numerical basis or

compared with the work of other students. Certainly it is true that when the college

finds itself serving a greatly varied population of students, some of whom have not

met with great success when judged by tfeiditional academic standards, but who are

potentially as capable of meaningful development as the more academically successful
-/

students, a more individualized system of evaluation must be designed, one which is

sensitive enough to perceive and record the types of progress which are actually being

made.

\`.
During the past few years a good many colleges and universities, almost always

in response to student demand, have begun experimenting with variations of, the pass-

fail method, with mixed evaluations of the system from students, faculty, and admini-

strators. Some faculty members feel that this form of evaluation tempts students to do

only a minimum arrto,,nt of work to gain the credit, but other students and teachers coun-
,

fer that pass-fail allows students to benefit from courses in difficult or new areas which

they would not have .considered if a low grade in such a course could affect their four-,

year average. It is certainly true that something is wrong with a system which is struc-

hired so as to shut off students from new intellectual experiences for such a reason. The

fact is that pass-fail and A - F are dearly not the only alternatives for evaluating stu-

dents, and both are unsatisfactory insofar as they serve as shorthand or codes to deprive

the student of ameaningful evaluation and understanding of what he has learned in a

course and how well he is able to use this knowledge. It may be necessary to seek far ,

more personal means of &riving at these evaluations, and certainly any mode which places
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the student in competition 'with his fellow students is to be avoided as.a diversion of

energy in harmful directions and a subversion of the highly personal goal of intellectual

and personal development which is supposed to be a vital part of the college experience.

If such evaluations are carefully done, an...! not the perfunctory exercises which letter
,

grades, and now, in m. any'cases, pass-fail. systems, have come to be, they should meet
ti

the objections of those administrators who see a problem of selection for graduate and

professional school admissions officers, by offering, if anything, a clearer picture of the

prospective student than any number-laden transcript has ever been able to do.

The most overwhelming problem which the new populations of disadvantaged students

present to the universities is fiscal. It is a basic fact that higher education is expensive.

And it is also a fact that the financial problems of almost all colleges and universities,

grossly enlarged by the current national economic situation, seem headed toward a crisis

of disastrous proportions. No discussion of any aspect of higher education can remain
ti

untinged by considerations of impending financial emergency. Out of these circumstances,

the university which is committed to Opening its doors to larger numbers of disadvantaged

young people must somehow find the funds with which to assist these students, and then

must dispense them as equitably and even tactfully as possible. For an important demand

which these new kinds of students are making on the colleges they attend is that they be

respected,' and not'be treated as objects of,charity.

The pride which such students bring with them Into the university and which they,are

resolved to protect can.be the source of other new problems for the school.. Determined

to protect their racial or ethnic integrity, some students may seek solidarity by demanding_

seParate facilities. This demand sets forth a tightrope on which the university must tread

t.

carefully. Enforced assimilation is as harmful for all students as enforced segregation, but
1;47

there must be carefully provided opportunities for meaningful interaction among all students,

as well as freedom andlacilities far,united_action_among subgroups.of the student_papulation.
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Above all, the new students and their needs demand from the university the one

thing that a large and long established institution of any sort.may well "find most diffi-
,

cult to provide--flexibility. As-9 revered,institution Ili-the:society, the college or

universit: has always been able to demand that the be on the, part of the stu-

dents, who presumably will come to the school with the desii:e to be molded in the image

of its other graduates. This comfortable state.of affairs is simply no longer the case for

a large number of young people now entering college. Whether because they perceive

themselves as brighter or more sophisticated than previous college students or because,

like many disadyantaged students, they know that they come from backgrounds much

different from the insulated Scholarly community and have a set of knowledge which

others in that community lack, these new students refuse to conform unquestioningly to

someone else's idea of what they should be. The problem of educating them, in their

-,great diversity, is not a simple one.

In return, the old institutions cannot fail to have an impact on the new students.

The college experience creates many pro. for young people with different types

of social aila academic experiences, and in some cases the school, may try to minimize
- ,

1.the impact of these differences while trying at other times to give maximum effectiveness
, dr./
I

to thik,changes it brings about for t4 students, when those changes represent the kind of

impro-vementithe school hopes to effect in them.

Many colleges and even graduate schools have set up a variety of special programs

. co dear with non - .traditional students whom they)eek to admit in larger numbers. Reme-

diareourses may be offered or required in areas in which large numbers of the students

`she fOsmd to be deficient. Other academic problem's- may be dealt with by special tutor -
.

in? programs, or byA3rograms designed to improve study skills in general. Other methods

of dealing with both social and academic problems arising from the transition to college

life have included a variety of counseling programs as well as special pre-college prepa-



ratory programs which are usually designed to give the student a foretaste of life an

the campus at the same time as they offer same remedial work in academic skills.

Most institutions recognize the importance of financial considerations in assisting

such special students toward success in higher education, although few find tl,emselves

with adequate resources to provide.the kind of help that is really needed. Scholarships,

loans, and special jab opportunities are the usual components of financial aid programs,

though there are many pitfalls' in dispensing of this assistance. Some of these problems

will be discussed in detail in Chapter V of this report.

A number of schools are responding to the needs of these new types of

new
,

some willingly and some under pressure--by instituting new courses in areas of study

Which are felt to be more relevant to the "concerns of the students. These new methods ;

ard areas.of learning provide an example of one effort an the part of the university to
%

, I,, i
g ,

adapt itself to the students, ratherthan devbting its entire resources to adapting all its
,

.

,
,. students to the traditional style and content of the university.

t
For the mast part, however, the pressure remains an the students to produce evidence

of achievement along traditional academic lines. The more the background of the student'

has been characterized by lack of success in this area, and the more rigidly the institution

defines and measures academic success, the greater will be the chance of failure for that

student.

Added to the pressure of the demand for academic achievement is the psychological

impact of the alien atmosphere of the campus. Many such non-traditional stu.dents came

from communities where few of their peers go to college, and where even fewer of the

older people they have known have had college experiences. Suddenly these students

are thrust into the middle of what they have always considered to be an elitist experience.

This view is still held by most of their friends.and companions in the community; many of

their peers are "an the streets," whether in the ghetto, in the small rural town, ar an
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the reservation, far away from such special opportunity. It is almost inevitable that

such i:udents will feel done and isolated on the alien campus. They will be torn

between their ethnic or, class identity, which is moving them in one direction, and

dl the pressures put upon them by the college atmosphere and their fellow students

there to conform to another standard. If they are racially in the minority, must they

attempt to assume white skin and mores? Many may feel that they are being pressured

to do exactly that. Must they adopt middle class :deals and values? Some may feel

that unless they do, they will always remain outsiders, a psychological burden which

is especially hard to bear at such a critical stage in the young person's develo.pment.

Another role which the..non-traditional student may find himself playing is the spokes-

man for his race or group, a role which he may be forced into without voluntarily choos-

ing it. He May simply be used as the silent representative of his group on campus, a
, . .

..... ,

symbol to assuage uneasy consciences or pldcateotential pressure-groups, without the
.., .

opportunity to be the spokesman for anything at all. "House niggers" seldom have the

oppOrtunity to speak for themselves, much less find anyone to listen.

,
,,. ,, .. The list of pressures which these new kinds of students .nay feel in the college envi-
.-)11;4',
v'.;h.,-,;!,t,'. ..t. ',4-1., 'i.

,

't`'''',''

/
,ronment seems to be endless and often contradictory. Frequently they conflict with or

. f compoun d other psychological burdens to the Point of confounding nearly any well inten-
::et.--4;1

boned attempt to provide remedies for the problems. The special student may be tormented

by uncertainty concerning his ability to meet and utilize this special opportunity, even

if he can overcome the guilt which he mqleel at being the recipient of such special

treatment when other members of his community have no such chance. On the other hand,

he may feel that higher,education is a right which is simply denied to many and which

he is claiming for himself, only to arrive on campus and find hirriself confronting admini-

strators and fellow students who treat him like a welfare case. He may have to struggle,
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too, with his own desire to have his academic work evaluated by the same standard used

for all other students, thus coming into conflict with the practice of some well meaning

instructors who are inclined to be more lenient with students they consider to be at a dis-

advantage. To protest this treatment, the student may feel, would be disloynl to other

students from the.group with which he identifies. Many such problems, seemingly with-
.

out satisfactory solutions, may make him feel hopeleisly trapped in what is offered to

him as a glorious opportunity.

Of course, the opportunity is not without its positive aspects. Evenfor the student

ultimately cannot adjust to the change, the experience has'broadening effects, and

may m ke him better able to function in the world at large. The fact of having attended

such an in titutian will provide' him with a greater range of traditional career opportuni-

ties, includi even, for some few, the field of sports, though this route to success has,

for many excelle t reasons, lost much of its appeal. As a result of many of the conflicts

described, these yaung people may actually arrive at a clearer perception of the value
.7..\

and disadvantages of the prevailing middle class ethos; and'have an enhanced opportun-

ityity to make an enlightened choice of values and life. style. They may benefit from a

strengthening of their ethnic pride and solidarity, and may advance their perception of

social and economic realities to`the point at which they can derive a crass-ethnic attack

on problems which have usually been viewed as primarily ethnic in origin. :They may

come to the realization, along with concerned fellow students of all -ethnic and class

backgrounds, that the bases o: power as well as those of discrimination are not necessarily

ethnic or racial( but may be more effectively viewed as political and 'economic.. If they

can effectively act on these assumptians, then the education they have4ceived, as

well as the education they have contributed to other students of more traditional college

backgrounds, will far exceed the wildest hopes of the \educators responsible for their

college opportunity.



As we have seen, however, there are many problems and pitfalls before some of
I.

these more positive aspects of the college exper:*-ice.can be realized for the new..tyt,es

of students, even in a si'uation where the nature of the institutions and the nature of

the students with whom they are dealing remain static.

case today, however. Many forces are responsible for

Even this condition is not the

an almost constant state, ofchange

within the institutions and among the populations from whom they seek to, recruit students.

At the moment, there are many pressures--financial, political, and social--which actually

against-the kind of effort which has been growing over The past few years to

broaden educational opportunity for students traditionally denied it. Even this situation

may change -in a moment, given the swiftness,andcomplexity of social change today.

Many ofthe 'facts reported in this, study may be hopelessly dated 1::y the -time of this .
writing. It iS,hece;Sky-* folf-iho'se educators determined to be effective to confront and

allow for the fact that people and institutions are both in such a fluid state at present

as to Make analysis and planning extremely difficult, though not, we must assume, impos

sible.
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Chapter III. Current?rograms and Practices in Compensatory Education

. .4*
The-'data collodion stage of thii studywas diyided jnto four phases. Phase 1

p

was designed to determine the target population of institutions to be studied, those
. . . , . .

institutions which have special 'collegiate programs foi- non - traditional students.
...

, .
...

.
. , . .**

Phase II was a general survey ofprogram
2
characteristics, as well as relevant information

o .
1

..
I , , .

on students? administrations, and faculty whO partfcipate in such programs.. This gpnerql.
. -.... ...,., . . . .

survey encompassed all institutions which were itientified in Phase I aifiaii.ing special
: .

. .-

compensatory prpgrams. The purpose of Phase 1:11.Was to.:gather data whichl could

, , ., .. .

not be adecivately obtained by-means of questionnaires. In a series of site visits to

colleges with special programs, staff investigators elicited inforryiaticini:egarding thp

attitudes ofsignificant groups

various frames of references.

toward the'trilpacf of the special

: .

In Phase IV', a selected number

programsms from teir.

of institutions was chosen'

'for the purpose of conducting a series, Of in-depth case studies of the special. prog rams..

The Phase I inquiery.was sent to 4)19 colleges and universities throughout the United

States. Thirty-seven percent (n=1515) of the total number of colleges contacted responded

to this initial inquiry.. Subsequently, a follow -up mailing was sent to all non - responding

institutions. The final percentage of returns was increased to 53 percent: Of the 2)09

institutions responding to this initial, inquiry, 711 indicated the presence of special

programs for non-traditiorial students. These institutions became the, target of
.

intensive survey of the nature of the elements which characterized such programs;
,

Of this target population, 370 colleges and universities participated in an extensive
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analysis of theiF programs. Data were collected by means of a detailed questionnaire

(see appendix), selected campus visitations, and ran analysis of program mtiterials

(brochures, documents, annual reports, etc.). This\ in-depth study of programs brought

into focus significant discrepancies between reported practices and the actual percep-

tions,.obiervatiOns, and experiences of student and staff participants. Given this

phenomenon, the relatively small number of institutions studied, and the difficulties

:inherent in attempts to quantify interview data, it was deCided to rely heavily on a
Ni

narrative report of findings., and to piece less emphasis on the statisticql presentation

I
of aato. This approach seems to provide a more meaningful.and reasonably complete

description of the status of the problem.:

PRESENT FINDINGS COMPARED WITH THE 1966 GORDON-WILKERS011 STUDY
4 \.

In 1966 Gordon and Wilkerson reported the results of their comprehensive nation-
I .

I 4

wide study of compensatory education for the disadvantaged, whiCh included programs.
. .

and practices from 'prescheol \through college. In this earlier study. thWinvestigators
," .

-

ic(.4sivta reports from 610 institutions of higher education, representing
.28.6 <Percent, -/

of the 2,131 colleges' and universities whiph they contacted. In contrast, the present

study received reports from 2,198.iMtitutions which-represents 53% of the institutions

of higher education surveyed. These relationships are reflected in Table I, be\low.

- -
The significantinaeose in respon'siveness 'noted above may be indicative of the many.

A

NumEser.of. Institufionstr-ontacted

1966 Studs, ,Present Study

2,131

,

4,119
Nurhber of Institutions Responding 610 (28,6%) 2,198 (53%)

'Number of Institutiom Reporting. .224 (37%) 711 (32%)
Special Programs
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changes in highe'r education between 1964 and 1969, which have had a sensitizing effect
., .
on institutions in"terms of their obligation to make known their efforts on behalf of the

Lion -t, oditional student.

As indicated above, Gordon and Wilkerson reported that of the 610 institutions,

224 (37%) indieated that they were conducting a variety of compensatory practices

special recruiting and admissions procedures, financial aid, pre-college prepare-

' tory courses, remedial courses in college, spedial cin-riculc, counseling, tutoring,

and other practices; and 386 of the institutions (63%) reported that they were not con-
.

ducting programs for non-traditional students. This relative decrease in the percentage

of institutions reporting the presence of programs must be viewed in the light of the

hall:: difference in the rates ofreturn for each of the two studies. In absolute terms,

it is to be noted that the number of special programs reported has increased from 224

to 711, so that between 1966 and 1969 the evidence points to a 217% increase in the

number of colleges and universities reporting the presence of special programs for

. -
non=traditional students.

The levels of academic programs offered by the institutions reporting compensatory-

programs are\as follows:

Two-year colleges
Four-year colleges
Universities

34%
40%
26%

(n=242)
(n=284)
(n=185)

The Gordon-Wilkerson study reported- that 29% of the institutions were of the two-

year comn-Lnity or junior college type. The present study reveals that slightly,more

than one=third of the institutions reporting co ,pensatory programs were. two -year colleges.

It seems certain that the increase in the number of community colleges that have come
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into existence during the past five years accounts, in part, for their proportionately

increased representation in the compensatory education effort. Ho Weyer, careful

examination of many two-year college programs reveals compelling evidence to suggest

thot in many instances these "programs" are something less than new compensatory,.
<-

programs for non - traditional students. .Man of these institutions have a general "open

door" admission policy and regularly offerrremedial sources for any student tivho may

have an educational deficiency. These colleges, typically serving the local community,

have attracted a considerable number of students because of financial considerations,

and consequentlyconsequently there is a relatively high representation of low/lower-middle class

youth On campus. Given these, factors, within the context,of the durrent

tical-educational atmosphere, it is not difficult to understand how many of these

community 'mmunitycolleges would tend to regard their ongoing services,and policies as 'spe-
I .

1

,cial efforts" to enhance the educational opportunities of non-traditional students.

With reywd`to the kinds-Of programs offered by the 711 institutions, it is virtually

impossible to make any meaningful analysis on'the basis of the questionnaire data.

Most of the institutions offer multiple programs (e.g. nemi arts/teacher education,

liberal arts/terminal occupational, technical/terminal occupational, professional/

terminal occupational, professional/teacher education, etc.) and were unwilling to

Place themselves primarily in any cne category. This phenomenon may, in part, Xpkin

the fact that Gordon-Wilkerson reported that 90% of the programs were based in the

liberal arts in 1966. An admittedly crude analysis in the present study would suggest

that perhaps two-thirds of the institutions are primarily of the liberal ar-'0.1ype, and

the remaining third are approximately equally divides e among teacher education,

56
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terminal-Occupational, professional, and other. Future studies might profitably address'

themtervesLoAhe specific programs or majors that the socially.drsadvantaged students

are actually-enrolled in regardless of the particular classification of the college or

university. It is of (crucial importance to ascertain the extent to which minority youth
I

are being prepared to move into positions of high status and responsibility in the com-

munity, and therefore of great interest to learn how many are studying public adminis-

tration, business administration, law, medicine, urban planning, and eddcationaI

As was the case in the 196\6\study, information concerning the number of non-tra-

&Hanoi students being helped by the 711 institutions reporting compensatory programs

is fragmentary, and in many cases ambiguous. Of those, institutions with reasonably

clear reports on this item, 40% reported assistance to between one and 30 students;

21% reported assistance to between 31 and 50; and 39% reported assisting more than

50 students with a range into the hundreds (see Table II).

Nuniber of Students Percent.of Reporting
Being Assisted \ Institutions*

,..

Between 1 - 30
Between 31-50
More than 50

*N=240 institutions reporting usable-data

40
"21

\

The Gordon -Wi Iketson data indicated that almost half of the institutions with corn-

pensatory programs in the 1966 study were assisting fewer than 30 socially disadvantaged
N

students.

For the purpose of ta-general, five-year comparison regarding the status of com-

\
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pensatory programs in,higher education, it may be concluded that the absolute number

of programs has/increased substantially, but that there has been only a relatively slight

increase in the numbers of students being assisted by individual programs. The following

4,

sections are addressed to a descriptive analysis of the nature of the various program

practices and policies as they are revealed in questionhaire and interview data.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Survey questionnaires attempted to elicit the specific objectives of the programs

and practices as they, were initially formulated. The evidence suggests that while

the delineation of objectives may have been an important aspect of a funding proposal,

it was not an integral part of the program. Typical responses were, "to provide an

equality of educational opportunity", "to increase the number of minority group stu-

dents ", or to enable each to become all that he fp capable of becoming." Two-thirds

of the institutions reporting objectives indicated that either, faculty, administrative

staff, or student personnel staff were primarily responsible for the formulations of the

objectives. The remaining institutions reported the involvement of students and the

college community at large in the formulationiof objectives. It is important to note

that, for the most part, the latter institutions instituted prograni practices which related

directly back to specific objectives, and consequently their evaluation) procedures

were based on the' realization of objectives, iFis well as on the effectiveness of :F.ccific

practices. This continuity of flow from objectives topractices to evaluation was not

the norm. For the most part initial objectives were not clearly stated and there was

a tenuous relationship between specific program practices and .stated program objec-

tives.



MODAL PRACTICES

(t should be noted that=special recruiting procedures, modified admissions practices,

-financial aid, and a lengthened time for completing the degree were common elements

of virtually all institutions reporting special programs. Beyond these common elements;

responding.institutions aFe conctuCting a variety of compensatory practices directed

at the special needs ofcollege students from disadvantaged backgrounds as shown

by the following summary tabulations ITable 111.).

Percent*
Special iremedial coursework 73%
Special counseling and other guidance services 68%
Sliecial.stutoring 63%
Special instruction in study skills 55%
Pre-college preparatory courses 39%
Special curriculum, or sequence of courses 21%

*In interpreting the above summary tabulations, one must be
mindful of the fact that some institutions did not regard cer-
tain practices as "special," since they were available to the
total student population. This was particularly true in the case
of counseling and tutoring services.

The offering of remedial 'courses was the most frequently mentioned practice, followed

by special counseling and then tutoring services. This particular combination of prac-

tices, in fact, appears to be the modal progr%am. Yet there is increasing evidence that
. ,

these practices, as they are currently being implemented, are only minimally effective

in improving the academic performance of socially disadvantaged students.

The fourth and fifth most frequently mentioned prbctices Were "special instruction

in study skills" and-4'pre-college preparatbry courses." The manner in which these

two practices are conducted varies considerably among colleges. While considerable

energies are being devoted to.meeting students' needs, both the emergent character
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of many of the programs and the besitancy, of students to participate have compromised

the efficacy of these efforts: Thfs conditiOn will be elaborated on in the following

sections which are addressed to specific compensatory practices.

REMEDIAL COURSES .

While the offering of remedial cour'$ii.si's the Priost,,comrrionpractice among institu-,
4

tions surveyed, there is mounting evidence that it has been one of the least! effective.

One of the major problems haseen that many of the institutions, the community col

Ieges in particular, were already 'Making remedial courses available to their requidi

students, and intheir special program for the-newly admitted socially disadvantaged

students they simply extended the existingYemedial course ofi:Jrings to cover the ipecial

students, the rationale for this approach being that these students need remedial-help

in most, if not all, areas and that their educational deficiencies can be reversed by

means of the existing remedial courses. 'Both of these assumptions'are tenuous at best.

The following statement made by a program director is typical of the experienceo,fmany..
6

others: "As part of the program's design, students .were to be enrollej

kr.of academic and remedial courses during their first semester. The program had expected

to use the remedial reading and writing courses already existing at. the college. ,

Unfortunately, however, the-utilization of these resources was not fully realized.

Thirty percent of the students registered in the remedial reading class were advised to

leave the course on the basis of preliminary testing which indicated +cm to be tot)

severely impoverished in reading skills to benefit? Additionally it was discovered

that the writing lab was not designed to meet the special needs of these students."

aes
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Of the 270 institutions reporting remedial courses, 156 (58%) indicated that they

were offered on q non-credit basis. On these campuses wheie remedial courses were

non-credit, many of the students interviewed expressed the feeling that this first year

of college was just an extension of high school, and thatttiley were not full-fledged

members of the college community. In those institutions that made participation in

remedial courses mandatory, students perceived the practice as being both unfair and

demoralizing. Consequently, these students were often unmotivated and uninterested,

and the remedial courses were of scant benefit "to most of them. In short, a remedial

framework built on the assumption that educational "deficiencies" can be made up

for simply by the application of extra, heavy; remedial doses of the standard curri-

culum has resulted in widespread disillusionment and a.high dropodrate from remedial

courses among the new enrollees.

Several institutions haveclescribed more promising approaches to the question of

ramadiativir, and interestingly enough, report more positive results. The courses,

while often referred to as "compensatory courses" or "developmental courses", repre-

sent more than new packaging of traditional efforts. There is a different attitudinal

set involved in which the individual is viewed as being at a different point in his

educational development as a consequence of his on-going interaction with a "high

risk" environment. There is crn effort made to fit the learning experiences to the

learning styles of non-traditional students. These courses are designed to correspond

at entry and termination points with the pre-course and post-course experiences of the

individual, that is, they are designed to meet the individual where he is, to build

on his strengths, and to facilitate his growth and transition into regular courses within



a reasonable period of time. The following comments by program direcors are illustrative

of this new directiansin developmental coursework:

and

,
...remedial courses were,not enough to assure marginal student's of

success in regular college programs. A model transitional curriculum was
devised. Cbjectives are to provide services such as increased counsel-
ing, motivational attitude training; curricula appropriate. for students'
level of ability, and articulation with career oriented programs. The
reasons for devising a developmental education program may be surimarized
6 stating that the traditional ,remedial program was not meeting the needs
of marginally effective students.

Starting in 1970-71 the college will offer a new program of courses
(developmental) rather than the traditional remedial courses which were a re-
run of high school courses. These developmental courses ar'e desi§necho
affect the attitude of the learner. relative to the subject area and education
in geneial. Moreover, students will be enabled to develop a greater sense
of self-realization...

COUNSELING SERVICES

The provision of special counseling and other guidance services was the second most

frequently mentioned practice in the suryey. The actual provisions varied among insti-

tutions from the "paper-thin" notification toistudents that the counseling center was

available to them, to thez,intensive counseling services provided by a special counselor

for every fifty students. Program directors consistently indicated that "counseling" ,

was an integral aspect of their program. Yet, in all but a few isolated cases, there

was no indication that a systematic attempt at evaluating the efficacy of this specific

practice was being made. Consequently,. while' proaram directors consistently make

optimistic statements regarding the impdct and significance of the counseling strategy

cis a viable mode of intervention, there is little hard evidence to substantiate this

optimism.
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Interviews with students and staff members; on the other hand, indicate more
.

often than not that they do,not share this positive perception of counseling services.

Apprcximately 150 students were interviewed both individually and in small grolups during

the on-site visits. In their evaluations of the "special counseling services" several

themes were clearly identifiable. Primarily, ,students resent the gross assumption that

thoir "heads are messed up"; they reject the implicit, notion of having to be "adjusted"

to the norms and values Of the institution or of the larger society; and they call

into serious-question the competency of the 'many traditional white middle-class

college counselors in terms of understanding their needs. These general attitudes

are reflected in the following comment made by one student upon returning from a
:t

forty-five minute session with her counselOr:""Like I'm losing weight, the girls on my.

floor are down On me, and I'm falling behind in all of my courses -- and that cat tells

me, I'm experiencing guilt feelings about'my parents' divorce six years ago...1 don't

want to hear that jive talk, I'm interested in where I'm at right now."-
..

`Another common problem which has not been widely acknowledged by colleges

is the fact that most Of the non-traditional students arrive on campus with a negative

titiew of counseling and counselors. Many counselors in the public school system, they

feel, programmed them for failure, were insensitive to their concerns, and looked

down on them. It matters little what the facts may have been, for if this is their

feeling about what happened, their attitudes and behavior will be influenced by that

perception, and they will be reluctant to avail, themselves of whatever counseling

services are offered. A considerable number of smaller instiiiitiOlis have further com-

pounded this und6rlying problem by assigning students to regular faculty members for

Q
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purposes of counseling. Unfortunately, competence as an instructor in a given disci-

pline is not necessarily accompanied by the sensitivity and skill required to work

effectively with these students. As a consaquence, students often lose faith in their

"counselors "' abilitif to assist them with academic, as well as other problems. More-

over, the faculty members often tend to regard this aspect of their responsibilities
ti

to the institution as an unpleasant chore.

It must be noted that the students interviewed do not deny that there are needs

to be met in this area, nor have they written off counseling, per se, as a viable

strategy. They do not view themselves as "sick" or "maladjusted," but rather they

feel that as a result of being subjected to the public school system they have a need

to leamhow to "get themselves together." While acknowledging that counseling may

be one effective strategy for meeting this need, they question the efficacy of the ser-

vice as it is presently being implemented.

TUTORING SERVICES

The provision of tutoring services is a corilmon element of most special programs.

While there is some variation with regard to the manner in which the tutoring service

is structured, it is difficult from the data analyzed to discern particular approaches

that may be especially promising or, on the other hand, approaches that have been

relatively unsuccessful. Various programs have involved student tutors, paid tutors,

or faculty tutors, and have iesulted in varying degrees of success or failure with each.

Colleges and universities reporting similarly structured tutoring plans also reported

varying degrees of student satisfaction and partic'ipation. Students occasionally com-

-
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plained about the limited number of tutors and then indicated that when tutors were

made available they (the students) participated on an irregular basis. WI,en \questioned

about this inconsistency, students would often respond on a personal level, indicating

that they felt uncomfortable seeking tutorial assistance or that the tutor wasn't relteng

to them. It seems clear that the attitude and sensitivity of the tutor are critical

Variables. If students sense a genuine feeling of concern and sincerity on the part

of the tutor, they are more likely to avail themselves of the service. It follows that

in the selection of tutors priority should be given to those who have, accumulated

experiences and understandings related to the needs of these students. Several insti-

tutions reported-that-upperclassmen from disadvantaged backgrounds were able to relate

to and effectively communicate with entering freshmen from similar backgrounds.

It may well be that the motivational effect of relating to a successful peer might be

a more powerful learning agent than contact with a middle class adult operating out

of the traditional skill strengthening or remediation classroom. Additionally, peer

tutors had a modeling effect upon the freshmen and consequently considerable initia-

tive growth and social learning also resulted, particularly in the area of coping skills '

(educational and inter - personal) necessary to college survival.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTION IN STUDY SKILLS

By all accounts (project directors, studenti, and staff ) the various developmental

learning centers and skills centers represent one of the most promising and effective

strategies for bridging the .gap between an individual's substandard educational prepara-

tion and his successful movement through a collegiate program. Initially the develop-
,

ment of these learning centers was, for the most part, limited to the larger colleges
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a
and universities. However, as experience indicates that many of the regular college

-

students can benefit by participation in these centers, a considerable number of smaller

colleges are initiating such centers to be available to all students.

While there is no standard model, there are certain recurring features such as the

use supplementary !earning materials; developmental reading activities; learning

contracts; independent study assignments; special tabs in composition, math and commu-

nication; programmed instruction; skills seminars,in note taking, preparing for exams,

assessing instructor styles and goals; and frequently, tutorial assistahce carried out under

the egissof the center. The centers generally focus attention on the diagnosis of

individual students' strengths and weaknesses and the development of strategies to work

', with each student. An attempt is made to relate now skills to the skills the student

already possesses, -to his knowledge of himself and the world around him.

Many of the colleges have discovered that skills development alone was not suf-

ficient in enabling students to achieve success. Patterns of under-achievement are a

function of affective ak.well as cognitive considerations. Planned intervention in

the affectivc_domain is often a necessary pre-condition before students can realize

maximum benefits from the skills development aspect of the center. Consequently,
`5

`initial efforts are often in the direction of fostering relationships of trust and confidence;

developing within each individual a sense of control over his destiny and positive

feelings of self-worth; counteracting the expected failure complex; and assisting the

individual to explore his aspirations and life goals in the light of his new insights.

Institutions reporting this type of comprehensive approach indicate that traditional

counseling, tutoring, and "remediation" occur easily and naturally within this organiza-
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Hanel framework and, as such, are accepted and effectively utilized by students in

a meaningful and integrated manner.

- PRE-COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSES

Probably one of the most dramatic compensatory developments in higher education

is the conduct of a variety of preparatory summer. programs. These pre-college efforts

are intended to facilitate/the student's transition from high 'school to college. Colleges

report that students, often arrive on campus fearful of the institution, anxious about

the demands to be placed on t 'hem, and concerned about finances and about making

proper Curriculum choices.. They enter this strange new world often expecting failure

°since this has been their past experience. The pre-college program serves to ease

the transition under more controlled conditions and with considerably more individual

attention than is possible during the academic year.

Pm-college programs vary from college to college depending upon the needs of the

particular students being served, avaiiable ,resources, and the character of the insti-

tution. Typically, however, the students spend six to eight weeks during the summer

in residence on a college campus, where they receive instruction in study skills,

English, mathematics, and reading, and participation in special athletic and cultural

activities. Students are introduced to campus life, exposed to college modes of instruc-
ti

tion, acquainted with college personnel, in particuirir'the supporting services staff,

and are thoroughly alerted to the challenges, rewards, and sacrifices which may lie

ahead of them. Of the 144 colleges and universities reporting pre-collelbe programs,

94 (65%) indicated that students are permitted to take one or two regular college

courses,. a practice which can serve to demonstrate to the student that he can master
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college level work. This also has the effect of reducing the course load of the first

semester without necessarily_extendirig the student's degree program into a fifth year.

In assessing the impact Of these pre-college efforts, colleges report that they haVe
- --

been effective in motivating students, and in stimulaiingsan interest in learning 'and -2

.

in continuing their education; that they have effectively foslered the development of
,

the student's confidence in his, or her. own abilities; have reeruced anxiety and suspicion

on the part of students; and, in sh'osf, have enabled them tcuenterthe academic year

with a high probability of success. For many of these non-traditional students the
,

Fiji-college orientation and study skills rogram clearly made a crucial difference

in enabling them to cope effectively with the realities of the freshmqn year.

CONSORTIUM EFFORTS

Numerous clusters of colleges and universities throughout the country have joined,

together in a consortium approach to providing a more viable educational opportunity

for nen-traditional students. While these consortia are founded on a 'solid and logical

r

I

theoretical foundation, the evidence suggests that most consortium efforts.have encountered

severe operational difficulties which have rendered many of the programs dysfunctional.

Problems of autonomy, Conflicting calendars, fiscal responsibilities, and varying

degrees of institutional commitment to central objectives are but a v.,-ipling of the

difficulties which have plagued ccop.srufive institutional ventures. The following '

overview of the consortium model is based on interviews with program directors who

have had experience in inter-institutional approaches to compensatpry education.

Many of the colleges and universities that have attempted to develop programs for

non-traditional students have learned that as single institutions they do not have the
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expertise, the huma resources, the physical facilities, or the social conditions which

are requisite to meaningfully meeting theneeds of this.population of non-traditional

students. Clearly, the joining together of institutions located in cldse proximity to

each other as a consortium can be an instrument through which the resources of the various

educational institutions are brought more effectively to bear upon the responsibility
O

of providing an educational opportunity for the target population. The consortium

approach stimulates cooperation, communication, and mutual respect among the parti-

cipating institutions. This cooperative endeavor is one in which all parties can aid,

and can learn from one another.

Several consortia reported the sharing of special staff members, such as a black

psychologist, a career counselor, a community liaison officer, etc., whose employ-

ment would not be feasible for a single institution. At times, cross - transfer provision

is made so that students are accepted into a particular college in the consortium,

but have transfer access to any of the othe.r participating institutions contingent upon

available space and the recommendation of the consortium director. This has proven

especially effective when the participating institutions represent the various levels

and types of higher educational institutions. The combination of two and four year

institutions and the availability of liberal arts and technical training programs expand

considerably the opportunities open to students who often are not prepared to make dis-

culminating decisions and choices at the point of gracivation from high school..

Perhaps the most common components of consortium programs'are ..change of

. .

faculty members, cross-course enrollment, and cooperative cultural activities. The

mutual enriehment brought about by the "cross ferti ation" of college faculties should

be most beneficial.. The opportunity:to, enroll in courses.at institutions other than the
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one in which he -,s matriculated broadens and enriches the'student's educational expe i-

ence. That students critically need a more meaningful social and cultural experience

I

can hardly be denied. Given the prospect of these benefits which can accrue to the

advantage of'the institutions as-well as of the students being served, why, then, ave

consortium efforts been sc :low in th'eir development? Why have several conso is not

been implemented beyOnd the proposal stage? 'The replies to-this query ran gamut

of difficulties characteristic of institutions of hOI education: poor mistrust,
- 1

status and prestige problems among institutions, logistics, financial difficu ties, etc.

All are problems which typically must be overcerne before institutional change for a

/ /
0

. / /
Based on the experiences of consortium participants, the following recommendations

i 1

are offer pd for colleges and universities contemplating an inter-institu tonal program:

I
I. A consortium-governing board should be established with representation

from each of the paricipating institutions.1

valuable.objective can be effected.

./

2. A full-time consortium directo' should be appointed to coordinate and

v

"".

implement the policies of the g erning board.

3. Provisionshould be made for a c ntral office facility with adequate

clerical staffing.

4. A policy agreement must be developed to cover matters such as opera,.

\Hanel procedures, objectives, nature of institutional relationships,

1\Ifinancial organization, communicatio and information dissemination
1

system, and mechanism for problem soli,\tion.

5. A survey should be conducted to identif specific needs and resources

of the member institutions.



6. IntiLinstitutional student, community, and faculty advisory councils

sho Id be established to recommend policy modifications to the governing

b§ard

7. The model must be sufficiently flexible to absorb the unavoidable stresses

/brought abaut whenever diverse families join together in a common effort.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS

The survey data indicate that approximately two-thirds of the non-traditional

students are employed part-time. This figure remains constant for both male and

brnale students. The arguments for and against student employment have given way

to an acceptance of the principle that student employment should be closely related

to the students' educational objective. How widely this acceptance of principle has

been translated intopractice remains a matter of conjecture at this point.' A considerable

number of students interviewed reported having jobs in the cafeteria, library, or campus

clean-up; still others indicated they were not certain as to the nature of their job.

These latter students had to sign a work-study form regularly, and understood that they

were "on-call assistants" and would be notified as their services were needed. It can

be!concluded that at least several programs have degenerated into nothing more than

a relatively inexpensive source of financial aid for colleges.

The 'foregoing is not to suggest that the field is devoid of imaginative applications

of the work-study concept. One. 'arge midwestern university described its work-study

program as follows:

"Many of these students-have academic problems, even deficiencies, in which

Thermust work full-time in-order to succeed in the university. f is for this reason
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that we recommend that no student be permitted to work during his first quarter and

that he be discouraged fiam working at all during theirst year. After the first year,

students are permitted,, e'en encourages, to work about 15 hours a week while taking

a full course of study. Not only is this customary with a large number of our regular

students, but working can also help to develop the self-reliance and self-confidence

necessary for students to develop maturity. As much of the disadvantaged ,students'

work as possible is directly related to their educational activities and goals: counseling

and advising high school students, working with college' freshmen from their own group,

participating in educational research or occupational projects in their own disciplines."

Still other institutions reported employing students as recruiting aides, departmental

assistants, tutors in community programs, designers of ethnic orientation programs.

college faculty members, and special assistants to the administration for minority group

education. Not only do these i>pes of positions give the student a sense of involvement

in his education, but they also tend to put him in clOse contact with faculty members

who are thus in a better position to take a personal interest in his progress. It is clear

that when work-study programs are thoughtfully conceived and implemented their

impact extends beyond financial considerations and, indeed, becomes an integral part

of the student's collegiate experience.

EXTRA - CURRICULAR ACTIVITY/SOCIAL-POLITICAL LIFE

The survey attempted to ascertain the degree to which non-tradition'al students

participate in established non-academic campus activities. Sixty-four percent of

-responding Institutions reported that these students participated at a rate similar.to,

the traditional students. However, slightly more than one-half of the institutions
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failed to respond to the particular item in the questionnaire. Follow-up interviews

with program directors revealed that they were not particularly well informed with

regard to the nature or extensiveness of student involvement in extra-curricular acti-

vities. It can be inferred that participation in extra-curricular activities has not been

considered a nificant aspect of compensatory programs. The students interviewed

often acknow edged that there was a great void in terms of their non-academic life.

Moreover, fey felt that the traditional offering of extra-curricular activities was

inadequate to meet their social needs. It is interesting to rote that two-thirds of the

respon ing institutions report that the non-traditional students have formed their own

orga izations on campus. Many of these new student organizations serve a dub! social-

itical function. They have been an effective vehicle of communication between

hehe students and the often alienated college community. They have been an educative

/ force on Many campuses by virtue orthe fact that they can interpret the special needs,

concerns, and problems of the non-traditional students to the predominantly white middle

class faculty and administration. The contribution and impaCt of these new organiza-

tions are reflected in the following comments made by program directors: "They have

had a sensitizing effect, de sing several potentially explosive situations on campus";

"These students co from a different world which is only vaguely comprehended on

an intellectual level by most of the\faculty...the dialogue precipitated by the Afro-

American Society l;etween students and staff has served to bridge the gap of mutual

,ynderstanding."

The problem of mutual understanding appears to be central to the success and meanirg -

ftil integration of compensatory programs into the college environment. Too often the
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non-traditional student encou ters a predominantly white middle class environment

when neither faculty nor fellow students in general have much, if any, experience

with n-Inoriy group cultures.. Consequently, the college environment is often viewed

with suspicion, and percdved as being hostile and insensitive. On the other hand,

faculty members reported feeling awkward and uncomfortable in attempting to work

with these students on an individual basis. it seems clear that the success,and failure

of students, and of programs in general, is intimately related to this culture gap which

often manifests itself in the form.of counter productive attitudes on the part of members

of the college community.

The problem extends far beyond the adequacy of extrd-curricular activities and the

fostering of mutual understanding between the faculty and students. Se"veral institutions

, .
revealed that many of the non-traditional students who are transferring` or dropping out

have done well academically, but are lez;ing because the social milieu of the college

made remaining intolerable for them. Students interviewed often expressed the feeling

. of being isolated and not being accepted as a legitimate part of the academic community.

The problem was particularly acute on campuses that had programs involving only

token numE9ers of non-traditional students. Here students spoke of identity problems

and of being pressed into assimilating into an alien culture with different values and

priorities. Moreover, these students consistently reported that they felt unwelcome

in the local. community in which the _college was located. In the conservative, white

middle-class communities surrounding many of the smaller liberal arts and teachers'

colleges, the students encountered what often seemed to them an unfriendly environment.

For example, the local newspaper in one northeastern Pennsylvania town responded with
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on editorial two days after the college announced plans for recruiting minority-group

students. Excerpts from that editorial are as follows:

College revealed last week`that it is in the process
of recruiting Negro students for th.. 1970-71 academic year. This prac-
tice has proven troublesome for other colleges especially in the north-
east, and we feel if isn't in the best interest of the student or the college
...to go out to the hinterlands and actually recruit students simply because
they are Negro is wrong...this type of recruitment also often encourages
the admission of unqualified students. No-recruiting of minority group stu-
dents should take place, but they should be given every consideration for
admissions when they qualify under normal standards.

To the extent that these statements reflect the dominant attitudes of the larger commu-

nity,it is clear that the problem goes beyond the "town and gown" controversy. It

is equally clear that colleges have not made notable efforts to eduCaie or involve the

local communities in the new,development olthesollege. Yet.,iri addition, it is almost

inevitable that there will be problems in community relations which even the best,

efforts of the institution may not be,able to prevent.

It remains a significant problem that on many campuses/non-academic conditions

exist which may preclude the students' taking full advantage of the educational

experience. The mix Of social, political, economic, and other troubling forces

bearing down upon the non-traditional student are often more powerful than the 'reme-
.

dial" and "special services" provisions offered by the institutions. Moreover, the survey

data clearly indicate that, by and large, colleges and universities have not directed

their energies this way to any appreciable extent.

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE

An analysis of survey data indicates that non-traditional students have been as

successful as regularly admitted students. in terms of grade point averages the
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non-traditional students, despite their educational and economic handicaps, are per-

forming ,at level almost equal to their regularly admitted counterparts. The following

tabular summary indicotes that at the conclusion of the freshman year the typicol

non-traditional student was opproximatel) one-third of o grade point below his regularly

admitted counterpart.
TABLE IV .

TOTAL MEAN GPA'S FOR REGULAR AND NON-TRADITICNAL
STUDENTS*

Mean'GPA
Male Female

Regular freshman students 2.43 2.58
Non-traditional freshmon students 2.14 IN2.28

N=267 institutions reporting usable data
*based on data collected for the 1968-69 freshman year
grading scale A=4, B=3, C=2, 1::1

Availoble data also suggest that the non-traditional students improve their academic

performance after the transitional shock of the freshman noyear and begin closing the

performance gap during the sophomore and junior yeors.

The second criterion of success used in the survey wos comparotive attrition rates

for regular and non-traditional students. Here it wos found that the non-traditional

students hod a slightly lower drop-out.rate than their regularly admitted counterparts

as indicated by the following table:
TABLE V

AVERAGE ATTRITION FOR INSTITUTIONS REPORTING,
USABLE DATA*

(ACADEMIC YEAR 1968-69)

Mean dropout percentage at end
of freshman year

Total freshman population 18.85%
Non-traditionarfreshmon (female) 15.16%

-Non-t7ditional freshman (male) 18.54%

*N=185
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Follow-up interviews with students and staff members, however, indicated that

caution should be exercised in generalizing and interpreting these survey results.

For example, the attrition data are based on retention rates fOr the freshman year.

Yet it is known that many of the institutions make a deliberate attempt to carry the non-

traditional student through the freshman and frequently the sophomore year in spite
o

of a scholostic record which would normally preclude retention. The rationale behind

this policy is a recognition of the jransitional character of the freshman year for these

students, and of the need to reduce the.anxiety of potential failure while concentrating

on building an adequate social, psychological, and educational support level for

subsequent years.

it is also true that in most instances the grade point averages for non4raditioial
,tt

students were based on something less than a full course load. However, the extent

to which this condition compromises the validity of the GPI, comparison is questionable,

given the multiplicity of variables affecting the GPAts of both groups. Another factor

to be considered in the comparison of grade point overages is the practice of some faculty

members of establishing less stringent standards of performance for minority group

students. Their rationale seems to be that since these students have deprived educa-

tinned backgrounds, the teacher should limit his demands and expectations. Though

these individuals may be well meaning, it is perfectly clear that the net impact of this

differential system of rewards and expectations has widespread negative implications

for the non-traditional student. It should be noted that none of the responding institu-

tions reported the compromising of academic standards or'the acceptance of a differen-

tial gracing policy. Yet the extensiveness of .this practice remains unknown. Despite
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these potentially contaminating factors, it must be acknowledged that the academic

performance of non-traditional students has exceeded the expectations of many insti-

tutions.

DISCONTINUED PRACTICES

The survey attempted to ascertain those program practices which have been discon-

tinued. Institutions were asked, to list practices which were initiated as a part of their

compensatory.program but_subsequently.discantinued, and toistate-the-reasons -for-

their discontinuance. The most significant finding was the relatively high percentage-

of institutions reporting that they have discontinued their pre-college prep programs.

Mention has already been made of the critical importance and demonstrated effective-

ness of pre-college prep programs in establishing a foundation of social, psychological,

and scholastic support for non-traditional students prior to their freshman year. What

is most disheartening is the fact that three-fourths of the institutions rep9rting the dis-

continuance of pre-college efforts cited "lack of funds" as the reason for discontinuance

of practice. The second most frequently mentioned reason was that students found

it.diffteult to participate in the summer experience because of family responsibilities

and economic considerations. The most unfortunate aspect of this finding is that the

pre-college prep program seems to be a strategy of demonstrated value, relatively free

of technical problems, and apparently much more effective than other interventions.

If lack of financial resources is the only obstacle to implementation, it might be advisable

for institutions, to consider shifting resources to put more emphasis on this demonstrably

effective area. 9

Other practices reportedly being discontinued were, for the most part, judged to
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be relatively ineffective. It is comforting to note that in most cases the practice was

not in fact discontinued, but frequently modified substantially to meet the needs of students

as theyt3iere revealed in the on-going conduct of the program. Frequently, colleges

reported the development and substitution of other strategies to fill the void created

by the discontinued practice. For example, many institutions reported the discontinu-
e

ance of non-credit remedial courses. In some instances the colleges simply began

offering the same remedial courses for credit; other institutions made substantial changes. _
.

in modes of instruction and underlying theoietical assumptions, often referring to the

new courses as "developmental" or "compensatory" courses; and still other instituVons

moved in the direction of completely absorbing the "remediation" effort into a compre-
.-

hensive developmental learning center often open to all students at the college. This

acknowledgement on the part of the college of new learning, re-defined objectives,

and restructured programs based on experience is to be commended.

Cne college report; for example, stated:

For the first two years the pre - college- summer program ran well into
the afternoon and evening as We attempted to touch far too many bases.
Students became restless, bored, and overburdened and experience of being
in the program tended to be a chore. All courses were remedial with no
credit. We have now arranged the summer program to cover the morning
hours, freeing students to hold jobs in the afternoon, to study, or do what-
ever they wish. Also, we have included the offering of credit courses.
The results, especially from the standpoint of incentive and morale, have
been very significant.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

The survey attempted to elicit iiie objective and subjective methods employed in

the evaluation of compensatory programs and specific practices. In terms of objective

evaluation the results indicate that institutions tend to take a very programmatic approach..
0
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Th\ use of student grade point averages as the criterion measure of program effective-

.

ness was clearly the norm. To a somewhat lesser extent, institutions 'Combined the use

. \
,.... ' ID,..

of GPA with a standardized test measure. The evaluative effort, then, is generally
., .

a comparative analysis between the non-traditional and the regular s tudent using a .

scholastic achievement index. The subjective evaluation of programs was, also similar

\
. , ,.

.. . .

among mo t colleges: informal feedback from faculty arid staff; periodic progress
;
and , I

. . .

problems_sessionsvor_annual_student_essays_orauestionnairesWhat, ,have,in fact,
k

IS 0 widespread patternof student evaluation asopposed lq'program evaluotio,n,. Yet,

\the logic tha links student performance to program-success tenuous at best. In short,
- s

there has been relatively little systematic evaluation of compensatory programs -- and
# .0

.
the evaluation of specific compensatory practices has received only scant attention -.

. \
sr

. . ., > /.

in isolated instdnces. Program evaluation appears to'be synonymous withstuclent
s - .

assessment. Jhe f
}

al alipcy of this approach can be demohstr6ted by an examination-of
.

. I
the Clark and Plotkin (1963) study whiCh gives evidence of a relatively high

.
minority

t\
1 -

.
group student success rate, in spite of the fact that these students were not participants. 4

1 (

in a special program at all. '`-°.

It must be noted that there were several remarkable exceptions to the evaluation ,'

model described above. Cne state university college in New York summarized its

evaluation procedure as follows:

-The evaluation of the program focused on two areas. First, students'
subjective perceptions were measured to evaluate reactions to the pro-
gram, staff and fellow participants. AdditiOnally,' students' self-apprai-
sals of their on needs, the root sources of these needs and kinds of help
stressed by the4wo'gram-were assessed. Further, students' perceptions of 4)
personal gains in the educational, vocational, intrapersonal and inter-

ipersonairedliris were measured Finally, the program's impact was ana-
lyzed in terms of st'udents' reports of men and different experiences and

,\e)
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altered outlooks in life. The "hard" data of student°,performance served'
as the second focus of evaluation. The average student course load for
each semester, the percentages of academics credits earned, the disfribu-
tion of grade point averages and the distribution of final academic standings
were each reviewed and analyzed.

The above institution forwarded a 33-page report of their annual program evaluation,

plus specially designed instruments to evaluate the counseling service, thesindivi.-

dual courses, textbooks, instructors, and tutoring services; self - appraisal; and per-

-sonai-experience.. It-seems -clearthat-in-this` portituldr: instance On attempt "is-being

made not only to assess student performance, but also to gain some fright into the

relative impact of specific practices, and the contribution of specific arses.

Working largely with consumer perceptions, the institution identifies those factors

that foci Mate as well as impede the successful movement of non-traditional students

through their collegiate experience.

Another university in Michigan delineated specific program objectives, structured

a program designed to meet the objectives, and outlined specific evaluative methods

to assess the realization of each of the objectives. The difficulty in attributing

definite value to the separate program components, and the multiple impact of'com-

ponents on individual objectives makes this approach formidable task. Yet, in
A

terms of program development and modification, it represents a step in -le right direr-

tion.

For the most part, it is necessary to rely on the school's own efforts at evaluation

of its programs, since few if any outside researchers have been permitted to make

any sort of study of programs or the student,s in them. The reasons for this reluctance

on the part of progr?n directors and staff are understandable, for too often evaluatio'n
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of an exi)erimental program takes place in a "yes-or-no" context, where anything

short of a favorable evaluation will b.st interpreted to mean it doesn't work," and

the program's existence may be in jeopardy.. In addition, some program directors

may be motivated by a sincere concern for their students' emotional well-being,

which they feel will not be furtheredtyingling them out as objects for scrutiny.

On the other hand, until meaningful and well-designed evaluation efforts are made,

those involved in compensatory efforts must struggle clang in the dark, not knowing

go 9

where they are going wrong or What they are doing' right.

In summary, most attempts at program evalubtion have, in fact, been evalua-

:Ions of student perfOrmahce in the programs. Rather than using evaluative techniques

as a strategy for program modification and improvement, there is strong evidence that

many college administrators and state legislators look at evaluation as a means to

legitimate the curtailment of such programs. Giver; this phenomenon, program direc-

tors and staff members are preoccupied with meeting is perceived challenge, and,

consequently spend an inordinate amount of time and energy in efforts designed to

insure the refunding of their programs. If program evaluation is to be of any meaning-

ful value, the directors and staff meir.bers must be free to examine, question, and

analyze all of the specific program components and their interaction within the insti-

tution -- in an citmcsphere Of-openness, trust, and sincerity on the part of all members

. of the college com.nunity who are committed to the continuance and improvement

of the college's program.

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

The organi....ation and administration of compRnsatory programs within the structure.
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the instiiation ks varied and complex, and while it is difficult to discern definite

:patterns, certain problems and practices do tend to stand out. In many instances the

pro§ rains have not been institutionalitet that is, they are, not a part of the,structure

or social. system of theirctitution. They are oftensseparate and.detached from the

,total enterprise, tend as such tnairdain a "temporari status." Consistent with this

phenomenon is tbe tendency tOireate.neW.Positions for prograM personnel, e.g..

*orsisiont dean tor...." or "special director of " These., ositions are frequently

sunteron4d-and c4ns:dered to be of-non=ra. cademit character. These, conditions leave

Programs and program staff in a precanous position, often perceived by the larger.Programs

scademic community as "second class", "temporary", and as not homing comparable
3 4'1 "

StrAUS 'or prestige. On the other hand, one must be Mindful of the politics of academia.. N .

.

41.01 generally pt the grantidg of academic rank and status to those who have .
. e..

'.. ,

roat 01-v99W through the conveptiona, acodemic.pathways. it is relieved that in
.

.
....i.,

-numercrus, oozes the. cre4on of "marginal positions" for directors _of special programs

Was ct v14.1.1e strategy for gqining them entry into the collegiate itructu

en* institutiorm surveyed riposted the Characteristics of program directors (shown

TABLEVI
CHARACTERISTICS OF PROGRAM

DIRECTORS

Guidance Psychology Education

A.-ea o spelaalization of
director (14=290)

Highest degree of director
7./1 . (k42:296)

Ethnicity of director
14,7261)

. .

Sex 111=334),

Other

'93- (3A). 25 (8.6%) 48.(16.5%)- 124 (42.7%)

B.A.`

-Black
6.8%)

/br(78%)

M.A.
212 (7a.1%)

White
1.2.9 %)
Female
7:Tr22%)
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PhD.
Wtr6.5%)

Other
27 (10.3%)
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The above data suggest that ndividuals from varied backgrounFls are serving as

directors of these special programs. No, one race has a m nopo y on these positions,

and many compensatory programs have non-minority direc ors. Male directors,

holding the masters denree, appear to be the norm.

The small number of program directors holding high-status doctorol degrees may

] \
be still another explanation for the fact that not many prOgrams have'een given

1

established, high-status positions in the university. There are many observations which

I

can bimade about this situation. A measure of the institution's commitment to thecommitment
1

cial program may be the stature of the people R recruits for leadershipyositions

ih that program. On the other hand, some institutions are to be commended for placing

less emphasis on academic credentials and more on other qualifications which may

be more relevant, such as ethnic identity, past practical experience, etc. `Some

may argue that it is difficult to find persons with these kinds of qualifications who, also

have higher degrees. This may well

Of prog.am directors are white. The

be true, yet the survey shows that me re han 50%

relatively small number of doctoral degrees among

program personnel, and the frequently low status of the programs, thus cannot ibe

explained away by the difficult, of finding mkority group persons with 'higher degrees.

A problem of increasins magnitude is that of the role enac.ted'by the program direc-

tor. It is a diffic, ft, if not impossible, task for an individual to be a proposal writer,

an administrator, a counselor, ard liaison to the faculty and college administration.

ProgrOm directors reported difficulties. ;n communicating effelively with college offi-

orals because they assumed roles tl-ct were r-,YI consistent with what was expected

of them. On the other hand, se --ra4 directors reporte,1 being alienated from their
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students as a result of their having been identified with the "establishment" or the,

power hierarchy of the institution. A considerable number of programs ore having

administrative troubles, ranging from student dissatisfaction with an " establishment"

director, to administrativn dissatisfaction with the activism of the PrectOr.

The academic qucpfications and credentials of the director usually would seem

to have little effect on the problems he or she will encounter; more important factors

are likely to be the individual personality, the size of the program and the status

allocated to it within the university, its impact upon the schciol, the kind of staff

availgle, and the amount of funding. Even with the most favorable array of

such factors, it remains a difficult task to perform all the functions required of the

head of a typical program and cie same time retain the most desirable kind of

personal relations with students, faculty, and school administration.
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Chapter IV: Transition from School to College - a Review of the Literat

As used in higher,education, the term disadvantaged is vague and lincreas-

ingly unacceptable to those deemed disadvantaged by others. 'It remains, however,

the term generally used to designate groups of students from ethnic or socio-

economic backgrounds that have in the past been underrepresented in American

colleges and universities. Practically, the term is now used most to describe students,

regardless of financial or social circumstances,, who are Afro-American, Puerto

Ritan, Mexican - American or American Indian. As a matter of rhetoric, the term

includes white students from families that are both poor and isolate' d from the middle

class. Actually, the term is almost always used to refer to students who can be

grouped in some simple way and, except for occasional references to Appalachia,

white students are not prominent in programs avowedly for disadvantaged students.

Ideological Movements involving "Third World' coalitions sometimes include Orientals,

but The rate of college, attendance of Orientals is apparently, very high and their

educational achievement is approximately tht. .me as that of the general population

(Coleman et al-,, 1966).

For the purpose of this chapter, we shall follow

consider t.fie disadvantaged to be members of groups that

the customary usage and

have historically been

underrepresented in higher education and which, as groups, are Clear,/ below

*Reprinted from Review Of Educat'ionOf Research 40:1, February, 1970; pp. 151-179.
1
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national averages on economic and educational indices. MUck of the literature is

concerned with black Americans.

This is a particularly awkward Ilia?. to review this research. Whether we

consider that concern for expansion of educational opportunity can be traced to

the academies of colonial times or that problems of exclusion and denial of access

have just been discovered, it is.clear that _V-le admission of large numbers of

disadvantaged youths to colleges has been a,,matter of high priority for a very short

time.

Five or six colleges have a long history of concern for black yoUths, but a

substantial effort to increase enrollment in nominally unsegregated colleges probably

did not begin earlier than the founding of the National Scholarship Service and

Fund for Negro Students in 1949 (The Fund, 1956). During the 1950's the United

States was preoccupied .with the desegregation of public schools, especially after

the Supreme Court decision in Brown vs. Board of Education in May 1954. Gordon
ti

and Wilkerson (1966) considered the, literature of higher education to bebarren of

attention to the problem before 1960. In 1964, they asked 2,093 higher institutions

to report any special programs and practices to help disadvantaged students. Only

610 institutions responded, and only 224 of these reported any special progrch or

practice. Considering the difficulties of answering and asking questions about the

existence or' desirable practices, perhaps the most that can be said is that by the

early 1960's at least 10% of America's higher education institutions were sufficiently

aware of the disadvantaged to claim some special activity.
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It was not until the appearance of the Coleman Report, Equality of Educa -

Hone, Opportunity (1966), that there were substantial data concerning the extent

of racLl segregation in higher education. These data, based upon enrollments in

1965-66, indicated that America had one set of colleges that was about 98% black

and another set that was about 98% white.

It is impossible to say at what tate higher education might have developed LI

sense of urgency abottthe enrollment of minority youth in the normal course of

events, for there was to be no normal course of events. The assassination of Martin

Lather King, Jr. in April 196,8 precipitated a crisis of conscience and physical

confrontation between college administrators and militant black youth. This crisis

was in ppporation for many years, but it occurred in the spring and summer of 1968

and established the academic year 1968-69 as the time yvhen most institutions moved

the problems of the disadvantaged near the top of their lists of urgent problems.

One consequence of this chronology is that in the summer of 1969 number

of substantial 'pus were in progress or were completed but not reported. Thus,

when this Review appears or within a few months thereafter, the research literature

will contain a number of important items which can not be reported in this chapter.

A second difficulty associated with :lie timing of this report ;mg 'yes how the basic

problems are defined. In the past considerable attention was given to talent search

projects, to studies of conventional test., or to remedial courses, all were designed

either to find or create conventional college students from disadvantaged populations.

It is now much more generally recognized that, as occasionally noted in earlier times
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(Eels, 1953; Gordon and Wilkerson, 1966) the more central problem is the reconstruc-

tion of the educational system to accommodate the population', rather than vice

versa. American higher education, historically heterogeneous but usually designed

for some selected-population, is now asked to provide a ,useful experience for most

young people, including those who can not afford to pay the bills, are not "prepared

for college," do not have "college ability," and do not arise from the backgr:ocmds

that have provided even the self-made men of earlier times (McGrath, 1966). This

does not make the research reported here irrelevant, but it pushes much of it to the

side to make way for questions of purpose and organization that will generate important

research in the future.

Finally, no orderly account of research is now or will be possible as long as

the crisis in 'values remains at its present pitch. The literature is immense - a recently

issued bibliogrcphy on. "school integration," in cluding much material on the transi-

tion from school to college, contains 3,100 references (Integrated Education, 1969),

most of recent date. Most of this literature is polemical, and almost all of it is based

upon arguable and unsettled assumption. concerning such matters as the purpose of

institutions, the proper organization of society, and the best relation between study

and action.

The appropriateness of research as an approach to solving social problems is under

attack, partly because studies, demonstrations, projects, and reports have seldom been

connected to dramatic institutional change. But confrontations have, in at least a

few cases, been visibly connected to the appearance of change. It may be that
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research and confrontation tend to be their own rewards, but in each case only to

these who do the research or make the confrontation. Those who have ether faith

or a stake in the proposition that the collection and analysis of data is a fruitful

way to spend scarce resources in connection with.- disadvantaged youth must pursue

with some energy the clarification of goals without which their ordinary work of data

collection and analysis does not seem to have much point.

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AND COLLEGE ATTENDANCE

The best available data concerning educational attainment and college atten-

dancebydisadvantaged students are for Afro-Americans, who are the largest and most

frequently studied disadvantaged population, excluding always underclass whites

who have not yet had much attention. For the United States as a whole, estimates

in recent years have been that black students comprise between 5-7% of the total

college enrollment (Coleman, 1966; Astin, Bayer and Baruch, 1968). By the mid-

1960's slightly less than half of all these students were in colleges identifiable as

"vedominnntly Negro." This was a substantial decrease since 1950 when about two-

thirds of such students were in the predominantly Negro colleges (Jaffe, Adams, and

Meyers, 1968). Even so, enrollments in the Negro institutions increased 21% in the

two year period 1963-64 to 1965-66. This was very close to the national increase

for all higher institutions (Commission on Higher E&cational Opportunity in the

South, 1967). It is difficult to be precise even about enrollment in the predominantly

Negro colleges. Different studies use different lists of institutions and at least one
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new institution opened as a de facto Negro college without any clear intention

of be7ng such (Federal City College, 1968).

Enrollrrieirof-Alio-American students in predominantly Ikhite colleges was

impZ)ssible to estimate until recently and may well .become impossible again. The

first substantial data available were given by Coleman et al. (1966) and were based

on estimate; made by officials of institutions in connection with Opening Fall Enrol-

lment Survey of 1965. Only 92% of institutions responded and the estimates were

of unknown accuracy. Individual institutions were not identified. Even so, these
et

figures were extremely valuable since, even with generous allowances for error, they

documentecl the extreme segregation existing in higher education.

hi 1967 and 1968 the Civil Rights Office of the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare required colleges to file estimates of enrollments, classified

by ethnic group, as evidence of compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964. These

estimates were published for each reporting college in The Chronicle of Higher

Education (1968, )969). Considerable numbers of institutions were not included in

the published reports, although it is not clear that such institutions actually failed to

certify their compliance with the Civil Rights Act. Users of the tables have found

absurd entries, and the published report for 1968-69 is accompanied by cn assertion

that the data are unteliab. Even so, much of the data is apparently accurate and

these reports make possible studies if the ethnic distribution of students in state systems

or the higher institutions offr ticular metropolitan areas - matters of much impor-

tance. These data will no longer be collected by the Deportment, No at, there



were many policy considerations involved in this decision, but certainly the

research community would have been well, served by a decision to improve enforce-

ment end data collection rather than abandon the project.

Far the nation as a whole, some of the most fundamental shtistics have

to do with the rapid increase during the 1960's of high school graduation for non-.

whites. During the period 1960-66, median years of school completed for non-
.

white persons 25 to 29 years old increased from 10.54 to 12.1 for males, and from

11.1 to 11.9 for females. During that same period, the per cent of non-white

males completing four years of high school increased from 36 to 53, while for

females the increase was from 41 to 49 (Bureau of the Census, 1968). These figures

are of great importance to higher education,' for the high school graduate defines

the populcition eligible io enter college.

In the Negro population 25 to 29 years of age; the percentage of those

completing four years of college qr more increased from 4.3 tc 6.8 hi the period

1960-65. During the same period white college graduates in the same group

increased from 11.7 to 13.7% (Bureau of the Census, 1968). Presumably, however,

the rapid '-crease in non-white high school graduation during t!.at period will be

reflected in the Negro college graduation rates of the late 1960's and early 1970's.

The figures above are notable in that non-white males had substantially

lower educational achievement than females in 1960 but had higher attainment by

1966. This i! also reflected in the college graduation figures where females

exceeded males 4.6% to 3.9% in 1960, but males led 7.4% to 6.4% by 1965
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(Bureau of the Census, 1968).

Although data on black students are. inadequate, the situation for other

ethnic groups is chaotic. ican-Americans constitute the second largest

disadvantaged minority but they, with the Puerto Ricans, can not be enumerated.
except through the awkward device of the "Spanish surname." Grebler (1965)

gave an example of use of this device, working from census data. A minority

study of this population was completed by a research group under the direction

of Grebler at UCLA. The central report of this study is in press (Free Press,

Glencoe, Ili.) as is a specific study of Mexican-American education by Thomas

Carier-of the University of Texas, El Paso (College Entrance Examination Board).
r-

These reports will be published in 1969-70.

In genaral, data on the economic and educational status of Mexican-

Americans, Puerto Ricans and American Indians suggest that these populatioIns

are at least as disadvantaged as Afro-Americans (Coleman et al., 1966), but there

are enormous local variations, For example, the variation in educatioeal, attain-

ment of 1,1 Alain-Americans in Texas alone varied in 1960 from 8.7 grades in

Beaumont to C.9 grades in BraWnsville (Grebler, 1967). This is like local fluctua-

tions in educational attainments of Afro-Americans. In 1960, Tor example, Mississ-
e-

ippi with more than 9n0,000 black 'Citizens ptoduced 15,000 black high school

graduates; while Florida with 880,000 I lack citizens had more than 40,000 hig,h

school graduates (Jaffe, Adams and Meyers, 1968). Again, it is important to

emphasize th.-. the educational opportunity available to disadvan, 'ged students who
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lock the financial resources and sophistication to command tho facilities of the

nation cs a whole is extremely dependent` upon local circumstances, As several

researchers have shown, the establishment of a junior college where there has been

none can affect poor students to a very great degree, as can local variations.in

financial aid policies or in the conduct Of Lower schools. 1(Koos) 1944;.MedslCe'r

and Trent, 1965; Bashaw, 1965; Willingham, 1969).

GUIDANCE AND THE SEARCH FOR TALENT

During the 1950's .a considerable amount of attention was given to the

'need for finding and developing America's human resources. Much of this was

from a "manpower" point of view; that is, research was conducted and reports

issued demonstrating the loss to society resulting from an inefficient system of talent

A national' manpower ,council was established at Columbia Univer-
s

it proceded with a series of confelnces and reports on national man-,

development.

sity in 195'

power requirements cnd problems (National Manpower Council, 1954). National

studies of the loss of talent throPigh inefficiencies ;n the social system, including

particularly education, were made by Wolfe (1954), and Cole (1956). The National

Merit Scholarship prtgium was established to select talented youth for scholarships

that would enable them to attnd college (National Merit Scholarship Corporation,

1955). Colleges organized their own financial aid programs more 'Anciently than

before and developed the principle that financial aid should bes,Y)ased upon need, as

well as dpon talent, to conserve 'financial resources for talent det eihnent (College

J
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Entrance Examination Board, 1956), Some attention in these reports was given

to populations that are now called: "disadvantaged."'

One of the. earliest major attempts to develop the talent of disadv.antaged

junior high school and high school students was the Demonstration Guidance

Project carried on in New York City from 1956 to 1962. This project was organ-

ized as a demonstration rather than as closely controlled research. But a detailed

assessment of the project made it appear that a determined effort, with strong

financial support, to improve the instructional and guidance services available to

a disadvantaged urban population resulted _in a substantial increase in the- number

of such youth doing to college (Wrightstone et al., 1963). This conclusio was

considered to be of mcior importance at the time, but financial support was not

available for the. continuation, of the program.

By the end of the 195hls a number of scholars had begun to question the

definition of ;"talent" as formal academic ability to the exclusion of social, entrepreneurial

and creative abilities not per ectly correlated with scholastic aptitude. A major sketement

of the position was made by TcClellen, Baldwin, Bronfenbrener and StrodtLeck (1958).

Nevertheless, such attention was given to, disadvantaged populations continued

to emphasilet (I) the discovery of talent among youth who were being denied ,access

to higher education by financial cirCumstance4 raciJI discrimination, lack of motive-

tion, or inadequate guidance and (2) the development of talent through Unproved
;1

instruction that might create cionventionally able college students from populations that
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were educationally undernourished. It would be incorrect to say that .these

1 0, teaches to the discidvantaged are in total eclipse, but certainly they are not
Iin the iominant/position they *held in' the previous decade.

.0
As"..itarty as 1953, Eels, discussing culture-1 bias in intelligence tuts, declared

that such tests':are adequate measures ori"schohilstic, aptitude" as long as schools
. .

remained designed for the white 'middle class: He'called for radical revision in\
educational programs rather .than for attompts to develop conventional ability in

'these populations. This was later substantially the position of Gordon and

Wilkerson (1966).

Coleman prOduced data showing .ostonishingly high apparent intention to

attend collta-4 among black youth in the mid-1960's. In.rnetneliolitan ere es of the

Western States (to take the extreme case),`85% of Negro youth in the stftyr said

they either definitely or probably would go on to college 'in the following fear.

Financial problems are still reported by students as major reasons for not

continuing education beyond secondary school (Tillory. Donovan, and Sherman, 1969;
4

Knoel, 1968) an opinion which can scarcely be dc bled by, anyone familiar with

the financial responsibirities and burdens of disodvant let! Youth: 1ievertheless,

circumstances have changed since the 1950's. Jaffe curl Adams (1969) reported

that between 1959. and 1965 the intention to go to college increased by 6% among

students from affluent fomilies; but the rise For poor students was 25%. JOhnson

and Reed (1969) reported that 35% of college families have incomes below the

national median: Willingham (1968), reviewing this and other evidence, concluded

0).
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Chapter VI:' Ethnic Studies

b

The battlecry has gone up, and has become a cliche even before the battle is over; 1)

in every area of education, the students cry "relevance!" and the search is on ;or the

simplest formula (for everyone prefers formulas) to meet the demand. The demand arises,
4

as we have seen, particularlx from the new populations of college students, those from

traditionally college oriented families who yet seem to have new ideas of what they

want from college and society, and those who, because of ethnic, social', or economic

circumstances are among the first of their family and even community tp experience college

life. 'And out of the varieties of relevance which they recommend to educators- -wift

Varying degrees of insistence- -one on which both types of students emphatically -agree

is ethnic studies. y

The media have rushed to the effort to 'make sure the public is informed concerning the

means used to express this demand:\ Black students carrying riflirilicrass the campus of a .

nationally famous university make a sensational front page news photograph; unfortunately

it is all too easy for the majority of newspaper readers to make the simple connection

between black studies and guns on campus. Fortunately, most of those actually involved

in resolving the issue have been aware that the situation is more complex, and many dialogues'

have taken place, with a variety of results. After three or four years of such dialogues,

most of which have resulted in some form of ethnic studies offering within the schools

involved, it should not be necessary here to offer a rationale'for such studies in the hope of

persuading morredticational authorities that such programs are justified. Hundreds--per-
.

haps thousands--of pages are already in print containing learned and/or.impassioned
'

arguments for such programs, as well as cogent answers to all arguments against the idea.
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By this time an estimated 170 programs around the country attest to the efficacy of these.

discussions. Yea review of some Of the major ideas behirid the push for ethnic studies

progrcms may be a good means of describing/hat such a program should be, and the

goals toward which it should be designed. Like any other innovation which is prompted

by political pressure, experiments ireethnic studies may be hastily alsembled responses

, .

designed primarily for their surface appearance of meeting the demand. Actually, likeany

other academic endeavor, they cm and should accomplish much more. The potential

of such d project can only be realized through careful and imaginative planning, and

planners would do well to take ihto account some of the arguments offered by those who

have worked Most passionately to obtain these,new programs..

The first of these arguments has precisely to do with relevance, and has had to be used; all
-t-

'too many times, to respond to those academicians who do not see ethnic studies as the type

of endeavor suitable to their notion of a traditional university. To their apposition, pro-

ponents of the idea can answer in the same terms. The'tas4c tradition of a university has been

that, if it's "going on in the world, a university will be interested in studying it, and in

obtaining the best qualified individuals to hand the knowledge, thus obtained down to students.

Unquestionably, something Unique and significant has been "going on" with regard to, for

example, black people, as black people, in various circumstances all over the world. The

same can be said.of other Third World groups. To deny that this is so, or to deny that it is

_-

relevant, can serve only to intensify and justify tlfe'dftacks from. the ivory-tower school of

criticism of academia.\ iEven if such grou were not playing such a significant role in

world history at the time, excluding them "academic validity" while including other
, .

groups seems a little unfair, to say the least. As 'Gerald McWorter has bluntly phrased it,
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America is catching hell.and that's why white folks are interested
in black studies. Don't tall( about "the intellectual validity of the
black experience." Go to Yeshiva University:and you talk to them
about, tIle'validity of the Jewish experience and see what they tell

'you--you Can just take that QS an answer, whatever they give you.
(McWorter, 1969; p.'72)

Thus, such studies must be perceived-ar relevant simply because they deal with farces

which' are changing the world at this very mcment. But there are other arguments, and

other benefits which-can be derived. It is becoming increasjAgly apparent that this
. %-society is not go ng to be able to come to grips with some of its most urgent problems until'

4%

it moves away from its obsession with the "melting pot" image, which requires large-scale

conformity in order to be validated, and begins to explore;theicomplexities of a pluralistic

society. It must be understood that we are not moving toward'pluralism; we

it, but without official societal sanction we have found it easier to ignore.

have always had

Only now iscit

becoming apparent that knowledge of many aspects of our society has been withheld, has
.

been kept away, from the majority of citizens by vague social forces and occasional

deliberate efforts. Now, when growing numbers of people are showing themselves open to
f

and interested in new alternatives of style, is the very, moment to make a 'deliberate

leap in the direction of pluralism. The university has the opportunity to take the lead, by

teaching scholars the facts about, as well as respect for, different cultures which, have long

existed within, yet apart From, the amalgam commonly viewed as American society.

There are many other positive-benefits to be gained in a variety of areas by the establish-:
mint of ethnic studies. Such a step may do much to remedy one of the consequences of the

society's failure to endorse the values of pluralism--an accurnulation.of insults to self

respect whichlAave finally resulted in thebreaking down of that self respect for too many

citizens who simply never see themselves portrayed, through any of the formal or informal

institutions of the society, as part of the mainstream. They.are different, and difference
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is rho jd qtiality which is valued.' At best, it means ostracism; too often, it means

st,spicion and persecution. It has already been pointed out that ethnic studies programs

cat provide one way of institutionalizing, and thereby gaining societal acceptance for,. .

,those differences which exist among specific ethnic groups. The offer side of this coin

is that, while the larger societlis, we would hope, teaming some degree of acceptance,
.

at least for these particular differences, individual members of these previously excluded

groups may be acquiring stronger feelings of,group solidarity and pride.- Stitch an advan7

ft:0e may work like a chain reaction. First, there is the minority group student, suddenly

surrounded and perhaps intimidated by the academic-community,. with its lifestyle so

different from that of the community from which he has come. If there exists on campus

some fo. rrnalized proof of the academician's interest in, and respecj for, this student's way

Of life, he may feel that there is after - place for him in university life A well

planned ethnic studies program can serve this function. In addition, the program may pro-

vide a means for the student to meet others of his own background, sttidents and instructors,

and to gain the kind of support which such associations can bring. He will also see that he

ika subject of interest because of his differences, because of his uniqueness as a black, as

a Chicano, as a Puerto Rican, as an Oriental, or as a NatNeAmeriCan. With the con-
,

ditioning provided by the best programs, he will be able to avoid being swamped by the"

white middle class values which surely find one of their most secure refuges within the walls

of a university. From this student's perspective, so different from that of most of his fellows,
e

he will be able to evaluate those value differences which could, in other circumstances,

be so damaging to him, and to arrive at his own confident conclusions. If he then can

13:1
carry these conclusions back to his community, can communicate them in some way to

A
others from the same background, then he Will be helping tbe university perform a truly

valuable educational and social function. 200
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. ,In this connection,, the university may find an answer to'another.question with which.ti q
,

it is struggling at,this troubled time in-41.s hrstbry-;the relationship of university to
. 1 `

4c,ommLnity. It often happens.that the university is locotedin Me heart of a community

.which is n ot at all oriented toward higher education, whether that community be a black
,

urban ghetto, a blue collar wanking class neighborhood, or a small rural town. By
i

instituting programs whiCh deal with the kinds of special opulations.found in these lettings,/
-

the university is setting up an opportunity for real, not rhetorical, exchange. Members of
.

.

a.

thelommAity will have the opportunity to benefit from. educational offerings which are

relevant to Them, and the school, in turn,tsan utilize community people in designing.and

running its programs:.
.

c

So far we have-outlined some of the'special benefits to be derived, almost as side effecls,J

from the establishment of ethnic studies programs. Valuable as they are, they are secondary

effects. The fact is th'gittfiere are several primary reasons for ethnic studies within the

university--reasons which dirtctly relate to the university's functions of gathei=ing and
.

disseminating knowledge. The basic reason has already been. given: ethnic studies programs

mean the scholarly examination of very real and very significant things which are

happening in the world today. Edivin Redkey has stated the rationale in a different way,

with regard to black studies: "Tihot people want to learn and that.there is a body of material
,

to be taught is sufficient reason to teach black history." (Red key, 1969, p. 188) The'cirgu-

merit` could even be made that simply when people want to learn, that in itself is sufficient

reason for instituting the study of a subject. The "body of material" may initially Consist

of nothing but th'epeople's questions.

For'these reasons ethnic studies will benefit everyone whom the endeavors of a Uni--\\

versity shr_u_dc..1 be expected. to affect. .New knowledge-will be added to the general ,pool
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.
of informaiiCrft. But we are dealing here not merely' with a new set of facts. Ethnic studies

. at their very best maxmea'n for this society the equivalent of donnie a new pair of glasses
,

where. before we have been feeling, our wax With one lensllotted mil,. History may be,
4. t

\ 4
I

rewritten, and perhaps we will come to a hew realization of the...extent to which "history"\ 1 .. . a,...b

. .
is subjective perception, not a fixed absolute. At least, we will'be forced to recognize

that we have been lied to -- sometimes by omission, sometimes by deliberate untruth. As i .'I f
. . e

students learn, for example, about Aesop, or about Dumas, they will be breaking down in

their minds -the old, assumed dichoton3y between "'Western civilization," meaning the while

races; and "those others," such as Africa or the Americas before the -arrivallof Europeans,

. .

which are "other" beCause they are ;imply omitted, their contributions and characteristics

assumed to be infeilor and unworthy of study. For another example, schools may be forced

to stop skirting so ciaintilyoraund the ,,issue of slavery. Study of the stZrect need not be

turned into a specific catalOgtie oFindividual 'atrocities perpetrated agtinst black people

by white people, but we are still not very far removed from the traditional textbook picture

of happy, banjo-stivmming, carefree darkies down on the plantation. And we must not

Jorget all the stories we are fed about those bloodthirsty savages who were here when

Am'erica was "discovered." 4
1

Mere addition few,,new facts, and sheepish admission of a few old distortions should

not constitute the only way ethnic studies alter our conception of history. Another kind-of

distortion habeen pointed out by C. Vann Woodward, discussing the predominant roie of

white historians in the development of .the study of Negro history:
.

Without their contribution, Negro hi;tory would be far more impoverished
and neglected than it now is. Granting the value of the part white
historians have played in this field, the Negro still has understandable
causes for dissatisfaction. For however sympathetic they may be, white
historians with few exceptions are primarily concerned with the moral, .

,.
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social, political,
.

anc.econdmic problertis of white\men and their past. .

They are prone to present. to the Negro as his history the record of what
. --,--- the white an believed, thought, legislat-eaT did an 4c1 notjdo about

414-Negro. The Negro is a pjassive eleiment, the man whom things4 . .\ . IImenp.p.11? iot)he object than the subject of this\landlof1-.iltory.PoOdward,
,..

I

This same complaint can be made about the substance of our knowledge cf many o4r groups.
/

The red men who inhabited this-continent before Europeans arrived are known primarily-

(a) for their gullibility inthe face of he white man's guile (selling Manhattan Isl nd for

a few beads and trinkets; -exhibiting a weakness fOr the liquor pushed upon them by white
r.

benefactors with not altogether unimpeachable motives), or (b) for theirsyiatent,oppcisition

Ito the attempts of the Europeans tolcoloriii

/

e the Americas., Of the variations of culture

1 k
. ,

\\. 4.
among thedifferent native tribii,s' little is taught. Few educational sources bother to..

/

/
rt

1
\ .

-mention the-violence done to these earlier.Atneriganstoy white settlers, violence which'
o b 1

\ .
\ 0\. I . I

i \
was often condoned dr even fostered 15y igovnment.91.institations. Only now are ',porei /.

I

sr
. , ,-4.0:6- ,

,

facts ncoining tabe-known about the prOcesses by which white Euromrs gairied control
,

\'

of land which belonged, under one laW,,Ip red men, or under otherlawi, to Mexican

citizens. .\'.
\ a ,

Our understanding of cultural traditions cap also be enriched by viewing ancient history
.

. , t - ...,from a broader perspective. The tende\, ncy is to view the inhabitant of the earliest
o

civilizations of Egypt and the Near East las being, for all practical purposes, Anglo-Saxons

...a

wearing different clothing and/it:Ili-styles.' If ethnic and cultural differences in such

civilizations were presented honestly and in detail, students would no doubtfhave a fay
7

different picture of their "western" heritage, and just exactly who shares in it.

History, however, is not the only traditional area of knowledge1which can be enriched
. 4

by the new perspectives of ethriic studies. Concern of scholars in this area will touch on;
. ,

for example, psychology;through a new examination of the nature and mechanisms of
, .
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prejudice akl, oppression, or, pe s economics, as the)protesses of discrimination
. . .

a

are analyzed. Ultimately, "ethnic studies" is not just a label to be hung on another

separate, apartment of a university; it is.a means and an inspiration to
:

.-., re-think ofid re-organiz most significant fields of thought.
c

I"

----- . Such sweeptqg poi tIcitjes do nothing to lessen the many complex problems involved
.

,.
s, .

inilttirup, the most effective. programs. Some difficulties :e similar to those encountered'
P 1

41' ill any-attempt to systematize what is considered to be a."new field" of study. It is
I 4j".

apparerit that, given the 4tructure re have imposed on knowledge thus far for convenience,I X

, c * .- . .

ethnic.stuc:fies%vill eXtend into many other disciplines' Because such categories are, . ,..,

always arbitrary, the best solution is the development of an adthinistrbtive structure and
. , . ... .

form which will allow for the greatest flexibility for every student in discovering and
-1. "0 .

studying Nvharis of interest to him. It will hav'e to be the decision of the indiv;Aulal
r

schotil m.ferWhith-eidutinistrative alternatives are desirable for the most effective program.

Is itdesirable or practicable ,to offer adegree4 Is it feasible tc; haveloth undergrciduate
.

and gracitiate programs? Which Possible *formdepartment, committee; center, college,' ti

institule--will allow for greatest flexibility and usefulness? Each university, of course, has
0

. its own unique resource problems and traditional forms of organization. It will have to make
.

Ili own assessment of its limitations. However, if this assessment functions as a wall agCnst

change simply out of in'sti'tutional inertia, the loss to the university, and those it serves will

be enorgous, .and inexcusable.
,

Even when radical and imaginative solutions to structural problems can be devised, it
`

is extremely difficult to face Aith courage the political problems which arise. What, for

example, is to be the ethnic composition of the program? The types.Of questions which

an ambitious program will be examining are so significant that, ideally, every student should

C.

6 .
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benefit from them. *In additio)4 there are serious legal questions which may arise if students

are excluded on the basis of race. Of course, on many campuses the problem may not even

Alid.theie are many possible answers to be tried, given understanding and ingenuity
,

on the part of those involved. The firstep is to incorporate all those aspects of ethnic

studies which serve to correct or augment traditional assurnphons of a subject into the

feaching of each of those subjects. This step would seem to be the bare minimum of effort

to be.expected-af any institution oflearning.kThus -for example, students won't have to take
:

a.course entitled "Black,History" to know the truth about the historical roles of black people

in American society. Next, it is important to realize that the role of ethnic studies programs

will change as thecrograms are tried. The knowledge they maybe. asked to impart

initially: I? concerns matters/that have been suppressed or ignored for years in American
,

-z-
educat'onn Serious students will. want to seek out this knowledge; they have had enough

of b9 ng conned by the sweetness-and-light theory of Ameilcan studies. Eventually, how-
': ."

o

ever, this sort of knowledge will filter out to other areas of study and it may not be

necessary for students to seek out the ethnic studies courses to "get all the facts." At this

point the nature of the programs may begin to be more specialized and may have much
o

,,c -
greater leeway for imaginative innovation. In addition, the political situation surrounding

.6

the programs may change, and there may be greater opportunity to experiment to please.

more people," without fear of intense opposjtion from others.

k the meantime, however, the nature of the programs, the degree-to which they may

be called rsxlical and the connotations with which that term nay be-deliberately charged,

present still another problem. To what extent may such programs' dare to be "political"?

What degree of activism may they include? Both questions are at the heart of much of the

discontent among 4tudents currently inthe:universities in all fields of study. These students,
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and ?heir allies within and outside the university, point out that the school is already a

political institution, that it cannot avoid playing this role by any means; that by allowing

a
some activities or speakers and excluding others, it is in every case taking a political

stance--and a highly influential one, at that.. To exclude "activism" meaqs only, to

define certain acts as beyond the pale, while sanctioning others.

In this context, it is worthwhile to note another criticism_frequently made by opponents.
4

of ethnic studies programs, who protest that they cannot see for what such programs can

prepare students. Leaving aside the question of the'clesirability of college as a career:
Q

training academy, we can examine this question in light Of the activism proscription.

Many Third WorldIstudents see such programs as means of acquiring a solid foundation of

methods and means for helpin-gl others or the same culture rise out of the inferior position

to which they haVe been relegated in this society, 'Surely their intentions and ambitions

cannot be faulted in and of themselves. The university which seriously considers argument

in opposition to such practical, career- oriented intentions, such arguments against prag-

matism in college curriculum, must'ask itself why it allows students to study social work, or

engineering. On the other hand, those who argue for pragmatism, claiming that ethnic
81,

studies should not be included in a college curriculum because they ,do not seemto prepare

students for any of the conventional careers, must ask themselves why students are allowed

to concentrate in English literature or philosophy when they intend careers in business or

some other unrelated field. Minority group students, perhaps, are not as naive as they seem..

to appear to these opponents. A student who wants to be a quclear Physicist or a doctor is,,
not going to major in English literature, either, and it seems strange to fear that somehow

he is unwittingly going to be trapped into ethnic studies and insidiously sidetracked from

his chosen career. There are arguments to be made for a system of higher education which
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,
,

offers a student a chance of freely pursuing his intellectual development before he must

worry about his career development, but as long as the university continues to mingle

both functions, it can hardly be considered valid to object to a proposed course of study

on the grounds that it fails to serve one fundion, which is presented for the occasion as

the one and only function of the university. Such accusations could be levelled at the

Majority of courses offered.

Some universities have not been hindered by such objections, and have allowed

students to make working in the community a part of their educational experience.

Cornell students in the Africana Studies and Research Center work in the black community

near the university, with rural blacks in the South, and even in Africa. Administrators at

the cdllege report that they are impressed with the rigorousness of the program, and the

students themselves react enthusiastically.

The question of political content in college work, presents more food for long, abstract

discussions. We have already mentioned some of the ways in which the university is in-

herently a political institution. Students from different cultures are in a better position to

see this political nature than are most of the while, middle class students, for many of the

values which are taken for granted as universals by the school, and may not be questioned

by students from similar backgrounds, may be alien to students who haven't grown up in

the °comfortable middle of th`e American mainstream. They are better able to see the

irrationality when the university brands any deviation from these accepted values as

"political." A Puerto Rican scholar affelb his view on how these values and orientations

are imposed on Third World people even in their own homelands:

In Puerto Rico for example, thee colonial model of the university
is called a "Casa de Estudio, 'la house of studies. In this house
of studies we assume our country was first discovered by the Spanish,
as if the Indians had not been.ahead Of that game of discovery for
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at least 10,000 years, or were they not people at all. The idea of
a house of studies itself is founded on the assumptions that a uni-
versity Will be held pure and celibate if the-educational "priest-
hood" will not pollute R with politization.

It is considered politization if you deal with our heritage by studying
figures like Ramon Emeterio Betances, the great abolitionist doctor
who organized the Lares revolt in 1868 and who livedond.died an

expatriate-from-the -land-and-the-people-heAwed,io-much-aslio
sacrifice his life for their redemption.. It is politicizing if you
study the life of Doctor Pedro Albizu Campos, the great mulatto,
Harvard graduate who spent almost the whole of his life in prison,
first in Atlanta and later in our own prisons for hisfight for Puerto
Rican independence. If the question of poverty is explained in
terms of overpopulation and limited natural resources, innate
inferiority of the people, a culture of poverty which reflects itself
in.lack of ambition, industry, and initiative, that is depoliticized
objective education. If both poverty and overpopulation are ex-
plained in terms of the appropriation of surplus value by a capitalist
elite, in our case CI foieign one, and the irrational economic system
which makes consumption. on credit a sacred commandment,
with consequent need for external capital inyestments and loans,
and the political controls which come along with that, then we (ye
said to be polluting the virginal sterility of our house of studies. (Seda, 1970, pp.6-7)

. .

The problem speaks for itself. Virtually every interpretation which can be "taught"

a university is political. Thropgh ethnic studies, The university has the opportunity to.

offer a formalized means of exchanging views on such topics. The only thing we have to

lose is our faith in dogmas of absolutes.

There are many other problem to be faced by the college which is trying conscien-

tiously to establish a worthwhile ethnic studies program. Questions of content will usually

have to be worked out on an individual basis, with adjustments for available resources

and faculty, as well as for the expressed desires of potential participants. Fof the time

being, at least, staffing the programs may present difficulties, for many adminisstrators are

bemoaning' the shortage of qualified personnel. The very first step in deuling with this

problem is to make a long, hard examination of those criteria used to determine who is
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"qualified." In other areas of college teaching, there is much discontent over the

irrelevance of standards frequently used to make that determination. Too many students

have watched inspiring teachers pack up and go off in disgrace, guilty of teaching too

much and indulging too little in writing or other areas of activity arbitrarily deemed

-necessary. The-area of-ethnic studies is a_Particularly_appropriate_one in which to begin_

a critical evaluation of standards such as these. It is entirely possible to conceive of a

valuable instructor in, for example, native American folklore and mythology, who does

not even have a high school diploma. He may be a graduate of another system of education,

the transmittal of tribal traditions, which is as worthy a system for the purposes of his

people, and for the enlightenment of interested outsiders, as that which leads to a doctorate

' behind ivy- covered walls. Here is the ideal oppOrtunity for experimentation with

greater flexibility in selecting and utilizing college teachers.

On the other hand, it must be frankly admitted that ethnic studies, as a brand new

and developing area of academic work, is fertile ground for ambitious iut not particularly

dedicated individuals who seek to establish themselves not on the basis of merit, but

simply by via-ye of being available, with acceptable credentials, when demand is high.

Ethnic studies as a new and experiMental field offers hope of serving as a model for

innovations which may be used to improve the study of more traditional. academiC areas.

It will be a major setback to the pursuit of knowledge if this promising endeavor

4

becomes plagued, like other areas of education,' with petty tyrants and back-room politicians.

It seems likely that such problems can be avoided if the program' maintains co innovative,
0

experimental, open-minded attitude, and if all participills--administrators, teachers, and

students--are encouraged to play an active part in the evolution of policy and curriculum.

It shotAd go without saying that every effort should be made to provide physical

?09
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accomodations which attest to the un,iversity's high evaluation of such a program. A

little shack on the other side of the football field, designated as headquarters for the

program, will speak volumes 'concerning the true commitment of the university to the

experiment. It may be necessary to make some sacrifices and do some rearranjing in

order to provide facilities which attest to the school's respect for ethnic studies, but

the school which is not willing to make these efforts need not undertake the project at all.

A halfhearted attempt.is_nearly guaranteed to fail.

The full potential of ethnic studies certainly has not begun to be realized in American

higher education. Such programs can be viewed as unique, at least not Fomparable in

L \their function to such areas as German studies or French culture, but ratier as special

cases for the special case of a society which, hoped and claimed to be the fulfillment of

the ultimate dream of freedom and equality for every individual, while building that

society on a foundation of the most excessively oppressive slavery and on the exploitation

of certain groups who were simply neverviewed as being pat of the American dream. As

such, the programs may serve as drastic measures to provide what has %en neglected or

omitted in education previously, an omission which has contributed greatly to the ugliest

and most undemocratic aspects of life in this society. They may also serve as the vital

stepping stone to radical reform of ;all areas of education, in both form and content. At the,

very least, they cars be a helpful tool in making the university a true reflection of all the

cultures represented in American society, and thus ease the transition Rom community to

college fo"r many students to whom higher `e.ducation is an unexpected and alien experience.

Thus, they serve, no matter what their scope, as an aid in the democratization of American

education.



Chapter VII: Other Curriculum Modifications and Remedial Practices

In the process of designing and cperating a program for students whose past

academic record has been below that of the average college student, two areas of concern

must be'kept in. mind. The first, and probably most evident, includes the strictly pedagogical

problems of educational deprivation. The second is the whole affective area, of importance

not only because. it has so often been neglected in the student's previous education, but

also because it is a promising area for a new attack on the student's learning problems.

By the time a student has reached the college years in his education, his

efficiency asza leamer may have been impaired by several different kinds of handicaps,

each of which is greatly compounded as time goes by with no opportunities to correct it.

First, the communications skills which may have served him well in other settings may

be relatively inefficient for academic work since the acadeMic community has not:yet
. .

been able to accommodate and-reward the use of other than standard EnglislydialeCts.....,

Additionally, it is a source of constant concern that far too many children in elementary

and secondary schools are not being effectively taught to read and write. Their

problem becomes more acute as they are somehow passed from one grade to the next and

become less and less'able to keep up with what is considered to be grade-level work.

The repeated experience of failure, coupled with constant exposure to alien language forms
o

often results in a set of negative att?tudes not only toward the formal learning experience,

but, more importantly, toward the use of communication skills in formal situations, a
9

clear handicap in higher education. By the time such students arrive at college

level, these problems in communication will have resulted in a second handicap,

a limited reservoir of information, which may be caused not only by inadequate
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communication skills, but perhaps also by a Jess academically relevant set of life

experiences, brought about by deprivations born of economic and/or rc,ial status.

These information deficiencies, combined with weak information acquisition skills,

confront these students anstitir teachers with formidable problems.

In many cases additional problems among such studentsiwill include inefficient

work and study habits. They may also have had scant opportunity to dlvelop effective

information search and processing skills. Unfortunately, there is little enough in the

average child's education which really strengthens his ability to formulate 9 question

and use the proper resources b find the necessary information, efficiently and without

being distracted by irrelevancies. Finally, one of the subtlest and most discouraging

problems is often the weakness of a student's analytic and synthesizing abilities, especially

in areas that are somewhat foreign fo'him,or _her., This is more often tlae case when the

subject is abstract or technical, rather than social or politiccil. These problems are

serious when confronted in young children who are still in the formation periods.

When they are encountered in young .adults they are critical and more recalcitrant. -:-

Not only do they constitute a complex network of inteidegendent handicaps, but they

come to be surrounded by a variety of compensatory and defensive attitudinal and

social behaviors`which serve to camouflage and more rigidly entrench.

This attempt to break down the basic pedagogical -problems -involved.in-dealing-
-,

with the educationally disadvantaged may welibe far from complete; at least it may

give some idea of the complexity of this one aspect of the task of providing an effective

educational experience. Whatever efforts maybe labeled "remedial" or "compensatory"

may well be inadequate to the need if they are not addressed to all these problems
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Which so often combine to complicate learnirTg7The unhappy fact is that we have not

found exemplary models or programs which are.

As if the strictly pedagogical problem were not complex enough, it is often

necessary, too, to deal v\riih those kinds of personal-socittrconcerns that do not fall

precisely in the academic learning area. Although this affective side of learning may

do much, when it is attacked positively, to improve performance in the pedagogical

area, it is not usually adequate to attack affective problems through traditional peda-

gogical strategies. Whatever may be going on in the classroom, the student may still

,
be worrying about why he is in college when most Of his peers are on the streets,

working or unable to find work, and participating in the struggles of the community. He

may also betothered by his failure to contribute to the support of his family, or even
.

by the fact that their assistance with his college expense's is adding to their financial

burden. And it may well be that there is little enough in What he is experiencing at

the college to maintain higbotivation to star there,and to_succeed. What is'he dbing

there anyway? Is going to college really as utilitarian as he may once have thought?

Does it still seem to be an effective means of getting a piece of the action? Or does

itseem to be aviable instrument for advancement, change, or revolution ? In

many cases, it may be perceived as simply hindering the student from realizing these

very goals. "..iese are the kinds of subtle p lems which it is very hard to influence

effectively within c\fo mal instructional settin especially when twelve years or more

of previous "education" has done little to provide positive answers to such questions.

The institutions surveyed represent the range of solutions colleges and universities

have sought for these problems. Most programs have their share of bask "remedial"

courses to attack the more glaring of the pedagogical problems. Those who can afford
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it, yften supply facilities for tile application of educational technology to the skill

protilems, with reading and langya ,laboratories, programmed instruction, and specially

trained personnel to help utilize the facil;:les. Usually, the effectiveness of this kind

ofitrategy dependi on how well it is organized, how competent and dedicated

the teaching staff may be, and the extent to which the instruction offered actually

iidesigned to meet the specific needs of individual students. in general, the compensatory

efforts are concentrated in the first two years of coiiege, and may involve anoll-

rnedial first year, a- first year which combines remedial work with some regular college

work, or some sort of intensive pre-collegzrogram.

A look at a few specific.peograms ma f give an idea of the-variety of efforts

being made to'date. With the cooperation of the rnsiltute for"Services to Education, a

number of predominantly black corteges (now fourteen) have formed what is called the
0

Thirteen-College Cuiriculum Program, a cooperative effort in which teachers from the

colleges and consultants from the Institute work on new curriculunildeas, materials,

methods, etc. Conferences are held each summer and on selected weekends throughout

the year for evaluation and further development in specific areasoOn each campus,
1

about 100 students are involved in the program, served by about twelve teachers, a

program director, and a counselor.At the time, the efforts of the program are focused on

the:first two years of college, and the aim is to design curricula which move away from

1

the traditional, more mechanical modes of teaching and learning:The emphasis is on

using and encouraging imagination in both.teachers and students, and the program

produces materials and suggestions for teachers in specific areas. Attention is given

to black-related studies, and in general, to ways which make the subject matter interesting
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and relevant to students. Thus far, it has been noted that the grade point averages

for prograin students taking regular college courses are, higher than for regular students in

those same courses; indicating that them i's some carry-over of the program's success

o er areas of college study. Sajective impressions also suggest that the program

has succeeded in many instances in 'making students more enthusiastic learners and more
1

imaginative in the classroom.

The Experiment in Higher Education t Southern Illinois University in a two-

of

year program involves approximately 100 students. Mostof them are black and come

from East St. Louis, Illinois, With a staff of three lecturers and ten teacher-counselors,

the program provides an intensive experience of academic wOrk.'. Students attend leCtwes,

colloquia, seminars, and academic workshops, and are actually in school for
1,

fourteen to eighteen hours a week. Part of the group experience isthe opportunitycfor

students to speak Out, and to relate the content of their studies to their personal life

experiences; in addition, they have opportunities to solve problems or work on projects

together, in groups which are encouraged to create a social, as well as an academic,

Technology plays a major part in this program, and all lectures and colloquia

are tape recorded and available to students along with teaching machines, other

. audio equipment, etc. There is a heavy reliance on programmed instruction, especially

in language and math. The curriculum approach is an integrated one, combining social

sciences and humanities into topic or concept units. Students must perform at the C

level or above, or-they-fair. At the same time, grades are only given at the end, of

the year, and emphasis is placed on work done aftcr the first adjustment period of
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Several predominantly black schools have been noted for their efforts to

provide effective educational experiences for disadvantaged students., Morgan State,

in Balt. ,has-designed-a-threecurricultrtnAan or e res man year, in which

students of exceptional ability (approximately the top 10% of the class) are placed

in one curriculum and those Istituting approximately the lowestpalf of the class

are.placed in a special cuplculurn of their own, leaving the rest of the class in the

_usual freshman year,program.. In the "Basic Skills Program," individual counseling.
and diagnostic testing are' xtensively used in Olannjng and building reading, writing,

and speech skills. There is a reduced credit hour load, but mare-time is spent in the

claisroom; the effect of this arrangement is that students in the Bask Skills Program

will.not be able to graduate in four years unless they attend-one or two summer sessions.

The *design of the program .takes into account the-fact that weaknesses among

students will vary, and thus, for example, .a 'reading test is given to freshmen; with

those scoring beioyr national norms receiving special reading instruction. A reading
, _'

laboratory is available to all.students, as is ;a programmed instruction facility,.which

may be used voluntarily or at the recoendation of the instructor. The freshman English.

course involves use of a reading, laboratory, and also emphasizes composition. A writing

proficiency exam, consisting of an Assay on one of a list of given topics, is required

for senior status, and those students who fail the exam spend an additional two hours,
ti - -

a week in a special writing clinic; A speech proficiency exam i..sgiven near the end of

the sophomore year, and again a special clinic is provided for those who cannot meet

this requirement.

In the sophomore year, ,a course in vocabulary development is offered, with
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classes grouped by major study area for greater relevatce. The college also offers a

special summer program in language arts for prospective students who want to get a

head start in building up the required skills. Another feature s:'( the Morgan State

program is its emphasis on organized cultural activities, with drama, music, and
.

lectures receiving emphasis. .

The college maintains an Office of Research and Evalucition,,a-ria places a

./
heavy emphasis on evaluating both students and program constantly. The office reports

that improvement in conimunicatio2s skills within the special program is often dramatic;

: .

tests show that the avetage freshman who comes to Morgan State is in the lowest.
quartile of freshmen nationally insscholastic aptitude, and two years later performs

at a level equal to or better than the nationall median for sophomores. Graduate Record

Examination subject area: tests alsopiverr the secor0 and foUrth years, and show

ap improvement in mean scores over the two year period.\--/
.

At Shaw University in North Carolina, the Shaw Plan involves an ungraded

program of college studies, starting with a pre-college program for some students;

a "lower-class" program, during the first two years, which emphasizes basic skills

in math, .English; reading, and speech; and an "upper-class" program which involves .

specializatiOn.

Students begin their years at Shaw with loirge battery ofAiagnostic tests,

cmd some are placed in the "pre- baccalaureate" summer program, involving remedial

workshops and technological learning aids. The student at Shaw must take thirty courses

tdi' grcduation, but he may satisfy his requiremepts in some of.these by passing special

tests. He may take less than four or more than five years to graduate, although a
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student in theremedial program for, two years must apply for readmission by the faculty..

Additional remedial help is available in summer school. Testing Van important
. .

aspect of the Shaw program,-hut rests are not used to supply grades; instead, teacheis
.. ,.. .

..- .

girve e h student an individual evaluation', sometimes involv-ing a.prescription,for use

of the Iloutomated training center:," The finaevaluation for graduation depends ,.

on performance on the Graduate Record Examiilations; scores for the graduating senior

must meet the nationaf average.
r".

The SEEK prograni, at the CifY University of hlewlYork has won,widespr ad

reknovin as a relatively ,iuciqessful effort
.

for students from disadyantaged areas of
. .

qualified for admission to the City Unive

to recruit and provide a College educ tion

the city Who-wouli not normally have

orsity before the ope 'admission plan wasut

into effect. The SEEK prOgraewas ?tarted in 1965 at the senorebra ches of the City' -

Univerity, funded by the stateqrid city. Emphasis was plqced on flexibility and student -

involvement in all aspects Of the-program: Classes were tolig kept sma11,.and teachers
.

-.... X . s. . -

were encouraged to become very involved in the goalstif.the Program. Students have

can allowed to move ot their own pace; not finishing coursework on time" does' .
). % 7O ir

not mean failure in the course; but implies a need for more time or ifferent instruction.
. . . -

i
0 w.6)

Ccmf.sensatory courses are given along with regular courses, and studenls are encouraged
'4 r

to move at their own pace into regular collie work;'pra" cement tests (some designed by

SEEK teachers and students) are given to determine which students are,ready,,for

regular college work inany given area andplacements are again evaluated after'two
o.

weeks to make sure they are suitable. Courlselors are available,. and are supposed to
r. .

,be responsible for no more than fifty students; students also serve as tutors. for others

in then- classes.

21.8
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The SEEK prog ram was designed with the intention of being a force for innovation,

and staantt have been -involved, in almost every aspect of program administration. In

connection_with-this' innovative- iLltention, the curriculum has focused on the black vi
mr"

and Puerto Rican experience, in courses covering English, reading, social seances,

Languages, math, and speech. It is difficult to 'know what constitutes a measure of

rccess" for any -of these programs, but it is known that fifty' per cent of the first

entering S.EEK class has graduated from Cl:JNY, excluding those who may have,gone on

ta.grcxluate from ether institutions.

`An example of an entirely different approach', aimed exclusively at the
,

five &cc, is provided by the Human Potential Seminars Program at Kendall College

in Evanston, Illinois. The program begins with the establishment of l5-metnber groups

during freshman orientation for a four-hour session aimed at explcring personal development.

Those initial group sessions are planned to give the students an idea of what is to come

if they eleci to take the 16-.-week, non_-credit Human Potential Seminar course. The

kr.o., 4 th yi-o-up approach to help each studenf identify his own persor.a! strengths,.... _

, ..
1.'

rather than his weaknesses; the theory; is that students' Weaknesses have been pointed

outth ihem often enough in their education, and there has bean little reinforcement

of theiv positive qua! ities.
I

The groups begin by discussing experiences which mayilave been crucial
f - I .

VII o

,to jeaCh person's development. Each student lists what he considers to.be his five main

.
strengths; then he is told by the others what they think .his strengths ay be, on the

basis of the.experiehces hg hos IkteA. Other sessions go on th focul on what may be

-. - . .
,

preventing different group members from utilizing their strengths fully toward some goal.
. -,- .

.../
,. .

At this point, goal-setting beiComes a primary part of the course, and ea ch week, goals
,
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are set and reported on Imanothr session, students may build.a fantasy about what

each can be doing in five or ten years if all his or her strengths are utilized fully.

Another important aspect of the program is the identification by each student of

personal values, and ranking them toavoid value conflict, which is seen as a frequent
4,

hindrance to goal adcompl,iihiietft.-The'final phase of the course involves long-range

goal setting in accordanceicvt*the values each student has chosen.

.Participation in the groups is voluntary, and they are'all heterogeneous, with

some students who have been academically successful and some. who have not. The

.stadents' own evaluation`sof the group sessions indicate that they have had some

effect. One group-of sixty students was surveyed a yeal after the course, with 57

responding. Of these, 82/o reported that they are still setting and meeting goals; 77'.'o

said that they now think more highly of themselves, and recognize more personal

successes; 94% said they would recommend the course to others.
.

Within the promising area of technology, an interesting project has been

pioposed by the City University of New York and the Educational Broadcasting

Corporation in New York City. They,propose to produce a series of approximately

140 one-hbur ielevisio'n programs, utilizing remedial or pre-college materials in the

crcos of reading, writing, arid math. Black, Puerto Rican, and-white characters

will be shown in dramatized situations of dialect problems, math, problems of communication,

writing, and so forth. Supplemental materials will be developed to accompany the

programs. The aim of the project will be to increase the academic function of pre-

college viewers by two grade levels, using and building skills considered essential

for college work. In math, emphasis will be placed on arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
,

and trigonometry. English segments will deal with parts of speech,. grammar, organization
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of writing, Vocabulary, and reading analytcally and critically. The project would also

make provision for cassette playoacks by students on a school's equipment.

These are brief descriptionsOf some of the ways in which The problem of

different academic preparation is being attacked today. Several of the case studies

offered in the appendix of this.report deal with cuericuli.im at other schools. Of course,

it is always difficult td make the determination of whether, a particular.program has

been successful or not. The_first question is what constitutes success, and this may have

-
a different answer for every evaluator or institution. But it is probably safe to say that

o one curriculum innovation, insofar as these kinds of programs can. be called

innovative, has met with wide and dramatic success. This is prohably natural, for if

there is one thing we should have learned by now, it is that there is no one answer to

the learning problems of hundreds of diffeApt individuals. What is urgently needed is

far more research and experimentation in the development of means for qualitative

analysis Of functioning, and innovative Ways of targeting specialized instruction around

what are analyzed as being ,a student's speCific deficits; and strengths. In this area;

some computer leaming programs are now being developed in which the machine

interacts with the learner, programming further questions in response to previous answers.

Also relevant to this area is the independent' study center, where students can seek

individualized help on c voluntary basis. Such centers are often available to.all students

on campus; and it is clear the particularly advanced students may seek special instruction

to meet their needs there,. too. There will be no stigma attached if astuderit in academics

trouble turns to the center,as well.

is. difficult to devise ways of dealing with all the possible aspects of a

student's learning inefficiency simultaneously. The problem of inadequacy of knowledge
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pool may seem impossible to attack until the student's reading skill has been dramatically

improved. But it should be possible to make available pools of informaticin which do not

require reading, and which may enable the student to go on into regular cclege

work, which he may find more challenging, at the same time as he is engaged in..

improving his basic skills. There should be in existence now films, tapes, etc. which

could be as effective as,books as sources of information on a given subject, and certainly

there are infinite possibilities of Pdding,to these. It would.be particularly helpful if

specialized "bibliographies" of such material;suitable for college-level use, could

be made available. Some existing resources could also be adapted to college level

use. For example, the old CBS radio series, You Are There, recently revived as a

children's television program. could.be done on a slightly more sophisticated level

and become an excellent supplemental history source for college students. Columbia

University has developed a special television series-on black history. A National 9.

Science Foundation biology film series put together by Professor Vishniac,.fprmerly

at Yeshiva. Uri;versity, could easily be dUbbed at the appropriate level and used in

science courses. Undoubtedly many other sources are already in existence, which would

require a minimum or modification to make them suitable sources of information for

inefficient readers.

At the same time as the search goes on for more effective remedial techniques

and instruments, it is also important to consider techniques of placement for special'

students. Of course, it should be an elementary concern that no student, just because

he is admitted under a special program for "disadvantaged" students, should be placed

in a remedial course when he can be doing more advanced work. It may be a danger in

many programs that, out of concern to avoid placing too great a burden on students
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Initially, all challenge is removed froriktheir first college experience. Te9 avoid

this. the placement process should be as flexible as possye, and there should be pro-..

vision for follow-up on every student to ensure that his initial.piacement'proves to be .

the mosteffective one. It may alsocbe a good idea to provide an early opportunity

for the student to make his own deitermination.of the work he can do, even if his

own estimate differs frOm that of his counselor or program'director. It should be possible

to build into a program the opportunity for students to take this kind olchonce and

even to fail without setting, them back very far, for they may be far better able to dis-

cover their own limits than are other college personnel, with all their instruments of

prediction. -

Many institutionshave reported particular success with some four; of/ pre - college

ta>

program, and the academic gains to be made from such ci$rogram may well,be corn-

bined with the advantages of a longer period for orientation to all aspects of college

life. A summer academic program may provide opportunities for more individualized

attention, in a calmer context than the regular semester, amid all the distractions of

campus life: EVen if there is not opportunity fOr a full academic program, the orienta-

tion program itself cap probably be made much more significant on most campuses,

and care should be taken to see that it deals realistically with the problems likely

to be encountered by students who come from backgrounds which may not have pre-
3

pared them very effectively for college life.°

The affective area, as we have, noted, remains a particularly difficult one,

yet it becomes increasingly obvious that it is also particularly promising as a direction

for efforts to increase what students c:ari get from college. This may be, too, one area

in which the college can learn from the students, for those things which trouble the
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student about the institution may indeed be oreas in which the institution, by changing

itself, canmake itself more effective for oll students. The student who lacks motivation

to succeed in the classroom because he doubts that this kind of achievement will be

relevapt to his success in his community rrhy be right, to a certain extent, and a way

of attacking this kind of problem is for the college to look of ways in which it may .

make community-based action part of the educational eicperience. Until this kind of

approach is reolly tried on a large scole, it cannot be known how effective it con

really be, but certainly it seems likely that this could be,one of the most revolutionary

and effective educational strategies, providing a real opportunity for learning technical

skills in an action cot;.xt.,

it is just possible thatall the technological innovations in teaching strategies,

for all their pedagogical sophistication, moy only serve to remove the college classroom

(or learning laboratory)sjust that much further owoy from what thestudents considei

-
to be the "real world." Surely any college, no matter how lovish its.teaching equipment

and facilities, make the most radicol improvement in all its students' education

constantly seeking ways in WI-Ha the college curriculum canbecome inextricably

involved with a real life curriculum, ways in which the students cannot help seeing

that their lives and their education are inseparable. That fact is that in some ways at

some colleges; thins is simply not the case, andedycation could certainly benefit from

an ongoing self examination in this area.

In addition, another basic requirement for good education. which may tend to

get Jost in the flash and glitter of expensive hardwore, is good teaching inspired

and inspiring interaction between teacher and learner which cannot be replaced by

any technology. At more than one college, officials hove remarked that this factor,
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still remains the most important one in the success or failure of a program. Of course,

there is no one.teaching strategy guaranteed to be inspiring for all teachers and all

students, but tile institution can begin by recognizing this, and by allowing for flexibility

in teaching methods, as well as making it very clear -- and it is well known that on

fr..zny camp::: 2.1 it is not clear -- that good tecch:ng is the most valued product of

instructors and professors.

V
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Chapter VIII: Reactions of Students and College Personnel

In an attempt to validate.questionnaire data and to get direct feedback

'from student and staff participants in special programs, a series of on-campus inter-

views was conducted. Additionally, a random selection of students was paid to write

narratives describing their secondary school experience as well as their reaction

to the collegiate program. in which they were participating. It is significant that

students consistently focused attention on the non-intellectual aspects of their

collegiate experience. Thev are apparently concerned with and affected by the social

environment, political atmosphere, attitudes of other, students, finances, and the

motivation and level of institutional commitment. It took specific prodding to elicit

reactions to particular compensatory practices of the program.

No attempt ha's been made to summarize the narrative material or to single

out the principal themes; rather, the material is presented in a verbatim manner,

grouped' according to institution. Comments which were extraneous to the discussion

have been edited out. It is interesting to note the differing percept ions among

students and between students and college personnel within the same program.
;.

A more general picture of minority group student perceptions of life in a

predominantly white university is presented by Sedlacek,Brooks and Herman in

Black Student Attitudes Toward a Predominantly White University. (1971). Responding

black students at the University of Maryland indicated that they did not feel they

had a voice in policy making, nor that they had adequate meant to express their

grievances. In general, the black students surveyed seemed to indicate an ambivalence

toward education in a predominantly white school which was echoed, in even

stronger terms, by our respondenti.
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COLLEGE A.
(Student Participant)

"Since my high,school was in such a superior academic position when

cotnoared to 'regular' schools -:19.5% of its graduating class attend 5oilege

1 applied to six polieges. There was nothing obout these schools that especially

attracted me. It was common knowledge that they all wantedo increase their

black student enrollments .:.. I chose College.A because its financial award did

, .

not include a loan and a job like the other college offers..... I was -glad to find

a

a Students' Afro - American Society on. Campus. In most cases a black student at

a school with a black population of less than 4% does find life a little less diffi-

cult due to the existence of student aggnizations. ',No block studieecrourses

were offered during my freshman year, so I didn't study anything that was of any

relevance to black people. College A's social events were basically of no interest

to SAS, but we as a group created our own social atmosphere .... As a result of

some demands that presented to the administration last spring, we were able to

open an Urban Center for black studies in the black community of the college town

We realized that we were losing our ties apd abilities to relate to our own communities

by spending so much time at a white college. One advantage of our location in

town is'that it enables us to interact with other black people besides students,

and consequently not get whitewashed on campus.

"We also demanded black housing and as,a result of that demand .twenty-

two of us were allowed to live together in our Afro-American Cultural Center.

The house isn't exclusively black, but at this time we occupy more than half of

it.... All of us have had disgusting experiences living with white girls in dormitories
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bnci,we.ore happier in our present situation many cases we have been

fooled into thinking the college would stick to their words and honor our demands.

WI have found that signatures, verbal agreements or any of their promises are of no

value whatsoever. tontraOs have been broken and there have been obvious breaches_

of faith...1 now realize that it was foolish of us to,ever think that Coilege"-Nould

ever keep the interests of black students at heart .... Many black students,

including myself, are now questioning the relevance of our attending College A.

Can College A really prepare us to do anything that will benefit black people?

Of course, not ... We're all still unhappy ai- College A."

e. , 1.-

(Student Participant)
4

4

k.

'9/ry family and guidance counselor were qUite sure that as an Arista member,

a National Achievement Scholar and 29th in a class of 600, 1 would get into College-A....

1 appeared to be warmly received by College A; all the welcomes had smiling faces
7

and the other freshmen were quite friendly .... I became 'close' friendswith a

few white girls in mje dorm, and I began to assimilate into the whole thing. I, even

went to mixers winch obviously weren'sreant for me (obvious to everyone but myself).

There was a definite lack of black males at fl7se mixers and so I'd stand on the side

and observe; -yet, I went to mixer after mixer, Week after week, expecting I don't

know what. I remained this 'typical College A Neg\O ' for about a semester,then

things began to wear off. I got tired of going to mixers, Egot tired of being 'the

Negro' who was their giineapig (by the way, the administrctio\of this institution

has already told us that we are here to serve as an 'educational experience' for the

white students.) I grew weary of being around people who were blincho so many



things which were crucial to-me. So, I began to make myself scarce at College A

social and associated almost exclusively with blacks.

"Academicirlly, my 'freshman year was the best I've ever had. My average

then was almost B'a.nd it's been steadily declining through the years. This might

be due to my increasing awareness of the fact' that education isn't gained through

books and lectures, but through experience. Thus, my. respect for:the rigid course

s tructure found at College A has decreased, and my attempt to gain practical experience

has increased.

4Z!. 2,"A college education.= it is today does net prepare brack student-whoMans

fo return to the black community and offer anything of significance. A good black'
2.-

studies program would help offset the white-washing which a black person is subjected

to in an educational institution .... We now have an. Urban Center for Black Studies

where we and members of the town's black community study under our black studies

program: In this way, we manage to remain close to a black community railer than

grow apart from black people as is so often the case in attending o white college.

Our black studies program, has allowed us to achieve and maintain political awareness

while in a white institution. However, we realize that black studies programs and

special academic programs for blacks at white institutions will not answer our educe-

tional problems."

(Vice-President, College A)

"We had a lady who was director of admissions who ,was just out of it. We

had very few black students, like a dozen or nine in the senior class and maybe six
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in the junior class. A directive'came from the trustees 4c) do something .... I

think we now have 59 black students on carious.. Our total enrollment is 1600

students .... You can take a major in black studies now, where you couldn't before. ,

Students are also doing.communit /work for'which they, car, get credit: The black

s tudies major is experimental. Faculty vote for it was unanimous except for one,.

"The black studies major grew out of a student protest .... We did not agree
41.

to a separcit-s black house. We have a house where, 25 black students make up the
Z*4

total second floor. Next-year we may have another separate cluster of students.

But it won't be an all black house:

"There is a ,general problem of adjustment ghetto kids coming into middle

class setting. We feel that that's .where they need the help. We are also recruiting

black.professors -- lowering the standards for black faCulty so that we can get more

of.them. :Mr. X, for example, had.been a public school assistant principal with a

Masters Degree in secondary education, 'If he were white he would have no chance'

of being an assistant professor of Sociology."

O

(Interviewer's Report of Group Interview with Student
Participants)

The students reported having particular difficultilf) in English. They complained

of the lack of specific instruction in the area of grammar -- the professors have

assumed that they'have an adequate. background in this area. Another problem

in English is the absence of relevant reading materials, literature dealing with the

black experience -Much of the difficulty in English, and other subjects, is

due to the. inadquate preparation received in high school. Most of the girls went
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to largelFbanhigh schools with large numbers of black students, and although they
.

were all ranked high in'thefr gradbatiog classes, they felt that vhe school had not

. given-there much of what" they, -needed at College A.

,

'Tho girls said that theY don't use the college's advising system except to
"17 -.Iget their programs approved, They said that the advisors, fciculty members or octpi-

-,

nistrators, show little interest in and 6;149 to cape "with the girls' problems at

schOol. In an effort to deal with this, the school has hired a part-time. advisor,
O

black senior, to counsel the girls. Also, in connection with academic life,

the girls do not use the college's tutoring system. They say that till? tutors, college

seniors, may be proficient in their subjects, blA are not capable of teaching it,
5

or relating to them.

Social life and housing arrangements were recurring themes. The girls resented

being scattered,in-different dorms across the campus. They detested the notion that

they were to be the white girls' 'black experience I" One student said that she

felt like listening to music ormett all of the time, especially in the evening, and

there were always objections from the white girls in the dorm who wanted .silence

Living on the black corridor this semester has made a difference in that it has putted

the girls, as a group, closer together .... Students also reported an absence of

culturally relevant social activities on campus. =They requested that- the college

finance such, cultural events as "black weekends", and that the school hire a bus

to transport the girls to other campuses and nearby cities. While the administration

has responded favorably to these requests, the students believe that because the

school has taken .no-initiative in establishing a sound place for black students but

has only 'responded' to student complaints, the school's genuine concern and commit-

ment is too shallow.
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(Interviewer's Report of Interview w ith Director
.

of Admissions) .4

Mr. X pointed out that no official statement, has emanated from ttigitaard

of Trustees or other college officials regarding the college'srole in the education

a

....111.3-111111

of minority group students .... He noted that nearly all of the black studenti enrolled

at College A were self-referrals. Moreover, no efforts have been made to recruit

black youth from nearby communities .... is is not so much a reflection of a

racist attitude,as of the factithat the college has been foo busy concerning itself

with the expansicin of physical facilities. curriculum innovations, fund raising,

and the development of College A as a coeducational institution, to expend very

muctifenergy in racial minority,affairs, Mr. X contended. With regard to the future,

he admitted that he was pessimistic aI2out the possibility of expanding in a signifi-

cant waz,thocprogram for black students.

t -
needed financial support frcm,the alumni

He felt that fear of withdrawal of badly

is the,.principal reason for tiiis:posture.

He indicated that it was his impression that the alumni would interpret further

expansion or development of the program for blacks as ,a sign of "giving in" to black

demands. Moreover, he suggeited that then alumni feared `that the quality of. educa-
-

Hon and the reputation of College A would diminish if large numbers of black.students

were admitted.

COLLEGE B
(Student Participant)

"Before my freshmcin year, there was a total_of about sixty.bla4k students on

the whole campus. The ptogram which was recruiting bloCk students recruited one

hundred and twenty-five in my cla4 which made this- the largest number of black

ts'
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-tudents ever on this compus. My freshman year was spent trying to adjust to the ,.. A I

aver-all-college iiie Such as grade's', exars, politics, and government of the uni-
., ,. .

majority
.yeasty. I knew that my main purpose there was to get an education, but lie maprity

. X

N.;:-.,.,,,o_f myfreshman year vicisspent trying to educate the white students aboGt me" and the
-....--s,

, ,---:-.?'sauli''`ablack folk. There were still problems, however, For example, a certain., -..... , .

traternity-4thialihad spend the night drinking., decided to 'get rid of all the niggers

on campus.' ''there-wa.S-a confrontation and' from that day on there has been strained

---itUdent relations on- caaipysf, Because of the small number of black students on campus,

we had to virclic five and six together at flight if we were to get across campus. In

my first twa. years, we have had a total of six black-white _confrontations.

-"Now about the program -- as ;ill programs begin, they have a few rough
1

edges that have-to be smoothed out. This comes in time. I enjoy the program,

,but it.has two drawbacks al far asi am conderned, oiie being that the campus is

too far from the nearest city, that being a distance of 28.;miles, seCondly, those

underthanld the politics of the program realize that the university is not really
0.

doing us a for out of the goodness of their heart, but indeed we are doing them
1 .,

a favor by being here/ since all state schools m:st maintain-a quota of minority

1

° group students to get federal funds ... -,If we weren't here, the construction of a
, . 1 . , 1, 6

twenty -two Storylibrary being ISuiltwould stopi"
1

. ,

0,

P A c4.,

c(Student Participant).

a \. iVolizentering,tlie

out fairly decent. When I

1.

fi. n

yhivetsity; I was leery of my grades, but they tprned

.was in my fresimanyear, I could not tell head from top,

I was so contied. At tile'vniversity, I am on O scholarship for black students. At

". r

if t.
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first I received some uneasy looks and remarks from some students here but I finally

straightened them out. Also,. on this scholarship I receive 'a lot of grief on behalf of

father's being disabled and my mother being deceased -- the problem is that the

universitydoesn't seem to believe me. At any rate, I do not feel that this program

has influenced my grades, study habits or academic skills. I feel that this is some-

thing within myself .'... There has been no conflict with academics and political

activities on campus with me because most of it belongs to the whites and it does

not apply...to me. "

(Student Participant)

1"Most of my difficulties were social-racial and not academic. I remember

the time our-boOk charge cards were held up for three days - for what reason,

no one seemed to know -- so for three days, we had no books.far class. Then we

went to, buy our books, all the 'special' students had to go through one line while

the other (white) students who charged books and supplies went throtigh another line.

It took us only a few days toge.t, wind of what was happening and we nicely closed

down the 'special' line and' told them people just where it was at But what had

to be the shock of my, life was when -I vaiin my race relations class and this_white

form - looking dude told us that he had never seen so many blacks before. And, dig

this, there were-only a handful of us on campus then. So we were facing some pretty

backward people.

"buring my, freshman 'year, I was very active in our Afro-American Society.

was what kept many-brothers and sisters in-contact with each other. There was

no social life whatsoever outside of the few dances Afro-Am. threw. 1 know of
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. several students who just left College B because of sheer boredom. But at the

preient time, an attempt is being made by five colleges in the area to form a five-:

college organization to get brothers and sisters together. I must say, however, that

"it is not structurally organized, lout many students look forward and have faith in

its development.

"As far as the special program is concerned, the tutorial service is really

heae.of the program. During the first year of the program, tutoring was.manda-

tory and we students received a grade and two credits for attending tutoring regularly.

After the freshman year, it is at the student's option whether he wants to attend

tutoring or not. This has been a helpful aspect of the program.... Recently, a

counseling component has been initiated into the program. It is staffed by, graduate

and some undergraduate students. Their aim is to be available so that students with

problems can get them taken care of before the problem escalates into a crisis situa-

tion I think that I am very lucky to be pareof this special program and a student

at College B. I always speak highly of the program because it offers blacks the chance

to further our potentials. My wife and I will never forget those unselfish people

who gave up their time to help us get into and succeed in college."

(Student. Participant)

"After graduating from high school, I had planned to "attend alunior college

and take up a technical' course. I was accepted there but my guidance counselor

mentioned the fact that there was a special program for black students at College B,
L

and I decided to try and get into it. During the first year of the program, 120 black
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students were brought to the campus mostly through the efforts of a group of black

faculty. The money for the program was allocated by the Ford Foundation and the,

state. We were given tutorial and financial assistance. The majority of us were

not allowed to take the maximum number of credits. We were looked at by the

majority of white students as special students who were being pampered and spoon-fed.

Some of the black students felt the same way. There were 110 of us who survived

the first year of the program:. Now we are finishing the second year. The program

is still similar to last year except that tutortare novphired from specific departments

aid a counseling, component has been added .... I feel that the program is all right,

but there are a few areas in which there must be changes made. Mew of these are:

requirements for entry, upperclassman black students be trained to counsel us, changes

in tutorial system, and tighten up on students who are here and let them learn to

help themselves become responsible people."

COLLEGE C
(Student Participant)

"After attending Coilete C for one year under the special prograrii I have

found some faculty members sympathetic, but I haven't found any that were hostile.

Most of the faculty members that I have encountered seemed to be confused about

whats taking place in this country, like deMonstrations, riots, etc. They come

running up to me and other thidents like myself asking what is wrong, As far as-

the other" itudents are concerned, I haven't run into any hassle, though there have

been reports of other students feeling hostile towards` students like myself because we

are going free and they are paying .... Some of the regular students possessed
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superiority complexes toward us. They felt that they were more - intelligent because

they were admitied through normal channels.

"Though College C has started this program, from my.obseryatianS, I believe

that They really don't care about having it. When our director tries to get funds for

the operation of the program, there is always a hassle and a lot of red tape to go

through. Another thing which seemed deceiving was the fact that the students in

the program were told that they would get money during the first year. Those that

did, got about half of what you really needed.

"Now that I have completed my first year in college, I discovered that college

is actually easier than high, school. A good example is that in high school when a

student turned in a homework assignment late, the teacher would take a feW points

off the grade. Then there was the ridiculOus dress code in high school. Also, if

a student carne late tot.class he would be sent to the office, But in college it is

completely different. Kstudent may have one class one day, five classes another

day, and maybe no classes the next day. There are no points taken off of a grade

if an assignment is late .... The good thing about college is that a student's aca-

demic performance is left up to him. It's like a now-or-never type of situation.

Nobody really cares. This lack of caring will either make a student stand up to

the academic challenge or it will cause him to flunk out The greatest weakness

for a program like this is the student who comes just to say I went The students

are the ones who give strength to the program and cause it to be successful."

(Student Participant)

"I had originally applied and vas accepted by the local community college.

During the summer, I worked and saved enough money for my &oaks for both semesters.



1

I was also trying to save some money for mtuition, and a little spending money.

Then, in the beginning of August, I was talking to a friend of mine who told me about

this program at College C. It sounded interesting so I looked into it. Actually, I

probably would never have known about the program unless I had talked to.this

friend -- as nothing was ever said about it in high school.

'When I arrived at college in September, I went through the same rules and

regulations as the other students. Some of the people at College C that I met were

unfriendly and others acted as though they knew you all their lives. The administra-

tion and profesiors under the program are the greatest people you would ever want

to know. There was Only one person who was the most naive person in the program,

and that is the woman who directs the program. She never seemed interested in how

the individual was doing, until there was some pressure being put on her. When the

time come for a student to choose courses for the next semester, she did not want

to be bothered with you. Sometimes, after you have registered she will look at

the schedule and suggest dropping some courses. She feels as though they will

be toomuch for you. I do not think she should be the judge about it. After all,

a student just might be interested in the course.

"Whenever someone came to interview us we were told to tell the good

things about the program, so it can continue next year. That's the trouble with the

program, the truth is never told.. They want the students to cover up for their lies.

I guess you can see that I am thoroughly disgusted. I have been promised money

since September and have not received it yet, ... A program like this would help

J°
a number of students who wanted to_ go to college, but I think they accepted the
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wrong type of kids from high school. What I mean is, a lot of the students had either

a general or agricultural course in high schools. Many of them were not even interested

in going to college. What the program should have done, was to help minority group

stuabrits who had a college course in high school and who wanted to go to college,

but did not have the money. The reason I say this is I saw a lot of students taking

advantage of the administration and the program. The attendance in the classes

was poor. There was only a handful of students who went to class every day and

bok part in the activities. Once some of the money was given out to some of the

students, they never came to class or around the office. The trouble was that these

students were never interested in going to college.

"I was really pleased with my grades. Whenever I needed help or anyone

else did, there was always a professor willing to help you. I never thought that I

could receive such grades as I did.

"Eventually, I think the program will turn out superb if they choose the right

kind of students. When a program first starts out there always will be some errcrs."

(Report of Group Interview with Student Participants)

Students indicated that they were never certain about how much financial

aid they would receive. Several said that $200.00 per-semester was not adequate

to cover lunches, transportation, and personal expenses. In the area of social-

political life, the consensus was that the regular students were unfriendly and

"cliquish". Students in the program tended to stay together and plan their own

activities. They also felt that the white students maintained control of the political

life on campus -- that the student organizations and activities were run by and for
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the regular students. The special program students started their own black fiewspape:

in an effort to stay together and in communication with each other.

In terms of evaluating the program, the students agreed that the interest and

dedication of individual professors really mode the difference. They felt the advise-

ment for course selection and program planning was inadequately attended to and

that the administration was really not behind the progiam. Thestudents that were

.making it'through college were doing so because of themselves and the help cf

faculty members. There was also a sense that these particular students were not

surprised or disappointed by the negative aspects of the program. Some indicated

that they expected it to be this way, others attributed it to the newness of the pro-
P

gram, and still others felt that you can't change people and systems overnight. They

encouraged the continuation of the program, but called upon incoming students to

be prepared to deal with the system and fend for themselves.

c,
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DAWSON COLLEGE

Dawson Colegeois a small, predominantly black cotlege locatedo.n the edge

of a-southern industrial city. Largely church-supported, it was founded shortly

after the turn of .the century. It now has an enrollinent of slightly-over a thousand,

of whom about a third live in new dormitory accommodations on cantpu. Most of
-

the remaining
.
students commute from their homes in the,nearby black community.

'Although perhaps the.majority of the students commute frOm their own homes, where

they live with theif families, the college does attract a number-of students from

distant parts of the country and,even a fewrfrom as far away as Africa.

Industrial City, where the college is located, does hove a thriving heavy indu-

.stry area, and many of the students come .from the families of workers in these fac-

tories, and hence from settled, peaceful neighborhoods whose carefully kept, tree-

'shaded homes do not fit the stereotype of urban poverty, despite the low incomes of

most of their residents. Public schools-i-n these neighborhoods have been, until

recently, almost exclusively black, and members of the community have often been

involved in efforts to insure quality education, thoug...ilways hampered by the small

expenditures allotted to public education by the southern state in which they live.

Another substantial portion of the student body at Dawson comes from the remote

rural areas of the state, where severe poverty and minima' education are the rule.

Because Davison maintains an open-door pol ky, all students with high school diplo-

mas are accepted, and the freshman class each year contains students from these very -

.different Vcickgrourids as well as those from northern and western areas whose educe-

tional preparation may be of still a'different quality.
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For these reasons, the, college has attempted to design several programs for incorn-.

ing'fresFimen which can meet the varying needs of the very heterogeneous student body.

For studrnts who are not considered ready for college level work because of one Or

more academic skills deficiencies, there is the one-year College-Educational Achieve-
,

merit Program (CEAP), which functions for many as a kind of fifth year of high school,

an opportunity to firm.up bask skills which will be needed for further study. The,pro-

am admits about 100 students annually, chosen from among those in the already

admi ed freshman class who have a C average or lower or the high school transcript.

From tho e incoming students who are in this category, selection is made on the basis

of recomme dations from three people, .usually high school counselors, principals, or

'assistant principals, and of an autobiographicql statement supplied by the student.

Some students come to CEAP through programs such as Upward Bound, Talent Search,
.3

or Youth Corps; some' come through the efforts of the college recruiter.

The program has a special counseling component to deal with the kinds of non-

academic problems which have, in many cases, hindeked students'academic progress

in high school. In addition, many "cultural enrichment" -Octivities are available, with

tickets and transportation provided through the prOgram. The enrichment program oper-

ates on a flexible, .choice basis, with\students being supplied a list of many available

activities in the Industrial City area and given a chance to seleCt ten of these during

the year. Choices may include visits to other schools and industrial sites, plays, films,

concerts,, and museums,. with variety ranging ftom popular playi.or soul musk to sym-

phony concerts and ballet.

The academic work of the program amounts to about fourteen hours a week, with

a scheduled counseling session. The focus is on math and basic English Skills. These
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are broken plow? into areas of reading, writing, speaking and _listen d "reaction

ideas," in which students have the opportunity to develop orally their ideas and,reac-
.

tions to assigned readings. Students are served by a staff consisting of the project coor-

dinator four English teachers, one -math teacher, three aides, a male and a female

counselor, and varying numbers oflutors, who are Dawson students on work-study pro-
,

VORIS;

The student who -successfully completes the CEAP program and goes on to study at

Dawson as a regular `freshman is now,giventwo semester credits for his CEAP work, a
Iv

change from previous policy of giving no credit for the extra year. In addition, sti,

-.fs .dents who doexceptonally well in tne CEAP program may b.e:troved into regular fresh-

man work before their year is finished.

Thus far, financial aid offered to the students has been as.comprehensive as die
ga

'Individual's minimum heeds. In some cases, the package may be sufficient to cover

every expense except spending,money. Commuting students may be given, in addi-

lion to tuition aid, transportation cash and meal tickets to be redeemed at ike student

dining room. Many students are supplied with books-and other study materials. Funds

may come from loans or Office of Education grants;'studenfs are not allowed to par-
O

ticipate in work-study until they have completed the program.

.Retention figures for the program are not exact, butblye.a general idea ofits

success. Out-of fifty participants in the program in 1967-68, twenty-five are now

seniors at the college. -The 1968-69 program had about one hundred members, of

whom thirty-two are now in regular classes,. Forty-one of the ninety-four 1969-70

CEAP students are now regular freshmen. No information is yet available regarding

what may have happened to those students no'Ionger at Dawson. As some may,have

gone on to school elsewhere, it cannot be assumed that all have dropped out of higher
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education. The dropout rate from °the program itself is relatively small...Enrollment

in the 1969-70 program fell fronr 107 to 94.

The t.zogram's director, a Math instructor and alumna of a sister college of Daw-
,

son, is optimistic about the fliture of the school's remedial efforts, even though the

program is due to be officially phased out as its funding comes to an end. She feels

.
the money can be found elsewhere as the program proves itself to be useful and success-

ful. She considers the counseling component to be the most successful aspect of the

program, due to theskill of the individual counselors, and to theeffectiveness of

the group sessions.. A staff Psychologist or a clinical psychiatrist, she feels, would

be a valuable additton. Other benefits include a useful and inexpensive health insur-
..

-once progrdm; and oiler inexpensive medical care arrangements with a nearby
,

univer-

sity medical. school..
-

ogram is phased out,. more attention is being focused on a neiv ly
. ..

l .. .

supported by-a federal grant, called STEEP,-or Set-Vices To . ,

As the CEAP pr

3

established program,

'Enhance Educational Potentiol. The program is designed to concentrate supportive

services and indiyiditalized attention on students considered to have high potential,

6ut, whose backgrounds indicate thot they moy be handicapped in otternpting to func-

tion in a traditional ocademrc experierice: Unlike the CEAP students, participants in
. .

the STEEP program are not necessarily chosen on the basis of poor previous ,performance

in school .The approtximately one hundred 'students entering-the program this year reprer

sent reasOnable cross- section of the whole freshman class. Some are local students;

some come from as far away as Chicago or New York. Most receive some fo?m of

financial' aid, and every attempt is made to remove the need for students to work of

the same time as 'they are enrolled in STEEP.



Students remain in the STEEP program for }heir four years at the college,

although special services are concentrated dur\ing the first year, when special

staff teach co ursesoffered only to STEEP students. These include English, leading,

and math, the basic courses offered' to all Dawson\ freshmen, but tailored to The ,

needs of the;FEEP students. In addition., studentsare required-to participate in

regular group counseling sessions. Counseling and tutoring services continue to .

be available to,students throughout their stay at the college; the emphasts of the

program is on counseling. Program staffconsists of a director, two counsielors,

ti one reading instructor, two English instructors, ane mathemcitics instructor, and

a secretary, as-well as-approximately twenty tutors and ten teaching assistants.

Regardless of the degree of success fitr failure of cEAp and STEEP, the college

is still left io face the problems of the 300 or more entering freshmen for whom
e '

there is no room in special pgrctms. The open-door policy results in a formidable

va riety of academic and social skills a nd deficiehcies among incoming students,

and the first year can became a periodaf weeding out, with 'the "superior" students

often years ahead of the slower ones in academic achievement. Last year pprox-,

imately 17% of the class dropped out between freshman and sophomore years.

In o'rcie.r to redeem this year, and to prevent it from becoming a wasted term for

Most orate students, a special department for freshman studies was created in the

fail of1967. Special English] social studies, natural sciences, and math courses

ore available to all freshmen and are required For graduation. Many of these

courses are taught by faculty wbo teach freshman sections only, and classes .are

kept as small as possible, especially in English and social studies. These courses

are taught in sections only; lecture Couisses are c,onMed to upperclass subjects.
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- .. Fieshman courses do have a strong emphasis on block awareness, for the feeling

among faculty is that most of the students who come fromAthe state hove-been giyen
44.----ii .

4 .. ..

little opportunity to develop a positive idontity. Few, if any, public schools ih

the state offer Vogt history,,cqugest and Mon-;>ts udents come from areas in which

poverty, ia'ak of education, and 'float and social oppression have functioned

as effective hindrances io efforts at ethnic solidarity. Freshman English courses,.--:-
. -

therefore, may begin with books such as Manchild in the Promised Land, or The

Autobiography of Malcolm X, emphasize poet's such as Gwendolyn Brooks, and

advance to such a difficult exercise in literaryInterpretation as Invisible Man.

Not only does, Such "reading serve to enhanCe -self pride and ethnic identity, but

it is sit sly more interesting to many students. One of the important benefits of
7..

the latitude giyen individual instructors in the English program is that they may

choose to leave much of the direction of the course up to their students. If a sec-

tion wishes to study Faaner or Hemingway inifeaa of Claude °Brown or Ralph Elli-

son, in many cases they may do so. Another factor involved is heterogeneous

composition of the sections. Although students are loosely divided into three large

.
categones\according to their academic records and achievement tests, each gv ,ip,

and therefore each section of the freshman courses, inCludes a wide range of inter-.

ests and abilities. Sections may move at very dirierent rotes and in different

direations according to the needs of each group. For the most port, little- emphasis

placed' On testing, for the feeling 6 that currently OvOilable:Standardized tests

indicate verdittle significant information.

Social science sections have the same emphasis on black awareness. The

general outline of the course calls for the study of black history in the fall, and
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a survey of areas such as psychClogy, sociology, economics, and political science

wring the spring semester. Again, the method and the subject matter may vary..

One instruct* begins the fall with a survey of the ancient African empires, while

another starts with the famous effoits of Martin Luther King in the all, efforts

in which 'many students or their relatives.were involved, and traces the struggle

of black-people back from that,point. Still others have involved their students in

social action programs in the neighboring black communities. In the spring,

teachers may put more or less emphasis on black- orientation as they talk about

traditional social sciences. Past sociologicaloappraisals of American black culture,

or works of specialized psychology such as Black Rage , may serve as the staring

points for examination of the basics of these disciplines.

. .

Students are required to take a semester course in traditional college Math,

and those who score at 9.5 or below on the California Achievement Test are.given

first c remedial, semester or are offered the option of taking a special basic skills

course during the summer, before going on to the regular freshman math. The

required year of natural science is not necessarily to be taken by a student during

1

his freshman year, but is usually taken at some tiipe.during the first two years.

This course is divided into life science and physiccal science, and the college prides

itself on its strong science department, housed in a brand new facility which was

built after vigorous fund raising efforts for the pu pose. Instructors in the basic

science courses have tried very hard to find the ost effective text material for

students who may have had only minimal science 'instruction before, or who may

still have reading handicaps which make most college science textbooks extremely

difficult for them. The life science classes have been doing well with a book

designed for nursing students, and instructors try to make the course material as



relevant as possible, presenting material in an ecological framework and tying

in as much as possible with contemporary problems which concern the students.

There are other assets and inriovaticns available to the students. The college

library is not iarge, but it is growing, and it houses one of the most complete

collections of Afro-American materials =in the state, drawing many scholars from

the area to do research they cannot do elsewhere. The school has recently been

able to purchase equipment for closed-circuit television, which can be used for

class presentations as well as many other purposes. The possibilities this area

offers for innovation and inspiration of students,who have been raised under the

powerful influence. of ,that medium are many.

The freshman program at Dawson on the whole seems well designed to meet

the needs of the college. Unlike many special programs for non - traditional students,

it does not depend heavily on large sums of specially allocated money for its exist-

erica, and money is one thing that Dawson cannot supply in great amounts. The

one way in which the program is especially costly is, its emphasis on small sections,

\
and therefore on a 'larger faculty than might ordinarily be supplied. The degree of

faculty communication and cooperation is high, and the pen sharing of ideas

cannot fail to benefit the students. One instructor observed t).1 t the effort at

cooperation'between English and social.sciences instructors could haye been better,
N

but some effort-was made, and that is helpful. The enthusiastic response of students

i
has been especially gratifying according to the program's director. There are not

as yet any detailed statistical analyses of the program's effect, but it has been

noted that, among the,freshmen entering in the fall of 1968, the retention rate

for the bottom half of the class (as determined by achievement test scores) was the

same as that for the top half. 249 .



There are, of course, many problems, for a school like Dawson has many'

strikes,against.it at the start. It is small, it is predominantly black, and it is

supported primarily by a black religious organization._ Its initial sources

financial support, therefore, are likely to be few. Money, of course, is no

panacea, but its scarcity at Dawson is felt in many ways. The school was without

accreditation for many, years until 1969, largely because its poverty left it unable

to attract enough faculty with, advanced degrees or to provide the kind of physical

accommodations expected for accreditation. Even with plush facilities and Ivy

League-style faculty, the school would still have to deal with the problems of

students who can barely afford transportation to the campus, much lespuition

and textbooks. Almost 90 percent of the students receive some.form of financial

aid; very few of them find what they do receive to be'sufficient. There is no way

of really knowing how many of the students who are lost are discouraged by finan-

cial problems which the school cannot help. Special scholarship funds are scarce;

most assistance, has to come from loans or Educational Opportunity Grants,

government-funded sources which are drying up in the current domestic financial

iqueeze. Dawson seems to inspire a strong loyalty in its alumni; many, return as

teachers, and it does draw a surprising amount of financial sueport from local alumni

units. Still, it is no longer possible for a school like Dawson to exist on charitable

contributions from alumni.

Students have other complaints, although few seem so bitterly discontented

with the school that they can find nothing to praise about it. A common observa-

tion is the lack of extra-curricular activities on the campus. This problem, too,

of course, can be linked to the shortage of money. On weekends, the campus
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virtually shuts down, and resident students are handicapped by the yery poor public

tra,tsportation service to the school. Bus service simply stops altogether very early

every evening, and for most of the weekend is available only every two hours.

Even the Student Union Building is closed, and the library is open only part of the

weekend.

The school also lacks funds to hire well-trained reading specialists to deal.

with the most prevalent academic deficiency cif students. As much individual atten-
a

tion t possible is given to students with these kincis:of problems, but it cannot be

known whether a well-supplied and staffed reading program would greatly improve

the situation. 'Similarly, although many staff members believe in the importance of

counseling for.students such as.,4 ose at Dawson, few counselors are .available, and

the counseling program cannot be given the emphasis it needs.

There is some.dissatisfaction among both.students and faculty with the student

social situation. Several teachers and students observe that the different groups

or cliques remain very isolated on campus: fraternity and sorority members,. athletes,

political activists, dormitory students, and commuters do not enjoy the interacticn

that might make for a more active social life and more Cooperation in academic ways.

Many feel that the athletic program receives too strong an emphasis, and that

athletes are given more social prominence than they,deserve terms.of their other

accomplishments. Dawson in the past has fallen into the trap of de-emphasizing

academic work for athletes in favor of success in competition, and exploitation of

freshman athletes has been particularly damaging to these young men. There are

many freshmen on varsity teams, and they are depended on far too heavily in compe-

tition; There does seam to be growing pressure to change this situation, however.
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Some of the problems that teachers observe in the classroom stem more from

attitudes than from academic prepa.ratioh. Those instructors who try to run their

classei on a democratic basis often find their students bewildered by the ref.-ons-

ibility placed on them; too many of them are products of the extremely authori-

tarian atmosphere of the traditional public school classroom. Other teachers

report that they are often discouraged by the, low expectations of-.their students.

Even those who do very well in college fail to aspire to graduate school or a

profession. There is some evidence of an improvement in this situation, as more

arra more students each year do dare to apply to graduate schools all over the
L

country.

Students' comments do much to reveal the wide variety in the student body.

Forsome, fraternity .and sorority life is a highly 'rewarding experience, while

others perceive the values of this group as too superficial. Some students report

that their studies at Dawson gave them a, sense of themselves and their racial

identity for the first time in their, lives, while others resist what they feel is too

great a pressure to conform growing our of the emphasis on blackness. Many of

the.students are older, some military veterans and some having worked for some

years after high school. They are attracted to Dawson because it does offer small

classes and special assistance; many of these are-in the STEEP program. Many

of them may suffer from a sense of isolation when they feel that they have little

in common with the younger students.

As at any college, political problems do aiise as faculty and staff disagree

among.theraselves about teaching philosophies and goals. The more conservative

or traditional faculty members at Dawson tend to oppose those aspects of the new
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The black identity issue,

to define and utilize cultural

along with all the difficulties involved in trying

identity and pride, finds an ideal laboratory in

the predominantly black college. In this sense these schools, considered by

1some to be anachronisms in the age of.belief in integration and "equal educa-

tionaltional oPportunity," can play a tremendously important role in the development

of a pluralistic society. It would seem that the search for an ethnic identity

cannot proceed.without disagreement from many sides, and one lesson hich

Dawson has to offer is that there is danger that some people may feel their

individualjty.threatened as large groups of their Deers try to reach more unified

notions of what constitutes blackness and what is best for black people. Even
r

if there is an idealarower to the problem, it cannot be found overnight, and

it' is more likely that schools like Dawson will serve to demonstrate that what
1

is needed is many diversified approaChei, a lesson which the society Fuld

profitably learn from whatever group may be the first' to demonstrate it effectively.,

The issue of heterogeneous grouping is the subject of academic discussions

among groups ranging from 'first -grade teachers to college decals, but Dawson is

accepting it as a given fact and, rather than viewing it as Ci-disadvantage to be

overcome, is attempting to 'evolve educational strategies which take advantage

of this sort of grouping. The difference involves an $ntirely different attitude,

a philosophy which might be of great benefit if applied more widely in higher

education. For at Dawson, diversity is not represented by a few lonely individuals

who must stand alone against the vast majority of students typical of the school's

"normal" student body; a school with this minority sort of student representation

does not seem to have any genuine belief in the possibilities of student Worn
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many different backgrounds and with many different skills.eclucating each other.

Aj Dawson; this pluralistic sort of education is becoming the normal state of

affairs.

There is much to hope for and much to fear in-the future of a school like
7

powson. Before it can make much progreis, ^it must weather this 'period of severe

financial hardship in education all over the country. There are dangers in suc-

cess, as wall. The temptation for a school-of,rising prestige is to succumb to

elitism, to indulge in the luxury of .meritocratic selectivity, and to give up the

promising, though often difficult, efforts at offering a quality education for a

great variety of students. At the same time, such a school may be tempted to

gauge its success by the number of students'ho "make it" in ttaditional society,

and may therefore give up °many of its unique features in. an effort to be "just as

good as". (ot, as similar,,as possible to) those schools whose graduates have the

greatest chance for-financial and social status.

It may -Nell be that in adopting this course,

giving up their chance to have a far larger, and

schools such as Dawson risk

afar more beneficial, impact

on society. It it continues on its, present courseehowever, Dawson is in no danger

of making this mistake
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FRANKLIN UNIVERSITY

, The spirit of the national civil rights movement had its impact on' the nature of., .
.

:..

the effort that Franklin University was stO.assuine in the education of minority groups.

The civil rights confrontations throughout the country were met with a spontaneous

;1

response by-a small number of activist students, faculty, and administrators on the Frank-

lin campus. Their active participation in rallies, seminars, etc., provided the impetus

for the university to commit itself formally to The educational needs of minorities, though

these activists were viewed as radicals, for Franklin had traditionally been known to be

one of the most prestigious, wealthy, and conservative universities in the Northeast.

In 1964 Franklin consciously chase to expand significantly the search for motivated

and talented minority students from limited socio-economic and educational backgrounds.

The university acknowledged that insuffi'cient attention had been given to this area, that

6
it had been remiss in not directing more energy and 'funds toward the achieyement of a

diverse student population. Consequently, Franklin began to implement an admissions

program which emphasizes the search for, admission of, and financial assistance to an

increased number of minority group students -- blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, poor

whites.

The response to the first, hastily conceived recruitment attempt was unproductive,

however. The few students who responded were not pi-epared educationally, psychologically,

or financially to cope with the new demands imposed by college. The Jniversity was un-

aware of and unprepared for the magnitude of the adjustment problems of minority youths

to the college experience. Consequently, the development of supportive programs for



minority group students became one of the major concerns in the move to` increase. the

ethnic diversity of Franklin. Concerned members of the administration realized that

supportive programs must be included in cny recruitment work in' this area since the old

"sink Cr swim" approach to minority group students' academic and social adjustment to

the university had proven to be more harmful than denying admission initially. \
In 1964 the approach to increased minority enrollment and support at Franklin took

the form of concerned faculty, in various departments, providing special help. Interested

faculty members were assigned students needing additional preparation in certain critical\

academic skill areas such as reading and English composition. While, the involvement 'of \

faculty has continued to be important, more formal compensatory programs needed to be-

designed.

In the summer of 1965 Franklin participated in the Lawrenceville-Rutgers Summer

Program. Minority group students evidencing a need for additional work in verbal and

writing skills were enrolled in English courses designed to give the students a more solid

background in these areas. A special emphasis was given to English composition since

the major portion of college success centers on written reports, exdms, etc.

Although enrollment was not mandatory, all newly recruited blacks were expected

and encouraged to attend. There were extensive efforts to acquaint the recruits with

black faculty members as well as other key university administrators (financial aid officers,

etc,.) who were identified as being sensitive to the needs of minority youths.

Specifically, the orientation program was to help participants develop self-insight so they

could become aware of their goals, expectations, and the impact of their actions on

others. Its secohd objective was to help the blacks acquire communication skills to better

understand the messages of others and more accurately convey their own intentions.
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There were several problem's evident in the prograrii;however. The new freshmen,

were not involved in the planning process, and it was easy for them to conclude llat
ar0

the university had identified them as "incompetents" to be reckoned with. Much of the

faculty participation was unenthusiastic anc.' uninspiring. And finally, the campus atmos-

'sphere and cultural differences posed serious adjustment problems for both students and

faculty members.

In the summers of 1966 and 1967 Franklin established a program 'in conjunction with

the school's Upward Bound Program and Master of Arts in Teaching Program for graduate

students entering urbanveducation Held at a nearby private boys' school, the program

employed entering Franklin freshmen as assistant tutors to Upward Bound students and also

enrolled them in a carefully,- designed English course.

Franklin students enrolled in the summer program were also scheduled to take aspecial

English course during their first semester of college, work. The course concentrated on the

development of reading skill's and writing ability. Reading assignments were made ,egularly

-to expose the students to the type of reading matter they would experience during their first

two years at Franklin. Short papers on the material were assigned frequently to measure

the student's ability to understand the material qnd also to measure his ability to express
Is"!

his thoughts. The program was directed by a full-time faculty member with experience0

working in the black -community, who was considered symp.cithetic to the nee s of minority

group students.

This approach to compensatory education revealed a nurti sLpf probleins which limited

the effectiveness of Franklin's efforts. Studerovegarded as offensive and degrading the

fact, that they were singled out and required to attend special clases during the summer..?""

and academic year. The faerthat special attention had been directed toward themlby the

.,
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university gave them a sense of not being able to perform the work that Franklin demanded.

Another problem was the failure to arrange a program that would present t1;e.material to the

students in a manner that would be both exciting and interssting.
r

The university and concerned minority group students realized that a new approach

to compensatory education had to be devised. Two programs have developegrav Franklin
. .,

which have yielded some very positive resulti.- These-programs are the Pfeiffer Summer
. ,. ....,

Orientation Program and something called, "Me, My Goals, and Franklin:" The Pfeiffer
I, '

i.
I

4t...1==z,

Summer Orientation Program is an extension Of a special scholarship program for minority

. 1-
group Students interested in premedical preparation. The orientation irogram, now in its

, .. ,' ,. .

second year, was conceived by and is currently directed by students in the Pfeiffer Pro-
.

In essence, the summer program encourages students receiving Pfeiffer Scholarships

to partieipate in a summer orientation program tailored to individual ads. Two main

areas are coyei-ed: what academic approach should the student take at Franklin; and what
e

is the \true world of medicine?'
1

'he area of academic orientation, students are assigned to a preliminary science

course in biology-, Chemistry, or organic chemistry. A course in calculus is also offered.

Since Franklin is an academic institution that stresses individual work and research, these

preliminary science courses were prepared to expose the students to the mechanics of

analytical thinking as opposed to the rote or regurgitative approaches. to academic material.

Students 1:,acorrie familiar with the scientific method of investigation.and can plan on

performing independent research at Franklin. Guest speakers from the medical community

are invited to address the students on topics of interest and also to expose the Pfeiffer.

students to the world of the practicing. physician. Trips to medical schools and hospitals

e
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are also partof the program. Students are assigned jobs as assistants to the

. . . , . .. .. , .
. .

1 .faculty members working in the program. This furthers the students' orientation' to the

type of scientific work performed at Franklin.. The prograni seems to have proved very-

successful *the students involved, evidently largely cs a resultof the students' invol-

vement in program planning `and direction.
5.1

Re aiizing that communicatio0s atabtolute necessity to bring about productive

change in students' ac ademic perform-arice, Frankliri faculty members, administrators and

black freshmen have pai-ticipated in a joint orientation program to establish o systein of
, . .

"contract building." This contract building is basically educational in that each group

educates the other to 'its expectations of Franklin and its communities; what roles members
.

of the group will take at Franklin; and what,goals they can hope to achieve there: The':

orientation program also is designed around the dynamic,,,,s of interaction that the black

shidents will have with the rest of the student body, faculty Members, and administration.

It is hoped that this orientation -program will facilitate the adjustMentancI education of
.

_

the various aomrrurrities at Franklin to eael other and will help make the university a,place
40,

of relevant education for all.

To assist undergraduates in their academic cind personal adjustment td. Franklin and

'college life in general, the:university hai established -..ar Program. This.program

. .
was formed primarily togive students the needed flexibility to pace their undergraduate

years at Franklin at a rate that would Ir. both cOmqrtable and successful.- If c student is

rectimmended'and admitted to the program, he may ,iake, a lighter course load a cteereby

prepare himself more gradually far college work. This.progran; is open to afl students

evidencing a,strong need for pacing. ThOprograrrt, however, is notrigid to the e, tent
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that once in the'prognm a student cannot complete. .his academic requirements in four

years-. ,Students, in conjunction with their advisors and the Dean's Office, decide on

the pa ring appropriate for..their successful academic development.

A number of organizations ha've been established over the last few years by minority

group- students at Franklin to develop a state of community and social grounding in order

to make their stay more meaningful. These organizations have proven to'be beneficial

and educational for bOth the student and the university.

Afro-American Society

Many-of the Afro-American undergraduates are involved in the Afro-American

Society. This organization of students is fully recognized by the university and has

proven to be an active participant in student affairs at Franklin. The Society is

responsible for a number of cultural activities that take-place on campus throughout

the year. These activities range from "soul .sessions" held at the Black House to the more

formal Afro-American and African History courses. The Afro-American Society and

Black House; which is both a cultural center and residential house for undergraduates,

zenable the students to develop a sense of community and identity among themselves.

Afro-American institute

The Afro-Ainerican Institute was developed through the efforts of concerned Afro-

American undergraduates vd-p) desire a complete and relevant education. In addition,

the institute serves QS the innovative source for a black acaderr's program at Franklin.

Enjoying a degree of autonomy from the university, the Institute has powec to recommend
1.

anti implement changes in the various academic departments. The Institute also helps
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Franklin attract black professionals to the campus and this year is responsible for

creasing the number of black faculty and administrators from four to approximately

twenty -six. The Inititute maintains a strong relationship with the Institute of the Black

World in :Manta, Georgia. The Institute of the Black. World, which is currentl directed

by Vincent Harding, is researching the total range of the black man's experien es here

in America. Franklin students interested in attending a university in the Sout for a

year may apply to do so under the auspices of the Institute.

Pfeiffer Club

The Pfeiffer Club is an extension of the Pfeiffer Summer Orientation Program. Mi-

nority group students in the Pfeiffer Program/and related sciences have formed a club to

deal with issues that are of interest to therni.. The Club. periodically' ir,lvites speakers from

1-
, the medical community and plans trips to nearby medical schools and hospitals. The Club

also assists in recruiting to Franklin other tudents who are interested in medicine.

The Latin Leadership Club

In SepteMber 1969 Franklin substantial \y increased its enrollment of Spanish-speaking

students. These students, sensing a need for the development of community and social

.
gropding have, with the assistance of a For Foundation Gran organized themselves

r --
in o the Latin Leadership Club. The organizatir probably will be similar to the Afro-

.

A erican Society in that the students want to de\ elop programs relevant to their needs.



The financial aid program at Franklin has expanded with the increased effort to

recruit min ty students. Substantial increases in the amount of financial aid available

to minority stude is were approved in order to avoid denying admission to any student

because of his lack of funds. The 'financial n'id, policy at Franklin is that for any student

who is admitted, his full financial need will" be met. A typical finanCial aid package

would be 'approximately $5,000 for 1970-71. Financial aid funds come from sources such,

as Franklin scholarship money, Federal Educational Opportunity Grants, National

Achievement Scholarship Program for Negro Students, Papago Indian Scholarship, National

Student Loan, and college Work-Study Program.

The attrition rate among all minority group students has been low at Franklin, a con-,

dition which may be attributable to the fact that Franklin has not drawn its minority

student population from the pool of the less academically able students. Board scores for

the typical minority student at Franklin suggest that the student's motivation, coupled with

his potential for academic success in an accepting, understanding, and supportive atmosphere

would enhance his chances to graduate. Minority students have entered most departments

at Franklin, concentrating in such fields as pre-medicine, government, psychology, and

anthropology.

Franidin has learned over the last six years that a number of important steps must be

taken if a program of minority group admission is to achieve significant success.

1. The most important factor seems clearly to be the collective .

psychological suite of the university and its sub-communities regarding

the recruitment of minority group students. The university communities

(students, faculty, and administrators) must consider beforehand the fact
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that changes in academic-life- styles will, occur and that they must

approach these changes with a positive and flexible concern, and

inconsonance with the feelings of the minority citizens in the

neighboring Communities. The fact thatFranklin has a reputation

as an exclusive, elitist school for children of the wealthy has

.presented special problems for minoritygroup students in relating

to members of the minority group community in the surrounding

town. These local residents may view college blackAas divorced

from the problems of their own people, and may treat' them with

distrust-or hostility.

_2. A host of recruitment devices must be employed in

order to reach a yariety,of minority group siudents from all geo- .

graphical areas.

3. Strict adherence to the traditional weighting of admission

criteria has to be changed in order to assess fairly the candidates'

strengths.

4. In order to-establish and maintain a successful 'recruit-

ment program, a solid and adequate financial aid program must

be established that takes into consideration the fact that the

student's family is forced to live without the minority student's

contribution to his family's income, and also the problems of a

student who has just enough money to live on, yet who sees his

felloW-students freely spending money for recreation, cars, long

trips, etc.
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5. Students should be involved in the planning of any

special programs designed to facilitate their transition to a uni-

versity community.

6. Colleges that recruit large numbers of minority group

students must realize the needs of these students on campus. Or-

ganizations such as the Afro-American Society and Latin Leadership

Club are both necessary and productive. The social climate on and

Off campus is an important factor in the sivdent's adjustment to

college life. The importance of the student's religiot.is neeCiSt-

must not be overlooked.

7. Minority students must be assured that the university is

committed, in all aspects of its operations, to assisting them in

achieving a sense of power, prestige, and achievement as

motivating factors to sustain their interest in attaining an academic

degree.

8. Minority students must sense that they have developed

an effective strategy for presenting their expectations, problems,

and concerns to the faculty, staff, and administrators in a warm,

accepting, and non-judgemental atmosphere.

9. The entire univ rsity must strive to become a more open

system, a system which can modify itself to meet the changing'soc:al

order in which it must operate. The faculty and students should make

an evaluation .of their behavioral norms apd determine a course of
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action which will bring these norms more closely in line with slated

and agreed-upon university goals.

While Franklin is far ahead of many universities in leadership and programs, minority

students' are not convinced that Franklin is 1,ot mare concernedwith its image as a national

leadei in education than it is in developing new strategies forchange to.meet realminarity

student needs. This seems to indicate that intensive human relations training to meet
.

ihe'changing demands of a changing society can be extremely beneficial to the Franklin

College community.

Although all members of the college_c9hnmunity do not completely embrace the

proposed goal of enrolling fifteen to twenty percent minority students, administratiOn is

cognizant of the possible problems and committed to developing an effective educational

program for minority students. The administration does not plan to cut the amount of

money spent on minorities at Franklin, even though theT. will.beebudget cuts in other

areas.

All compensatory education programs, will remain tentative and flexible so that they

can be reflective of the needs of The segment of the population for which they-were de-

signed. The Five Year Pace of Study Program will continue to remain an option for all

students who seem to indicate that their pace of study is the critical factor in .their aca-

demic underachievement.
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FERNCLIFF COLLEGE

Foupded in 1852, this small liberal arts college in the midwest has a reputation

for activisi, nonconformity, liberalism and experimentation. Although Ferncliff is generally

considered to be a highly selective school, its student body has become more heterogeneous

in the past few years. Many of these students will continue to rank in the top 10 per cent of

their high school graduating class, and many also will be able to meet the $4500 or higher

Costs with little or no strain. But a growing percentage have considerable problems

with the rising tuition and fees, and a small minority need help in adjusting to the

free-wheeling, independent study-oriented academic atmosphere.

Prior to 1964, when this college began its special program for "high risk" students,

there were fewer than 30 blacks enrolled in the college. Cnly 128 blacks had previously

attended the college during its 112-yea history. Funded by a grant of more than $300,000

from one of the major foundations, the cojlege's special program has enrolled approximately

100 students who Would previously have been considered "inadmissible." The average

age of these special students upon,admission was 18, over seventy per cent were male, and

close to 90 per cent were black. .Seventy per cent qualified for the maximum Economic

Opportunity Grant and over 90 per cent qualified for partial EOG funds.

The milieu 'into which these students had been specially recruited from the major

ghettoes of the northeastern part of the United States was significantly different from

anything most had experienced before. Ferncliff abolished the grading system in 1958

and is'presently using a credit/no record system. The student receives credit fcr a course

(usually five credits), or no record of any activity appears on his or her transcript. No
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letter grades are used; evaluations usually determine whether a student should receive

credit or not. Many of these are self-evaluations, and many of the classes are independent

study or classes initiated and taught by students.

The college once boasted of having the most complete honor system of any in

the, country. Most exams are given on the -honor system -and students sign out their

own books from the library. Students have complete control of the dormitories, and each

floor (or hall) determines its own rules with regard to visiting hours, drugs, co-ed living

arrangements, and pets. Co-ed dorms were initiated several years ago, officially,

by the college. Presently a small minority of the students are living in co-ed rooms.

Students living in dorms are not assigned co-ed roommates, but once thAssignments are '

made (and the parents leave the campus), the students can live in their dorms with whomever,

and whatever, they choose, as long as there are no strong objections from fellow hall- mates,.

"4.

Almost one quarter of the ,students live off-campus in their own apartments, rented homes,

or communes. Their presence has a strong effect upon the. small village of 5,000in which

the college is located.

Class attendance is usually required at the first and last class. Most professors

"rap" instead of lecture, and most assign papers in place of exams. There are no longer

any comprehensive exams to pass on the way toward graduation, except for basic exams

in math and English, which manyIresimen pass during orientation week.
P

The college was a pioneer in, the field of work-study programs, operating under

a plan which includes a normal five-year course of study for each student, and which

provides that, normally, only about half of the student-body will be on campus at any
;

one time, each student working two quarters and spending two.quarters on campus studying.

There are variations to this structure, however, and the system is extremely flexible.
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Freshman students all spend their first quarter on campus, then normally spend the next

three months working. Students, in their second year may work for three or six months,

with similar flexibility in succl.eding years. The basic framework within which the student

plans his program is a required 160 academic credits and 80 work credits. Each student may

fulfill. these requirements in a large variety of ways:

This background information is vital for a clear understanding of'the situation

facing the poor or the lower-class minority student attending this college, which advertises

;nits bulletin that there are 2,000 educations in progress at Ferncliff, and each is

different. One .iinistrator has called this "almost incoherent individualization," and

many faculty and students'admit that the college is indeed in a constant and unpredictable

state of flux and change, yet there is no doubt that this college is a leader in innovative

practices in higher education. It is a j:iraving ground for many theories and a refuge from
. .

many realities.

Let us begin now to examine the efforts that this college has made to provide

educational opportunity to poor and minority students. What kinds of experiences does

one have after being "air-lifted" from the ghetto to utopia? Ferncliff's initial effort at

;a 'nigh -risk program involved eleven students, who entered the school in 1965. By 1970

one of these students, a wanan, had graduated. The program was not off to a very auspicious

start. These eleven were offered tutoring on a voluntary basis, with tutors being themselves

volunteers from among faculty and studants; in addition, there were experts in remedial

math and English, who had always been available to any student who might take the time

.
to seek help. Special program staff consisted of two counselors, one of whom was black.

They, however, and their successor, a white man who was given a post in the office of
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the Dean of Faculty, were met with indifference, if not resentment, by the students in

the program. The college had completely failed to foresee problems in getting jobs for

special students, problems arising from their inadequate academic qualifications, or from

outright racial discrimination. Few, if any, attempts were made to, design ei:ective special

procedures for obtainiris jobs for these .students.

Existing evidence seems to suggest that such a loosely structured "program.",

was simply not supportive enough, nor responsive to the needs of minority students. Most

of the ten who left indicated that they were leaving because of emotional problems. Only

one was asked to leave for academic reasons. As activities at Ferncliff for black students

increased and evolved (largely through the efforfs of black students themselves), the

retention rate improved considerably. (Four of the ten students who dropped out have

.returned in 'the last two years.) However, these facts, though the Only factual data

available, do little to answer ,the question of whether the program could be termed a

success.

The goal of the program was not necessarily to work with these students

to achieve a Ferncliff degree. One thoughrwas that minority students should be prepared

to go back to their own communities to help. In addition,, the administration felt that

the students in the program and the other students in the

an enriching interracial and intercultural experience by

Ferncliff community would have

the inclusion of a sizable

number of working-class and minority students in the white middle-class world of the

college and the local ,Community. It was stressed that "even if these students don't

graduate they will probably be better off after their exposure to the Ferncliff community

for a number of years." The assumption was that this would indeed be an "enriching

experience" for the previously "diSadvantaged"student. Yet h the absence ofa more
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carefully planned remedial and supportive effort, much of the enrichment hod to be

left to chance.

Because of the great freedom and emphasis on student participation at this

college, several far-reaching efforts soon developed among the black students on the

campus. Besides getting caught up in the Black Power movement in 1966-67, he black

students.began a movement of their own.The college in 1967 had no courses in

African or Afro-American history, music, art, or'literature. The black students attempted

to communicate their feelings of alienation and frustration to the faculty and the

adminstration through the organization of a black group focusing-on African and Afro-,

American culture and history.

. They met with little success in curriculum revision and in the increase in

the number of black faculty or students. A chairman of one of the departments publicly

announced during this time that he felt the students were doing all the organizing

merely to attract attention. His opinion was not unique among the faculty at the college.

The students continued to organize and communicate- to the faculty and

students their impressions of Ferncliff College'. In one position paper they stated

11 ti fear that the Ferncliff experience will eventually drag us away from our own

personal identities and away from our own people by making us marginal men and women,

bleached niggers, who have left what was ours for what the white man holds out to us,

but .continually denies use."

The black stuck also stressed that the existing curriculum did not deal with

the needs of the4bIack student. Because of the atmosphere of student activism on the

campus, the blacks were able to receive considerable cOverage in the student newspaper

and on the college radio. By July of 1968, the black students wrote: "... over, the

last five quarters there has been a fantastic break-dow'n between blacks and whites
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because of the black feeling of alienation toward college policy ...".
0

This series of events culminated in a list of demands presented by the black

--students on July 17, 1968; yOne asked For money to %et up a separate Black Institute,

and another demanded,the removal of the director of the special program, who was,

arthe time, a white Ph.D.
.

A white faculty member commented, "It is doubtful whether anyone conceiving-
4,

an interracial education program - especially a white man - could 'foresee all the changes

which the institution would have to undergo in order to bring such a program into being

and make it meaningful to black students."

, \
\

a The students were asking for separate classes and separate living quarters.

This was indeed %hocking because one of the primary myths about the college and the
, \
village was itsperfect record in race relations and interracial living': The students

were given a dorm, redeived-a ccssiderable amount of money from the college, and
'k

succeeded in haxing the director of the special program resign. What emerged was the

first all -black doi'm on a white college campus in recent memory. It was especially

e

important because ,it was a product of the efforts of the college to increase its poor.and

minority population and educate its white students to scme of the realities ,in America. As

.was stated previously, the primary was not to graduate more blacks, but to introduce

pluralism to the campus and the community and observe the changes. This fit in perfectly

with the experimental nature of Femcliff, and the new students were given as much

freedom to "do their thing" as anyorie on the campus, 'Although bewildered by the

unforeseen tum of events brouglit about by what,they had considered to be good

intentions, the adminstrators decided ,to make sure the black students secured and

maintained 'their own separate facilities and resources.

el
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The special program, which continued to enroll from 15 to 20 students per

year, came'under the direction;of a black female social worker. Its role and influence

decreased as the student-initiated Institute grew and required more money. By the fall

of 1969 .!hen a new black male was hired as director of this program, the staff had been

reduced to a secretary, and his office consisted of two roams in a building controlled

by the Pack students. This building was in addition to their separate dorm in a different

partp'pf the campus.

Ip November of 1969, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

singled out Femcliff to apply pressure to cl§se its black dorm. There were now numerous

.
such separate dormitorievon white campuses, and the federal government was threatening

to cut off all federal funds by Decemberof 1969 unless this dorm at Femcliff ceased

to exist. Student leaders wee included in discussions in Washington and on the college6

campus.

At a Board of Trustees Meeting.

of the black students and the director of

two weeks before the HEW deadline, the leader

the special program addressed the trustees.

They pointed out the acadethic deficiencies of the special program, citing figtires to

show4-at 50% of the special students were in serioucademic difficulty. The student

leader.presented new suggestions, for the program and stated that black students would

close the black dorm if the college substantially increased its working class enrollment

and institutionalized the program the students had developed. The Board, overwhelmed

by the new evidence that their special program left much to be desired, quickly
$ .

endorsed the resolutions proposed by the administrator and student leader, and left the
.

_camps.
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The faculty held'a special meeting within a week and ch?rged that the Board

had no idea of the cost of:the new program it had agreed to The faculty was right,

for when the cost was revealed a month later, it was over $5,000,000. By this time the

students had closed the dorm and were attempting to work with the adminisfulion to help

it implement what the Board had agreed to previously.

Ninety total-need students' were admitted in the freshman class of 1970, :aid

twelve of these were the last to be admitted under the oldspecial program. This old

program was being phased out, and the college was tutning its priorities in new directions

with great haste. The students closed the school for three days during the summer, main-
e

,-

taining that the college v7as going back on its commitment. They were demanding

$440,000 for their program and the college had only given them ''0,000. When the

strike ended, every departm. entin the college had its budget cut 5% and the students were

promised an additional $230,000 fore the 1970-71 year.

The students hady now been ..ivensoffices in the Deanof Students' Office and

had established their own program of FinanCial. Aid, Counseling and Guidance, Driver

-
Education, and SupportiVe Services. The ntrizil Committee had ordeted their old building

repainted and repaired and they \--ere now using this facility-exclusively for the develop-,

ment of a new institute for the solCtion of,social problems. Whites were allowed to take

part in the leadership and organization & all these new student projects. In fact, the

Director of f fie Institute is now white, and so are some of its component directors. The

.
student-run izrogram Kos been given status and financial resources comparable to those of

othei departments.

There are still no faculty on the staff of the new program, and' it does not seem

likely that the college will move to hire any in the near future. The amount of money
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going to the students, next year had not been agreed upon as of March 1971. The number

of total-need, freshman: edm4sions,has.been reduced from 90 in )970 to 30 in 1971. , This

radical reduCtion,,stemmed from a shortage of available financiu!,aid, the college having
4... 1 .

6 ,

over tended itself the previous. year by admitting the 90 total-need-students. Another
/ ,, J; 6

., _ ,,
4.' t i . t ` . 1

1

. r intere.stirg 'feet ts that over heff of the )970totizl-needstudents are white. Academically,.2 - -, :,- , .

,..-..
. .

,

'These 46:whiisiudilts,:syere:.supe.rior to the average Ferncliff Freshman in the samet' ezz .3 , '*_ - "...L-'---,-.---=..
,

entering class, arki the blidtk students averaged at the same academic level as other blacks
,.

entering in'the reads); olaSs. TisircWe onlyonly between the students in the new
''`,.. 41' `,;- ..,

,,,,.....,
-*^.--

, , i
pitigrativand the regular ferneliKstudents.seems tole that the special students-are not ,

._:,: , ,,,g,--;. , . , , - .. ",i,- . 4

ai well off itnenaelly Finally there are rower. 'Minority faculty on contract now than
-..

?. 4 i
hi/O, years and ne blockhei yet been'hired into a major acninistrativeposition at

._ '
... .-,' the College. ,

.

. - ,,.,.. .c, a3 ,
`There is reason to,believo that the stild,nt program.sney be losing much,of its

""

''-strengtkand-direcTion foriseveral
, , ,

For the Iist,tim in severer years tam .. of the black leaders are leaving the
-- , ..

canipus far emp le Aerit'on regular co-op lobs., (Many hac(Leen earning their
. , ..-

-work credit; by beeolAirigerifpleyeesr..6f the black. students' organizations)
i

5 '
e,

"i` , e. i etMany s t 6 dimti have realiied that they hod few academic credits and therare,
. ,, ,,

,.

5 Conantratin g th e ir energi e s:o n their Studios,.

3) 'The ttudents-remaining are content to r d rn inhter whatever Funds are allocated
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What is the mea°ning of this evaluation of the Fernclif(Program? Can it be called

\
successful? According to *Ferncliff administrators, it can AO they may be right, espe-+

.cially since prograT goals were initially stated so nebuloust ly. The school was made,
-440)

more or less, into scLe sort of integrated community, and survive.

"experiment in interracial living" was conducted without t,rremedia

school may-,even be said to have benefitted from some of he changes which the new

students brought about. Much discussion resulted in changes in the evaluation system,

and in the Curriculum. Stoma mandatory courses were dropped, and there are many more

studeit-initiated courses and projects. Some courses are actually raughtby students, some

The four-year

le casualties. The

as youngoung as freshmen. -

i \
. \

Yet a brief examination of the history of the program sill! leads to the conclusion

that it has not been a success. What went wrong? It seems that the primary lesson the
MMMOIN.. i

,Ferncliff experience has to offer is the need for careful planning, and program structure.

The lack of clearly stated goals may have had face-saving results in the end, ,but the

program might well have been better directed if certain accomplishments had,been

expected of it, After goals are established, careful planning is necessary, with a realistic

assessment of financial resources available, and what can and cannot be done with the

money. The program st---7.dd be provided with a competent staff, equipped witIT relevant

skills and experiences to en bole them to rllote well to students, and this staff should

receive firm support fror the adrn*inistration. In addition, much can be learnedifrom

cooperation with other institutr-;ns who are attempting such programs.

The most important problem at Ferncliff may be summed up in the need for structure,_

A firmer structure for this pcsrarn might haNe resulted in a more successful effort to attack

the academic problems of, the studerts, an are,, in which the program dramatically failed.
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No doubt the students learned a great deal from what they were able to accomplish within

the great amount of independence they were given. However, a more carefully directed

program might have given them these benefits as well as a college experience more

successful in the traditional sense.



MARIPOSA STATE UNIVERSITY"

As a large urban university in the Southwest, Mariposa State University has at

various times instituted several programs specifically aimed at minority group students:

Upward Bound - a program for 10th, 11th, and 12th grade students of
a

three high schools in the metropolitarrarea; attempts to provide enriched

experiences fOr low achieving minority students in order to increase their

chances of success in higher eduCatiOn. The program at Mariposa began

prior fo Federal programs, when faculty members pooled resources to bring

tapproximately 25 black students from a nearby ghetto area for Saturday

counseling and tutorial assistance. Enrollment has increased to a level

of approxiinately 130 students, the majority of whomare black and

Chicano

Equal,Opportunity Program - a program designed for students who ale

regularly admitted for university work but who require counseling and

tutorial assistance ps well as financial assistance.

College Commitment Program --a_program involving students in the re-.

cruitment cf different ethnic groups for different levels Of.,college programs.

Engineering High Potential Frogram - orogram developed by Hughes

Aircraft and coordinated by the Engineering ti...pai-tment at Mariposa.

Supportive services are provided by the special programs staff, but the

academic curricula and staff are provided by the Engineering Department.



IT

c. High Potential Program - a program designed for the student,who does

not meet the college's normal admissions requirements. It is a transitional'

program in which students take specially designed courses to increase

theli self-awareness, ethnic pride, language, skills, and adjustment

to collegb, life, before going on to enroll in regular college courses.
a

All special courses offered by the program center around curriculum

materials chosen for their ability to increase students' understanding of

and pride in their own style of life. This case study,,concentrates on the

High Potential Program.

The High Potential Program at Mariposa grew out of the work of a (7:udent Task Force

composed mainly of Mexican-American students and members of the Black Students Union.

The program went into effect in 1967 with separate components for black and Mexican-

American students, he following year, additional sections were set up'for Asian-Amer-

ican and American Indian students, and about 300 studeuts were enrolled in the four

areas of the program.

d

In an effort to show respect for the uniqueness of each ethnic group, designers of. the.>,

program provided separate curriculum and instructors for each component. Ethnic pride

and self concept are consistently stressed as primary goals of the program, and the curri-

_

material emphasizes ethnic group history, literature, and other cultural expressions.

The strstlegy of the program is to introduce the remedial basi... skills material through the

cultdrally based courses.

Studentkare(Roryifed for the program by staff members of each individual component.

Recruiters seek st.,Jentl from economicallyadeprived background who have in some way dem-



onstrated pOtentiol for achievement, ethnic identification and commitment, and some

degree of maturity. Using special tests devised by program staff; potential students are

tested for their level of specific skills in math, composition, and grammar. Each applicant

is considered on the basis of profile sheets, previous..school record, letters of .3commendation,

and the Parent Confidential Statement or a financial background statement.

As might be expected, ,recruiters for the American Indian component report the

highest degree of difficulty in their effort:sir They cite such physical difficulties as

1

$,

limited mail serv;ce, muddy or othefwise inaccessible areas, and-poor or isiomistent

.*
_ -telephone communication. Recruitment usually must be attempted by means of visits to

the reservation, and very often these efforts are hampered by the mounting suspicion with.

which those on the 'eservation view outsiders. Mast black students'are recruited from

communities near the campus, and,many are veterans recently returned from Vietnam.

Some students are recruited thr'ough he College Commitment Program. A large percentage

of studerits in the Asian Compohent are in the country on student visas and may be paying

higher ou'- of -stite fees.

The :;* Jdent Sconces Division is responsible for counseling students in the High

Patential and Equel Opportunity Programs. The academic counseling section provides

assistance to all students in course and program planning, and one counselor is avai:able

to students in each program for assistance in such non- acc'Jer problems as housing,, fi-

nancial aid, and personal matters. instructors are also expected to act as counselors.

Students in the High Potential Program are considered fully matriculated. Although

therare provided with a specially designed curric.,Ium, taught almost exclusively by

instructtars in the program, they receive regular unit credit at the university. As they
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proceed in the High Potential Program, they begin to take one or two,courses in the

regular university complex. Depending on their progress after two or three quarters, an

evaluation is made as to whether they should-go into the university as regular E.O.P.

students.

Many of the students in the High Potential Program come to college with severe

deficiencies in the bask skills, and these deficiencies are difficult to correct during

the one-year program. Emphasis is placed on academic counseling, but it is frequently

difficult to get students to come to counseling sessions. In addition, and perhaps acting

as a cause of this lack of motivation, there-are many other difficulties which students in

the program must face.

Perhaps the primary problem for the High Potential Program is the perception of it

by many students as stigmatizing them on campus. IntervieWers found, again and again,

t at student', were quite willing to state their doubts about the good intentions of the

university toward the program and about the attitude of other students on campus toward.

stpdents ii the program. Instructors report that thirty or forty percent of the students are

d4monstra1:4 "turned Off" to the program by -uch concrete factors a., inadequate financial

support or the social problems they encounter in the campuszetting. Others, as might

beexpected, are discouraged by their inadequate academic preparation or the loneliness

of being so far away from home. ,But there does seem to be some question of whether the

university and the program might be able to deal with these k;nds of prqblems more

effectively.

The campus dorm:tories are predominantly white, and students living on campus are

not receptive to program students, admittedly considering them ill-equipped to be on

7



campus. Program students are giVen a choke of dormitory, and are usually grouped

together somewhat .within each dormitory. But because of the negative feeling they per-

ceive among regular students toward the program, they consider dormitory living undesirable.

Yet off - campus living is quite expensive. This dilemma_is related to another aspect of,

--programiriadequaci, financial aid.

The financial aid package varies from $800 to $1200 per semester, and almost every

student considers it grossly inadequate. Little is left after tuition and room and board

bills are paid, and students are told that they cannot work during the semester. They are,

however, expected to earn at least $300 during the summer. Students report that the

manner in which aid is doled out to them seems very insulting, and they also report

continuous \hreats that aid will be cut off. Preoccupation with the financial struggle has

been so great that some students say the first year of the program was educaional only

in that it meant learning how to survive.

These kinds of problems are known on the campus, and some students find the situation

so embarassing that they attempt to hide their involvement in the progrclin. Some program

staff and instructors concur, and believe that the fact that a student is enrolled in the

High Potential Program should not be made known to university faculty, cs the experience

has been that faculty tend to prejudge such students' (ability.

Program staff members also report that during the initial stage of the plagram they

were constantly bounced from one building to another, each usually more deteriorated

thon the last. The cor4,,nst,s of the staff is represented by such comments as, "you're never

in a stab'e position," "there hasn't been real commitment on the. port of the university"

and "the university was nut ready tgrmeet Ifs psychologkally, materially, or any other

way." They report that student program cards are believed to be the last to be handled
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. by the university, payment of stipends is almost always late, and program staff-experience

rudeness or are totally ignored, in their communication with other-college personnel. Such

problens-help-fiiinflame the growing feeling of resentment at being outside the normal

structure the university. At one point, both students and faculty thought it necessary

to stage a strike and protest march to alleviate the unpleasant conditions.

Among other problems, all of the special programs are considered understaffed, and

there continues to be a very high turnover tate. There presently exists little opportunity

for program students to interact with other university students. Plans are underway to provide

the means by which students in the four components will come together for group lectures

and discussions of topics germane to minority movements in the United States.

At this writing, it appears that some of the hostility toward the program on the part

of students may be lessening, although the typical view is that it is "just another minority

program." Receptivity is especially good in the Asian community. Probably much good

could be accomplished by an effective public relations effort, to publicize the positive

effects of the program.;

Program staff regard the High Potential Program as too tightly bound to traditional

practices and views, not sufficiently innovative. Although there have been some successful

attempts at new methods of instruction, there is too little operating authority vesteci in the

program staff itself; even minute details must be dealt with at higher levels in the uni.

versify. It is also,true that students can only receive a maximum of eight,credit units for

their year's work in the program, in what may be seen as a signift ;ant undervaluation of

the work involved, as well as a considerable frustration to tit students who do the work.

A library course offered in the program, for example, offers Po credit, thoetta similar
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course at another branch of the university receives three units.

After their one year in the High Potential Program, students are exRecied to go on into

the university, to a junior college...or back to the streets.
vl"
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MITFORD'UNIVERSITY

Mitford University is located in a small college town in the Northeastern United

States, close to several other colleges and universities with which it maintains close

ties. Prior to the fall of 1968, there were .only about eighty black students on the

campus of this large state university, and some faculty memberswere expressing con-

cem that minority groups were so'disproportionately represented. With the receipt of

a Ford Foundation pilot grant, a group of faculty members from all the local colleges s,

formed the Committee for Collegiate Education of. Black Students (CCEBS) and designed a

prdgram for so- called high risk students which went into effect in the Fall of 1268. This

special 'effort, also called CCEBS, began with 125 students recruited by black faculty,

with high school and community assistance. Most of the studentE came from the two

large metropolitan areas of the state, and most had been in the technical, commercial

or general high school programs of large urban schools. A very small percentage came,

from college preparatory programs, and a very few were recruited from Roman Catholic

hig1- ;ckools. Although in the first group of special students, there were many more fe-

males than males, later recruitriient efforts have been aimed at increasing the_proportiori .

of young men, making the numbers more nearly equal. Although the program grew out of

a concern for educating more black students, there was one white enrollee soon after the

program's inception --an Italian. There have been concerns voiced regdrding the name
t

of the program, with some people expressing fear that potential applicant's from other
. ,

minority groups may consider themselves ineligible.
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The staff of the special program consists of a dhector (a member of the Psy. Choiagy

Department), thirteen part-time counselors, of whom eleven are black,and a res4arch

team of one full -time person, two 'part-time graduate students, and a work:. dy student.
O

Sixty=flve to seventy tutors make up the bulk of the program staff; approximately ten of

these pre black, the majority being white 4ra-cluciriNsturierils."'
a

/
Tutoring-and counseling are essential, components of the prajrn .Initially tutors,v.. ,

though paid from program funds, were hired through the various departments, resulting in

a somewhat chaafic tutoring situation. Some tutors were not actually affiliated with the

university, and some were tutoring in areas in which they were less competent. As a
,

, , .

result, tutors began to be hired as teaching assistants, 'assigned to' the costtive depart-
. .

menti, and paid half their salaries by the program, hairbT their department. .

Other problems with the tutoring component showed themselves in student s', attitudes

toward thieaspect spittle program. Tutoring wat no longer mandatory for progrart. iudents

after the first yeaVsj.nce many felt that such a reqiiirement stigmatized them as "stupid" or

unable to do the work. Many also objected to bed required to pari'icipate in an, effort
- 1, to

for which they received no official credits.

Pe
.r. .

.4, Another oction raised by the students was to The \sm II number of black tutorskr ,
... .. .. ,

program partzi; pants felt that they needed tutds ta.,.who they coulemore easily relqte.
. .

1

a,

As a result of this objection,.q program was developed-to provide Training Counselors, b.
44,

undergraduate students qualified to tutor other students,. The prevalence of this need.
for so isfying relationships is also show!) in the counseling area, where most of the problems

O

* ., 4
brought by the students relate. to their personal psychological adjustment needs, rather thanrto academic Coursework&
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CCEBS students are registered in regular college couses, with only two courses

specifically designed for the program: reading and study skills. Though there are varying

opinions among program students about courses taken in the regular college program, a

prevalent complaint concerned the,"hidden agkindas" instructors are frequently observed

to have, leading students to feel" that they simply do not fully understand what is expected

of them. in the absent of clearly stated objecfives for certain courses, students sometimes

see them as irrelevant, especially when they demonstrate no recognition of the ccnv

tributions made by blaths'in the area.involved 4 Some students 'even conceive of these

omissions as deliberate, as another way in which blacks are pressured to conform to white

behavior and standards in ordet' to survive. When administrators and faculty remain in.

fl'exible in their refusal-to offer any formal recogriifion of black Gulture, students see !heir. . ,
.

.
...

intransigence as the re-ult of inability to understand inch contribUtions as well as of willful
1ignorance of black life and history.

Another major curriculum problem has been the lath of sufficient tutoring in moth.

Approximately 60% of program

combination of poor preparatio

emetics department staff. At t

in mathematics which will esta

Admission, criteria for the

students fail this subject. Many see the difficul-y as a

-1 and an uncooperative attitude

e very least, there is need for a

dtv the part of the math

is introductory course

lish a firm'groundwork for the regular university course.

CEBS pw,ram, like those of similar programs, avoid

traditional measures. Test scores were'not coasidered a good reflector of the actual

ability or the students the progiam sought to enroll. Admission decisions also took account

of the fact that students in this1group usually tome out of inadequate high school systems
,,

./

. / \
'I.

Therefore, attempts were made to be More flexible in judging potential for college



work/. Most students in the .p" rogram suffer from severe economic disadvantagementes well,

and average financial support is $1400-or $1500 a year... Officials try to be flexible in
/.; .

:.termining financial need, allo, after`, requiring the Parent's Confidential Statement the
4 -1. -

first year and concluding that it was fed cu..bersome a form,not properly reflective of
$

k

r.

families' true circumstances.. 1-loweyer,, the& are still studen t attitude problems in this
z , ..

1
1 t .

.
I, \ i,-"*

.... , .

area. Some students feel there is inadequate recognition of the fact that their attendance
., -

at college deprives. their families of,supp rt in the meantime. Some complain about the.

attitude they perceive among university; people that they are dispensing a welfare-type
.

ft it el

In other areas, the program has had proWems from the beginning, but ,there is evidence

of at.,er.ipts to make improvements. Inivial publicity was not handleLci well, and there was
L ...,

. -....

open hostility toward the blacks as well as harassment by many of the whites dents and
i .

local residents. In addttirine the general reaction of some segments of the faculty was a
a

t % I

feeling that standards 'were being lowered and filar the program would demean the univer-
t

sity's reputation.

The housing situation has continually been serio..4 and.sensitive problem. In ihe fiJ

year of the program, CCEBS students were concerthated

a distance from buildingi in Which clai:Yes were held,

in one area of the campus, quite'

Added to giber forms of harassment,

this housing placement made the .tudents feel they were being ignOred, at best. When the

students attempted to open c black cultural center it'. a building that was also being used

' '1/4..4..
i

as a fratem:ty house, physical acts of'violence resulted and on exr ely tense' situcition. ,.

was relleved.oniyiby the organizalion of 'marathon:" sessions and symposia oil various types-

of '"awareness."

L
4,*
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During the second year of the program, black freshmen were housed in a larger,
1

better located residential area.' The contact with'white students living in the same

buildings was reported to be "near natural." Virtually all freshmen live on campus;
O

about 5% of sophomores and upperclassmen Live off campus. After the crisis 'of the first

o

'fear, program students began-to-take a broader university Irdership role, involving

themselves in planning activities,.. negotiating for a Black Activities Council, serving,

on House Governments, etc.

A more effective program would seem to be possible with an earlier and more

accurate assessment of sfudents' needs. Such an assessment should concern not only

students' educational development but also improved self perception. In this area, a

t s
Black Repertory Theater has been created- as one means of 'developing the cultural center

and strengthening students' self-esteem and participation on campus. A course on

Contemporary Education of the Afro-American was being Manned as a means of enhancing,

students' understanding of the historical concept of public education and what has happened
40

to the education of black people. .

Morale problems continue to exist among students themselves. There is lack of unity,

and lagging confidence. The promising Afro-American Organization has been dissolved,

and has left a leadership vacuum among the black students.

Some students, in voiciog their concern about the.scrcrifices their families must make
ct

to permit their children's involvement in the program, suggested that provisions should be

made to keep parents informed of program activities and to provide them with opportunities

.
to visit the college campus. In another area, students and program staff warned aginst

quick evaluations of progiams designed to serve the. educationally and socio-econornically

handicapped. Although they feel that internal evaluations are necessary and desiralA,
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they emphasize that hasty conclusions should not be drawn and reported. A subtle and

very sensitive problem area is some students' perception of black faculty and administrators

as permitting themselves to be used as pawns by white administrators. .SOme.see them as

serving *,,ore to question the needs black students articulate then to work coopercitively
,

to bring about the kinds of change which are essential..

The predominant feeling, however, is that favorable response and support for the pro

r.

gram are growing continuously among the student body,, administration, and faculty.

Although initial fUnding did not come from within the institution, there are many who

feel confident that the university is committed to furthering the ideals upon which the

program is built.
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RAMSEY STATE UNIVERSITY

Ramsey State University is a state-supported university with five full-

time dcx undergraduate, colleges offering. four-year programs. In addition,

the university has graduate, professional, and evening schools. The total enrollment

now approaches, 30,000 students who are attending colleges located on three

campuses. The main. campus which is the home of the principal undergraduate,

college sprawsls over an area of 2,000 acres. The enrollment at this particular
%lb

college is 7,.000 students.

The special compensatory education program at Ramsey State was brought -

into being in September 1969 in response to a combination of many-forces. Essentially,

however, the university's Board of Governors decided that the institution should

make provision for disadvantaged minority group students. This directive coincided

with a grass-roots movement by the rotatively few black students who were already

on campus to pressure thethiversity into initiating a special program. The Board

of Governors committed adequate funding to insure the initiation of the program

during the first year. The University went to the state legislature requesting

financial support after that year. While there was considerable deb9te regarding

the fact that the University had initiated the program and was now coming to

the state for funding, the outcome was that the state did assume principal fiscal

responsibility for the program during its second year. Federal support also comes in the

form of Economic Opportunity Grants, work-study opportunities and National Defense
1

Loans.

O
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The responsibility for recruitment and selection into the program remains

with the University's regular admissions office. Under a special arrangement,

college admissions couriselors are assisted in their recruitment effort by upper -

lass ck students. Admission is based on the following four criteria: the student

must (I) 61 a high school graduate or hold a state equivalency diploma;-.(2) come

from an economically disadvantaged family background; (3) be a resident of the

state for one year and reside within commuting distance of the university; and

(4) demonstrate motivation to complete a degree program at Ramsey State. All of

the students enrolled in the program would have been ineligible for admission to the

college under the regular admissions policies. Most of Ihein had been enrolled in

non= academic programs while in high school, and less than twenty-five percent
o

of them had even taken the Scholastic Aptitude Test. It is interesting to note

that of the approximately twenty student participants who were interviewed none

of them indicated that their high school counselor had brought the program to their

attention. In fact, many of the students reported being discouraged by their

guidance counselor from even considering college as a possibility. The group of

students who entered Ramsey State in 1969 were identified and contacted largely

through the efforts of the recruitment team from the University's admis r office.

Several of the students interviewed who entered Ramsey State in 1970 reported that

they had heard about the program from friends and students who were in the

first year of the program.

Recruitmenfof students into the program at Ramsey State has not been a

problem because the target population is geographically limited to the commuting area,

and because thiy repres the hard-core, educationally disadvantaged, 'abundantly
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reprqsented in the neighboring urban high schools.

In.the area of financial aid, the pattern has generally been to prosiit

sufficient grant money to cover the minimal fixed expenses, i.e., tuition, books,

and fees. Students have found it necessai, to work or take out loans to cover

b

completely their educational and personal expenses. Well over half of the students

hold either part or full-time jobs to offset theiroollege expenses and to contribute

in part to the support of the family. The director report that the program ha's lost

several promising students because of financial pressures. There.is, of course, no

provision made for room and board since all program participants.ar non- resident

students. in discussing the financial aid program and policies, the Director of

Financial Aid expressed 'a concern that inasmuch as .the financial aid is

credited to a student's account and the student never actually gets to handle the

money, students are often left with the feeling that they are considered fiscally ir-

responsible. Students validated this-contention by stating that the Unive7siti is

"getting fat" on state and federal monies coming directly into its hands-- and that
t .

4
the institution was not about to trust these students to manage their owp financial

affairs and pay their university bills accordingly. The arguments on both sides
..

one, efficiency of operation, the other concerning the development of fiscal

responsibility as well as good faith between the university and the students-- are

both rational and compelling. The overriding consideration, howev'er, is the fact

that this condition represents the planting of another seed of mistrust between the

institution and the program students.

The program itself is a comprehensive arrangement of supportive services

designed to enable students to move-- at an individually determined rate-- into
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-and through the regular curriculum of the institution. When the student first'

meets with the progeam staff an academic program is prepared based on the

student's interest, aptitudes, and previous experiences. This program consists of

a combination of regular and developmental course work. Supplementary set 'ices

t
a'e provided by paid teaching assistants in thi form of mini-course study sessions

which paraklel content being covered in regular courses, and small group

tutorials."Affithe present time there are 160 students enrolled in the program, which

is staffed with.a director, a full-time administrative assistant, four counselors,

twelve instructors, and a team of teaching assistants.

More important 'than a description of the program components, however,

is an analysis of how the several .components actually-Junction in relation to each

othei`ond to the university structure, in general. At the outset, students meet with,

their counselors, all of whom are black, and plan a meaningful program for the year.

During the first semester the student's program consists of thrterdevelopmental courses

and one regular course. In subsequent, semesters the developmental coursework is

de,creased and regular coursework is increased according to the student's readiness.

The goal is forthe student to work into a full progrum of regular, courses at Which

time he "officially" leaves the jurisdiction of the special program and relies on the

support services of the university at large. In an informal manner students at this

point may continue to identify with and maintain relationships with program staff

members with whom they mahave developed special rdpport.

It should be noted that a serious problem is presented by the fact that

developmental coursework does not yield college credit. The staff is attempting

to rectify this situation by submitting course outlines through the formal network of
'4
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committees on curricu:um and academic affairs. Three of the program instructors

who teach developmental courses, but who also teach one or two regular college

credit.courses, stated without reservtrtion that the developmental courses were

at least as rigorous 'academically, and oft i more demanding than regular college

credit courses. Students not only reiterated this contention, but also voiced the

. belief that the developmental courses were more relevant and meaningful. Several

students stated that they were being penalized over again "for having been victimized

by twelve years of a grossly inadequate public school education.'.' When queried

about this situation in depth, program staff revealed that there was a good deal of`

resistance from old-line conservative faculty members and departmentt31 chairmen

who view the granting of credit for these courses as a "watering-down" of the

revered Ramsey degree. It is worthy of note that the program director reported

several requests by regularlyadmitted Ramsey students to enroll in various

developmental courses.

The counselors in the program assume an bmbudsman-like,role in monitoring-
,

students' progress and in protecting their rights and general welfare. Written

narrative evaluations are submitted by regular college instructors for each student

in the compensatory program who is enrolled in their regular courses. Additionally,

the program staff holds periodic ineetingi with the student pariicipantsto discuss

grade point average reports, attendance patterns,,and strategies for coping with

the college's environmental press. The University applies the regular academic

standards relative teretention and probation after the completion of the third

semester. -The program ,staff makes every attempt during the first three semesters to

I.
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insure that these students will fare wall in thii;rigorous academic review. The

counseling staff meets regularly with students, initiates home visits, and attempts

to stay with the student in every conceivable way. General orientation meetings

for parents are also conducted at the college An an attempt to-let parents became

acquainted with staff members, the nature,of the program, and"to urge them to

continue supportin(the program in terms of their own children and in a larger

senseby contacting appropriate gOvernment officials to express their feelings about

the program.

In student interviews there was a general consensus that the educational

guidance offered by the counselors was a significant aspect of the program. Moreover,

they expressed the opinion that it would not make any difference whether the

counselors were black or not. As one student put it, "once he showed me that he.,

knew what it was all about-- right on." On the other hand, when reference was

made to the coUnseling relatiOnship as it concerns personal and social problems,

students said that a black counselor would be more desirable in that he' would-be.

better able to empathize . with their particular situation' and experiences.

.
The director of the program felt that the regular college instructors were

cooperative and interested in the program.. He cited their generally conscientious

attention to the written narrative evaluation. Students, however, were not as

convinced that the regular instructors had wholesome attitudes about the program.

One student claimed that the older faculty members were insensitive, while anothe:r

student f ft that they were indifferent. He cited; for example, his two regular
'A'

instructors this semester who informed the class of office hours, yet were difficult
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to track doZ,vn wheh out-of-class assistance was needed. Student-reaction was

0

clearly mitred on this particular point, apparently reflecting the specific relationships

and'experiences each student has had with various, instructors. It is interes ting to

note that the students were not overly concerned about the attitudes of regu!-.r
. ,

. . ,....,,,11

faculty.members, inasmuch as they had their own staff,of instructcirs'In their
..

.. ,
.

6 who quite obviously were a dedicated and competentegroup of individuals:In a sense,.

the students resigned themselves to the reality that certain attitudes were long in.

developing and would be around at least during .their college careers-7 and therefore
..,

..).
. ,

their strategy was to live with this condition as well as they could. This was not the
, . ,

case, however, when students were asked about the attitudes of-other students. One

student apparently echoed the feelings of others when he'stated, "Like when you're

playing ping-pong in the student center, it's all okay unless you happen to mention

that you're in the program-- then something happens to the Situation. I can't explain

but I can feel it. Things aren't the same any more. What really hurts is when

the regular student is black-r like Wow Like,'brother, I'm here trying to make it."
gitex,

The students believed that there was a socioeconomic, class variable, operating with

the regu lar students, regardless of ethnic background, apparently resenting the

,

presence of other students who were not "paying their way." Another student ventured

the opinion that regular students fencjed to view students in_the special program as

second-class citizens on campus because they had not met the same high admission

standards, were receiving financial aid, and were only commuting students.

Perhaps the major obstac)e threatening the success of the program is the

fact that all student par ticipants are commuting Students. College offitials cite the

;$

severe shortage of dormitory facilities, undoubtedly an accurate assessment. However, in
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fa,

discussing the comp uting problem, studenitnd instructors, both' regular and

developmental, agreed that there were political implicatiOns, that, io one theory,

the,instilutton was concerned about alienating the "tax-paying" power structure by

causing academically qualified regular students to seek housi9glpf.f acimpk In

addition :-o the social-psychological 'implications associated with being a c

student,"
o

this way,

mmuting

..

there-are also clear-cut educational disadvantages. One student put it
-

"I get ho:ne at four o'clock 'and put my lipoid on the table and it's another

world. The T.V. is going, my sister is playing records with her boyfriend-, my,
i.

. - . #31
.

younger brothers are fighting, and my mOlh:iris trying to figure outnwhat to make

for supper.... Like if you were on campus in a dormitorythe College atmosphere

would be with you all. the

In discussions with Students and staff members inthprogram about their
o

perceptions of.the institution's commitment to the program, the following comments

were made: "qualified commitment," "not really," with reservations,"their

hearts are not in it," etc. In fact, there appepred to be an overriding preoccupation

with institutional attempts to gain evidence that the program was not successful.

Consequently, there is an atmosphere of,para nolo and mistrust.which permeates the
.

program. That is, not only are the students fighting for survival, bit a good

deal of the staff's energy is addressed to counteracting perceived threats to the

program from various quarters within the institution.

While the majority of students interviewed indicated that the college was

"just waiting far us to fold," the director of the program was somewhat more

optimistic. He does feel that the program is slowly becoming institutionalized. He

cited the increased number of students in the program, the increased number of
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rranotity group faculty members on the college's regular staff,the institution of

, i black studies and African history. courses in the college's regular curriculum, and'the

fact that the compensatory program'has been elevated to departmental status. He

1 A.
theprogram's network of offices and tutorial rooms;The students explained that°

. . ,

elections fortnzdent government offices were, in effect, popularity contests, and

since the program students were on campus essentially -to at end classes, weresnot
,

the
..

..... dP.

.: . 4 '
4

NZsquizIk to admit,' however, that his departMent did not enjoy"the prestige of

other departments, and that his staff were neither tenured nor in po'sitionsoi
1

faculty raril.

It is Obvious,that the social-p olitical activity of students in the programs is

limited by virtue Of the fact that they are commutingstu dents. The students have

tended to form their own "community" on, ampus, congregating and socializing in,

.
well known to 'the majoritiof regular students. The students expressed' coniiderall

. .

'1
concern about this situation inasmuch ts it prohibits...theic r having a .v. oic.e in the `
.

deveropAnt and implementation of policies and regulations which,bear upon their
- , .

. , . -.
own. corle,ge:Caieers. In effect, their only avenue for bringing about needed reforms

., ; , \,. . a)

as..15rfirition Ororistructive demonstrations, Severarstudents said thiiLthey
. .

... -

had been warned in the past that if any program students were found to be-involved
-a

-.,.
. ;

lit any campus disruption, the funds for their program would be cut back. Many:of
. '. 4 .

,
the students. expressed a sense of frustration about not having any viable alternatiyes

a

open to them for having an impact on the colufitions which affect thei t'educatiohal.

lives.. '.4

There was general ag reerffent that the repultestudents were unfridtidly and
,

I

I 4.
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"cliquish." Students in the program therefore tended, to -'stay together and plan

their own-activities. They started their own b,lack,newspaper injon"effort to stay

together and in communication with eacho ther.')

A comprehensive and systematic evalucificin of, the program by an ext&xnal

body is, to be conducted upon the completion of the.second year of the program.
- 4 1

. ...
,

however, results of an evaluative nature' covering the operation of the
.

There a

;first.year of the program,. These .:.tudent's received passing grac..,s in 78% of the
..

the
-'4

s
.

%. ..

'college credit cotirses token and in 60% Of the developmental non-credit courses
. ,

in which they yidrft enrolled. Over, of.ihe students received a grade' of C ori , ,
1

. ' :- ..- ,
. ... .. ; .

betterin the college credit
.

course, work taken. The director of the program tuggestedr .. ; 4.---, At. ,- %-- .. 1-
/ . 0

.. :.
that the difference between:performance in credit courses and non-credit courses
:.; . . ,

. *
I : .

V

is motivatiOn;fl. ThOi is, the students performed best and gave the most attention to
1* . :.,'

. :
. ,- . ,4

.
, .

2^those corses which were` credited toward a degree. .
G. /-...

41/4

-.

% It
.

... 1/4 . It is interesting tonale that' students 'registered for 30% fewer developmental
..-

.
- ... 'courses during 'the

,

spri, ng semester-- this validating the Contention that these non-
... -

\
.

.. . , .., . ,

..., traditional'students could move rapidly into a regular program of academic studies- . ...-
. ..I/ .- , - ,.

given the fol'oper conditions. The attrition rate' has been lower than the national
..,

.. . ,
.. . ., . -, , ., . .

i average, and for the ',progra,rn it was pointed out that a significant number of

, students adtually transferred to other. iristitutions, several lo predominahtly black

colleges. Others hove left Fecause of financial difficulties. At best the attrition

rate indicates that individu,a1 students have chosen other alternatives to continuing

'their education at Ramsey State. AtcwOfst, the attrition rate coulpuggest.thailke.

11

institution was not meeting the students' needs.
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ROBINCLIFF COLLEGE

Robincliff College is a prestigious; formerly all-woman college in the

Non:least, just recently beginning to admit a few males to its ivy-covered halls.

Of approximately 1600 students at Robincliff in 1970, there were 59 black students,

' 'one 'a male, and 56 of whom were on. scholarship.

12

The presence of these black students on campus was due mostly to their own

initiative and persistence in gaining admission to the school, as well as to the support

of thoseradniinistrators within the college who were eith'er actively committed to

increasing.Robinoliff's minority enrollment or simply determined to support individual

black students whom they felt should be admitted.

at the chool, there was almost no specidl effort to

commitment to admit those who were especially educationally a economically
,

disadvantaged. He indicated that it was his impression that most of the black students

According to one administrator

recruit minority students, and no

were from middle class [limes. In addition, Robincliff'S black students, in the main,

were drawn from the upper ten per cent of their respective high school classes.and

scored in the 550-600 range on the verbal section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test,

a range just 50 poirits below that of the-total.student population. One official

emphasized that these minority stuents, thOuh,not without academic Koblems,

could not be considered "high risk' students-as tradifionally perceived. Nearly

were from large urban high schools, with most from New York City, though a

few from Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, and other large urban centers.

At least prior to 1970, there was no official commitment at Robincliff to

educate disadvantaged minority students. No official statement had come from the
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Board of Trustees or other college officials regarding the college's role in this

urea; there had been a small amount of contact with the National Schok :ship Service

and Fund for Negro Students, and the school had recently joined in the College

Bound Program. There was a one-year attempt at a special remedial program for

nine "non-matriculated" students, of whom six had survived, either as matriculated

freshmen or sa phomores. Even in this program, however, students were simply offered

tutoring and counseling services, available to every student in the college upon

request, Some officials indicated that they felt this lack of action was the result .

of thecollege's predominant concern with expansion of physical facilities, curriculum

innovations, fund raising, and the development of the school as a coeducational

_institution. Some frankly doubtedthe possibility of measurably larger numbers of

black students being admitted in the future, citing fear of withdrawal of badly needed

alumnae financial support as the reason. Some feel that alumnae will disapprove

because of the drain on financial resources, because they view increased minority

admission as a sign of "giving in to preiiure group demands, or because they fear

that the "quality" of education at Robincliff will diminish if large numbers of minority*

students are admitted.

Some special consideration' was given to minority students in financial aid

arrangements. -In 1970, 19 of the 23 black freshmen were receiving average financial

assistance of $2,868, about $388 higher than the overall college average. In most

cases, aid to black students was entirely in grant form. Special counseling services

were provided in the form of a-part-time advisor, a black senior student.
a

With such a loosely-structured arrangerr...nt,_more properly labellad a non-

program, it was almost inevitable that students would eventually be moved ip voice
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discontent. There were continuing signs of impending trouble; most observers were

able to detect growing misunderstanding and alienation of black and white students.

Activist political groups such as SDS, Students' Afro-American Society, and .Du Bois

were to small to have any effective--voice on campus. Although some faculty members

were viewed as supportive, there were not 'enough of them and their support ,Was

inconsistent. There were-no formal ties between the school and the local blaCk

community, and the surrounding white community was viewed as decidedly non-
A

supportive, if not actually hostile to black students' attempts to seek changes in

the opportunities open to them on compyi. ?he girl= saw little or no effort to make

any courses more relevant to black students, an omission which they felt particularly

keenly in literature courses, where no black authors were read. In addition, they

felt the lack of a rewarding social life, being isolated on a predominantly female,

predominantly white campus and separated in various dorms even from-each other..

They felt there were no provisions made to help insulate them froniwhat they viewed

as the cultural shock ofadjusting to life on the Robincliff campus.

Finally, 'in 1969, the black students organized c petition asking that a black

studies major be instituted; that a full-time black counselor be provided; that

facilities be obtained for an urban center in the community outside the college;
Jul

and that provision be made for separate black housing. After some vacillation on

the part of the trustees, culminating in a takeover by the black students of the main

building, the program urged by the students was set up. An Urban Center was esta-

' blished, offering lectures and courses to Robincliff students and community people,

as well as tutoring for local high school students by Robincliff students. A bus
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was obtained 'for transporting girls to and from the Urban Center, and also to social

events and other places they might wish to go but had previously been unable to

reach without spending money which many didn't have. Plans were made to hire at

full-time black counselor, and a "black corridor" was set aside in one of the residence

"\I
halls. A black studies major was begun, with proyision for students to take another

major also, if they choie.

It may well be that minority studerits represented in such small numbers at

traditionally white, elitist colleges will never be able to feel content with their

college experiences because their low representation ensures that they will continue

to view themselves as outsiders. At any rate, black students at Robincliff, though

frequently expressing satisfaction with the black and community-oriented aspecti

of their life there, remain relatively- unenthysicstic about the general college life.

Plans for the future include the expressed intention of expanding enrollment from

1600 to ?400, with priority given ro black males and black female students. Active

recruitment efforts directed at these populations have begun. Perhaps when the
%.0

proportions of black, white, male, and female are more nearly The same size; minority

students will feel more at home, and will also be able to have a greater influence

in college life, making it more relevant to themselves, as well as more reflective"'

of the "real.world"outside, certainly a service to all students in the college.
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Tie College Readiness Prograhi: A 43n.jram for Third World Students at the
0 ege o San ateo, a ifornia

In its heyday between 1966 and 1968 the College Readiness Program received

o
ti

the acclamation of being the finest program for students of color anywhere in the

country. Through its active recruitment efforts, the minority enrollment on campus

had lumped from 80 to nearly 800 within a two-and-a-holf year period; counseling,

tutoring, and a strong Program Center had reduced the dropout rate among "risk"

students from 90 to 15 percent; leadership as well as student effort had created a sense

of loyalty and a degree of morale rarely-achieved in any facet of academic life.

Yet, by the end of the fall 1968 semester, police had been called on campus, the direc-

tors of the College Readiness Program had- been removed from their posts, and over half

'the minority students in the Program had either been expelled or had themselves

WithdraWii:from the college.

While it is impossible in any historical account to vouch for information gathered

after the event, .the many participants and observers in the San Mateo story tend to

contradict each other less than simply to see what happened from different vantage

points and thus give their attention and approv'-al or disapproval to different issues..

Community members, trustees, administration, faculty and students both in and outside

the Program acknowledge its dramatic if frightening success, the inability of the college

to inco porate it into the mainstream of academic life, the tightening of financial and

political controls, and-the resulting dissolution of the project and its replacement by
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a more containable program of compensatory education.

THE BACKGROUND

To understand what happened a:. the College of San Mateo, and what may .

happen in other junior colleges throughout the country as they attempt to provide pro-

grams for Third World students, it is necessary to place the college in the context of

higher education, and in particular, of higher education in the Stcite of California.

In the past twenty-five years, we in the United States have witnessed the

dramatic growth of higher education. Education, and defense, have become the two

most rapidly expanding industries in our country. The Council of Economic Advisors

notes that education spending has been increasing ten and a half percent a year for the

last decade while the total economic growth has been less than four percent d rar.I
P

According to Clark Kerr, The production, distribution, and consumption of 'knowledge',

in all its forms is said to account for 29 percent of the gross national product. . .and

knowledge Production is growin at about twice the rate of the rest of the economy. 1,2

From most viewpoints, this dramatic growth has been considered a positive

element in our nation's history. Since universal education has traditionally been

linked with the possibility of a democracy, the chance for increased higher tducation

for a greater nuler of individuals has been regarded as an opportunity to train more

citizens for playing a vital role in American life. However, this disproportionate

growth has not merely been the result of an idealism on the part of those in power

which seeks to involve more individuals in the nation's wealth and decision-making.

Rather it has been a product of a changeover in our economy from one requ;ling large

numbers of untrained workers -to one demanding-proportionately feweryorkers, many_
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of whom must now have technical-scientific training. Whether or not this increased

education is merely the result of more complicated job tasks, however, is open,to

urgument. A strong case can be made for the position that increased educational

recsirements serve the more important function of keeping youth out of an ever

constricting labor market and that in many jobs employees with less training perform

equally well obetter than their colleagues with more education.
3

Be that as it

may, American colleges , and especially junior colleges, have increasingly-taken

on the role, not only of providing the liberal arts background necessary for "free

choice," but, subsidized by public taxes, of relieving corporations of the need to

train their own labor fqrce while absorbing surplus manpower.

California, having one of the most inclusive ptiblicly-supported higher educa-

tion systems, provides an excellent case study for the, political and social ramifications

of higher education's new role as a tax-supported training ground for entrance into

political-and_economid life in the United States. Prior to 1959Califomia state colleges

were supposedly prepared to accommodate any student in the top seventy percent of

his graduating class; various campuses of the University of California were to accbmmo-

date the top 33 percent. However, financing for the state educational institutions

was, and still is, provided by a tax system in which business and industry bear only

twenty percent of the burden while household units through property and'sales tax bear

eighty percent. As a result of this inability to tap the real sources of wealth in the

state, 1959 found higher education in California suffering from a financial crisis.

And, in the period between 1960 and 975 full-time enrollment in the state institutions

was expected to triple. In an attempt to solve the problem, the state legislators author=

ized the University of California Boarciof Regents and the State Board of Education
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to draw up a Master Plan for higher education. Under the direction of Clark Kerr,

Vs group arrived at a plan which focused on eliminating "duplication of efforts" in

the state colleges and the university. Unfortunately, however, 'this was done through

quantitatively eliminating enrollments by raising academic standards in ...le foi.m-yeosr

institutions and channeling those not qualified into two-year junior colleges to be finanqed

chiefly by local rather than state taxes. (This, of course, meant an additional tax,

decided on by the communities.) Admission to the University of California was. now

restricted to the top twelve percent of the.high school graduating class, while admission

to state colleges was narrowed to the top 33 percent. Junior colleges were theore-

tically open to any high school graduate or anyone over 18. Hence, the reputation

4`
that California's-educational system was more inclusive than ever; And the junior

colleges did grow by leaps and bounds. However, the Master was followed by

a drop in minority enrollment on most public campuses. -Ai _San Francisco State, for

example, which is in a city whose public schools are nearly seventy percent studenfil

of color,. the implemenfalron-oliheMaster Plan was followed by a-decline in black

enrollment from'17 to 4 percent.

If a racial bias seems to be reflected in the Mastei Nan, a class. bias is even

more obvious. Shapiro and Barlow, in an article which reviews the relationship

between education, on the one hand, and race and class, on the. other, report:

Nearly two-thirds of the students in the junior colleges have
parents whose yearly income is less than $10,000. For the
state college, the figure is precisely one half. And for the
University of California, two thirds of the students 'come
from family income brackets of over $10,000 a year, and Tor
a majority, the figure is, closer to $12,000. But income brackets
under $10,000 pay, over half the state's taxes; at least half of
these taxpayers are thirdworld, among them 3-1/2 million
chicanos. I-1/2 million blacks, Chinese, Japanese, Filipinos
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and American- Indians. Yet the-state spends twice as much
money on the average university student cis on the average state
college student. and three times as much on the averagestgte,
college student as on the average junior college student.

Although junior colleges are supposed to specialize in lower division 'education

and to be equipped with facilities for salvaging "late bloomers," the state colleges

receive more money both for teaching'salaries and total instructional expenditure in

their own lower divisions. Faculty workload, salaries, and fringe benefits all show

a clear differential between junior colleges, state colleges, and the state university.

State colleges and universities have considerably more money for financial aid than do

the junior colleges.

tm
San Mateo County, an upper-middle-class suburban area in northern California

C

about ten miles outside of San Francisco, has had a junior college since 1922 when one

opened in the city'of San Mateo to serve thirty-five students. The present site of the

College of San Mateo on "top of a hill Overlooking the county and the nearby bay was

secured in 1958, and through a $5.9 million.bond issue the complex of spacious modern
c.

white one-story buildings surrounded by parking lots was completed in 1963 to accommo-

date 5,000 students. Since the advent of the Master Plan, an additional $12.8 million
4'

bond issue has been voted to provide two more junior college campuse: in San Mateo

County, each accommodating 8,000 students, and to expand the College of San Mateo

to., serve the some number. Because of a shortage of funds for completing the two campuses,

a third bond was vo ed on last year, but this time turned down by the voters. (Some

attribute this rejection the community's resistance to supporting what they considered

the growing activism on campus. others simply regard it as the logical result of over-

taxation.)
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Until 1466, when the Coliege.Readiness Program brOught,in a sudden influx

of students of color from East Palo Alto and other nearby ghettos, the College of

Scn Mateo served a maximum Of 80 non-white students in any one year. Thus, even

the iorge numbers of technical jobs available in the county were, closed to non-whites,

as were, of course; the more prestigious and highly trained orLupations. Equally impor-

tant during the recent years of high draft rates, while college attendance kept large

numbers of white males out of the service, black and Mexican-American moles had

no such sanctuary to protect them from.military service.

THE COLLEGEREADINESS PROGRAM

Because the College &tidiness Program was one of the earlier compensatory

programs aimed at students of color, and because it sought to deviate even from Mose

guidelines which had been established in the scattered projects already in existence,

its, leaders had little sense of the areas in which c program such as they envisioned would

challenge the structure of the junior college, or how-soon its goals would be considered

threatening by the college administration. Seen from the viewpoint of more progres-

sive members of the community, the story of the College Readiness Program is that of

the struggle of a number of dedicated, dynamic personalities against a traditionalist

system..

In the fall of 1965, the president of San Mateo College, Julio Bortolazzi,

delivered an opening address in which he asked that the faculty work 'cowards recruiting

more students of color into the college. Out of 300 faculty members, Jean Wirth, an

English teacher, was the only volunteer. Miss Wirth had just returned from a leave of

absence after six years of teaching at the college. During her leave she had worked
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. .
with Mills College girls who were practiding teaching in Oakland. Having seen the

-...
co

kinds of experiences which black students had in the school system had made her acutely

clware that in most cases students had simply been turned off of formal education and so,

of course, did not respond to the new "oppOrtunities" provided by the junior colleges.

During 65- 661chool Miss Wirth worked with a Stanford project

aimed at raising the achievement-of`disadvantaged college students. Through this

program she became acquainted with the residents of EastPalo,Alto, the "target" black
O

community, and an area which logically might also have fed into the College of San

Mateo. Concurrently, she established a tutorial program in her own office in the

English Department foi the eighty black students who were at the college. At the time

almost all of these students were in:non-academic programs.
a

'
The College Readiness Program/ with enthusiastic, upport from President

Bortolazzi and a boost of $10,0-00 from the trustees, was oficially begun in the summer

of 1966. Because the East Palo Alto,black community where most of the recruiting

was done had long ago decided that the College of San Mateo was a "white" ihstitu-

none it was not easy to recruit students. Young people were approached' in high schools,

on street corners, in pool hPalls, and any other place a prospect might be found. Out

of 150 interviewees, 39*young people - all but three of whom were black - finally

agreed to come. Qualifications for admission into the program were unique: the

candidate had to I) be a person of color; 2) be poor; 3) have a high school grade

average below C; 4) test badly; and 5) say in the firit interview that he was not

finterested in going to college! The point of these qualifications was to reach those
.rt

people who were always passed up in the traditional "compenscitory education" programs,

at times because they were considered "too high.a risk, ".at. other times because they
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lived beyond pie vision of recruitment officers. As one might predict, most of

these student; had police records, and most were unemployed (and thins found the work-
.

study pay of $1.50 an hou'r which the Program offered an adequately attractive incen-

although few expected to receive more than a summer's pay or a weird experience

from the project.
a

1, was the conviction o those organizing the program that the succes:s of the

students in it, would depend:on Intensive personal relationships and an environment

accepting of their past and present ways of living, The heart of the Prograni was the :

'CRP Cent)ir, where Program students got together and relaxed from the tensions of acting

"right" (or white) in the regular college classes. The Center was decorated by the students

and contained posters'of such men as Malcolm X. and Mao Tse-tung; listings of commu-

nity activities were continually posted as were news item's and activities involving Program
4t.

students and their community. Inside the Center, students were encouraged to iron out

complaints against teachers, administrators, or other officials; hold political discussions

questioning any and all assumptions about the existing order of society; and, in'general,

workout their hostilities against the white, established world. Scime have described

the'Cotlege Readiness Program as a,"halfway house." This is apt in the sense that,
.

while students were.expected to conform to the.behavior *expected of them while on the

college campus, inside the Center they were encouraged to live freely and express

their preferred tastes and hzbits However, the. term also leads to the misconception

that the world of the college was considered as an ideal, and "health "the total adjust-
.

ment to it.

Educctors speak glibly of raising the self-esteem of people of color. The College

Readiness Program did not articulate this as a goal, since even the articulation of such
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a goal/fends to imply condescension. Rather, students were considered and consider

. -
themselves -- worthwhile human beings who had been deprived of some of the necessary"

skills emd deserved opportunities. The fact that a CRP student might only read at a fifth-,

grade level was not seen as a reason for limiting hii educational or occupational goals;

it was only, viewed as a cause for acknowledging that hard work would have to follow.

From the start, Program students were given ,control over almosrall Phases of

the College Readiness Program. This included recruitment, student and faculty selec-
.

fon, and retention, tutoring, counseling and general program policy -ma tne.i.-
,

Perhaps' the only "non-negotiable" structure of the Program was the system of
sir

.classes andtutoring which Program students had. to follow for onesemester, or until
O

.

their grades reached a C average. Each student was given a tutor;
.
th.gre were twostUdents

per tutor. This ratio changed only once, during the secondl,summer When the ratio was..

one-to-one. Beginning with the second year, tutors were divided into groups under the

direction of tutor-supervisors, who in turn-were esponsible to counselors. Counselors .

A

assisted students in program planning, budgeting, and any of the many other problems- -
.

they.might encounter. During the first summer a large proportion of tutors cnd °
b.

counselors were while activist students from the College of San Mateo, but this changed

in successive semesters as CRP black and brown students moved up into these positions.

As of the HI of I968,.the structure of the College .Readiness Program looked as follows:

O

fDistrict Dicectorl

I

Lte P rie t ypists I 11 sec. (fulltime)1

1otatselors

thasiumgeNBanj

2 Counselor-assistants

1.14=2a=m,1
IL/k11
kmum5natm?w
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Each day during the summer, Program students attended one-andza4alf

Fours
. .

o f.a three-point academic tour of their choosing ('usually a
sua'

jed in i oe
.

V

.

the social sciences, such as h!stOry, sociology, psychology or philosophy), a one-houi
.

English class, one hour 9f counseling, c..i hor lunch break, and in the afternoon three
-/

hours of work for work study. After returning home atsix for an hour dinner break,
.

\ .
they were picked up again for three hours of tutoring.

...- .
T, .; ... ., .

.. .

Transportation to the College of San Matep was a major problem.. Most regular
. ' , . , ..:

ituderks, whetherliley- live in the county or elsewhere, have their own cars. Public'
,

.
transportation to the college from EastPalo Alto costs onedollar a doy, Idkes mere than

0 .

an hour each way, and is extremely irregular. Thus, in order to make college att ndanc4
0

a viable alteirnative, a special bus had to be chartered to pick up Program students in
.

East Palo Alto and surrounding neighborhoods and drive them to the college, returning

3

6

.
them home again in the evening. For the first week Of the.-summer 1966 piogram'sexis-*
s,

. -s. . ,

tence, whenever a student had been negligent about meeting the 'bus in the morning,
<,

tutors went out in cars to pick them up. "Onceenroltedstudentstedliz.ed they would'
..

end up at the college inany case, they made the busesand attendance was excellent

throughout the summer. Although transportation is still not' optimal, it continues to be

taken are of through this daily bus system.

Be or- the summer session; and again before each of the followir0 semesters,
r . '.. , .

tutors and counselors were given a' four-day in training session at'a retreat in the
J - ,

Napa Valley during which they were taught luftorial skills and helped,to gain a generar

. "

receptivity,to the cultures of those "students.they would'teach. In addition, tutors met
°

.
every Monday afternoon throughout the summer from 1-5 and for one full day, each week-

end. They were also given readings and asked to attend various community activities.
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The training was extensive and a great dealeof effort was also expended in ensuring6that

the tutors knew and trusted each other and solidified as a group. Thus, cohesiveness

was reinforced'at all levels in the %lege Readiness Program

.

In contrast to the prtriCfed high dropout rate, 36 of the.39 studeni.; completed

the summer project'. In the fail 34 returned as regular. college students, although hey

were still part of the College Readiness Program. More surprising even than this high

rate of return is that almost all of these 34 students arrived at registration With one or .

more friends.- By the end of registration it was clear that 150 students of color had

bought the idea of the Coiiege Readiness Program and,wonted ta enter junior college

sat Sr a Mateo.

From the fall of 1966 to the 'fall of 1968, the-College Readiness Progrfm remained ;,

bcisically the same in its philosophy and goals, ,although at times its unexpected growth

put strains on existing staff, decreased the number of staff meetings, and lowered aounselerr .

student or tutor-student ratios. By the fall of 1967, the program had expanded to include

25c,' students receiving tutorial and counseling help, 87 tutors (some cf wnom vier also
44

receiving such assistance), and another 200 students who, although not officially registered

with the Program, were actively involved in CRP activities. An radd:tionaf number of
.o

'students of color had entered the College of San MatecVecausa of its new reputation

of being receptive to them, but had not become involved in the College Readiness 'Program :6

This number had again increased significantly by the fall semester of 1968. At

this time there were 400 students directly associated with the College Readiness Program

and 298 indirectly associated with it. This included 395 students, 277 tutors; 26
p. . s.

tutor super-Visors. An additional 308 students, not registered at the college during the

fall, had been enrolled in the Program at some time past.
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e't Although the College Readiness Program had begun with a primarily black student

'body, it had expanded to setae a significant number of other students of color during

the intervening two years. In the fall of 1968, 229 white students were in the Program,

90% cf whom were serving as tutors. There were 85 brown studentvin the Program,

most of whom were directly related to it. There were also 29 Oriental:students, half
o

of whom were indirectly related to the Program,8 Native Americans, and 26 other non-

white students;in the College Readiness,Program. However, black students numbered'

302 and comprised 45% of all students inthe Programrthey also represented the largest

proportion of students using program services.on a drop-in basis and not assigned to

counselors.

Sex andage ratios have remained approximately the same throughout the Pro-
.

gram's duration. Of the fall 1968 enrollment, sixty percent were men and fOrty percent'
-
women. About four out of five students were single - the proporiion being 'somewhat

lower among students 'directly associated with the Program. Nearly 75 percent of all

students associated with the Progrcra were under 21 years of.age. Financial assistance

needs were most prevalent among the 200 students in the 2I-or-older age group.

In the fall of 1967, a year and a half after the Prograni's
.
inception, on 'Intergroup

AID

Relations Specialist, " Robert Hoover, was hired to spend part time counseling, part time

in relations,with.the minority community, and part time as assistant to the president.

The events leading up to Hoover's appointment illustrate the ambivalence of the presi-;

dent, the college administration, and trustees to the goals of the Program.. Miss Wirth

had asked from the start for an AfrO-American to serve,as .director -of the Program,

and her request had been supported by CRP students. The appointment of a white, middle-

class woman must have seemed safer to college officials. The long-a ;aited decision
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to hire an Afro-American, when it came in the forth of "Intergroup Relations Specialist, "

-placed Robert Hoover second in title and pay to Mss Wirth. And even then, approval
O

of Hoover, who had been endorsed by both Jean Wirth and,Program students, was preceded

by, a request for a pool of 25 interviewe.s for the position, not an easy task but one which

wc.-.3 rapidly fulfilled. However, despite the formai title, Hoover was unofficially con--

sidered the director by everyone in the College Readiness Program. When this position

was finally made.official in the fall of 1968, it was only because the .new president,
, -

Dr. Ewigleben, wanted one person to be in charge; Hoover and Wirth would agree to

a co-directorship but not to having only Miss Wirth in charge.

The background of Robert Hoover suggests all too easily that it was not lack of

credentials nor extreme militance which had caused this reluctance to have him as head

of the College Readiness Program. Hoover had received his degree .frora Pennsylvania

State UniArsity and his teaching credentials from San Jose State College. At the time

of his appointment to the College of San Mateo, Hoover was a trustee of the Ravenswood

Elementary School District of Menlo Pork and East Pala .4,1t3 and principal of the East

Palo Alto Day School, a community-organized day school.whith was providing supple-
I

mentary elementary and secondary- education on Wednesday evenings and Satu'rday

mornings to students in the community. If Hoover was considered a threat by the College

of San Mateo, he was viewed as a man of reason,.in his own community. One of his main

reasons for even coming to the College of San Mateo was to help to educate his own

people for leadership in their communities. Hoover was set on reversing the traditional

route-of black B.A.'sand Ph.D.'s out of their community..
A/

To comb'at this outward flow of talent and resources, Hoolver felt that it was

essential to keep students In constant touch with their neighborhoods all the time they
) I .. ---.

1
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attended college. One of the more notable projects established under Robert Hoover

while he was director of the College Readiness Program was one called the "Teen Project...,"

This project ran in both the summer of 1967 and the summer of 1968 and consisted of c+

scheme whereby thirty College Readiness students tutored thiee hundred am.' fifty East

Palo Alto high school:students in the morning who, in turn, taught preschoolers in the

afternoon. Program students were also kept active in community issues. Their role as

recruiters for the College Readiness Program gavg them the additional link with high

-School age youth. Thus attendance at _the College of _San Mateo became for CRP students

a well-integrated life of standard academic instruction, special cultural orientation

programs, and community work; It was this combination which made the Prograin increasingly

successful. from one point oview,.but which seems to have made it frightening to the

college and helped to make its position increasinglylenuous on campus.

THE ACADEMIC SUCCESS OF CRP STUDENTS
.,.- .

Projects such as the College Readiness Piograrn have by dant tion two goals:

I) to increase the number of Third World students in the college, and 2) to ensure that,

once admitted, these students will be given the necessary financial, emotional, and

academic backing to succeed within the general framework of the college. While compen-

satory education programs have recently helped to highlight theneed for changes in

curriculum throughout the university, including ; breakdown of the walls between the
.

I

university and the.surrounding commmunIty, most programs have run on the assumption

that, except for remedial courses,their students would have to accept and succeed in the

. , .sfandal.d college curriculum. In fact, students have generally been wary of receiving

non-standard curricula and in such projects as SEEK, the lack of regular college credits
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for classes attended-has led to protest by students. At the College of'San Mateo, with

the exception of reading labs and a number of "non-transferable" English courses used

also by many non-academic students !and generally shunned by CRP students) the school

did not offer any compensatory courses is)r this new group of students. Thus, though

one may evaluate the Program using perhcps even more significant criteria such as increased

political and social awareness or the development of the self, a review of the number of

students who remained in the college and the grades they received is a good indicator

of their success as judged by the more traditional college standards.

Although rnost educators Within and outside the college have been openly enthusi-

astic about the academic achievement of CRP students, only one comprehensive study

exists which documents college achievement by Program students. Completed in the fall

of 1968 by 'Frank Pearce, Director of Research and the present Dean of Instruction at the

College of San Mateo, the study covers the period of summer 1966 through the fall of

1967. The investigation was updated in greatly abbreviated form in December, 1968 to

include the 1967-68 year; wherever possible, this more recent data is also inclUded in

the following summary. It should be kept in mind the trend of the Program's results

was upward, and that none of the data repotted below takes into account the summer of

1968, or fail 1968 of the Program.

According to Pearce, by the fall 1967 semestei-, there had been a total of 256
a

students in the College Readinesi Program, of whom 35 percent were no longer attending

the day school at the time. Of those students who had withdrawn, fifteen had completed

60 credits (received the A.A. degree) or transferred to a four-year college, sixteen were

a ttending the night school and so were no longer regular participants in the College

Readiness Program, which consisted largely of day-time activities, and only 59 students
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or 23 percent of the total had dropped ott of the Program and the college without having

come to a normal academic termination. This percentage of actual dropouts is in sharp

con:last to a rate of nearly ninety percent among non-white students before the onset

of the Program and an attrition rate of 75 percent among low achieving students in

most junior colleges in California:
7

and an (unofficial) attrition rate of 50 percent among

regular students at the College of San Mateo.

Extensive case histories were kept of all CRP students, and a review of them indi-

cates that even this attrition rate does not reflect academic difficulties of the students.

Out of the 59 (i.e. 23 percent) who can be considered "dropouts, " over onefdurth left

to o to work-because of serious finanCial problems, nearly a fifth left because of "family

problems" or "personal difficulties," eight percent were called into the armed forces,

and 20 percent-or only 15 students gave academic difficulties as their reasons for leaving.
1.

, (The reasons folwithdrawal of-the remainder are not known). Pearce notes in his report

that :it would appear that the withdrawal rate could be reduced 23 to 17 percent

simply by increasing the financial support for students.
8

The College Readiness Program has made a point of seeking out those students

who have been excluded from most college programs because of the exitless tunnel

of the tracking system. Although under the directorship of Hoover and Wirth it was anti-
,

thetical to the philosophy of the Program to select students pri the basis of proven academic

capabilities, Pearce looked at high school grades and standardized test scores to see if,

ex post facto these traditional indicators could be said to have any predictive value.

in determining which students would do well in the college. A review of the SCAT

scores of the 256 students showed that approximately three-fourths had scored at or

below the 25th percentile, and that their quantitative Subiest scores tended to be higher
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than quantitative ones. Ten percent of the Program students scored in the 50th 'perce'n-

tilk or above on the SCAT, However, the Standard Deviation on the total SCAT for

College Readiness students was 21.1 as .compared with 12.1 for all College of San Mateo

students. Pearce concludes thalt " the variance is so great that the reliabi:'ty of the

SCAT for Program students is practically non-existent."
9

Of the 87 tutors who had been part of the Pro-gram and were drawn largely from

the some group of students, 57 percent made a fatal score at or above the 50th percentile,

with 76 percent receiving at or above the 50th.percentile on the Verbal subtest and 39

percent making similar scores on the'cmatitative section:i°

Comparing College Readiness students' SCAT scores with grade point averages

in college, Pearce found that for those who scored at or above the 10th percentile on the

SCAT verbal subtest, there was an 89 percent probability that they would earn less than

a 2.0 grade point average. However, predictions were not made for other grouos.

Another common predictor of college achievement is high school grade averages.

College headiness students had earned a mean of 1.9 grade points on a 4-point scale in

high school (some had not completed the full number of years); two-thirds had earned a

high school-GPA between 1.4 and 2.4. This is:in comparison to a mean of 2.4 among

those. CRP students who had become tutors, and a similar mean grade point average among

College of San Mateo students not in the Program. The cumulative grade-point average

for College Readiness students at the College of San Mateo in 1967 was 1.6, measured

on a 4-point system. The mean GPA for student tutors was 2.3.
12

In the fall of 1968

the median for CRP students was 1.99 and and for tutors 2.44.
13

A comparison of high school and college grades of Program students in the fall

of 1967 showed a low correlation coefficient of .36. Among students with a 1.0 to 1.9

high school GPA, approximately one-half maintained the same average in college,
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one-fourth dropped and one-fourth increased their GPA. Forty-two percent of the

students who had maintained a C average or above in high school were able todo the

same in college, and 29 percent of the students who had earned less than C average

were 61e to earn a C average or better in college.
l4 LF

Again, however, high school GPA's were more predictive of tutors' college

achievement than they were for other Program students."Among tutors with ,1.-0 to a

1.9 GPA,,i-t-was found that approximately one-third showed no increase, while two-

thirds advanced one cumulative grade point. Two-thirds of the tutors with 2.0 to 2.9

high school grade point average maintained-the -same college GPA, while-16% went down

one cumulative grade.point and 16% went up one cumulative grade point."
51

More Program students reached the minimum "acceptable" level of C or better

in the fall 1967 semester than in the summer 1967 semester. Hoi,ever, this was accompanied

by a drop in the "good to outstanding" levels of B or better.

. . . the grades or program students during both summers

were approximately one-third And B grades, 40% C grades
durinn the first st.:=1:...r and 23% C grades during the second

summer, and about 15-20% of the grades were F and W.
During the subsequent fall semester, the,proportion of A and
B grades decreased by one-half, and the C and D grades
tended to remain constant, but the number of F and W grades
declined substantially during the following spring semester.
During the subsequent fall semester 1967, the proportion of --

D or better grades tended to remain constant, the F grades I6
increased, and the number of W grades decreased somewhat.

Because of the large number Of English classes, the smal! enrollment per class;

and the fact that 95 percent of the College Readiness students took one form of English

or another,. Pearce isolated the grades earned by Program students in the various English

classes offered by the college. Students scoring below the 25th percentile on the verbal

subtest of the SCAT were'usually placed in English\ 50A (a remedial course entitled
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"Preparatory Composition"); and those who scored between the 51st and 75th percentile

were placed in either the non-credit English A or ding and Compositione a

course offering transferable credits); onil those scoring above the 75th percentile were

placed in English IA.

In general, CRP students received fewer A and B grades than the proportion

of A and B grades earned by all College of San Mateo.students. However, "the dif-
.

ferences between Program students and all' students in the percentage of C grades for

classes in English A and 50A were insignificant. "t7 Students serving as tutors-received

much higher English grades, irrespective of the classes they took. Fifteen percent had

taken 50A, 49 percent English A, and 35 percent English JA; combining grades received

in these classes, approximately 70 percent of the tutors had received C grades or'better

in English.-
18

Moreover, even tutors who scored in the low pereeptiles on the SCAT

verbal subtest were as likely.to receive an N:gr,ade as they were a B or C.19

?}limn:1y indicate the benefits to the tutors of har ng to instruct other students In

English.

Until a special Reading Laboratory was organized in the.summer of 1968 by two

CRP-involved teachers. the regular Reading Laboratory was avoided by all but 20 per-

, cent of the CRP students, Of flue small proportions taking the regular Reading Lab,

results were insignificant in terms of total .GPA earned. "The proportion of students

who earned under 1.0 GPA and had taken the Reading Lab was three to ten times lower

than the proportion of students who did not have the Reading Lab or failed to complete

it." However, ". .the Reading Laboratory experience clearly helps the student who

is earning less than a 1.5 GPA to move closer to the 2.0 average, but the grade point

averages of students who earned above 1,5 average cannot be clearly relateeto their
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participation in the Reading Laboratory."'
20 Forty percent of those whose vocabulary

and/or reading comprehension was less than an eighth grade level when they began the

lab finished at the same level, and 60 percent advanced approximately one grade level,
2i

Althr.'jgh there is no data on the results of the Program-organized Reading Laboratory,

students were enthusiastic about It, claiming that they-did learn how to read.
. .

' ,

Pearce notes, as have others commenting on students in contemporary education

programs, that CRP students tended to select social science majors. Almost all CRP

O

students entered the liberal arts program. In 1967, !ass than three percent were in the

vocational-technical areas, even if they had started there before entering the College

Readin'ess Program. This percentage was slightly higher at the time of the December

1968 survey, however; at the time over six percent of the students had selected vocational=

technical programs. 22

This increase in the percentage of students entering non-academic programs,

even &ugh slight, indicates one of the main areas of tension surrounding the College

Readiness Program. ft may be that the few extra students choosing vocation-technical

fields did so because:of a clear sense of their abilities. On the other hand, there is

a sense of increasing pressure from the college administration to channel College

Readiness students into these non-academic ar as. Whether this is partially due lo

levelling philosophy which views no one group as \deserving "better" than the other,

or whether it is due to real pressures from outside groups such as the State Board of

Education. which in turn is responding to industry, is hard \to say. Certainly, if is true

that as the junior colleges now stand one of their main functionss to provide the training

grounds for industry. And, despite the Master Plan's promise of urimited access to

higher education, junior colleges cannot afford to become totally accclic institutions.
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While it would not seem disastrous to the American economy to allow 500 or so students

of color in a single college to enter academic fields, and might, in fact, even help to

keep the labor supply in check, theru-has been a growing tendency to channel CRP

students away froin academic 'programs the College of San Mateo.' Many students

expect th ©t in the future CRP students will be actively counselled to choose one of the

many vocational - technical areas of study.

FINANCIAL RESOURCES AND FINANCIAL AID
Aro

Junior colleges; in California, as elsewhere, operate under a tighter budget than
0

any other state institution of higher education. The College of San Mateo, which' maintains

the highest salary schedule of any junior college in the state, had an operating cost of.,

$13,401,409 (not including capital gains expenditures) in 1968. Approximately 12,000

day and evening students were served by 295 equivalent full-time day teachers and

368 evening college faculty. The annual cost per unit ofaverage daily attendance for

1967-68, without transportation Or financial aid, was estimated at $634.67. Most of

the college's financial resources come from district7raiseclfunds, which support not only

the College of San Mateo but also Canada Junior College and the still unopened Skyline .)

Junk!. College.

The College Readiness Program at San Mateo is conadered one of the least

expensive remedial programs for Third World students anywhere in thetountry. However,

the cost of the Program has nearly doubled each year and has consistently gone over even

increased budgets. Full-yec; budgets have been mainly for staff and for the district's

share of work-study programs. In 1966-67, $10,000 was budgeted and $29,851 spent

for the Program. In 1967-68, the cost of the College Readiness Program was $53,300,
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as opposed-to a budget of $33,430. In 1968-69, the expenditure was, $103,638; and the

budget request for 1969-70 is approximately $180,002. Budgets aretbsed on a predicted

cost of approximately $500'per Program student per year. Despite administrative resistance

to the Program, administrative staff and trustees are adamant in stating thai its ,operation

has not been a financial drain on the college. This is because amounts over the budget

seem to have been raised by the Program itself, and district sources have never had to

be tapped.

Financial aid above and beyond work-study monies provided by the state comes

through federal funds: National Defense Student Loans (NDSL), Federal. insured-Student
4

Loans (FISL). and Economic Opportunity Grants (EOG). Since EOG is a matching

programs however, additional financial assistance is needed from the college's private

In the summer`of 1968, federal financial aid allocations in the state of California

7

were cut by forty percent. When $150,000 of EOG matching monies were promised the

Conegc of San Mateo to be used for the 1968-69 academic year; CRP staff and students

were anxious to start a fund - raising campaign. The trustees' delay in appointing a citizens'

committee needed to seek private contributions - probably due partially to their desire

not to have any fund-raising.project compete with the bond issue needed for Caida

and Skyline Colleges, and perhaps partially to their general antipathy to the Program* -

*The official-reason given by the, trustees Tor tWdelay was that they first had to
conduct an audit into why funds had been used up during the summer. However, the
audit, once completed, revealed no "misfeasance or malfeasance". At the same time,
several changes were suggested in the emergency loan fund, and in order to keep closer

track of funds a proposal called for all CRP mail to go through the Decin of Student

Personnel's office, "checks removed and ,mai I forwarded."

4
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placed the financial aid resources of.the college in serious trouble. By IDcember of

1968, when ecitizenst committee was finally appointed, some 500 students had received
I

$352,451 in financial aid (an average of Jess than $700), by ut 130 had been turned away.
for lick of funds and another 500 had had to drop out of school altogethei because of

financial di fficties. This 500 was, or course, made up almost. totally or ThirdWorld

students directly counselled by or affiliated with the College Readiness Program.

One of the most pronounced areas of contention between college administration

and' Program members has been the financial aid office. Both 'CRP personnel and adminii-

katioli have been increasingly mistrustful and dissatisfied about the manner in which

existing financial resources have been allocated and used. With the rapid growth of the

COliege Readiness,...Program, the financial aid office had become understaffed in addition
'f

eing underfunded. During the past year, there have been three changeovers in

fi ncial aid officers, only the last of whom is a person of color. Interestingly, the present

officer, the first non-white, to hold this position, is a Mexican-American who was hired

o a trial basis during the summer of 1968 to complete a tripartite directorship with Robert

oover and Jean Wirth, and who was given the lob of financial oid officer after he did

not fly:L-4Jc outfl with the students. Each changeover in financial aid staff has-been accom-
"

panied by the perennial question of where, and how the money has gone, at the same time

as Caeg; Readiness students have 'felt 'increasingly that their financial needs have not

'been met, . ..,

N ,

It should be remembered that CRP students come from low income families, most ,-,

are not being supported by their families, 'and a number - both married and unmarried -,

have families of their own to maintain. Part or fulktime work on the side is difficult to

find. Not only is work scarce in surrounding communities, particularly for non - whites,

4i
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but the college is-isolated from commercial and industrial -Centers, with public transpor-

tation undepeAdable and expensive. 'Thus work-study grant, which simultuneously require

a full credit load of 12-1/2 units, scholiirships and, to dlessr extent, loans, provide
, .

the only realistic means of enabling many of these students to attend college. e pretz...
-

senffinancial aids officer estiniates-that cs

student through,a year of college; this in

much as $2,400 May be need'gd to get one

cdntrast to top assistance for white students;

a

e )

which has usually come to no more than $t 200.
."' -

Given these very rec.l needs,.it is still_common Opinion cmong.the administration

n4 trustees as well as the more conserva tive segment ofjhe college community that College

,
Readiness Students have been out to drain the college's resources and have

I
been quite

. .

adept at gaining far more than is their "rightful share." Unforturfltely, this,area of

discussion is tinged with class values and racial prejudices which are fueled by a variety
. ,. .. - / , . ,

wereof situations. For example, in the past financial allotments were often given in the form

of "emergency grants, " which meant that a student could not expect a certain, amount

during the course of the academic year, but rather was left to lusacvn resourcefulness .

in getting as much as possible out of the financiaLaid office. Under this system it,is
.. a

rumorethat one or tw o students managed to accumulate as much vas $5,000 in a year:
, .

This "emergency grants" system also helped to perpetuate the ircitional generalization

,,
of the middle-class that low-income people cannot budget. The financial office staff'

spent much energy wondering how they might teach these students to use their money

"wisely" so that they would not have to Came continually for funds.

The Protestant Ethic also seems to have. played an important part in the attitudes

of the more conservative members of the college community toward the use of financial

aid by Program students. A small-number of black students had expensive cari,`which,
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for those interested in finding fault, were 'parked conspicuously behind the CRP student

,center. said that a few students had been so blatant as to come openly to the

financial aid.officer for money for car payments. (It is an ironic truth that the-College

of San Mateo is surrounded by huge parking lots filled with,all kinds of e rs, from old

Chevrolets to extravagant Sports models, but, of course, these carvere not-owned by

"indigent".students.)

A discussion between the author and the president of`the board of trustees of the

college, Francis W. Pearson, revealed the following solution to the financial problems

of College Readiness students. According to Mrc Pearson, who is an accountant, these

students should attend the College of San Mateo for a few months, long enough to get

vocational training. Therience they had a full -time job, if they still wanted to go to

college-for an academic degree, they could attend the night school. It was Mr. Peerson's
. ... .

. .

*/. contention, however, that academic and pr'ofessional training were unrealistic expecte-
_

tions for these students. The unspoken con-elate, one suspects, was that after a brief

try at thiS fancy stuff they would realize where they belong.

'Because ofthe obvious difficulties of,the "emergency fund" system, and the

assumption of the president and his colleagues that the most militant students were .-receiving
. t 6the most financial 'aid, a new program of financial aids management has been instituted.

e ,-

According to the new'system, all students needing :financialiaid and Irving away from .
. .

,
home will receive $150 -a month, while all students needing financial aid and living at

-..--,.,,.._

morehame will receive $100 a menth. While-this-system is more equitable from the disperser's
i .. , . .

.
point of view, it will.probaklly result in serious difficultiesamong those receiving thc. funds.;

1

.

.
,

1!
,

is also qr:leitionable:whether such a means ordisiersing financial aid does not violate, .
r

the individual 'need' basis under which federal grarits for financial assistance are supposed

'to be allocated. ")s
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THE COLLEGE READINESS PROGRAM AND THE COLLEGE
4

Before going on to an historical account of the particular events which led up

o and were included in the dissolution of theoriginal Collage Readiness Program, if

should he useful to analyze the various sources of tension which'existed between the
,

Program and the College. One can attribute the violence on campus and the dissolution

of the College Readiness Program as it was known to a number of causes, some structural,

Some.eponamic,..and some having to do with individual personalities. An, examination

of these causes is particularly interesting as it reveals that whcif may appear as "weak
%.

spots" in retrospect can also be sources of strength during a,program's,devel opmem

Generalizaktons and possible implications can be drawn ,from what happened at San

Mateo and transferredto other college"situations. Hopefully, they will be useful in

preventing similcir disasters.

I. For the College Readiness Program to have been what it was, it needed the

loyalty and hard work of staff, students, and community members. Within the context

of the college, however, three people can be said to have been the pivotal points in

the Program: Jean Wirth, Robert Hoover, and Julio Bortolazzi. Jean Wirth acted as

the "nutrient" of Program; both before and after Hoover was inade,director, she gave

the program a totality of her, professional and personal self rdrely found in acadethic

circles. Her home was always open to students, a large proportion of her salary went

to posting bail, paying legal fees, and paying for whatever else the students needed in

order to stay in school. Robert Hoover brought to the Program an identifiable sense of.

purpose. Coming from their community, he linked students at each point to the goals

and needs of their.own people. President Bortulazzi provided the Program with ,a strong

administrative backing. Although he was often ambivalent about the Program's goals,
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there was a sense of trust between him and'Program individuals, and Robert Hoover and

,
Jean Wirth felt that they could count on his support at crucial moments. With the.

s ,

dedication of these three extraordinarily strong individuals, the College Readiness

Progkfm maintained its dynamic growth despite apathy and even resistance on the part

of more conservative members of the college and its community.

, On the negative side, concentration of sesponsibility in the hands of these three

people implied two possible sources of difficulty: I) that Without them at the helm the

Program would probably not be able to continue, 'at least aiong the lines set by them;

t,'and 2) that sisnitcant individuals within the university and community were not as in-

volved in the Program as.they might haVe been with less dynamic leaders, and would

therefore be less likely to offer support in times of need.

2. Cie important group not involved in the College Readiness program was the faculty

senate. Although the faculty at the College of San Mateo remained out of touch with

CRP activities, this was not due to its being a group inactive in aecin-making. Rather,

faculty participation at the College is effected through a strict committee system organized

along such divisions as the Committee on Instruction, the Committee on Personnel, etc.

Because the College Readiness Program did not fit into the spheres of any of the existing

faculty committees (and no move was made by the president or CRP staff to introduce

it into any one committee). the Program functione'd outside of these democratic channels.

This had the result of giving the Program far more freedom than it might have had had

it been-accountable to a faculty committee, ,On the other hand, it also resulted in the

alienation of CSM fdculty from the operation of the Program.

With the exception of,a half dozen faculty members who were involved in tutoring

or other activities, and two members of the administration who were sympathetic to and

remained in close contact with the Program, there was virtually no communisation between
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the College Readiness Program and the college at large.

3. Orientations and, values -within the College Readiness Program were at times

antithetical to those of the college at large. This can be seen most clearly through two

;hues: the type of course work chosen by CRP students, and the socio-polihcal orien-

tation of the Program. Because many Program students had suffered from the tracking

system and had had their,fill of trade and industrial courses, they were justifiably suspi--.,

cious of any such training offered by the College. Common experienCe with hi.-ing

policies of such industries as the airline Companies in the area had convinced students

that even aeronautic training did not lead to open-ended jobs. Courses which led to

no jobs were in machine shops, tool and dye-making and drafting. But even worse than

this failure to lead to jobs. vocational-technical departments at the College of San Mateo

hod long been known for their resistance to training students of color. Most resistant to

accepting non-white students were the health-related courses - dental assisting and the

2-year nursing programs. It was said that instructors didn't like the students' appearance

or language. The entrance requirements were always prohibitive, and if a student quail:.

fled through IQ or grades, she was often eliminated for "having the wrong attitude."

'Tgui; in a college in whiCh large numbers of middle-claSs white students focused on

vocational-technical training, low-income minority students avoided such courses, and

threw their energies to subjects leading towards transfer to another college and a B.A.

degree.

The socio-political orientation of the College Readiness Program apparently did

not cause any overt difficulty with non-Program individuals in and around the college

until the fall of 1968. However; as student demands, sit-ins, and a strike set these

students apart as a source of disruption, the attitude toward them as "revolutionaries"
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was extended to the community work they had been doing. At this time, such phrases

as "revolution or education" (a qommon'phrase of the president) became prominent, :Ind

it was felt,by the more conservative members of the college and surround:ng communities

that Program students, particularly because of their poorer academic backgrounds, should

not dilute their.energies through "community action."

4. The lack of.financial resources has been a threat to the Program from its inception,

although it did not cause a crisis until last fall. The cutback in federal financial aid

allocations in the state of California, on the one hand; and the failure of the two bond

elections, on the other, put funds for the ,College Readiness Program in competition with

other priorities of the district. Moreover,, defeat of the second bond issue was partially

blamed on the College Readiness Program by such groups as the board of trustees, who

felt that these students had both "actively campaigned against the second bond, "

(supposedly because they objected to the building priorities to be given the money)

and had made passage of the bill next to impossible simply through the "activist" repu-
,

tation which they,had given the college. Home owners in San Mateo county are taxed

at rate of 35 on every $100 of their owned property. Understandably, most fee!

strained by this tax and are particularly ,resistant to the idea of payinb taxes to support
c

any group which might pose a threat to their social and financial security.

5. A problem which has probably inflUenced all others is that of culture conflict,

or, from another point of view, racism. The first sign of difficulty appeared quite

early in the Program's hisiory. In the fall of 1966, the College Readiness Program had

been given temporary headquarters in the bomb shelter under the administration building.

While the,CRP Center was thus centrally located on campus, it was also next to the offices

orbuildings and grounds personnel and had the character -- with its lively posters and
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informal atmosphere - of being an intruder amidst the more serious business of atomic

protection and maintenance. Moreover, buildinas and grounds personnel had

walkwalk through the Center to get to ter offices, which provided a continuing source

of tension for both groups.

Around_exam time of the first semester this tension reached a. crisis. One_of the

secretaries had been in the habit of talking loudly about her fear of being raped each
cn,

time before she entered the Center on her way to her own office, after which, according
41.

to Program people, she would walk provocatively past the group of CRP staff and students

and then-lock herself in her office. When a visitor came to see her boss one day, she

would not open the door, believing the knock to be that of a CRP student. Finally, a

student made a lewd remark about what she was doing inside. Hearing this, the girl
4

opened the door in outrage. In the next few days a petition was circulated among

secretaries of all departments in the college asking for the removal of the Program.

According to CRP staff, signatures of the secretaries were largely consonant with the

overt or covert views of their bosses. Equally interesting, however, is the fact that

secretaries -- an occupational group Which very rarely organizes even for increased

salaries had gotten together on the issue of the College Readiness Program.

The result of this petition was the immediate transfer of the CRP Center from the

administration building to much better quarters in the Student Center. "A large section

of the cafeteria was walled off with two small offices created for the'directors. However,

the need for more space became clear later in the year when the Program had grown

tremendously and there was hope of adding to the staff. In the fall of 1968, the Center,

was once again transferred, this time to the Horticulture Building on the outskirts of the

campus. However, even here the Center and Program students were not entirely free

from the criticol eyes of the college, nor was their isolation conducive to the goal
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of integration verbalized by the college at a later period. There was much covert cri-

ticism of the decor, which was finally destroyed by policemen during their stay on campus.

Student cars were watched with an eye to conspicuous consumption among black students.

The view of the new president, Robert Ewigleben, that the Center was "hostile territory,"

-is-probably-not unique-to-h although -he- has- never-shown supporrfor-the -Program .

Considering that the Center had been relegated to this lonely outpost on campus and that

a strong attempt had been made by participants to-develop cohesiveness and dignity in

the face of increasing adversity, this hostility may have existed -- particularly in relation

to official administrators. Most college students not involved in the Program as tutors,

tutor-supervisors or counselors simply never entered the area. It was said that before

the. crisis few non-Prow:3ra students knew more than that the College Readiness Program

existed. This lack of communication between the College Readiness and general-students

cannot be seen as due only to the Program's philosophy of developing a unity within

itself. Students at the College of San Mateo, like those in most junior colleges, have

tended to be apolitical; few have used the college for more than the expediency of

gaining their trade or the Credits necessary for transfer to a four-year college.

It was these, and perhaps other less identifiable, tensions between the College

Readiness Program and the College of San Mateo which put the Program on shaky ground

when the new president assumed his duties in the fall of 1968. However, these tensions

in themselves.might never have led to a crisis if a number of other coincidences had not

intervened.

DISSOLUTION AND REORGANIZATION

The events of the fall of 1968 can be briefly summar:zed as: I) the presentation
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of demands by Program students, 2) failure by the administration to act on any of the

demands, 3) a series of violences perpetrated by students on and off campus, 4) the

closing of the campus followed by its reopening under "full police protection, " 5) the

"reassignment" of Robert HoO.Iverand Jean Wirth to other duties, off campu-, and

6) the general deterioration,and dissolution of the College Readiness Program as it had

existed for two and a half years. However, even these events occurred after a series

of other unfortunate incidenti had taken place.

The first marked change in the status of the College Readiness Program occurred

with the changeover of the presidency at the onset of the schOol year. It is not clear

to what extent President Julio Bortolazzi's acceptance of the post of District Superinten

dent and President of San Joaquin Delta Junior College was motivated by a simple desire

for a new setting. Bortolazzi had been president of San Mateo for twelve years, a

substantial period for a president to 'stay at any one college, and it has been said that he

did not realize that the Progr. ...ould not be able to continue without him. On the

other*hand, the choice of the new president (made by the trustees and raftfied by the

faculty), indicates that an extremely different kind of president may have been wanted.

This leads one to wonder to what extent President Bortolazzi's resignation from the College

of San Mateo was prompted by the changing climate of the college community.

Whether or not one can regard Bortolazzi's withdrawal from the college scene

as merelj, an unfortunate coincidence, the new president brought to the office a distinctly

new manner of dealing with situations both on and off campus. President Ewigleben himself

describes Bortolazzi as "the last of a dying breed, "and sees hirhself as a "democrat, "

responsive to those around him, and also able to delegate power. It is important to ncife

that there are a number of similarities in the philosophy and behavio'r of President Ewigleben
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and other college presidents who have assumed' posts during the last two years of

student activism.

-1
To College Readiness staff and student's, one of the first signs of change was the

difficulty they encountered in trying to see the new president. President Bortolazzi's

door had always been open to faculty and students; President Ewigleben often could not

be reached, and scheduled meetings between him and Program staff or students.were

delayed numerous times before they occurred. Equally discouraging to communication,

it was felt that, once in the meetirig, the president could not be pinned down on any

issue. Whereas President Bortolazzi had often said "no" but then had changed his mind,

President Ewigleben remained aloof from all discussion or commitment. (This difficulty

in receiving a direct statement of a position from the pi'esident has apparently not been

restricted to Program individuals, but has been experienced by other student groups on

campus, as well as community organizations.)

The lack of communication between the new president and CRP participants was

exacerbated by a political change which occurred at the same time as he assumed office.

o A

Because of the opening of the Canada campus and the prospective opening of Skyline

College, a new position of San Mateo Junior College District Superintendent, separate

from that of,the college president, was created. This separation of the presidency from

the office of superintendent put a new distance between the college and the board of

trustees. More important, although a superintendent had been elected,' he was not able
patf...0

/ to assume the new post until December. In the meantime the three college presidents

maintained the position on a rotating basis. Thus a good deal O'f President Ewigleben's

energies during the first weeks of his new office and the new sailool,y'elar were consumed

by district-level activities and problems. Finally, the expansion of the San Mdteo
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-Junior College system was accomplished through the use of several College of

San Mateo faculty and administration members who had been relatively supportive

to the College Readiness Program. Their removal from the scene left disastrous

breo;:s in the lines of communication from CRP members to administration and the

board of trustees. Amidst this dispersion of administrative leadership, the Program

was suffering from sz particularly serious crisirin staffing and funds. Four counselors

had been requested to take care of the nearly 800 students now involved in the
ic

Program. These had been hired, but with the students' rejection of one of them

(the man who became Financial Ai ds Director), and the president's refusal to

replace him with someone more acceptable to them, two were left. Jean Wirth and

Bob Hoover were given the task of helping with the counseling, training tutors,

and teaching faculfy,Meeting daily with the administration'on 'racial issues., giving

frequent talks in the community. and serving on a state-wide committee on the dis-

advantaged. Finally, while Hoover wa3 to play a major role in the Urban Coalition,

Miss Wirth was'to make periodic trips to Washington and serve as consultant to

other schools.

The cut in federal allocations to California meant drastic reductions in

work-study payments and student loans. And the financial aids officer of the

preceding year had been one of,the College of,San Mateo staff members to take

a post in another college, so that CRP students Were confronted by a new officer

who knew little more than the fact that the college was short of funds. (Throughout
f.

the first months the trustees continued to delay appointing a Citizen's Committee

to raise matching, funds-for the $150,000 from Washington.)

It was difficulties such as these which helped to give-rise to the series of
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demands. which Program students presented to the administration on October II, 1968.

And it was-these 'same factors, centering largely around the changes in the lines

of power in the San Mateo Junior College District, which continued to exacerbate

tensions throughout the fall semester.

The most obvious additional impetus was the situation at San Francisco State.

The two =lieges lie some twenty miles apart, and there has bieen regular commu-
o

nication between Third World students in them since the beginning of the trouble

at San Francisco State in 1967. The eleven demands presented at the College of

\San Mateo largely duplicate those demands presented at San Francisco. Although

a duplication can be attributed to similar pre-conditions equally well as to

the sire le fact of communication between students, the latter interpretation is

the more popular among the large numbers of subscribers to the "conspiracy" or

"outside agitor" theory.

Not surprisingly, College Readiness student demands centered around the three

following issues: changes in thikcompositio. n of the financial aids office and in the

allocation of financial ,assistance; increased funds for tutors and counselors in the CRP;

and a 'specific Third World curriculum open to Program as well as general students.

These demands were reviewed, by the administration as well as the faculty senate on

October 16-18. However/ despite senate recommendations to act on a number of the

demands, nothing was done toward\this end. Two months later/ after the college had

"blown up," the board of trustees emphasized to public sources that some of the demands

would have involved infractions of state rules hacrthey been met, others could not be met

simply because of inadequate funds, while still others -- such as the demand for

a new area of studies -- could not be decided on without approval from the State

hoard of Education. However, these objections were not expressed at the time.
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The next overt.move by the administration (backed by the board of trustees).

was the suspension of Robert Hoover from his position as CRP director on November I.

The ostensible reason for this action was the fact that Hoover, in permiiting.an

activist counselor to remain in the Program, had defied the order of the president,

who had wanted the young man removed and had asked to be:informed should this

counselor "appear on campus." It should be remembered in this context that CRP

guidelines gave Program staff and students total control over the hiring and firing

of personnel. Moreover, the counselor was a volunteer, so that the hiring and

firing. was in no way part of the jurisdiction of the college. Hoover's response

to the president had been that while he;Would not stand'in the Way of:any:action

that the'College,tnight take, the counselor was serving the-Program with dedication

and that he'could not remove him until Program members became dissatisfied with

his services. The president's suspension of Hoover was rescinded three days later,

largely due to a request by the governing council of the academic senate.

Relations between the administration, the trustees, and the College Readiness

Program representatives ccntinued to worsen throughout November as students

dropped out because of the lack of financial aid. On November 28, someone set
. .

off.a:small bomb outside President Ewigleben's office, and a number of small fights

broke out. Several students were suspended, a number expelled, and criminal

charges brought against a few during the next weeks. The college existed in a

state of high tension.

On December Il, the board of trustees ruled that out-of-district students

would no longer be eligible for the College Readiness Program. This ruling in

effect eliminated a group of Mexican-American students from San Francisco and
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Oriental students from Oak lelnd which thetProgram had planned to bring in. Funding

for twenty Native. American students already recruited hcid been pretty-much guaranteed, ..

from the Bureau' of Indian. Affairs and other groups. The new ruling meant that ;,
. . T=,.. -,

these students could not come, no matic-Ir what fundinewas prov-iode-d.- No one in
N ' 1, 1 .i . .

thv College Readiness Program had known about there being such a proposal or that

it would go Eseforethe Board. Since Program members considered recruitment of

minority students one-of the main,goals of the College Readiness Program, and were
a

attempting to increase the number of students of two poorly represented minority

ti

groups through the move: they felt that it was their right to be consulted on such

changes. On the other hand, the trustees resporided that decisions regarding geor

graphivil boundaries to be served by the college were not in the domain of students

and that they had had no obligation to inform the College Readiness program of

the change.

On December 12, a strike was called in support of the still unmet eleven
A

demands and to protest the president's suspension anci expulsion of over thirty students

of color during the preceding weeks of tension. ,On the Ilth a rally was called

at noon by a CRP student and leader of the Black Student Union. Over 1,000

College of San Mateo stude-nts attended this roily, which ended in 150 students

mares ing through the campus, breaking a number of windows in select buildings

and injuring eight students and Four faculty members. (Although the.march made

its way through the, entire campus, the Only buildings where damage occurred were

. those housing the vocational - technical ,sciences. In the vocational- technical buildings,

occupants attempted to stop the marchers by force, while in the other buildings

faculty and students made way,fo(them to pass peacefully through.)
)
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Not surprisingly, it has been said by individuals of all attitudes that the*

violence on the campus was instigated by,outside agitators, largely from San Francisco

State, who came,to the rally armed with'rietal, pipes and wooden canes. Out ,ot.. .'
some 500 activists on campus during thg rally, Police reports identify only ten-:,,,\ t

College of San Mateo students in the actual scenes of violent4. However., the
\

., . :-
point seems almost irrelevant in the light of the reprisals taken. Within halrcin -

i - 0

hour, police had been called one campus and-the college was shut down for the
,,

day. 'On the following Monday when it reopened, It 'was under the etcuPation ,,,
,-. ,

of 300 police officei's: Moreover, both Jean Wirth ancLRobert Hoover hacl been -'
.,

.
a

removed from their. positions in the,CollegeReadiness PrOgrani,and prohibited:

. .,
f romsentering the college campus. (Miss Wirth was later "reasiigned;',',.to a furl-,

.....:, .. - .,:' .4
time job' as an English teacher, whith she refused. Ficiayer was,giyen the lob ot

-.-- . - ---
. - , - .

Assistant District Planner ofi'Minority Piogra -...,a pOsitiOn Whichhereco6nized
.

had'only nominal power, but which he assumed for several months while waiting
,..- 4 )-.. r \

to enter his present post as full - tinkle employee of ,Nctirobe...ollegel) ,
`k ' al

i 4
. il:.,..-.;

The occupation of the College of San Mciteohy the police seems to have done
.. , ,' a, .. ,mac ./

more to destroy the4ollege Readinetsyrogram-n5an...any other type Cf.'isecurite
. .,. . -). '

measure might have done. First, polite establi hied heck points at the en lice
. . , .44,

to the college, ,and, although thpy aid not bother white4i3clent;, made searches .
.: .J.

'', , t . /-:-.J . .

of all cars carrying shiclents of color, in this way, a number of arrests v(el:e made
.

,.
"

4
on the basis of old warrants which libdTlever been served., Unpaid traffic violations,

. .

:barges of possessing narcotics, or resisting arrest -- these are part of the recdrds
- 2. 4

of most young adult's in urban,ghettos, and the College.of San Mateo had Lien
,. ,

aware of thearrest records of these students sinte,the beginning of the College

Readiness'Program-- However, on t 'recommendation of the CRP directors most
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: C.. studenis, stayed away from Campus. The fact that the remaining rooms or'the

Horticulture Balding were:given overfor police headquarters, so that pOlide-were.. , ,:. -.. .. :...
/.. .,- .

,..

, inch() out of the Center all`day, had alio discouraged many frOm going to the college.
,.. . . -

. -. r . ? ' i .. / /,
In the nextiitiiks the Dean of Student Services, a man withi notable sympathy for-the .-

* 0Prograin anilcht an increasingly unsympaatetic group of colleagues, was the role,. i = : 9.. .T. .. .. (I

of temrary,director. .But ,he maintained:his directorship over only an occasional
... .... :- . ,. .

.

white tutor who came around to see what was happening. Without the leadership
\ .

. . -.
<,

0.

of Wirth and Hooler, morale was so ,low that it looked to all concerned as ifthere

- would never,eiaain be a College ReadirCess Program.
0 *, ..

On the: Friday before Christmas vacation, a general.-faculty convocation
... , .

was called, At this meeting a motion was made andpasseci unanimously to the

.
effect that the action taken by the president was necessary in view of the circum-

stances and that he was supported in his attempt to protect the campus. This motion

was'probably leastinpdrt, an emotional response to the three' injured teachers

c.-tfendiTilhi meeting and to the fourth who-was still in the hospital with a scalp

injury. But, despite unanimous support giv,en to the president on the subject of

police protection, the faculty stood divided in their attitudes toward the College'

ReadineSi Program.. At most, a dozen faculty members had been in''olved in the
.

Program in any manner during the two and xi half years of its existence. Another.

25-30 had been and continue'± to be sympathetic to its goals, while, an equal
-. _

..

number were violently against it. Amidst jeering and shouting, motions to support..

the Program were mude, amended and rejected. Eventually one was passed stating

that the faculty "support College Readiness Students." Thus, by omission, faculty

disclaimed'any support for the goals of the 'Program or for its leaders..
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Fortunately, 'feeling for the students alone was strongenoughrito.bring about
0

a general liberalization of academic standards in the next months. Already during

Christmas vacation . a number of faculty members began to attempt%o assist students

in recouping -the academic losses causA by their absence from.school. Make-up

lectures and laboratory sessions were organized and tutorial' help given. Students

were:personally calledby their teacliers and urged to take finals. Finally) in

January, The faculty 'senate,voted that.the traditional attendance regulation be

set aside and that, whenever possible students be given credit for work completed
.

before the middle of December. The college also extended the deadline On with-
'' / ... . ,

/ . '1 ,
drawals from a class, in-the attempt to eliminate' F's which CRP students might

otherwise have received.

Despite this liberalization of grading, hundreds of College Readiness students_
.

did not complete the fall ;emesteror register for the spring. term. In April of 1969,

there were 130 students_in the Program; and only a small -number of students of color

in the college at' large. After the initial wave of dropouts by students who could

not attend college without financird aid, 'attrition among CRP students aid not let

up: but continued to increase throughout the semester, reaching approximately

55 percent by the end of the term. The most obvious reason for this mass dropout

was the conviction among the studentsthat the College Readiness Program was dead,N

0 They felt. thr.at the college's desire to eliminate the Program as they knew it was

made.eviClent through the removal of the two directors who had encompassed its

ideals and gave it their charismatic leadership. Thee attrition was furtheredlay the.

presence of police on campus and by the legal charges brought against the most

.promment CRP student leaders.
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At If one can accuse the College Readiness Program of having been a radicalizing .

, ,.
.

experience for its participants, one must also °understand the degree to which the

College of San'1t.ateo has acted as a radicalizing agent. The College Readiness

Program was established as part of an institution of highereducation, and its

leaders worked actively to keep students in the system. At time1 they were quite

conscious that movement in 'this direction`Meant giving a shake to.flie parent'institu-
, ,,-

tion; and within the course of the two years they began to feel 'that too great a

proportion of their time was devoted toward educating the college, as opposed to

their own students. However, it was the college, and not the \Prograin leadership,

which effectively removed students and staff from the confines of the established

academic world. A number of CRP graduate's are now on other campuses. But a

still greater number, particularly among those students who had been in the Program

less than a year. have retreated back into the uncontainable world of the ghetto

where real revolutionaries are made. Having observed for, themsel ,e's that a white

college was not ready to accept them, they, have moved one step further from,believing

in the ability of tir.e United States to deliver the Americark dream.

EPILOGUE-

In the spring of 1969, Dr. Fr'a" nk Pearce, author of the study of academic

achievement among CRP students, presented a plan to the faculty for revising the

College Readiness Program, Known as the Pearce Plan, its main thrust is the

integration of the P gram into the general college life of San Mateo. Tutorial

help is to be given to students of all colors, irrespective of ethnic identity, and

an effort will be made to recruit white students into the Program. There is to be
1\\
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greater emphasis on the vocational-technical fields of study. The ethnic component

of the Program is to be redirected into a new Ethnic Studies Division; which

will include courses in Afro-American, Mexican-American, and Criental-American

histories open'to all 'students in the &lege. Whether this pacific plan can be

'achieved as outlined is questionable. Despite the removal or withdrawal of most

activist students of color from the campui, it is unlikely that the college can retreat

to a position which permits education only within the traditional framework.

Probably much will depend on what happens in opposition to change encountered

by students.

In The meantime, the idea of a college program directed toward the needs

of Third World students is very much alive. During the police occupation and in

the weeks following the "reassignment" of Wirth and Hoover, a number of community
0

groups such as the East Palo Alto Mothers for Equal Opportunity; MAPA (The Mexican-

American Political Association), the Mid-Peninsulir Hunian Relations Commission,

the Palo Alto-Stanford Democratic Club, and the Redwood Citizens Against Racism

0

appeared at the college to protest the removal of Jean Wirth and Robert Hoover and

to support the College Readiness Program. These groups, as groups, were never

acknowledged by the administration and apparently had little effect on policyz:

making. But they have continued to support Hoover and Wirth outside the college.

In the last few months they have worked together with Wirth, Hoove'r, and a number

of College Readiness students and ex-students in planning a private college baied

on the principles of autonomy and liberation for people of color. The college, io

be known as Nairobe, will be situated in East Palo Alto. Because of a shortage

of funds, classes will be held in empty churches, schoolrooms and storefronts,
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and volunteer teachers will be drawn largely from Stanford, San Francisco State,

and other nearby universities. The community itself will provide a training ground

--as will as teachers,for the new college.

Nairobe will be open to any student who demonstrates his interest in being

trained for leadership in,minority and/or poor communities. It will extend the

idea of student participation from recruitment, student and faculty selection and

retention, tutoring and counselling, to curriculum development and overall policy-

making for the functioning of the college within the community it is to serve.

Perhaps the most striking form orstudent participation at Nairobe will be their

service on the board of trustees. The board will consist of one-third community

members. one-third faculty, and one-third students. Each of t ase three groups

will have equal representation of black, brown, and yellow memb

Such an enterprise runs high risks. There are problems of finances, of accre-

ditation, of administrative know-how. Those involved in the new college are

well aware of these problems. Any they are also aware of the difficulties which

any project centered around ethnic minorities will encounter. But the vision

which enabled the College Readiness Program to grow as it did has been reinvested

in the new project. Qne might now question whether any organization run on the

boldness and dedication of two or three individuals can lo7 survive; on the other

hand, one might equally well ask whether an organization without such leadership

is even worth undertaking.
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Chapter X: A Critical Summary

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM, AND WHAT,IS THE STATUS OF THE SOLUTION?

More than three years have passed since the assassination of Dr. Martin

Luther King and its aftermath forced upon the consciousness of the white commu

rtity the gigantic chasm which still yawned between those whose race Makes them
.

easily and naturally full participants in American society and those whose social

condition and past history convince them that they will be indefinitely excluded.

To some extent, this event called up the conscience of many members of k hite society,
,

and at the same time it revealed the rage which simmers in the communities of the

dispossessed. Amid the torrents,of rhetoric, there were some positive commitments

to action, whether those commitments grew out of a genuine will to change,the

situation( or simply a desire to hold ground a little longer against the flood of

pressiire for drastic social change..,

WO of the `kinds of-programs on which this study has focused grew out of
. ,

this atmosphere, and like other reactions at the time, they varied in the depth,of

conviction out of which they were born, and the extent of commitment they, actually

represented. Data from this survey can only show that slightly over seven hunclied

institutions were able to report that they did have something which they called \a

special program. This figure represents a relatively small fraction of the more than

4,000 institutions originally contacted, and less than a third' of those which chosen to

respond. At the same time, of those institutions which were willing to provide any
\

sort of information on their programs at all, 69% reported efforts involving less tha

50 students. On the other hand, some schools did put. forth substantial effort, with
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one midwestern university commiting itself to an increase of,500 minority group

students, and other public and community institutions admitting several hundred

students in some way "disadvantaged."

Any sort of judgement regarding the basic conviction underlying such moves

is, of course, the least possible one for such a study to make, but the impression of

many people involved with such programs is that a fair number of them undoubtedly

were born out of political expediency, either because the institution felt vulnerable

to political pressure from excluded groups or because a great deal of money suddenly

became available in this area and most colleges and universities did not want to

miss out on the trend. Such a judgement sounds harsh, of course, and it may, in

the end, be impossible for the founders of any program to prov'e satisfactorily the

nature of their intentions. Yet there are some telling indications at this point,

three years later, when the social climate seems.to have changed considerably:

One plain fact is that many of the programs 9J rveyed, and some of those discussed
o

at length in this report, are being quietly phased out. Professionals and students

report that, at those institutions that do still have programs, the orientction of

directors and other staff is changing, as more activist personnel are being replaced

with quieter, more traditional types. .:A few school officials have admitted their

Impression that the trend is back toward a search for more talented, academically

successful students of the requisite ethnic group.

What are some of the reasons for these trends? Some answers may lie in an

examination of the past definitions of the problem and the types of programming

to meet IL For those programs, if any, which were largely conceived as respOnses
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to political pressure, the cnswer is probably that the pressure is no longer felt to be-

there. But Many other factors have contributed to the unstable nature of these

efforts. For one thing,many program. were conceived and put into action hastily,-

with a minimum of planning. When the results have failed to meet expectations,

. it it all too easy to forget the lack of planning, .and to condude.that such efforts

are not, after all, worth the time and expense. Often, too, it was expedient to set .

up such programs outside of the regular institutional structure, a step which probably

enabled them to be put into effect.more quickly, but which has also rendered them

more vulnerable to attacks from other areas of the institution, even to abolition.

In the same way staff members were hastily recruited from among those who might be

.eligible, with very little attention giVen to the congruence of program staff members'

intention's for the program, and the intentions of the institution in setting it up.

The kinds of staff attracted to such progrbms tended to be young, members of minority

groups (with the exception of program directors), with more activist outlooks and

slightly lower academic status than other college personnel. Thus both programs and

staff lacked tenure-and other necessities for some sort of security within the institu-

tion. Because of conflicts in goals and style, turnover of staff`in such programs has

been high, and the programs have been even less stable as.a.result. In- this area,

there are indications of a shift, as observers report a new "generation" of program

directors and staff, more academically oriented and less overtly political.

One of the most crucial areas is, of course, the budget, and such programs,

in at least some cases, were begun because the money was there, whether from insti-

tutional, state, or federal sources, with no consideration given to the probable

fututfe of these sources. In many cases, the original source of funding has dried up,
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and the institutions,do not feel they can make the effort to find the resources elsewhere.

Irseems safe to say that, on most governmental levels, 'there remains a recognition

of the need to make continued special provision for higher education for socially

and educationally. disadvantaged young people, but the efforts at this time are, sig-

nificantly muted in relation to what they were-three years ago. State legislatures

are feeling public pressure to economize, and higher education has been one of

the'first areas to feel the pinch. Some state governments, of course, continue in

direct or indirect ways to make provision for special aid to such students;'there is

a drive to provide more two -year community colleges, easily accessibleft those
r.

from urban or rural areas considered disadvantaged. Many state dovemments have

provided special funds for financial-assistance to students from poverty backgrounds,

although in many instances these funds are now being cut back. Even in states where

funds for assistance to higher education are not actually being cut, there are certainly

smaller increases in aid in store for the, next year or two.

At the federal level, colleges and universities are certainly prominent among

those who complain that domestic spending seems to be a low priority of the present)

administration. At the same time, new administration proposals emphasize loans to

Individual students, rather than 4'Linds for special programs. There is at least recog-

nition of the political necessity 'ior prominent gestures toward:sectors considered

disadvantaged -- hence the recent aid.granted to predominantly black colleges,

as well as the increased number of research and demoistration grants awarded to

these institutions -- but virtually every professional involved in higher education

agrees that the efforts come nowhere near to meeting the need. It seems, at this
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time, that both governmental and educational institutions recogni e the need to be

(king something about higher education, for those who have been systematilly

edLcationally deprived, but that the effort falls far, far short in quantity and

quality, and is, in fee, being de-emphasized. It seems unlikely that, once admitted,

the responsibility will be entirely forgotten, butat the present time there are few

institutions or governmental bodies which are willing to make an ongoing financial

commitment to sustain special programs for disadvantaged students.

`In spite of,what may' be seen as a lull or regression in efforts to broaden

access to', the baccalaureate degree, it can probably be said thtt the institutions

will continue to recognize a responsibility to maintain greater ethnic and class

variety in their student bodies. Fewer schools will feel 'comfortable with all 4white

No,

enrollments or a few token black faces. But where once the problem was defined as

opening the doors of the college to many more young people of all races and 'providing

an opportunity for ihe educational development of those who had been deprived of

a successful acaderbic experience previously, today some Schools are more comfortably

resolving to take f4wer risks and to admit those who seem more assured of success.

The problem of academic success may be an important key to understanding

the basis for the apparent new direction in special programs; in many cases, institu-

Hans may simply have come to the bitter realization that the problem of providing

education for those vho have been substantially deprived in their previous schooling

is much more formidable than was thought; first attempts to attack the problem having

proven too optimistic, institutions are backing away in discouragement. There are

still schools which are, continuing to strugle with the problem of the seriously educe-
.

tionally disadvantaged student, but the burden may be falling more heavily on the

public institutions, theltwo-year community colleges and open admission institutions
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such as the City University Of New York. Even in these-institutions, the burden of

proof still falls heavily on the student; no one, it seems, has sought to ottack,the

;Problem by first redefining it. that is, by stopping to ask what it is that higher
O

education does, what functions it does and should serve even for more traditional

kinds of students, as well as for these special populations.

WHAT IS BEING DONE''''

The question of defiriition is one which deserves to be examined inconsiderably

gieeter,deiail, but before moving into this area, it is important to look at what has

=Welly been done, and how it has worked. As has been noted earlier, however,

,finang but "how it has:worked" has been an impossible task in all but a few cases
.

Few evaluations of any sort have been conducted for programs of this sort, and those

which exist are of a rather,specific nature to allow for generalizations t6 other prtwgz.lms-

or practices. CF the programs mentioned in this report, the mixed results achieved

by the Morgan State'College program are reported in an article by t-roe (1966),and
j ,

the Thirt.i..er: College Curriculum Project.at Florida A&M with its mixed effects
.

is

described in the dissertation by Groomes (1971). The Clark and Plotkin examination

of The Negro Student at Integrated Colleges (1963) is one of the few broad-based

studies of, that area, though its subjects, placed through the efforts of the National

Scholarship\ Service and Fund for Negro Students, were for the most part more ace-

demically successful before their college experience than the participants in most of

the special programs of the past few years.
- . -

The problems of evaluation of any specific program have already been men-

tioned earlier in this report. Besides the basic issue of what constitutes "success"

foi program or for student -- there are the questions related to the possible impact of
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1

ongoing evaluation on a program and its pcirtidiRants, as well 4s the possible harmful

repercussions for a prograrri whale eva'luation is not ntire ly favorable. There nay
4. . ' ...

well be evaluations of some.projraMs which are simply not being made available
I 4 .

for theie reasons, and other programs may, have i-eratnedfro,m.effortrat.evaluation
. . , / (

., ..
until they are .more secure or until an adequot evaluation proceduie can be designed.

, v
/

0 e
\ 4) '.

. -

Those few evaluations Which .do exist are almost/all based an ,comparative
, ,

. "...

grade pointaverages, sometimes including an examination of retentionritas. For
-

the most part, vich studies find' that attrition rates for special program stucieni4'ate
,

generally lower than rates for the general population of students at the institution;

that the grade point average of the special students is Slightly lower than the regular -;

students; but that the grade point average of these special students is slightly higher

4han some other comparable groups not in special programs..

Such studies leave us almost as ditch in the dark as we haPe been concerning

what specific kinds of things we may be able to do at the college level to deal with

the problem of educational deprivation. Itseems necessary to rely on intuition,

and on a few impressionistic evaluations of observers and participants at various

levels, in order to arrive at a listing of some areas which may be iMportant in building

a program with some hope of success.

In The area of specific remedial, practices and strategies, there seem to be

few such factors which have of themselves proved.Wccintribute t, success. Any
.. ,

courses Which are kbeled "remedial" already fade severe handicaps -with regard to

student acceptance and participation, though itiistecoming increasingly apparent

that students will give more regard to those courses which are offered for credit,
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as well they migh It seems that arguments for "academic purity" must be set aside

in determining the status of such courses if they are really going to be effective in

capturing the attention and efforts of students. A studerit who is not even sure of

the relevance of being in college° in the first place is not likely to blaze with

enthusiasm toward a course which identifies him.as a second Class citizen and does

nothing, so far as he can perceive, to further his progress toward a degree.' If

A

.his efforts in such a course are valued at nothing by the university, there may be

no. reasonJor, him to show by his behavior and achievement that ,he disagrees with

that assessment.

A remedial strategy which may prove to be effective on some campuses-is

the independent study center, if luch a facility is set up so that it is clearly a

relevant and stimulating, source of learning experiences, for advanced students as

well as for those having academic difficulties in certain areas. Utilization oF the

study center is a public statement of interest in individualized study with no necessary

statement as to level of work or reason kir going. It seems to be a promising way to

avoid the objectionable "remedial" label, and still offer resources for remedying

academic deficiencies.

Schools report varying degrees of success with tutorial programs, including

those which. use fellow students as tutors. T ors, like teachers, should,be.chosen

for their ability to relate to the persons they serve as.weil .as to handle learning
1

experiences effectively. Relying on student just because they are students may

not always guarantee tutors who have sufficient ability and skill to give effective

help. On the other hand, work between peers can be a more desirable learning

experience for both tutor and tutee.
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The organizational patterns,of the program will' be4important for the securi y

of both the students and the program itself. The relationship orthe program' to t e

rest of the university should be examined at the same time as the goals of the program

and some possible methods are being discussed; rushing into a program without/care-

fully examining any one of these arees,isinviting the kind of instability whi h has

'plagued so many previous efforts. There are, f course, good -arguments f7r giving

the program some sort of special status with regard to the-rest of the admi istrative

setup, especially for the sake of flexibility,ILt too often this sort of organization

can result in just the opposite situation, in which the administrators of the program

find themselves without significant legitim cy and in constant need of turning to
.

.. .
countless other areas of the university.bureaucracy for the authority tIto get things

encomplisbed. The issue oflegi, icy is one which should be examined thoroughly,
0

,
and the aim,,shouid be to create a pregra with sufficient autonomy to insure the

possibility of innovation and flexibility;kbut at the same time witlisufficient ties

to other sectors of the uniyersityto give i the status and clout it1needs within the

institution. The support and involvement Qf other faculty members are essential

elements in the achievement of this sort of ktatus. Without support from and involve-
!

!rient of leadership persons,on the faculty, these programs williremain vulnera
/ .

,

1

.

0 Tppenchges whose viability is dependent on political circumstance.

.. . Part of the definition of the goals of th program sholld be the extent to which

it will focus on ethnic representation. Most compensatorypriograms are' dealing with

one or more of several problems for which they art trying t "compensate" - educe-

, 1
fional deficiency, economic disadvantage, the so,1 effects which come from
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poverty, an the social effects which come from ethnic minority group status. If

an emphasis is to be placed on increasing successful participation in higher education

by members of minority groups, then the extent of their representation should be

considered. Is the program to be an effort to add a few token touches of darker

color to the face of the student population, or is there really to be a commitment

to insuring a large enough representation of such groups so that their members will

have sources of positive identification on the campus? To achieve such identifi-

cation, students will need settings in which they can feel at home and find status

in being themselves, not just a setting in which status is based upon their acquisition

of majority group characteristics. Dealing with this sort of Problem also involves

effective action to change the complexion, not only of the student body, but of

the professional staff of the university as well. If a,Student finds members of his

race only in his>special, isolated corner of the campus, he will conclude, with

perfect justification, that there is no place for him in the institution.

There are several things that can be done to provide the sort of psycho-

social 'atmosphere which may alleviate somewhat the feelings of being an outsider

on the part of a student from a background which has not oriented him toward college.

9

Whatever factors the university may feel it has the power to affect, there should be

an awareness that .1 these conditions contribute in some way to the student's affec-

tive at the college. Perhaps these factors can be grouped into two major

areas: the need for non-traditional students to have an opportunity to come together

in some sort of protective and encouraging solidarity, and the nee..i for them to feel

themselves an integral part of the university community. These needs may seem at

times contradictory. A crucial example of the problems they present is seen in the
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question of housing for ethnic minority students. We have spoken of the need for

o solidarity, not only because the alien campus can be a lonely place, but also because

a iota! and forced integration can rob such students -- and the rest of the school

as well -- of the benefit of.their cultural identification, an identification from which

they and others on the campus.have much to gain. It seems, therefore , that it would

be a mistake to scatter such students in isolated fashion all 'lover the campus.

In the effort to appear 'beior-blinecir to expose majority group students to
9

- I

minority group students, total integration may be counter-productive. For cultural
1

0 ../
traits to gain optimal expression a certain critical mass may be necessary. On the

other hand, any system of separation has its obvious dangers. To the extent that

ethnic separation becomes rigidly fixed and is enforced by law or tradition, to the

extent that free, movement in or out of the separate unit is precluded, we approach

.

unhealthy and undemocratic conditions. mere is no one sure way of walking this

tightrope, but each institution can take into account its own circumstances and

facilities, and can undertake to insure that there will be ample opportunity, climate

and facilities for interaction among and between groups.

The problems of commuter institutions bear special attention. Where, commuting

means a journey of several hundred miles or more, university staff -- counselors,

instructors, and financial aid officers -- should be aware of those aching feelings

that can afflict a young person far away from home and in an alien environment.

If a program on a residential campus must consist of daily commuters only, it will

be more difficult, and more necessary, to encourage,a full participation in the social

life of the campus on the part of the special students. In ibis sort of situaion, there

is danger of the students being perceived, and perceiving themselves, as outsiders,
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not really wanted on the campus, but tolerated on a temporary basis. Where the

program is composed of some students living on campus and some commuting daily

from home, there can be special opportunities for developing closer relationships

between these two groups of students than those which occur in the crOssroom.

The students in the dormitories have the advantage of the kinds of educational and

social experiences which come from "rapping" in a dormitory room or hall late into

the night, and the commuters are fortunate in being able to remain a part of the

community outside the campus. Both groups of students have much to share with

each other.

Concern with social life on the campus for special students should not be

limited to making sure that college dances are "integrated." To forget what non-

traditional, students have to offer,to the rest of the school is to pass up a variety

of possible advantages. If there is enthusiasm for cultural nationalism, for political

and social activism, among these groups, the university may well conclude that this

is so much for the better. If the school becomes a willing forum for such cultural

activities, a place willing to learn as well as teach, then the students may mare

easily conclude that they have a place there. And at the same time, the quality

of education which actually takes place there may be increased.

The pOlitical and sociOl\orientations of students should also have an effect

on the focus of the special program. If political action, is seen as a significant

and relevant field of "real-life" activity, then it may serve as an excellent learning

.

environment as well, and encouragement of social action through the program may

be_o_vitabro_tixating_factor_to_the..studentirying_to-determine whether an academic

duccitiqn is relevant to his needs. There are many who would argue that this kind

of education-through-action is more truly education in the most basic sense, and
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that all students could benefit through this type of learning. It seems likely that a

program which includes this sort of focus has a better chance of success, through its

effect on the student's perceptions of the university's relevance, than a *gram

which concentrates solely on academic remediation. A black student organization

at one school, for.example, has combined political and social activities with a

self-help system in which students make available books and notes for courses they

have taken hi the past, and volunteer their services as tutors to students presently

in those courses who approach the organization for help.

These sorts of considerations are all manifestations of an approach which

takes into consideration the group's, and the individual student's, strengths as

well as weaknesses. In the affective area, this means not the 'process of overcoming

his social differences as they become obvious in the context of the university, but

of turning those differences to the advantage of his own education and the education

of other students as well. In the academic area, it means looking at the kinds of

knowledge and learning styles which he has, and building on these to produce new

knowledge and new skills. Programs which choose learning materials such as

literature which comes out of the same background as the students in the program are

making a start in this direction, and almost everyone connected with programs which

use this approach report that it is effective. What remains to be seen is how we

move from this strategy for involvement in the learning experience to related

strategies in the mastery of broader competencies, skills.and understandings.

Additional features of the design of the prOgram which can play a signifi-

cant role in its success or failure relate to the most desirable mix of structure and

flexibility. It seems clear that many sfudents with the typical experiences of educe-
d

Honel deprivation need a certain degree of structu)e to encourage their intellectual
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development. There are programs which, in the interests of flexibility and openness,

seem to have placed the burden of direction and motivation squarely on the shoulders

o the students, and there are students who flatly state that they do not feel there is

enough direction provided them by their programs. On the other hand, the advantages

of flexibility acid open learning are extremely significant. In the first place, in

an area where so little Is known, there is a constant need for innovation. It is also

true that the educational deprivation and even brutalization of many of these students

has taken place in an atmosphere of coercion and the most rigid structure, a structure

that has usually emphasized most of the -...Tong things and few of the right ones. It

is not easy to arrive at what may be the most effective mix of structure and flexibility,

but there are certain areas for concern. The first is accountability. It is safe to

say that students must, at some point, be held accountable for their progress at school.

Accountability is on important part of any learning situation, but especially so as

we move toward more open and flexible situations. The duties of faculty members

should include instructional leadership, provision of adequate learning resources,

helping studentsstudents to expand their sispirations, their options, and their devd oPment.

The student, on the other hand, must be held accountable for progress in work, for

utilization of what isa valuable social resource -- the institution. Students should

i
be allowed to do their ovitt thing, but in the framework of some agreed-upon purpose.

It is clearly a dis.seryiee to let a student simply exist at the institution when it is

plain that he is failing to gain anything, that he is, in fact, just ,kidding himself.

Standards of accountability may be defined in terms of Certain norms for the institu-

tion that is, the standard credits which are required in order to gain the credential

. which the school offers. A more 'detailed system of accountability could utilize
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a system of criterion mastery, using as criteria those specific areas which, step-by-step,

are part of the learning process.

cccountability is to be more individualized, a principal area requiring

attention is that of length of the student's participation in the program. If it is

a one year program, must students sink or swim at the end of that year, or can they,

at the other extreme, continue indefinitely spinning their wheels in the first year

of their college experience? Obviously in such programs there need to be specific

points for stock-caking, opportunities for the student and his advisors to reach decisions

about future strategies for.him. A preferred pattern is the program which follows
0

such students through to, the completion of their college years. In the instances in

which they are to be given extra time to complete the requirements, on what basis

is this to be done? The answers to these kinds of questions depend in part on the

characteristics of the institution, the nature of the program, and the characteristics

of the individual student. A great advantage in determining them can be the simple

act of consulting the students: It has been proven more than once.that students

can bring a great deal of wisdom to such problems concerning their own education,

and a program may be able to go a long way toward solving such problems, as well as

gaining other kinds of advantages, by including provision for meaningful student

participation in its structure. Obviously, since academic progress depends upon a

cooperative relationship between students and faculty, this heavy dependence on

student input must be balanced with meaningful faculty particl, lion in such planning.

Where mutual agreement and commitment are achieYed, chances for the success of

individuals and programs are likely to.be improved.

0
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Among the practices and strategies encountered in this study, a few other

features should be mentioned. 'The success of pre-enrollment programs has been

referred to earlier. It seems that much can be accomplished when the admission of

:pedal students is anticipated and effort is directed at the improvement of their

readiness to participate in higher education. Obviously those programs whilh start

early In the life of the student (junior or senior`high school) are likely to be more

effective than those which start late. However, such experiqrces offered in the summer

prior to admission and even a few weeks prior to enrollment can be helpful. Where

it is at al° asible, institutions should took to the possibility of utilizing the strengths

of such programs. In Connection with this strategy, where a school is unable to

provide facilities for an extensive pre-enrollment program, much may be accomplished

by careful planning for a thorough pre-registration orientation program; registration

days' on a university campus are all too often disorienting for students of all kinds.

It is possible, however, to design an orientation period full of experiences intended

to make the student from a non - middle -class background more knowledgeable about

the process and feeling more at home on the campus before the full onslaught of

students, fee lines, and computer cards begins.

It goes without- saying that the process by no means ends with better prepare-
,

tion, orientation and registration. There are considerations which must be tended to

at registration which have important implications for subsequent aspects of the program.

In the setting up of classes special attention must be given to the size of the groups

to which these students are assigned. Although they may survive some large group.

learning situations, it is obvious that the fewer students for whom each instructor
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has responsibility, the more attention she or he will be able to give to each. It

is this opportunity for individual attention when needed which often spells the dif-

feence between success and failure. If possible, classes should be grouped with a

reasonable variety of academic proficiency represented among the students, so that

there will be opportunity for stimulating interaction among students at different

levels, as well as natural settings in which peer tutoring can occur.

SOME PROBLEMS

Whatever successes may have been achieved in providing a college experience

for young people who in the past would not have been able to hope for one, there

remain many problems in a variety of areas which continue to hinder such efforts.

We have mentioned many times the numerous problems connected with evaluation

of such programs, and this problem, in turn, has meant that assessment of drawbacks

to the effort is largely impressionistic. Most problems, however, can be stated with

accuracy.

The financial situation is approaching the crisis level at this time. Many

institutions feel that they are in danger of lacking funds for meeting the essential

needs of their usual student population, and they cannot bring themselves to take

any steps which might result in cutting back their services to this group. As a result,

the level of available funding for special programs is especially low. At the same

time, where an institution is still willing to commit some resources to the problem,

fiscal management can sometimes present obstacles. Too often, there is a reluctance

to release available funds to one operation, and the money may be distributed so

as to avoid giving any control to Those who are actually in charge of the program.

Students, too, may run into parallel problems with the financial aid that is offered
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to ihem with university officials rake r openlrshowing tack of faith in such young

people's own powers of fiscal management, and making arrangements for distribution

which pointedly preclude handling by the student. With the program effort degene-

rating into one big mass of complaints about money, little education can take place,

except, as one student observed, "education in the art of survival."

If we can assume an atmosphere where the mole basic necessities for survival

are assured, then there are still more complex'problems to be met. Perhaps the first

to be dealt with is the students' attitudinal relationship to the university. If students'

comments are contrasted with statements by university administrators, it seems to be

inevitable that there will continue to be conflicts in student and institutional purposes.

Yet there is no reason to believe that these, differences have to be so great. There niay

be the best of intentions onthe part of an institution which has resolved to take in

a certain population of students with academic handicaps, usually the result of

deprived social status, and make an earnest effort to eliminate these handicaps and

to provide a "college education" for such students. Yet the student'i definition of

a "college education" or what it should be may be so at variance with that

of the institution that he sees little need to acquire one, and little need to expend c

the effort to "remedy" these deficiencies which the college sees in him. ° The

university may be tired of hearing itself characterized gs a factory for producing

successful emp165,eas of "the system," but if that is how students perceive it, the

problem exists no mt. ir how little this description corresponds with its intentions.

If a student from a different social background, or a different cultural or ethnic

tradition, feels that the tendency, .if not the intention, of the institution is to work
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for his assimilation, then the university itself would do well to examine its own commit-

\
\ment to pluralism. Higher education itself could be so radically and promisingly

\
changed by the realization on the.part of both the institutions and thit new popu-

.
. . .

1?.stion of students that the advantages of broadened access are on both sides. It
.

thestudents want to "change the world," beginning with the university, then the,

mo attention given to their ideas by the institution may man the more the

fution\stands to benefit from its new constituency, and at the same time the students

may be\ encouraged, on their part, to recognize the ways in which the college.
.. .

experie ce can equip them to accomplish their purposes. This kind of exchange,

,with,the ;ncreased respect it stands to bring about, may help to alleviate also the,
k 1 I ,

gap whicbkriiay exist between the young people's roles as students and their identity

\
on-the campus as targets of a compensatory effort. This problem needs to be examined.

,...

very closely and attacked with,imagination; as long as the students are stigmatized

in thieway on the campus, it simply will not be possible for them to partake of what

is perhaps the'rnost educational aspect of the college experience, membership in

a community of sincere intellectual endeavor. This is the kind of experience which

N
must be fosieredl, and until it is widely recognized that the special students have

something unique to contribute, they will not be able to be "full members of that

community.

;61

can at once participate as equals in all ripe s of college work. Again and again,

programs considered full of promise run head on into the unsolved problem of learning

disabilities and inefficiencies, a problem which has hardly been dented, especially

Yet at the same time, it woul not be realistic to think that. such students
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as it applies to young adult learners. What the university is taking upon itself is

the responsibility of making up, in some way, for the years of neglect or worse

which these young people haVe received in primary and secondary schools. Whether

this responsibility should have to fall on them is another question, but the problem

of this kind of serious educatiOnal deprivation cioei'exist, and the biggest question

is how, not whether, to deal with it.

Perhaps one of the first steps toward meeting this problem is to change the
. , - -

approach from one of predictive selection to one of prescriptive development.
, , , .

is all too easy to look at selected test scores and imagine that these figures contain

all there is to be known about how c student performi andwill perform, what he

will achieve. The science of education must be enriched with the kind of knowledge

thit will enable educators to prescribe the kinds of educational experiences which-
,

will bring the student where he wants to go, and any testing instrument is of value

only insofar as it contributes,to this goal. Yet in the past,, testing has provided only

a quantitative assessment, not a qualitative one, and the proof that he is at the

"bottom" of some group has seldom been of help to any student. The science of

assessment has a. long way to go, and should be thtarget of many thoughtful innova-

tive attacks.

Yet it has been observed that the trend may well be backward, toward-a,,

continuation of the old custom of predictive selection in college placement. Colleges

are being tempted to return to the Al meritocratic criteria, based on test scores and

grade point averages, in the hope of getting "more for their money." Now is the

time to take a hard look at the future, and at the possibilities. Now, while there is

still some momentum in that direCtion, is the time to teach ourselves how to democratize
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The argument is still made can differential admissions standards, if They

are so broad, lead to some common quality of completion criteria, or won't the value

of the college degree decline? The answer, of course, lies in what happens in,

between admission and completion. There must be some-standards here, and ideally,

retention shouldsbe-based on developmental standards, derived to suit the needs of

the students. This method is in contrast to the simple postponement of the old

admissions selection process, whereby them is a cold selection of survivors according

to some rigid criterion.

This problem may prove to be not such a disturbingone if we look frankly
. .

at the past history of higher education in this society. For many years, higher

education has served three functions: human intellectual development, professional

.
stalk development, and credentialing. In our concern for tdemocratization4 decratilation of .

access to higher education, the three have been greatly confused. Most of the concern_

for democratization has bean with the' credentialing function. But in response to the

new pressures, many institutions 'nave insisted that their major. function is not credenqaling,

.but piofessional skills and intellectual development, and that the credential cannot

be separate from this.

An boiled- look at history should reveal to all but the most biased that we have

found ways in the past to adruit and-provide the collegiate credential to selected

members of the, population whose "qualifications" -- or lack of them -- have been

not un;:lee those of the new populations we are considering, except that these former

students have had some additional characteristic such as money, higher social' status,

strong political contacts, or athletic ability. Because of the efforts of the institutions

involved, these kinds of students hove received the baccalatreate degree, a necessary

credential for admission to many of the more prestigious places in the social' mainstream.
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Many of these special cases function quite adequately, siI ce, as lvar Berg hasipointed

out, there is not necessarily a high positive relationship between the credential

required for a particular career and the asks that must beperformea in that career.

Clearly, then, if we could separate out the,credentialing function and

universalize the opportunity for that, theproblem would be simplified numerically.

But we still would he faced with the problem of building intellectual and professional

slcilii-on-artInadequate educational base. It' is futile for the university to tackle this

km divorced from its roots in elementary and secondary education. Yet since

,the university is being called upon to provide high-level intellectual development

for those ..slvdents wfio tree demanding ,more than*a credential and whO cam. with

poor previous preparation, this very valid observation nonetheless does not relieve

the university of responsibility for seeking apedagogicat solution.. The educational

habilitation of yourig adults with academically dysfunctional learning patterns is

really the care of .the problem. We have not yet reached that stage of pedagogical

,s.)phiitication where the unalys. is of leOrning behaviors can lead to the design of

formal learning experiences and the develOpment of appropriate learning environments.

. ,

-These are the central aspects of the task at hand. The problem is not just .a technical..-
_r

;E 4. .
',

one:. Another c'ruc'ial censiderotton is the avatIoLility of human social, interactions
, ..

.
ard opporvanities for politiCal expression that serve to motivate rather than frustrate. .

;dilutions offered at this,,tirne do not address these-asPects of the problem and will

in at likelihood continue to fail for this reuon. A Possible reason for the failure to
,

deVelop such solutions is that the prolitem has no, been con.eprualiied in these ways.,
1', . .

When these kinds of proble:Rare biouight together with the political economy of the

(H.-advantaged student's, acCciss tie higilet education, it shOuld become clear thct uur

-cirinerit effotts are downed to fatlure.

2
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TOWARD DEMOCRATIZATION AND DEFINITION,

1

11.

Frnm,these observations, it is possible to derive, some general ideas co\rcerning

1

\ \
new.directions for our efforts. In an effort to go back somewhat closer to one of the

\
sources of the problem, colleges could begin an active effort to maintain closer

.1relationships with secondary schools, to lend their assistance and to find out what is
1

i I \
being done and'whatcan be done at that level. 1

1

\
It is clear, however; that the question of financial resource st\ipport for

,

students and programs is one of the most critical problems. If we do not have massive
\

funds available for higher education and the tangential -ash of income substitution

\.*
fax the families involved, we simply cannot talk seriously about higher educationA

for large numbers of low- income, young people. At the present level of commitment,'
PI

and with discouraging prospects for the future, many institutiiIns are finding the

effort too costly, especially for necessary special services and facilities. '11.1e current

trend toward Icons, while setter than nothing, still does not provide an adequate

answer. Many of the young people in the target population still have to be sold on

the idea of seeking a College educationir, the first place; they certainly can't be

expet-Ied to be willing to go, deeply into debt to obtain one. Given the curri ent

conservative political trend, pr6ahly the best strategy to follow is to seek adequate

meaning much broader - st. e and deral support of institutions of higher education

and students in genera' , without particular attention to ethnic background. If

cr-cess to the ihstitliti-nskecomes easier for all, it wi:1 be easier for black, kirdwn,

red and yetkw f.'!udents. When funds are available for individual assistance,,

should be .4i/E1-,. ed as money to which the students are entitled, not as a dole;'

younq pet:T...: engaged in tilt:, ettort to develop their rolents-moie fully are contributing
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members of the labor force, and should be treated as such. Perhaps a monthly allowance

would prove the best method of distribution, rid the amount available should take

in%o accouni obligations of family support. A pragmatic strategy for the 'present

political situation may be to appeal to thepfessed patriotism of the conservative

majority by seeking expanded veterans! benefits,, since minority group youth are

particularly susceptible to the military draft, this move would- teAd to increase the

higher education opportunity for one segment of the population.

All of these strategies are based on the obvious conclusion that fiscal problems,
c'

currently operate to drastically limit efforts in the'area and without their solution,

other problems win not be soluble. However, although the financial problem is not
_

to be solved without support at the highest levels, political realities and the moral
J

responsibilities of the higher education establishment are such that ways Zst be

found within the limits of current and modestly expanded budgets to begin rapid

movement in this direction.

Unquestionably a problem of huge proportions is the amount of expanded

facilities that will be required if we are to serve great numbers of ne* students.

Doermann. (1971) has estimated that of all male United States high school graduates

for the year 1969-70 who are able to score higher than 300 on the Scholastic Aptitude..

Test, 288,000 will not, for some reason or another, including lack of money, attend

college in a year. This kind of figuring, of course, can only give us the faintest

shadow of the extent of the need, but we can assume th ere are a great many.

.young people who are presently prevented by economic and social deprivation from

attending college.

111111110!...",-.....041111111,MJ,
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One.solution may be to utilize community colleges to'serve all students

entering higher education and to transform all four -year colleges into senior

colleges serving those staentsin their third.and fourth years of post-high saw!

study. In a sense, this proposal amounts to little more than a postponement of.the

. . .

problem, since it means simply extending the.public secondary school education by
°

two years and postponing the selection process; but, by cloing.so, we could at least

relieve senior colleges of the obligation to provide the first tifoyears of this education,
J , s.

freeing some resources and facilities, and allowino students an additional two years

to make a decision concerning higher education. In the meantime, we would hope

that more resources would be available for the liuilding of more college facilities.

This suggestiOn is perhaps a too utopian solution in the sense that it certainly

cannc be put into effect tomorrow. A more immediate approach should perhaps be

simply to aim for a more equal distribution of talent and rem::: If institutions

are really determined to attack this problem, perhaps they should ask seriously why

those colleges which supposedly offer the best education and reputedly have the best

teachibg talent should continue to se-- rye only the supposedly best students. A better.

distribution of teaching talent and student quality would go far to equalize educational

opportunity.

In addition, a work-study'pla. ',,peration can increase the number of students

served immediately.by any one institution in the sense that more studentsItan be

admitted topesent facilities in any ope yecr. This procedure could serve as a

,method of buying time for expansion as,well as a method for providing support For

students.
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The problem of college admhsians procedures also suggests both long-term

and short-term efforts at solulion These institutions are still interested in serving

the intellectual development function, and justifiably so; but we must also face the

problem of democratizing the credentialing function. A decision that could be made

within the individual institution is to devote half of its resources to the function of

credentialing, with this half of its student body selected at random from an actively

recruited, representative pool of high school graduates, and to concentrate intellectual

develoRment activities more partiCularly on the second.half of the student body,

selected after offering to potential applicants greater specificity as to the kind of
o

students wanted; within this second group, a wider variety of characteristics should

be sought, including membership 'in a minority group and more varied patterns of
11

.intellectv^1 function.

/
This possible soluaon for individual colleges demonstrates that it is not

necessary to 1110 e completely away, from meritocratic considerations; it is possible to

move both ways at once. if we were able to develop broader criteria for estimating
/ la

excellence/of potential, it might be possible to devise some sort of scheme whereby

promising high school graduates could be assured admission to one of their top three

choi7s of college to the extent the no more than 50 percent would be available

to other students on a lottery basis, with some effort meanwhile being made to arrive
/
a method by which all students could enjoy some element of choke in their;

college assignmJnt and be assured a high degree of vality in .their educational

treatment.

The rationale for this ',art of compromise is the fact that there h a place in

higher education for at;entioin to the development of an intellectual elite, though the

,Y
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term may be distasteful to us; democratic values do not preclude the optimal develop-

ment of available resources, and though this may not be an infallible plan for doing

so, at least-it provides that 50 per cent of our educational facilities are devoted to the

more democratic goal of credentialing for larger numbers of young people, while the

other half of the facilities are Used for the development of professional skills and

intellectual excellence.

Another approaen may be to provide more sharply defined facilities for both

general and professional undergraduate education; such distinctions may help to

motivate some students by making higher education more cLaarly a method of getting

a better job. As we have noted, both of these functions are recognized as legitimate

areas of higher education, though some might choose to distinguish between the types

of degrees to be earned. However, the grave danger in taking this kind of re-organiza-

tion-al step is that it may be forgotten to what extent true professional training involves

e%o thr development of intellect. Whatever the division of higher education may be,

the unive,sity must 're-examine what it means by intellectual development, and make

a commitm..-nt to strive as its main goal For an educational experience which will

foster intellectual development, not just allpw it to take its own course in a "proper"

setting. As long as there is any tendency to defi..e ' llectual ability prematurely,

this fostering process will nat. take place.

We can see how the problem of admissions canjeot be divorced from the problem

of educational planning and treatment. The principle of symmetry as advanced by

716es Coleman, a member of the Commilcion on Tests, in a brief to the College

Entrance Exa. nation Hoard', provides an appropriate conceptual frame for discussing

fir
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the problem. Coleman argues that students, as well as the universities,, should have

the benefit of rich information about each other in the mating process; the student
\

should have as much information abo it the institution as the institution has about him.

An'extension of this principle involves the appropriate matching of the characteristics

and needs of the student with the characteristiCs and resources of the institution. In

order to serve both. aspects of the principle of symmetry, dada- gathering procedures

associated with the admissions process must be revised. We need to have available

for students making choices about institutions, as well es for administrators making

choices about students, detailed information concerning commitments, strengths,

weaknesses, and resources -- information mere detailed than that provided by commer-
.

cis! college guides or the typical college catalogue.

Even more important is the need for detailed and qualitative information

descriptive of the intellectual and personal-social functioning, of students -- their

strengths, weaknesses, and specific patterns of need to be met if their development

T3 to be optimized. Our earlier expressed concern with detailed, sophisticated

qualitative information on the nature of the learning process in young adults who have

not traditionally functioned well in academic settings could provide the data from

which appropriate teaching-learning strategies can be developed.

Finally, there is the question of politicalization and the processes of education.

We have already discussed the pedagogical basis for what is coiled "political" activity

as Fart of the educational experience, as it relates to the affective function, i.e.,

motivation and task involvement. Here the problem is to make the relevance of the

essential aspects of the learning tasks of higher education more apparent to the students

served. information management, mastery of knowledge, and intellectual competence

and skills are not irrelevant to real life in the society, but the society has moved
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to distort and prostitute the purposes toward which these knowledges,, skills, and

competencies are utilized. When the university becomes an accomplice in this process

of distortion, we are subverting the goals and objectives that are fundan ental to our

purposes. When science is used to exploit and victimize humanity instead of to help

it, it is indeed Fiord to perceive the relevance of the sciences. When economics is

used to exploit, colonize, and enslave, it becomes difficult to excite an honest

student about the study of this discipline. When a professor uses his discipline to

achieve his own personal ends and glory rather than to further more general social

gaols', students cannot be expected to respect him or use him as a model. Many young

people see in the. university a haven for the glorification of knowledge for knowledge's

sake, rather than a concern for knowledge for the service of humanity; a mecca for

the individual academic entrepreneur rather than a community for scholars devoted
II

to the facilitation.of human de.elopment; an appendage to the military-industrial

complex committed to the continued subjugation of third-world people. Such percep-

tions make difficult, if not impossible, their identification with these institutions.

When the university's resources for intellectua! and professional development

are mace unacceptable to students because o: the institution's complicity with reac-

tionary political or economic forces, the educational relevance of conflicting views

of the college becomes obvious. We may win the battle of democratized access to

higher education only tc find that those for whom the struggle was waged want no

part of these institutions to which we have opened the doors. As important as are the

problems of access, of even greater importance are the problems of access to what.

It is increasingly clear that the university must not only protect the opportunity of

students to express themselves through social and political action, it must also become
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identified with the struggle to understand and guide the social and political develop-

ment of the society: The absence of either can interfere not only with the politico-

social development of our students, indeed it can by reducing or preventing their

involvement in the processes of higher education -- preclude their further intellec-

tual development through the university. If the problems of the outside world make

students, unable, to perceive the relevance of the academic disciplines, then the

school must turn its attention.toJhe outside worldlnorder to relate these disciplines
O

to the problems of that world and make itself more relevant!. for we must realize

that if our students perceive us as irrelevant, then we are irrelevant to their purposes;

if we cannot foster and hand down our knowledge because students have no respect

for us, then we have no useful function to serve for them. In this extremely critical

time of social conflict and political resistance, we must see, as many of our students

do, that the university is one of the few hopes we have for fostering change; if the

universities, havens :f freedoni and thbu9ht, choose to do nothing, they will be

unattractive to increasingly large numbers of students. For many of these who continue

to turn to the university and tI faculty members who remain cloistered and insulated

from the realities of a society desperately in need of intellectual and moral leadership

there is likely to he little that is alive, cmative, and productive. It is well to

remember that, during Nazi domination of Europe, many of the university faculties

that were dominated by collaborators and the ...mplacent became stultified and sterile;

itc; 1) among those scholars who chose not to acquiesce, but instead to go underground,

to resist uric' to help turn back the tide of social and political disaster, that creative

scholarship, and true relevance/flourished. The United States may nillet be on the
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- way to fascism, despite the evidence that many of us could cite, but it is a necessity

for the university to, move more actively to democratize access to its resources and

to utilize its resources in the active c'efense and advancement of the democratic
I

society.
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Appendix A .` Model Programs'

The following programs were selected because they appeared to be representative

of the various types of institutions of hig!-.er education; they lave initiated imaginative

and promising practices; or there is evidence of positive outcomes. The programs have

not been evaluated in this study and they are described in this section in the words of

their own officers. Their inclusion here should not be interpreted as a judgment that

they are the "best" currently in existence. Rather, the intention is to demonstrate the

variety of possible approaches and to call attention to concrete steps that are now or

have been a reality and are proving effective in tile opinion of the respOnclinc, institutions,

The following program descriptions were prepared by the directors of these program's,

and are intended, to provide information for administrators, students, and faculty who are

attempting to begin new programs'or to modify and improve upon present efforts. For

further information please wi.te the institutions directly for exchange of !nformation, .

or to arrange visits between institutions.
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t SPECIAL PROJECTS OFFICE UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT

Detroit,. MiChigan 48221

The Special Projects Office at the University of Detroit (a private i-stit.Lion) was

cr.)ated as part of the university's continuing effort to meet its responsibilities toward the

peaceful solution of some of Detroit's educational and social problems. The Special Projects

Office feels the primary method by which underprivileged youth may become more productive

citizens, equipped to avail themselves of the opportunities presented by.our society, is

. through adequate educational preparation.

The Special Projects Office is currently operating twelve programs. Project One Hundred

is our college program which is designed to identify, admit and provide financial assistance

to the degree necessary for disadvantaged students. (The average financial aid packet

for a commuting student is $2,000; for the resident student, $3,200.) Each student

receives a four-year financial aid packet bosed on the family's income.

Project One Hundred is also designed to provide emergency services for its students

which include medical and dental care, housing, food, transportation and clothing needs.

In addition to these services the Project Cne Hundred program employs a large auxiliary

staff consisting of counselors, instructional assistants and tutors whose primary purpose is

to remediaie academic deficiencies, tc accelerate conceptual understanding and to

'greatly increase the probability that our "spez.ial services" students will receive a

baccalaureate degree within o four to five year period in their chosen field. (The

administratVie staff consists of 95% minority members, the inthuctional staff, 50%.)

The need for the University of Detroit's Project One hundred program is multi-
.

dimensional. Large numbers of the high school youth of the trinN,city have the
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potential to accomplish college level work but do not presently have the required moti-

7rtion, the necessary finances, or a sufficiently strong academic background to attempt\
studiesjeading toward a college degree. With their existing backgrounds and poor self

images, many of these students would only meet defeat in pursuing a college career.,

_

There is an aplditional need for a program in which students are given a great deal ofT

personal encouragement and counseling. A transitional remedial program is essential if

these students are not t o e ncoter immediate failure. Project Cne Hundred is designed

to meet these needs.

The initial stage of the progr,am of academic assistance for the Project Cne Hundred

students was a six-week summer session which was inaugurated in order to provide these

students with whatever remedial assistance they needed and to give them a realistic

perception of -the academic standards and expecrcitions of the University of bet-roit so

that the transition tom high school to the university might be accomplished with the

greatest,possibie ease and success.

Great efforts were made to make the students feel that activities were not being done

to them or for them-but ;tithe' with them; a staff of professionally trdied 6-d experieno.,-..-1

counselors was empfoyed dud!? the summer session to work with the students in the

area of self-concept and to promote feelings of personal and group esteem. Throughout

the summer session, the couns provided ?ersonal, educational, and vocational'

counseling for the students.

In September 1968, all 6 hundred students were enrolled as regular full-time

University of Detroit freshmen Students elected twelve or more credit hours in classes

appropriate to their particularelucational gods.
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A part-time supportive staff of over thirty academic tutors, supervisors, counselors, .

an d study center coordinators was assembled to assist the students through the academic

year. The tutorial staff consisted of graduate students, 'upperclassmen, and teachers from
/

/ .

the Detroit public schools. The counsel()rs from the summer progrem were retained for .

the'acadeMic 'year. On-campus centers were established sand staffed with this support

personnel. Allystudents wer3 required to study aminimum of four hours daily in..the

study` centers.

Counselors met with the Project Director, Assistant Director, and Study Center.
,,

Coordinator regularly. These staff meetings servect es an ongoing evaluation of the project.

Staff meetings also served to keep the project administrators constantly aware ofstudent

problms and needs. With the assistance of the Study Center Coordinator, the c....)1,:nselor-s

were able ti, make ;Amok to the academic tutofb or contact the regular college instructor:

concerning students experiencing-academic difficulty.

Both in terms of student performance and retention rates, Project One Hundred has

exceeded the uriversity's expectations.
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GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS COLLEGE

St. Peter, Minnesota 56082

Gu-tavus Adolphus College is a four,year, accredited, coeducational institution of
vo,

1900 studeits located on a bluff overlooking the "Valley of the Jolly Green Giant, "

sixty-five Miles southwest of the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan center. Its student

a

body is drawn from about forty states and several foreign countries with the largest number,

however, from the upper midwest. It actively recruits students from Maine to Texas. It

is a residential institution with plans for limited growth in numbers. While the median

high school rank of entering freshmen is the eighty-seventh percentile, admission is also

granted to others with limited academic credentials (including non-high schOol graduates)

who provide from professional people recommendations of potential exhibited in some other

way and who can also provide evidence °Ureal desire to strive for a college education.

Financial aid is granted on the basis of the Parents Confidential Statement. The particular

distribution of grants, loans, and/or work is fitted to individual cases. Every attempt

is made to make it financially possible (although not necessarily easy) for all admitted

students to attend.

In efforts to attract minority and other so-called disadvantaged students (begun

9k

over ten years ago) various programs of compensatory education were tried -- including

special classes, reduced loads, tutoring, and the DEMOS (Deferred*Matiiculation of

Students) Program. There is no longer a special program because the evolution of the

regular program has progressed beyond that point. It has been realized that all students

are disadvantaged and all are advantaged in one way or another. To illustrate, any student

who feels that he can meet the general objectives of the college by^some means other than
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stipulated gra tion requirements is encouraged to present his case. During the last'

semester fifty out of sixty-five completed applicaticins for the program were accepted.

Another example of the evolution is last year's course in black literature taoght by blac::

students to faculty members. Cne final,example is a course in Western Civilization which

is organized topically tn reverse chronological order,with the documents (text) available

on tapes as well as in written form. The first topic, The Race Problem in America, begins

with a ghefto dialect, free translation of Plato's Apology. No one ,know what the document

is and black students find themselves in demand as translators or teachers -- a reversal

in the uiwal beginning role in a white school. Later theSe same black students can get

'help in a setting much more conducive to learning from students whom they had previously

helped. Oral-testing has also been used to take the plaCe of or to supplement more formal

written examinations. One black, male, non-high school graduate student from New York,

City commented in the spring of last year in respect to the last mentioned course, "1 dig

this Greek rand Roman stuff. 1s relevant."

The college now operates on an A- B -C -No Record grading system. The student's

progress is evaluated individually and the need fOr deferred matriculation has been outgrown.
Vt.

The drastic changes in some courses have made special courses unnecessary. Tutoring is

still available but to any and all students on the same basis. The results of the efforts

up to now have been satisfactory. Of seventeen students admitted on a deferred matriculation

basis over the past two years, fifteen either matriculated here or continued their education

at other institutions. The retention rate for minority students (who now constitute 4% or
ti

more of the student body) in recent yearthas been better than that of the remaining students.
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NEW OPPORTUN1TIES'.AT HOFSTRA (N.O.A.H.)

Hotrc University is composed of six undergraduate schools

offering a wide variety of educational programs to suit the taste

Hofstra University
Hempstead; Long Island
New York 11550

a.

and three graduate schools,

of practically any student.

The University is inclined toward experimental programs, and has initiated many innovations

in its approach to education over the last few years; among these are N.O.A.H. and a

program which,enables the physically handicapped to acquire the education they deserve.

Hofstra also accts as a base for can Upward Bound program throughout the year, and

last summer the university hosted a Model Cities program and the Afro-American Summer

Experience. N.O.A.H. students were deeply involved in both of these programs, giving

them an opportunity to share their experiences with younger people whose backgrounds

are similar to theirs. In this way, the education of the N.QA1-1.student is made complete.

A person never learns so well himself cs when he must teach and guide others. Since the

N.O.A.H. students are cObble people, the youngsters also benefit from this experience

in that they find models for their future life.

In the N.O.A.H. program, financial aid comes from several sources: New York

State H.E.O.P. Funds and Regents aid; federal aid in the form of tr,t, Educational Opportunity

Grant and the National Defense Student Loan and College Work Study; and Hofstra

University. Hofstra only provides funds for the student's tuition. Money for books, room

and board, university fees and miscellaneous expenses must come from one of the other

sources mentioned or the student himself. This places a tremendous burden on the student

from outside New York State. His sources of aid are cut in half. Student loans generally
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range from 1/8 to 1/6 of the student's finOncial package. Wo,k study money amounts to

.about 1/3; HofsA Univ-ersity contributes about 1/2 to 2/3.of the financial aid; and New York

State contributes about,) /4 of the financial aid package.

N.O.A.H.'s target population is composed of young men and women whose families

would not be able to finance their college education and whose high school records and

standard test scores would normally preclude their entering college. These students must

manifest, however, an ability to handle college work and the will and desire to do.so,

. )
arid must excel in some area of life other than academics. These students include blaci ks,

-
. f

Puerto Ricans, American Indians, and whites, who generally hail from the New York
. , .. .%

. .
metropolitan area and the east coast. However, a few eogie from as far as South DakOta.

.N.O.A.H. is a two-phase program -- adrnissions and support. The-admissions require-

ments are summarized above. The supportive services are structured in a framework of

reciprocal relationships with the'°students doing as much for each other as possible. We.
have students who serve as counselors for entering freshmeA, providing advice on,study,

habits, how to budget one's time, information concerning where students can have specific

problems solved and general encouragement. N.O.A.H. students also serve as tutors

to each other. Cur writing clinician is an English major who, although he himself is not

N.O.A.H. student, is very close to them. Other supportive personnel include a
9

math specialist, a reading specialist, a psychologist, and a psychological counselor.

\

We have plans to increase the role of the students in the supportive phase of the N.O.A.H.

I.
program by establishing training programs which Will enable them-to acquire the skill to

aid other people in their a ademic growth.
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The unique aspect of the N.O.A.H. program is its stress upon student participation

and our plans to expand their role in the supportive services. A feature which seems to

work extremely well is the youth, vitality, and sense of commitment of the N.O.A.H.

staff.'

N.O.A.H. students have an attrition 'rate which is only half that of the rest of the '

university's students. Last year's freshman clgss of N.O.A.H. 'students (class of '74) did

exceptionally well academically, and many bra4ed out into other areas of the university

life. The social and political awareness of most N.0 .H. students is keen from the

time they enter college, but it develops and broadens, usug ly, during their stay at

Hofstra, molding, individuals Whoiw.illtake part in the solution o the complex problems

of the times.

.1
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MANHATTANVILLE COLLEGE

Puichase, New York 10577

Manhattanville is an independent liberal arts,college located twenty-five miles

from New York City The student body is predominantly undergraduate resident women.
.

Founded,os an academy in I841,'the college was chartered to grant both undergraduate

and graduate degrees i'n1.9,1Zz.

in 1964 Manhattanville established the LaFarge Scholarship Program for minority
6

students and began active efforts to recruit qualified applicants. In 1966 the college

inaugurated Project Share to provide an experimental curriculum to be offered-to a matched

\t,
group of twenty-seven freshmen who met the usual admission requirements and twenty-seven

minority group students4asecducation had not provided them with the traditional preparation

for college.
o

The college entered upon the decade of the seventies with a continued commitment

to students who have traditionally been denied access to higher education. We have,

however, learned and grown as a result of our earlier efforts to implement our commitment.

o longer" are these 'students who are in need of our special services° and airriculum viewed

as "special" or "disadvantaged." We have discontinued our differentiated curriculum

which had the'-effect of separating certain sub-populations from the mainstream of our

college community. We believe students have as much to offer the institution as the instl-

tution has,to offer them. All of our students have unique_needs -- as does the college itself.

During the academic year 1969-70, Manhattanville began an extensive study of its

undergraduate curriculum, with an eye to reform. The first changes are in effect this year,

and that study continues. All dir,tribution requirements have been dropped, and we havesi
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moved away from the credit- counting or even course-coanting "lockstep' of higher education

byy encouraging our students to plan programs of study may include:anything from

one to eight formal courses; the purpose 'Hie is to enable students to work to the limits

of their capacity or at their own pace.; The key element of the fresh n year is the rs

preceptorial, a seminar limited to twelve students and theedfore caPabl f very flexible

,scheduling and even sub-division into tutoria,14...Thirtf-ctle such courses were offered
,

to the incoming freshman class of 255 students, and only 17 failed to choose one of them.

The subjects studi n these preceptorials vary from introductory foreign language courses

and depth studies of key topics in the humanities to remedial work in English. All precep-

(.... torials are Planned to equHp'istudents with library techniques and to imAve their skills.

in writing expository prose. The preceptor is also academic advisor to his students,

and assists them in chocising other courses to make up a full program of academic work.

- We are attempting in these curricular changes to make individually appropriate

programs of studravai fable to all students and to incorporate such flexibility as Will

meet the educational and professional needs both Of students who go on to graduate
<.

study and of those whose iYaCcaiaureate terminates their institutional education.

Our new curriculum.allows students to fulfil a full semester of work towards the degree

even if they take less than the traditional five courses. Cn the other hand, they may

S

spread themselves more thinly over seven or eight courses in a semester and thus ensure
.

more exposure to academic disciplines and secure more attention and -care from the factilty.

Requirements for the B.A. degree are as follows:

"Bachelor degrees will be awarded, upon the recommendation of the

Academic Dean, to students who have

:I 7 391
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-;(a) completed eight

academic study,. no

a.

4.

semesters (or theiequivalentrof
. .

T

less than four of them in formal academic

programs in this College; b.* .

-(b) satisfied the requirements of an academic depariment ,or of

an established prOgrani of the Collegii, or thkdrequireme'nts of an
4 f

tvt

individual program, as approved by the Academic Dean."

In 1970-71, 91 of Manhattanville's 1,170 full-time .undergraduates, or 7.7%,

4
s

are from
.

minority groups. All students requiring financial aid are assisted through a program of

4X4

financial grants, campus employment and/or loans. The extent of financial need is

determined through a Parents' Confidential Statement or a. Student's Confidential Statement.

As need indicates, students receive direct grants from the college averaging $2,000 each;

in some cases K1DSL's, averaging $500 each; or CO G's averaging $1,000 each. Students

also may use Scholar Incentive Awards ranging -from $100 to $600 and work/studyytig, ,

employment providing approximately $300,per year. In addition to this-assistance, students

receiving total financial aiA$S,900) are eligible for,stipends ranging up to $40 per monih.

and a book stipend-averaging $125 per year.
.
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UNIVERSITY CF MICHIGAN-FLINT:COLLEGE CHALLENGE PROGRAM

MO, Michigan.
tts

.( .
taking most of its 1600 students from the flint area, the University of Michigan'- -Flint

College is largely a commuter college; however, there aie housing facilities available.
" . .

for gppr,oximately 108 students. Because there is -r ratio of 15 students to oneinstructor,.. ,..
. ./. , .

individualized instruction is stressed, Flint Uniyersity of Micliiimc 'deg itself on haying,.
rf.\.

the advantages of a'large university (prestige, nioney, etc:) without the dehumanizing
. -

. .
effects which usually accompany large enrollments.

,. ,
At present -the allenge Programs.are assisting 28 collegelreshmen, 25 college ,

sophomores and 60 high schaul stucleafts (grades,10-12). These young people we're all
.

identified by their high schools as being underachievers; that is, for some reason they

were not achieving up to theii potential.

4

'Because of-their performance at the Mgr, school level, not one of the Challenge freshmen

or sophomores would'have been admirted to the University of Michigan - Flint College um:Jr

ordinary admissions standards

their high school counselors,
cs

During th d thewere

drama and co unicati

. After being recommended to the Challenge Progrbm

.

these young people attendedsthe six:week Summer Seminar.'
0

gt en classes in intensive reciaii79, writing, math,scjence,

s ills. -

During the school year,, freshmen and sophomores are advised by the Directol of

Special Projects and the Challenge Program advisor. They are reqUired to take a zpe'cial

ft

4.

section of freshmen English, a course in rearing improvement and a) course in communication,/

-
skills, all of which are taught taught by university instructors who work with the Challenge

,

s,

O
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Programs on a part-time basis. Students are also required to take Group Encounter which

4.

is.taught by the Challenge Program advisor. Each student then takes one mainstream

dais, a class taught by an instructor-who is.not working with the Challenge Programs. . ,.
gi

Tutors are - available to any student who needs.help, and in most cases, the instructor.'/
of the caurse,volunteers his services as a tutor for a few hours each week. Challenge

. , ., . . .
, -. . .

,..

sophomores are encouraged towork with freshmen as tutors and Big Brothers or Big Srster. ,
... .

'x The Program advisor meets periodically with

*Challenge students who are still in high school also receive free tutorial. servi.ces
. 49,

. -
Members of the Program''Staff visit high school counselOrs to keep accurate accounts of

eachAtudent's progress_P rents arE visited at home as well as inVited to visit the Univ ersity.
.

of Michigan-Flint ,College on %rents' Nights.

-

1

Parents, counselors, teachers and students meet separate); and jointly- with the.

Program Staff members todiscuss and evaluate the workings o the program. This is
-$

formally called the Advisory Council. .,
As for financial aids, we attempt to.give our freshmen and sophomores loans and grantt;

however, irrsome cases we have given loans. BecaUse these "high risk students are

our etsponsibility, we feel that it is better not to burden them with loans before they are

certain that they will be able to succeed in college. With very few exceptions, we give
'

no work-study aid to freshmen because they are in the process of adjusting.to new study

schedules-and usually need much tutorial 'assistance.

The Challenge Program encompasses a variety of supportive servicesices and practices.

One of the principal tenets of the program is the importance of maintaining a high level.

of involvement and communication among all individuals connected with the program.

o

!).,
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There are,

joint body.

N. program id hstvl demonstrated an ongoing interest in the progress of their co.mselees haye

.

for example, four
_

V

Advisory Councils which meet monthly and at times as a
.

Those secondaryschool counselors who had recommended studer'ta for the
.

been asked to:serve onthe Counselors' Advisory Committee. The other groups are a,';
'6

, .riftichersAdvisory Committee; a Students'' Advisory Committee, and.a Parents'AAdvisory

// . .

,-,

committc4: Additionally, the Challenge staff meets each month wrih freshmen and sopho-

mores to disc4.s.any problemsthe students may have with grades, other students,. instructors,. .

or the.program in
/
general. Parents are also asked to &me to the college and meet with

-

the Challenge staff onan individual basis, if there aFe aspects of the program which they

do not understand or if their,child is havirrc problems. At times-it has been necessary
4.;

for staff membeh to initiate viSits.to the horries of various students°.

Parents' Nights,' workshops,anci newsletters are additional efforts designed to enhance

communication and understanding of the program. The Challenge staff also meets regularly
, . ..'

. * . 7 ..

with instructors to discuss the progress of challenge students and to sensitize them to the
le , . '

. . . N.
special problems of these.siudents. The Challenge Program itself,is a cotnprellerisive program

,..., .
. ,. .. . .. . . .

of group encounter experiences, specially designed tutorial services, 'counseling and.guidance,
, .

and a series of developmental-c:ind remedial type courses. In terns of grIde point averages,

and attrition'rates the Challenge Pro(ram has thus far pro'ven to be a cefilarkable success.
. , - .

' ; . ..
Our advice to new directors is that before you begin recruiting students; allow yourself

.

at least three months time to visit other programs and find out their criteria for recruitment,
4 ' . e

their financial aid policy and spurces of financial aid as well as their successes rand 'faisluees..

Keep,in constant contact with other program directors. know what they are doing and

let them know what you are doing. Have a large mailing list and exchange information

and ideas freely,
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MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE

If I

\i
,,z /South Hadley, Massachusetts '01075

z

Mou,.t- Holyoke College is firnily committeato the value and 'vital' importance of the

liberally educated individual In an increasingly complex world.' Students play a strong
;

role, not only in the shaping of their own academic life, but also in the governance of

the college. A flexible cugiculun-y independe9t study, exchange programs here and

abroad, and closesoope'ration between faculty and students encourage the development
..

of the'unique talents of each individual: A.number of new buildings on the 800-acre .

i / . 2
. 4

Campus and the ovail. abtlity of sophisticbted equipment such as an electron microscope,

-computer facility, and a foundry for larenzel casting, dive 'each student an opportunity to

-expand her classroom experienc'e..An,extensive progi am `of exiracurriculaactivities
V- 6

both on and off campus, including organized,opportunities for social service in neichbor%ng
.9

communities, Contributes to the enrichment of college life. Founded in 1837 by Mary Lyon,

Mount Holyoke is the oldest continuing institution of higher education for women in the
.4

United States.

Financial assistance includes schokirships, loans, and employment, offered separately

or in combination. Help from !Mount Holyoke is intended to supplement families' m rfnum

.
efforts tb assist their daughteis with .college expenses. ApprOximately two-fifths, of MOunt

e

Holyoke undergraduates receive some fOrm of financial aid. About N percent hold

'Mount Holyoke scholarships,
.

Another 5 percent hold loans

.. .

which are frequently supplemented by low-interest loans,
.

. -
without scholarships. Some 33 percent have paying jcb s on .

st
campus during the-academiC year and 81 percent 'of the undergraduates earn irO neyin

,...the summer.
. . .
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Thanks-partly to endownAnt funds contributed by alumnae and friends of the college .

as well as by corporations, the scholarships awarded by Mount Holyoke add up to more than

$600,000 a year. A high school student who is prepared for cf rigorous college education

and ready to assume some financial responsibility herself should hot be discouraged from
14,

applying to Mount Holyoke because-she is-unable topay the college fees,

.
it is believed that there are potential students rof'nowtouched breven the most

flexible admissions programs. These potential students are immensely difficult to contact,

evaluate, and-recruit, and certainly require supplemental academic enrichment to prepare

. ,
themto compete in the better colleges. These students probably do not attend high,,schools

with college preparatory traditions. Because of a variety of negative conditions existing

T

in their schools, they may not be well taught. They probably will not score well on the

standard college admissidns tests, partly because (as there is much evidence to show)

these tests re culturally weighted to the advantage of the student who is the uoduct

of the cultures and schoolsliof suburbia rather than those of'the inner city or rural or isolated

areas,

The crucial premises of the new concept were thiat: there exist students with potential

for college work who would not be recruited through standard college admisslons procedures;

that our own students -- expressly black students -- working in collaboration with the

College Admissions Cffice, and with other agenCies functioning among disadvantaged

minority populations, arg uniquely qualified to identify, recruit, and asain the preparation
n

of these students for matriculation at a competitive college. The new concept was a

radical one in that it sought new ways of expanding the number of qualified minority group

students as opposed to finding more efficient ways of raiding the existing small pool.

39?



As a result of recruiting efforts by undergraduates in they home localities, 114

applications for enrollment were received. Applications came from Alabama, Connecticut,

Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Massachusetts, -Mississippi, Missouri, New York,

Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, Was' ington, D.C. and West Virginia.

Froth this group of applications a selection committee on whiCh Mount Holyoke

-
students served chose,34 girls for the pilot

program.4

.

:0

The program iryolved: (I) the recruitment and selection of a group of eleventh-grade

girli-, (2) an eight-week summer program including academic courscz: reinforced by intensive
1

.
,

_...

tutoring, counseling, and recreational and cultural activities For them; (3) an evaluation

by the summer program faculty and staff of the performance of each student and of her

potential for future matriculation at Mount Holyoke; (4) follow-up services, i.e., tutoring,

counseling duilng her senior year in high school of each.student selected to continue in

the program; and (5.) a second eight-week summer transitional progrciiii at the completion

of the twelfth grade and prior to the beginning of freshman Year at Mount Holyoke to

further improve bask skills and to enhance the possibilities of success in the freshman

year. The program further involves intensive tutorial assistance during the freshman year.

The distinctive feature of our program Wsis that its recruiting reached far beyond the

_College's traditional, dmissions perimeters. It tried to test the premise that, for certain

minority /poverty students, standard testing and evaluating procedures are neither accurate

nor just. By every criterion the college has used in the past, the students in the program

belong to a "high risk" category.

The fundamental mechanism of selection, preparation, and support was a two-summer

pre-college preparatory program. Students spent a summer on campus after completing
1
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the Ilth grade. Then, on the basis of recommendations of the summer program-siaff, a

number were offered early decision on admission to the College for the following fall.

(One of our hopes was that this offer would in itself be a motivating factor.) The students

returned to the campus after graduating from-high school for a second summer of special

aid.

No single philosophy of instruction governed the summer programs. We believed that

gaining skills and gaining confidence would be mutually supportive. The first summer was

devoted primarily to fundamental work in English and mathematics; the second was more

diversified, with optional work in sciences and math and a strong program in Afro-American

history and culture. In both programs, college students were deeply involved both in

planning and as tutors.

The students are now in the first semester of their freshman year.. Supportive service

4
consists of making certain that any necessary tutorial help is available to-the.students and

tki t their teachers and advisors are alert to any problems that might develop. Counseling

and a study skills center are also available.- Our goal is to keep support continually

available without isolating the students as a special academic category.

As a recruiting program, as a program for aiding educationally disadvantaged studs ts,

and as a source of knowledge about the validity of testing procedures the success of the

program seems,clear. The program has also helped the college to ask hard questions about

its. best use of resources for aiding minority/poverty students in the future. For the moment,

6weyer, the scholarship burden for the original students -Prohibits our beginning successor

programs. (The College continues a major commitment to minority/poverty students

recruited through traditional clannels, and, although the pragram caused no diminution

of this commitment, its renewal would do so.) We also feel that we have accomplished

39°



something substantial in bridging the chasm between a high-tuition, academiccil ly rigorous

institution and a group of educationally, and financially disadvantaged students. At the

moment, we are left with an apparently successful program, which will be continued for.

the original students, but, due to lack of funding, cannot be renewed.

We found the disadvantages as well as the strengths of the students both deeper and

more varied than we had expected. On this basis, our advice to future program directors

is to maintain maximum flexibility, to emphasize students strengths while teaching basic

skills, and to wait patiently for the sudden leap that, both emotionally and academically,

students make when ore least expects it.

4'
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THE SAN FRANCISCO CONSORTIUM

593 Market Street
San Francisco, California 94105

The San Francisco Consortium, whiCh now ind udes the seven major institutions of

higher education in the thy, was established as a non,-profit corporation in .November, 1967..

The general objectives of the Consortium are to bring the resources of the major educational
0 .1

institutions more effectively to bear upon the tinsolved,problems of modern urban .

environment, and 'to provide` a means by which selected educational research and service

programs of the participating institutions might be improved and strengthened by oppro-
4,-

priate coordination, exchange, or joint venture; While the goal of inter-institutional

cooperation is common to nearly all .educational consortia, the primary "urban" concerns

of the San Francisco Consortium are shared by relatively few such organizations. This

emphasis on involvement in urban and minority heeds and problems, and their solutions,

remains a chief objective of the Consortium.

The San Francisco Consortium is virtually unique among the more than fifty major

consortia in the United States in the diversii?'of its institutional membership. There are

-three private colleges and universities, one state college, a two-year community college,

a law school, and one of the most distinguished med3Col centers in the country.

The Consortium has been the beneficiary of increased financial support, not only

from its institutional members, but also from local and national foundations. For example,

the Consortium has obtained in excess:of a half-million dollars in foundation grants within

the past twelve months. Significantly, these grants have enabled the Consortium to

develop a number of inter-institutional and community programs and activities. In addition
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to foundation grants, the Consortium's Board of Trustees adopted a graduated formula for

"dues" based on each institution's instructional budget. This institutional financial

support indicates a genuine commitment to the concept of inter-institutional cooperation.

Among the program octivities funded by foundation or other outside grants are a

number of major projects which are addressed to the modern urblan environment. The

minority Student Services Project is one such undertaking. EsseRtially, the Project is

structured to allow each institution to conduct its particular programs independently.

The chief officer of the projectipe Project Coordinator, operates out of the central

Consortium offices. Therefore, the various programs and activities of the project, as

they directly affect minority students, are under the auspices of the individual member

institutions. The coordination of the five separate programs is the responsibility of the

Project Coordinator and the Project Coordination Committee. The Committee; comprised

of program directors, students, and faculty representatives from each of the institutions,

plays the key role in supervision and coordination of the five institutional programs.

The interaction of the committee members has resulted in n valuable exchange of ideas,

`information, and resources. As a result of this cooperative effort, all of the schools

have augmented and improved their services to minority students.

Other major Consortium projects are the Urban Inventory Project, the Bayview-Fluhters
7; °

Point College and the Eckly Childhood Education Planning Project. ,Additionally, the

institutions have been involved in a number of major conferences, publications and

public relations activities. Inter-institutional task fortes have been studying such matters

as student services, environmental programs, ways of strengthening inter-institutional

nursing education programs, methods of effecting more student exchange between and
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among the various institutions, the ways of developing more institutional programs in the

community.

A numbeF of future plans are now in the preliminary stages of development. A few

of these plans are as follows:

. . . a new foundation project to involve several hundred students in working with commu-

nity groups and organizations, and in public and private agencies, in order to familiarize
C

f.
themselves with urban needs and problems;.

. . . a comprehensive set of student health services to b?sponsored by the Consortium and

the University of California at San. Francisco;

a Symposium on Urban Affairs, to be sponsored by San Francisco State College and

the Consortium;

. . . the establishment of an inter-institutional multi-purpose downtown facility in

San Francisco;

. . . the establishment of a Consortium Institute of Urban Studies, now being actively

considered by the member institutions.
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SEATTLE CENTRAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE

1718 Broadway
Seattle, Washington 98122

The Seattle Central Community College is one of three colleges in the Seattler

Community College District #6 and is state-supported. This college, as do all state

community colleges, has a mandate to "...Ensure, through the full use of its authority,

that each community college district shall offer thoroughly comprehensive educational,

training and service progrims to meet the needs S C broth thtcommu' nines and studalts

served by combining, with equal emphasis, high standards of excellence in academic

transfer courses; realistic and'practical courses infoccupational education, both graded

and ungraded; and community services of an educational, cultural, and recreational nature..."

The city of Seattle is the urban center of a-large metropolitan complex. The city,.
although young, has ;nits growth pattern garnered the ;11.: of racial and poverty pockets

Sla

and underprivileged people, as well as the middle and opposite poles,of Mediocrity and

affluence.

The 9,000-stUdentSeattle Central Community-College is loccte.d in all of these

populations, but proximate to many groups of disadvantaged. It. is on these groups that

special emphasis is placed in Koviding an encouraging "open door" that enables an indi-

vidual to take up education where he left off -- regardless of his level of attainment.

In addition to compensCtory programs, nearly 40 programs of occupationdl education

provide for the educational goals of the residents of the area.

Both college parallel and many occupational programs provide the.Associate-in-Arts

degrees.
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The population of the corporate limits of the city approximates 600,000. This is also

the legal boundary,of the college district. However students may attend their choke of

several community colleges in this metropolitan area of nearly one and one-half million

population.

Supportive Services

The college coordinates its occupational programs with the community through the

use of advisory committees. This approach is used, too, in certain community service

programs.

No institutional funds are available for student financial assistance; however, every

effort is made to secure outside assistance from individuals, business or civic organizations

for the many students needing help. One hundred seventy -five students receive scholarships

valued at $31,590.. Short term loans are made availableytp 350 students annually from a

$22;000 fund.. Employment off campus involves about 55 percent of the students. Five

percent are partially employed on campus. Insufficient jobs are available.

An educational technology-laboratory is available to the instructional staff for the

development and preparation of curriculum materials in all media. From this center, also,.

is offered a curriculum in teacher training.

Unique or nova programs include:

A. the formation of a Puget Sound Minority Affairs Council involving several of

the commim college districts in the area. The Seattle community College

District is providing tangible results from these monies, such as:

I. mobile educational units that are taken into underprivileged

areas of the city where people can get a taste of success in

fundaMental skills in addition t counseling/guidance for. continued
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2. development of special academic studies programs for

the minority groups;

3.. development of a minority affairs office to promote

communication with minority groups;

B. educational programs in the County'and City jails;

C. writing educational specifications and now building 43 campus that provides

facilities for curriculum fore the underprivileged;

D. budgetary allocation that emphasizes the "open door" Policy.

The success of'the program can be judged by the involvement and success of students
;

in compensatory education. These programs have been operating for a number of years

and considered as an integral pad the college.

Advice to new directors would include:

I. Determine community needs.

2. Compete for funding.'

3. Look for federal or other monies.

4. Cooperate with the many local and governmental agencies that must identify

with an educational program to meet their objectives.
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SPECIAL FIVEYEAR PROGRAM THE UNIVERSITY-OF WISCONSIN

432 Murray Streit
Madison, Wiscon:iin 53706

p
,--.. .

There are now 450 students enrolled in the Five Year Tutorial and Financial Assistance.,-
.,- . -

Program. These students are assisted financially throughout the five years. Total need.is
', . .-

determined by the cost of attending the University minus the amount of self-help the student

can provide' in the form of personal savings, summer earnings, and parental capacity to

cohtribure.

Each student participant is assigned a counselor whose duty, is to assess the strengths

and weaknesses of students throughanalysis of all available data, including test scores,

high school records, and interviews. It is his task to relate the student's work and course

load to his post achievement and capabilitie;. The student meet's with his counselor once

a week to discuss his progress,and any problems that may arise.

Tutors are available for every college course the student takei, and are assigned

after consultation with the student, course instructor, and counselor. The tutors are

responsible for submitting monthly reports indicating the number of tutoring sessions

attended by the student, areas of progress and deficiencies, and types of communication

conducted with classroom instructors..

In terms of curriculum, there is no absolute initial curricula requirement for Special

Program students, as they are not at a uniform educational level upon admission. There

are special sections for Program Students which have been set up by the English, Speech,

arid Math Departments. These sections carry regular University credit. The only non-credit'

courses which may be required of students are those which fulfill a high school deficiency

407
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432 Murray Street
Madison, Wisconsin $3706

There are now 450 students enrolled in The Five Yearrititorial and Financial Assistance 1.

Program. These students are assisted financially throughout the nye years., Total need is

determineA by the cost of attendii the University minus the amount of self-help the student

con *avid., In the form of persona) savings, summer earnings, and parental capacity to

contribute.

Each student participant is assigned a counselor whose duty is to assess the strengths

and weaknesses, of sfudents,.throughzonalysis.of-cill available-dater-including-test scores,

high school'records, and interviews, It is his task to relate the student's work and course

food, to Cs past itchiement and capabilities. The student meets with his counselor once

a week to discuss 111 ,-. progress and any problems(thit-may arise,

Tutors are available for every college course the studeht takes, and a/e'assigned

after consultation with the student, course instructor, and counselor. The tutors are

responsible for submitting, monthly reports indicating the number of tutoring sessions

attended by the student, areas.of piogress and deficiencies, and types of communication

conduCted with clossrooieinstructors,

In terms of curriculum, there Is no absolute initial curricula requirement for Special

Program students, as they are not at a uni form educational level upon admission. There

are special sections for Program Students which have been set up by the English, Speech,

and Math Departments, These sections carry regular University credit, The only non- credit

courses which may be required of students are those which fulfill a high school deficiency
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and whic'h are required by the University for graduation -- such as high school geometry:
*law

There are a.series-of reading and study ski lls.seminars conducted for students who wish

to'avail themselves of these offerings. Students are encouraged to take a reduced course

load and to plan with their counselor a supplementary program of academic supporting

r sa

services.
.

It was considered very important to involve other University departments in the apFili-
.

cation of special services to low-:income students. For example, students are admitted

into departments and professional schools throughout theUniversity, and immediately

begin working on their major subject. The individual school provides one person who is

. . 0

administratively responsible for the coordination of its Satellite Program, and a Program

Counselor who provides the academic guidance and counseling services, and mafntains-

a direct line of communication with the main Special. Program staff.
ff

Based upon the four full years of experience with the Special Program, the following

suggestions are offered to those who may bein the process ofinitiating similar programs:

(I) There should,.be 100% agreement 'by the school administration

thaNlisiprogram should be attempted, and that every resource

ovai fable will be utilized to insure its-success.

41 (2) Merely relaxing admission criteria will not lead to a
4
successful'

(3 )

high-risk program. There must be understanding anci support by

the acodemic faculty', and the faculty must be vsfilling to implement

new design, methodology,. and curriculum-structure.

The institution'must be financially Committed to the program, and
o

not simply rely on government and foundation. grants and loans.
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(4) There must be a research co.mpiSnent within the program to peiividp

a coniinbous study of the f teffeetiveriess ohe program's desist; and,

teaching methodology.

-

. 4.

4

t.

t3

r
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COMPENSATORY Pk)GRAtAS WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

Dayton, Ohio --

.

Wright State Uoiversity,.a liberal arts institution , is the newest of the state institu-

'Ntions of higher education in Chic. it originated as a branch campus of014 State University
o :

and'Miami University.of Ohio in 1964. In 1967, independent status was legally estrtlished.
. , .

: ,
It is predominantly .1 commuter campus located approximotely13 miles outside the city

of Dayton. One residence-hall, jar- 300-students, was opened during the 1970 school year.

The Division of Graduate .Studies offers Masters Degrees in eleven areas. The freshmen:
o

class is typitgliy made up of recent high. school graduates. Some 60% of the student body

have been foundlo take from .5 to 6 years to obtain the P.A. degree, ecabule this
N.

majority is enigoyed. The university offers fioanaial assistance in the form of scholarships,
4

-grantS-in-aid, loans:and employment.
. ...

ii,
Approximately 300 Wright State University students have received free tutorial

..."

.

,

assistance from the Supplemental ihstruction Program (SIP) during the past qu'arter, from-
,

.

,., a

upperclass'nien, graduate students, and a-select number of persons who hold Bac"pelor's
. ...r.

a nd M... aster'scegrees, The program is strictly vduntary: Ariy student may request.
. . , ...

assistance for any courses) with w_ciich he is encountering academic difficulty. The student's,
. , - ,

. ,- )''' ,
only obligation islo attend se,ssiant-4Tke numlier of sessions per week aricri-he length of

. ., ,

the sessions are determined by the student and the Supplemental Instructor's asse ssment
t :1:L

..7.

4 ,..

.

of.the students' needs. The oval bilitypf both student and Supplemental Instructor also
-,. ..

,
plays a part indeterreiningthe umber of hours they spen4d coisether:`: .

t ' t

{At.the beginriiidof I prog am the director requested the faculty to refer studerits
-

. t..l A //. ,
to provide the tutorial stance. Supplemental Instructors will fill out applications giving

zavoir

5. 411
;:.,
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personal data and a list of courses, according toialeferences, in which theOmve pro-
.

ficiencies. As a result one Supplemental Instructor may provide academic assistance

to one student in several areas, or to several students in more than one area. Each

Supplemental Instructor, (who is either referred by the faculty or may be a self - referral),

has a personal Interview with the Program director. During this interview the director

assesses the personality, examines academic qualifications, gives pointers about providing

tutorial assist:a:Fie and other information about the p:ograni. This* assessmen't is used to

assist in:T:aching students with Supplemental Instructors. lindergraduate*Supplemental

K. Instructors are paid $2.50 an hour, and persons with a B.A. and'aboVe receive $.00

.
an hour.

SuppleMental Instructors cre required to have an initial interview with, the teacher

of the course, and are encouraged to develop a working relationship with that professor,

'and to visit the class of the student whom he is instructing. .They may request the syllabui

or other teaching aids which the instructor uses.' They may request information which the

professor is willing to, share about the nature of the student's difficulty .

.
Wheneyer possible, students with the same teacher are assigned to the same Supplemental

Instructor.
1 " .-

Since Wright State is a commuter school, it was necessary to find locations in the
Ns. /et 1, \. , .

....: s - .,..:

various communities where iutoring sessions could be held after mauler schooi hours, so
tr . , .

that students without transportation would not have to return to the campus. Mileage is
.t

paid to the'Supplefnental Instructor to go to the community location, which is oftehtimes
, .-% ',.::
., ,. in churches.

-4,4:: -I' 7,
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personal data and a list of courses, according to preferences, in which they have pro-
A

ficiencies. As a result one Supplemental Instructor may provide academic assistance

to ane student in several areas, or to several students in more than one area.. Each

Supplemental Instructor, (who is either referred by the faculty or may be a self-referral),

has a personal interview with the Program director. During thisPinterview the director
)

assesses-thi- personality, examines- academic qualifications, gives pointers about providing

;
.

tutorial assistance and other information &out the program; This-assessment is used to.'
I

assist in matching students with Supplemental instructors. Undergraduate Supplemental

Instructors are fibid_$2.50 an hour; and persons with` a B.A. and above ireceive $4.00
,..

ari hour. , ..

Supplemental Instructors are required to have an initial interview with the teacher

of the course, and ore encouraged to develop a working relationship with that professor,

and to visit the class of the student whom he is instructing. They may request the syllabus
wog.

or other teaching aids,which the instructor uses. They may request_ information which the

professor is willing to share about the nature of the student's difficulty .

Whenever possible, students with the same teacher are assigned to the same Supplemental

Instructor.

. 'Since Wright, State is a commuter school, it was necessary to find locations in the

various.communities where tutoring sessions could be held after reguiar school hours, so

that students without transpogation would not have to return to the campus; -Mileage is

paid to the Supplemental Instructor to go to the community locuiiun, which is oftentimes

in churches.
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The Supplemental Instructors must maintain at Jeast a "B" average in the course(s)

in which they will provide instruction. They are limited to,
, t

may work on a one to one basis if the student's difficulty so

15 hours'work ii week. They

demands, or they may form.

small groups (3-5), if students can be matched for their similarities and difficulties, aria if

the course lends itself to this kind of arrangement. Group sessions are recommended,

where feasible, to enhance the positive reinforcement to students which is possible in such

an arrangement:

Each student applying for help is given a personal assurance that his request will be

met, and if time permits the director finds out verbally something about the student and

the nature of lkdifficulty. The selection of instructors far a specific student is made on

the basis of a Supplemental Instructor's preference for a particular course, his availability

°

and personal attributes. These and other factors are considered vital to establishing the

kind of rapport which is necessary for meaningful academic assistance. Supplemental

Instructors are asked to refer students to the Director if they recognize a student having

concerns which are other than academic. Such students are then.counseled by the

Director or are referred to the cou#aeling center.

The Wright Start Program was originated in 1968 under the auspices of theblack student

union, fife Committee for Advancement of Black Unity and the American Federation of

Teachers at Wright State. The m tri purpose was to stimulate interest in college, but
J

not necessarily Wright State, among " culturally disadvantaged" ,.high school students in

Dayton and surrounding areas.

Transportation and books were provided to the students at no cost. This year all

persorpel,inclir:ding coordinators, instructors, student tutors, and graders received

compensation for their time..
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The program lasted for five weeks in the summer of 1970, six weeks in the summer

of1969, and eight weeks in the summer of 1968. The IVO program met on Tuesdays

and Thursdays between 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. Students could take o'n, two courses

from four subject areas -- mathematics, English, black studies, and oiology -- as long

as the times of the courses did not conflict:

The Wright Start Program, has provided a summer college experience for 500 high.

school students between their sophomore year and graduation, The enrollments by year

'were: 1968 - 53; 1969' - 133; ond 1970 - 142.

Twri study skills courses, one remedial and one developmental, will be offered through

the Supplemental Instruction Program. Enrollment in the courses will be on a voluntary

basis. A variety of 'sources will be used to identify students who could profit from this

instruction. A proposed innovation for Wright Start is the implementation of a spring

',hase for the program. Seniors in high school would be enrolled in two elementary

____11concepLbuilding" courses for the sciences and English. These same courses would be

'offered to sophomores and juniors during the summerphase. Students finishing the first
Os

phase and their senior year could take "introductory" courses offered during the summer

and receive a grade of P or F, written evaluations and college credit (ex, one hour per

course). These hours may be stock-piled and applicable as collective hours for those students

who do go on to college. Or they may serve as a material reward to those students who
4

do not go.- f1 O

Faculty involvement, whether as referral sources, in advisory committee capacities,

giving consent, or actual participation, is vital. Their inclusion from the planning

stages, through the actual operation of the program and follow-up, results in greater

support, acceptance and rapport among personnel.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.

, A. Civil Rights and Access-to Higher Education
.

1. Davis, Paul H. "Changes Are Coming in the Colleges." Journal of Higher Education,
VOI . 33, p. 141-47. January, 1962.

'

In this article college professors and administrators anonymously offer 40 synopses of

predictions of changes for colleges. SomepredictiOns conflict, and others overlap.

All cover a wide range. The-10 top colleges, institutes, and universities named by
( C

professors and administrators are also'listed. In conclusion, the author himself makes

the ptetliction that "in this decade ahead the greatest change in colleges will be a

change in the attitude toward change," and that "this altered attitude may bring with

it more basiC and dramatic transformatiOns than even the optimists envisage."

2. Dennis, Ldwrence E., "Equalizing Educational Opportunity in Colleges and Universitie4
Phi Delta Kappan, vol. 45, p. 401-05. May, 1964.

The momentum behind present efforts to expand opportunities for Negroes in higher

education is traced to several events in 1963. President Kennedy's initiative; the re-

newed efforts-of the American Council on Education, including the appointment of the

eight-member Committee on Equality of Educational Opportunity; and the call for

establishment of a central clearinghouse to provide leadership and coordination in these..

activities are all mentioned. The author also surveys developments in different regions

of the country. The-predominantly white colleges.in the South still provide only limited

opportunities for Negroes, whereas the predominantly Negro colleges in this region en-
O

roll practically two-thirds of all Negro students in institutions of higher learning. About

.70 of these latter colleges are regionally accredited, yett as a group they cannot be
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considered as being fully within the mainstream of American education. Despite their

shortcomings, these colleges provide a vatuable resource, allowing the only realistic

opportunity for college success for many Negro students. In the North,, probably no

More than 2 percent of the undergraduate student;body is Negro,, a statistic which' re-

Heats high tuition rates and Jack of educational preparedness. Among the proposals

recommended, particular emphasis is given to the use of a clearinghouse, through which
f,

information can be assimilated and coordinated and interested organizations can be

informed orguidelines and priorities .in the use of funds for equalizing.educatiOnal

opportunities for Negroes.

3. ,Emil, Sister Mary "Race Relations and I-ngher Education." Religious Education;
vol. 59, p. 107-11. January, 1964.

Surveying the role that higher education should play in the implrement of race relations,

the author makes suggestions about admissions policies, curriculum, and action programs.

To compensate for the social injustice which has long-plagued the Negro, the colleges

and universities could begin "to assume some daring marcl leadership, and voluntarily

to embrace the.goal of individually and collectively achieving a 10 percent Negro group

in the student body, and after a decent time it the faculty and administration," thus
IM

achieving-a percentage compdrable to the number of Negroes in the total population.

This would require increased recruiting, additional financial assistance, and relaxed ad-

mission requirements. The special role of church- related colleges is that of providing

the intellectual grounding for a system of values that can resist racial injustice. These

colleges cc also provide leadership in the civil rights movement; thus achieving a

synthesis of thought and action.
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4. Ferry, N. H. "College ResponsibilIties and Social Expectations." Teachers °C ollege
Record, vol 65, p. 99-117. November, 1963.

if

If measured against the 'real needs of the country, the American college is "floundering

in a bog of self-doubt, contradictory purposes, public relations, and intellectual inertia,."

the author state. Criticisms of higher education and opinions about its ideal realization

are discussed. Suggested solutions to the failings of American colleges include the

initiation of action by a few leading institutions or by even one institution, divorce from

the status quo, the abandonment of fettering Cold War commitments, and instruction of

the community as to its needs and the true goals of higher education. The author main-
.

tains that colleges area major force in forming the nation's character and in deciding its

destiny.

5. Ginzberg,' Eli The Negro Potential. New York, Columbia University Press, 1956,'144 p.

"A deeper understanding of the economic emancipation of the American Negro--as well as

of the barriers that still remain--should provide important lessons applicable to all countries

where large groups still await the dawn of a day when they con develop and make better

use of their potentialities." The Conservation of Human "Resources,Project at Columbia

University in its research plan ha: provided for studies of two crucial groups in the popu-

lotion: (1) individuals with unusual endowment and capacity, for superior performance; and

(2) individuals with handicaps of one type or another that have made it difficult for them

to meet performance standards. Based on information about the population for military

service during WorldVar II, it was found that prOblems of the illiterate and poorly edu-

cated were more regional than national. The largest number of illiterates was found among

the rural Negro,_population in the Southeast. This book discusses the progress of the Negro
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in America and the challenge of Negro potential; expanding economic opportunities and

guides for action; the educational preparation of the Negro, problems of Negro education;

and the quality of Negro education; the Negro soldier; the better preparation of the

Negro for work; and lessons for manpower plicy.

6. Hannah, John A. "Civil Rights and the Public Universities." Journal of Higher Edu-
cation, .vol. 37, p. 61-67. February, 1967.

Universities have no Choice but to serve the cause of sooiai improvement, Hannah believes.

In recognizing thbt the rights of life, liberty, and especially the pursuit of happiness extend

toall citizens, universities- can accomplish a great.deal where legislatures and courts have

been in effectiveness in dealing with today's civil rights problems. An important

frisk of eduCation lies in persuading the Negro to make the best use of educational

importunities, in persuading him that education. is a way out of his present economic and

social straits. Education should not give encouragement to the notion that a college

education is essential to a happy arid productive life, however. Universities specifically

can assist minority groups in making the best use of educational opportunities, in pre-

paring teachers for slum schools, in offering their resources to local boards of education,

in persuading the public that it takes money to correct educational inequality, and in

acknowledging the fact that the problems of civil rights exist everywhere. Universities

can also make a significant contribution by encouraging directors of research and service

programs to pit,Iligh Priority on work that advances progress in solving the complicated

problems of civil rights.
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7. Kurlbiid,, Norman D. "More Negroes in C011egerA Program for Action Now."
, School and Society, vol. 94, p. 41-43. January 1966.

"Higher education in the U. S. has shared with the rest of our society a blindness to the

rights and needs of our colored citizens." Suggestions about what higher education might

do to take action on this problem and to increase the number of Negroes enrolled in

colleges and universities include the establ,shment of a reasonable admission figure

ond admission goal. ,Selection procedures1 economic problems, space, and faculty are

also discussed. The author points out that there are certain .advantages for colleges which

participate in the proposed effart to increase the enrollment of Negroes in colleges, but

that the increase in enrollment is only possible if the colleges wish to do it.

.
8. McGrath, Earl J. The Predominaritly Negro Colleges and Universities in Transition.

New York, Institute of Higher Education, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1965. 170 p.

"Opening the doors to higher education for the Negro is an4indispensoble step, indeed

the sine qua non in his personal and social advancement." Many of the nation's Negro

colleges, however, are handicapped by the same conditions that restricted developments

in other small colleges 15 years ago. Nevertheless, curricula,. faculties, student:, and

facilitiei of Negro colleges have a potential for improvement. Generalizations about

these institutions take into account the wide variations in quality and character among

them. Conclusions based on the study indicate that Negro institutions are primarily pre-
.

occupied by teaching rather than research, that Negro institutions enroll more wcinen

than men, that entering, students are generally less well prepared for college work than

those in other colleges, that because of lack of money many students have difficulty

'completing their education, and that'most of these institutions suffer from lack,of funds

to sustain their programs at adequate levels. Recommendations based on the study include
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the maintenance and strengthening of existing institutions,rthe coordination of institutional
e

i
effOrtsiand the establishment of cooperation among institutions; long-range planning, and

G``
t .

faculty development. Curriculum chaflges are also suggested; and remedial programs,

student instructional aids, counseling, and sources of financial aid are discussed. Appendices

and a bibliography,supplement thestudy.
4.

9. McKendall, Benjamin W. "Breaking' the Barriers of Cultural Disadvantage and Curriculum
Imbalance.:" Phi.Delta KapOan, vol. 47, p. 307-11. March, 1965.

The.barriers to college admission for minority group students, primarily Negroes, coming

from deprived educational backgrounds, are dis ussed in terms of curriculum imbalance

and cultural-disadvantage. Changes at the college level ate only ISailiative, since

deprivation begins at the elementary school; yet these reforms are still necessary. The

usual admissions procedures are insufficiently flexible to allow for the primary and secondary

schooling of the disadvantaged. However, another problem is seen in reverse discrimination

and "instant negritude" (tokenism)' practiced by some well-meaning colleges. For minority

students, the problems of college admission and financial yid arc inseparable if there is

to be greater access to higher education. The most help,is needed by minority group

students with "modest credentials who have the greatest financial need; the most talented

minority students can usually get a,id. Several kinds of programs to increase minority group

college enrollment are helpful: local compensatory and enriChment.projects, exchange
I

plans, tutoring, and Special programs run by colleges and secondary schools. Current

college curricular changes are most often geared to the able student and reflect a fading

line between high schools that offer advanced courses, and the colleges. These reforms are
7

yet another barrier for those from disadvantaged backgrounds.
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10. Smith, Charles U. "Race Relations and the New Agenda for Higher Education: A Plea
for Universityteadership."- Phi Delta Kappan, vol. 46, p. 453-56. May, 1965.

.

The proposition is put forth that whenever the role and status of,the Negro have changed,

Americap social institutions have developed philosophical and moral concepts; as well as

concrete° techniques, which support his new function and position. This has not been

accomplished, however, by American higher education. with regard to the Negro's de-
,

segregated position since 1954. Iris time for "the scientific validity, pedagogical sound-

ness, and democratic feasibility of racial desegregation in American society" to be

demonstrated, the author imaintans. Several suggestions for a "new agenda" for higher

ieducatio) are prop ed; Greater use must be made of scholarly and creative literature

by.and a

Initiate and there should be more systematic research on the Negro. The author con-
a

cludes with a plea for increased participation and responsibility by higher education in

ut Negroes. Formal courses dealing with the Negro in America should be

the_im lementation of true democratic practices in American race relations.

B. Programs and Practices

11.' American Council On Education, "Higher Education-as a National Resource: A Propa" sed
Federal.Program." 'School and Society, vol. 91, p. 218-21. May, 1963.

This proposal for a program of Federal action notes the.great, pressure on colleges and

universities to" provide cor the vc.5tly increasing number of students seeking a higher education.

.
In order to provide the needed facilities and innovations to accommodate these students the

Federal Government must supplement.other.sources of support. The proposal gives primary

emphasis to the construction of physical facilities for instruction, research, and student

housing. Second priority is given to the need for,more, financial-assistance lo qualified
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students. Programs, furthermore, shOUld be expanded to increase the supply of college

. .

teachers as well as the quality of instruction and research.
... .

I
. :

121 .Association of Colleges and Universities, "Gu idelines forSe lf-Study, by Colleges.".
Integrated Education, vol.. 2.-p. 27-29. December, 1964-January, 1965.

..

..0.
.

in Spite of the constructive. Measure's taken by institutions in New York State in order to

r

open their doors to qualified-studenls withr.v.it regard to race, creed, color, t national

origin, much more needs_to be done. The College Committee on the Disadvantage rec-r

ommends that each institution of higher learning in the state of New York reevaluate its
ry .

procedures, practiceS, and image to make sure it is providing equal educational opportunity

for students and faculty. Guidelines are suggested, as well as questions under each topic

to 44edite the self- study.

13. Bindman, Aaron M. "Pre-college Preparatioh of Negro College Students." Joumcil
, of Negro Education, vol. 35, p. 313-21. Fall, 1966.

p

A study of 154 New,: male undergraduates a4.1ending.a large midwestem state university

indicated that only 3a percent had pre-college test scores (indicated by the American

College Test or the School and Ability Test) above the 50th percentile'of the population tin

the specific college of their choice within the university. tontrarylo expectations,

differences in the degree of integration in the Negro subject high school, socioedonomie
0

background, and high schootrank did'not produce, significant differences in academic

preparcition. The-sauthor stresses fhe importance of these findings for future programs and

policies atItempting to rectify the unequal preparation of Negro students for college. He

a

suggests that "the doctrine of 'race consciousness' may not sit well with some administrritors,.

but it may be what is required to aid educe:10one* disadvantaged Negro students until
-a

2
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substantive - changes are.made.in their academic preparation."
, a

O

14. Branson, Herman R. "Interinstitutional PrograMs for Promotihg Equal Higher Educational
Opportunities forNegroes." Journal of Negro Education, vol. 35,-p. 469-76.
Fall, 1966.

One Of the ways in which the predominantly Negro colleges can more effectively'compete

for increased financial support and good students is through an interinstitutional arrange-

. .
ment, whereby schools of "recognized excellence Il assist these Negro schools in becoming

better Institutions. This survey of cooperative programs is limited to formal agreements,

involving students, faculty, curriculum, cultural events, and administrative practices.

The possibilities of federal support for such proarcims are also discussed. p

15. Brown,,, Nicholas C., ed. Higher Education: Incentives and Obstacles, A Conference
RePoft on Encouraging Incentive for Hig er ducation Among Ta ented ut Disadvantaged
'Youth. Washington, American Council on Edupatioft, 1960. 165 p: ,

l

,

The importance of the concept of equality of educational opportunity. can be measured by

ikdegree of realization.fn a relatively short periodTof time, but its degree of failure must

also be confronted. The American Counc0 il on (Education's Committee on Equality of

Opportunity jrt Higher Education "has long been concerned with the loss of development

of human takrit resulting from lack of personal incentive." spproximately 100,000 to

200,000 talented high school graduates do not continue their education each year due

either to lack of money o lack of motivation. It is estimated that probably as many of

equal ability, drop out efore high school graduation. From November 1-3, 1959, -the

committee sponsored a Conference on. Encouraging Incentive for Higher Education among

Talented but bisadvantaged.YOuth. This publication is a report on that conference. It

deals with topics related to the development of human resources such as the removal of
. ,

.

financial obstacles and environmental barriers. The conference focused on the encourage-,

I

r
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me nt of personal incentive, the identification of forces that stifle this incentive, and

-1° the initiation of action to counteract such forces. Panel discussions; papers, some with

bibliographies; tables; and a list of participants, are included.

16. Bush, Dixon ,"Antioch Program for Ihterrecial Education: InteriM Report." 1965,
unpublished. 4 p.

."A historical statement about the education of Negro students at Antioch Col! ge," this

is ari interim report on a "risk-recruiting" projectto seek wit Negro students not normally

qualified for Antioch, or not even college-bound. The program, begun in 1964, involVes

z .. arkearly recruitment, pre-entry counseling, financial aid, and research on effective teaching
::. . .

methods for this group. Students have selected from. Chicago, ,St. Lcuis,Phi, delphia,
)., a

and southwestern' Ohio. Antioch - connected seledtors (six in each area were found to be
. ,

optimal) from agencies, schools, and churches were used to screen candidates. There was

no shortage of qualified Negro students with, whom "bridge-building" activities were successful.

Aslowerpace will bl needed in working with high school sophomores and juniors than with
. ,

seniors in order to pr,
. : - , zepare them for admission. Increasing Negro aspiratiOns for educationthem

- ,-
1 ,

will bring an unfamiliar population to the colleges; therefore, data derived from this proto- .1

type program may be useful.'

17. a Clark, Burton R. The Open Door College!. A Case Study. New York, McGraw -Hill,
1960. '207,p:

'',The schools and colleges of the country transmit the general dulture, train the young, and

nourish or eeplete) bask social values." A comprehension of the forms that modern educational

educational organizations tire assu.rang will make a contribution to the better understanding

of educational problems and general theory of organizations. This book is,oriented toward

the view that organizations have Identifiable characters and roles irr the larger society. ,

its perspective is based on intensive analysis in the foni of a case study of the 20th century.
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phenomenon of the junior coilege--San Jose Junior College. Informal interviews, analysis

of documents, and a questionnaire were means of gathering information for the study.

"Comparative data and comparisons of characteristics of other types of schools about which ,

much is already known are used to generalize about a type of educational organization."

Because Scn Jose Junior College has just recentlybeen established, care had to be taken

not to-make premature analyses. The study deals with the administrative setting of San Jose

Junior College and resulting problems; the student clientele of the college as shaped by

admission,policy; and the further effects of administrative setting and student clientele,

traced in regard to the evolution of formal organizational structures, the composition and
n

organization of staff, and the building of arrappropriate instructional force. Findings

18.

4

I

about these topics provide the empirical materials for interpreting and describing organization

character. The roblems of the junior college as a kind of mass enterpriie are analyzed,

cnd the roles of the junior college in higher edication are discussed. The appendices to

'-to the book 'deal with methodological explanations. There is also a bibliography.
I

Froe, Otis D. , "Educational Planning for Disadvantaged College Youth." Journal of
Negro EdOcation, vol. 33, p. 290-303: Summer, 1964.

1

The task of identifying the needs of the college population termed disadvantaged and of

examining th m as they might relate to educational planning, is a complek matter. There

is a great di ersity of norms and values in various:student subcultures in institutions. Needs

must be co sidered in terms of student behaviors demanded by the academic subculture on

college campuses. Some characteristics of the disrivantaged youth,- of The academic

environment, and implications for educational planning are discussed. Three proCesses

involved in planning to meet the needs of the disadvantaged college youth are the study

.
of the characteristics of the learner which are related to academic achievement, the study
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andanalysis of.the learning environment, and. the examination of the congruence between

the learning environment and the learner. Planning for disadvantaged youths must be

chcwacterized by a cyclof planning, evaluation, and replanning. Specific ways for

meeting student needs will be determined often by the particular facilities and resources

of an f insti tution of higher. education.

19. Free,. Otis D.. "Meeting the Needs of College Youth: The Morgan State College Program."
Joumal of Negro Education, vol. 35, p.422-29. Fall, 1966.

The author briefly describes the educational program. at Morgan State College, a, predominantly

Negro college that has for many yeai-s been concerned with the needs of disadvantaged youth.

The college has ;ntroduced a flexible three-track program in which placement is dependent

on precollege records a d subject to periodic review and change. Two of these programs

are directed toward the "atypical" freshman and emphasize either overcoming accumulated

learning deficits, particularly in basic learning skills, or increasing the performance of the

student with high academic potential. Significant improvements have been made by students

in these specialized curricula.

20. Gideonse, Harry D. Brooklyn College and the Disadvantaged. New York, Brooklyn
College, City University of New York, 1965. 22 p.

"The dducation of the culturally disadvantaged is not new to Brooklyn College." This

publication discusses the orientation, programs, and problems of Brooklyn College in

dealing with culturally disadvantaged student eatures of the college favoring the

attraction of the culturallydisadvantaged include free tuition, availability of work, day

and evening programs, respect for educrition, and its nonresidential aspects. Problems

related to the college's interest in education for the disadvantaged include the stimulation

of interest at an earlier level, the determination of the nature of training for prospective
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. 22. Love, Theresa R. "Needs and Approaches foi- Developing Linguistic Abilities'." Journal
ofNegro Education, vol. 35, pp. 400-08. Fall, 1966.

The teaching of English in Negro colleges is presently at a standstill--with teachers

despairing student apathy and inadequacy and students abandoning-any hope of mastering

standard English. Several changes in attitudes, materials, and approaches are suggested

Which could break this stalemate. The attitude that .students speak improperly and that

bad habits should be stamped out is the result of a failure to recognize in these linguistic

patterns a legitimate, separate, and distinct variety of English. Once this is recognized,

teachers must revise their aims and approaches to the teaching'of standard English. The,

enrichment rather than the elimination of non-standard usage is the appropriate goal of

teachers. Textbooks and materials should be designed in which standard English is pre-

sented as a second language, utilizing foreign language techniques, to those accustomed

to speaking the nonstandard dialect. Four approciches to the teaching of English are

discussed: the linguistic approach, a moderate use of the descriptive grammar approach,

the oral approach, and the writing approach. Each approach emphasizes the special

linguistic characteristics of Negro students which may be positively utilized.

23. Martyr, Kenneth A. Increasing Opportunities in Higher Education for Disadvantaged
Students. Sacramento, California, Coordinating Council for Higher Education, 1966.
74 13

On-c. npus visits, an inventory of provisions for disadvantaged students from all segments

of higher education, and related literature on the subject were utilized in a survey of

oppureities for higher education in California. The major proportion of disadvantaged,

students attending college in Californiaare enrolled in junior colleges. Although special

recruiting practices and off-campus tutorial programs are not as well developed as those

of state colleges or the university, the junior college counseling, remedial, and instruc-
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tional programs are particularly suited to disadvantaged students once they are enrolled

Several recommendations are made for future programs which may help to overcome existing

financial, ,geographic, motivational, anci academic barriers to increased opportunity. in

addition to expanded tutorial programs, finuncial assistance, and recruiting practices, it

is recommended that the Coordinating Council consider locating residential campuses in

disadvantaged urban areas, establishing ethnic admissions quotas in these areas, increasing

participation in community involvement projects, expanding research on the disadvantaged,

and giving particular attention to the possible employment of the 2 percent exception to

state college and university first7time admission procedures for the admission of disadvantaged

students. The report also includes the recommendations of the California Coordinating

Council on Higher Education which are in part based on the author's recommendations.

24. Meister, Morris, et. al. "Operation Second Chance." Junior College Journal, vol. 33,
p. 78-88. October, 1962.

Concerned by the fact that many poor achievers in high school, who are ,victims of "disabling

socio-educational factors" or cultural deprivation, apply for and are rejected by colleges,

the Bronx Community College conducted a pilot remedial program to see if special guidance

and instruction in English and mathematics would improve academic potential. Operation

Second Chance: the Pre -College Enrichment Studies Program operated from February, 1960,

to June, 1961, under a Ford Foundation grant. In all, 20 students the first semester and

40 the next received five months of tuition-tree guidance and instruction four nights a week.

Although the number was "too small for definitive statistical interpretations," the conclusions

Jo, were that "thousands" of high school graduates could "profit significantly" from college

after pre - enrichment; 65 percent of the sample are continuing higher education; and improve-

ments were noted in standard objective test scores, motivation, attitude toward school work:
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self-confidence, skills, and in establishing more realistic educational and job goals.

Since conventional predictors of academic potential--college admissions tests and high

school records--are not cultureLfreer different criteria must be used to tap those at the

lower end Of the ability- spectrum. It is suggested that different and/or more .:exible

programs of higher education be developed for these ,students in fermi of degree require-
.

ments, lengtkof'course, curricula, etc., at the same time maintaining excellence of
4.

standards and staff. The community colleges are valuable for meeting these problems.

25. Meister, Morris and Tauber, Abraham "Experiments in Expanding Educational Opportunity
for the Disadvantaged: Bronx Community College." Phi Delta Kappan, vol. 46,
p. 340-42. March, 1965.

The Bronx Community College has carried on two programs designed to make more places

available for students in higher education, while still preserving the standards and integrity

of the educational programs being offered. Operation Second Chance is a program of

special guidance and instruction in Englit.h language and mathematics for high school

graduates'clenied admission to college. The results of the program indicate that, AO

special treatment, students both in the upper and lower strata of verbal and quantitative

abilities can be motivated to achieve academically, that positive changes in attitude

about scholaitic work can be effected, and that more realistic career objectives can be

established. The findings of this program point to the importance of counseling and guidai ce

as well as to the importance of excellence in instruction. The specific findings have been

incorporated into the basic orientation of the Bronx Community College and extended to a

broad attack on the problem of higher education for the disadvantaged in a new project
.

called the College Discovery Program. Some 250 students, who were considered not ad-

missable according to the usual requirements, were admitted to two community colleges.
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with admission procedures, specific colleges, summer opportunities, and career infor-.

motion.

28. Plaut, Richard L. "Closing the Educational Gap." Journal of the Intergroup Relations,
vol. 3, p'. 138-45. 1962. .

t
This article summarizes the work of a demonstration project conducted-in 1946 at Man-

hattan's Junior High School and George Washington High School to identify and prepare

for college able students from deprived homes. After four years, students in the project

exhibited increases in reading rates, and many graduates were able to enter four-year

colleges. The drop-out rate was reduced by half, and discipline problems almost dis-
,

appeared. A counseling se vice, the Community Talent Search, was established to offer
I.

college guidance. Other programs, such aslligher Horizons, were created as a, -result of

the success of this program. It is now essential that a National Talent Foundation similar

to-the National Science Founcation be established to provide opportunities for childien

from depressed areas, the author states.

29. Reid, Robert D. "Curricular Changes in Colleges and Universities for Negroes: Analysis
and Interpretation of a Questionnai: survey." Journal of Higher Education, vol.
p. 153-60. March, 1967.

Analysis of the current catalogs of 75 institutions and of questionnaire responses by 35 Negro

colleges indicates that these schools emphasize training in professional and vocational

areas, the latter orientation being particularly evident in publicly supported institutions.

Perhaps the, most preSsing need is strengthening of the liberal arts disciplines. In most

of these schools, curricular options are limited, making it almost impossible for students to.

establish a minor field,. Among the changes currently being considered by these institutions

are the following; reduci\ g the amount of credit for remedial courses in English and math-
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emetics, reorganizing courses in communications skills, introducing more courses in

marketing and business management, and using closed-circuit television for instructional

purposes. Many of the difficulties in instructional innovation can be attributed to

financial limitations and the generally limited training of the schools' faculties. The

author suggests that these institutions re-examine their programs in light of their educa-

Honel gook, particularly with respect to the changing employment opportunities for Negroes.

Schoen, Sterling H. and others, "Proposed Program for Graduate Study in Business
for Negroes: Report of Feasibility Conference and Program Coordinating Committee
Meeting." 1966, unpublished. 88 p.

The findings and recommendations of 'a conference held at Washington University in

'St. Louis on August 8-9, 1966, are discussed. The proposed program, to be executed

by a consortium of the graduate business schools of Indiana University, Washington. Uni-

versify, and the University of Wisconsin, is designed ft-, provide Negroes with the quail-

fications needed to compete successfully for managerial positions .in American business.

Conference members stressed the importance of implementing extensive recruiting practices

at both integrated and predominantly Negro colleges and "of making this an elite program."

A pregraduate summer program, however, is recommended in which attention could be

directed at remedying individual needs in area's such as research skills, reading and

communication skills, and analytical and mathematical skills. In addition to formal

graduate study, the program also includes provisions for a summer business internship with

a cooperating firm, lob placement, and summer seminars for business fa'culty of predominantly

Negro colleges. The author's affiliation is with the Graduate School of Business Administration

at Washington University.
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31. Stokes, Maurice S. "A Brief Survey of Higher Education for NegroeS." The Social
Studies, vol. 55, p. 214-21. November, 1964.

The total number of Negro institutions or higher learning was fairly stable in the period

between 1953 and 1961, amounting to slightly more than 100. Enrollment has advanced

rapidly during this period, and the author projects that by 1980 it will triple or even

quadruple. The permanent ccntribution of 'a general 'education piogram and the needed

expansion of curriculum and instructional practices are discussed. Religious activities

form an integral part of campus life in the Negro colleges. .The survey reviews inter-

Institutional, cooperative arrangements; financial matters, educational facilities, and

opportunities for graduate 'work and research at these schools.

32. Wheeler, Robert A. The Kansas City Scholarship Program: Prcgress Report. Kansas City,
Missouri, Department of Guidance, SchooMstrict, 1963. 29 p.

k
The Kansas City Special Scholarship Program was initiated as an experimental effort to in-.

crease the enrollment of students, especially Negro students, from economically, culturally,

and educationally marginal segments of the population in college. Scholarships, individual

counseling, group guidance, and auxiliary programs designed to assist and 4upport students

in entering and continuing through college were introduced by the program. Examples of

students, their success and failure, and the pressure or . amily economic needs are discussed.

Tables show student selection, participation, ana.progress; characteristics of stude'nts in

the program; their derivation by college. classes and high school; their distribution -by

famIly income, SCAT scores, and class rank; and the colleges and universities they atten ded.

Appropriations, expenditures, and average total costs of students attending college are

discussed, as well as types of auxiliary programs, administration of the program. , and

community work'.
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C. Characteristics of Disadvantaged Students
,

33. Bei lin, Harry "The Pattern of Postponability and Its Relation to Social Class Mobili
Journal of Social Issues,vol, 44, p. 33-48. August, 1956.

This study deals with the degree of willingness of subjects to postpone immediate satis-

factions. In order to test the hypothesis that a difference exists between male .high
,

sc`hool graduates from lower to socioeconomic backgrounds who plan'
-
to go to college and

those who do not,-the responses of 1t9 male subjects (with Otis of 110 or higher)

wed analyzed. Attitudesabout marriage, extent of social participation, P ossession of

materi I goods, perception of self, occupatio9a1 aspiration, and scAool participation

were inve igated. 'The results suggest that the concept of gratification postponement as

it pertains to conscious deferring process by the college-golng boy from.lower so6io-

4
economic groups *ri need of modification. To such a youth going to college involves

"the gratification of values he has developed rather than a relinquishing of valued behaviors."

From the observer's frame of reference, there may be a characteristic pattern of behavior

for the potentially-upward-mobile boy of a lower socioeconomic background. He is older '

when hetikar.ries, he has more positive attitudes toward school and related activities, he

)as higher occupational aspirations, and*the possesses greater motivation, which he perceives

as contributing most to his ultimate success.

\
34. Bradley, Nolan E. "The Negro Undergraduate Student: Factors Relative to Performance

in Predominantly White State Colleges and Universities in Tennessee." Journdl of
Negro Education, vol. 36, p: 15-23. \Winter, 1967..

Data from high school and college records, from interviews with college deans, and from

two questionnaires distributed respectively ,to faculty and students were analyzed for Negro

undergraduates at seven formerly all-white institutions. The results indicate that although
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desegregation at these schools was accepted, integration was progressing at a variable

and slow pace and that only minimal social integration existed. Negroes attend these

because they are less expensive; they offer more and better opportunities than

Negro c-Ileges; and they are closer to home. A multiple regression analyst's revealed

the general-lack of predictive value of American College Test scores for the academic

success of Negro students\. Instructors felt that the most serious academic deficiencies

of Negroes were in the laiigu'age arts, particularly in communication skills. Suggestions

for the improved success of Negro college students are discussed, including remedial

noncredit college courses.

35, Brazziel, 'William F. "Needs, Values, and'Academic AchieVeinen." ImproVing.,Coilege
and University Teaching, p.159-63. Summer, 1964,

TIzis study was designed "to explore the need aryl value structures" of a low SES college

sample and relationship of these structures to academic achievement. A total of 100

Negro upperclassmen, randomly selected from the student, body of an urban Negro college

in a border state, were administered the Allport-Vernon-Lindsay Scale of Values and the

Edwards Personal Preference Schedule. Results showed that the "needs and Values of this

sample differed from middle income groups in many ways, and the patterns of .relationships

of needs and values to academic achievement were not significantly high." The sample

scored lower than the norm' on economic and aesthetic values, but higher on religious and

social values. They differed largely in "what might be termed face to face aspects of ,

human relations." The needs for dominance, autonomy, achievement, and heterosexuality

were significantly lower than the norm, while the need for deference was higher. Results

were compared with those from a similar study involving medical students. Medicai students
)

showed a significantly negative relationship between the need for nurturance and theoretical
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values and between affiliation needs and aesthetic values, the lower-.Class sample
b

shoes ad a high positive correlation on the same measures. The lower-class group shovied

a small negative correlation between social values and aggression needs,, between political

values andsuccorance needs, and a high positive correlation between theoretical values and
o

a need For autonomy, exhibition, and succorance which the medical student sample did net

evidence. Though rieedvand values of various groups are different,specdic'telationships

to academia' achievement are unproved. If colleges must "middle-classize" low Sift

students, they gold strive to preserve the "generosity in spirit which seems to characterize

them.

36. Clark, Kenneth B. The Negro College Student: Some Facts and Some Concerns,."
Journal of the Association of College, Admissions Counselors. Winter, 1964.

The author summarizes the findings of two follow-up studies conducted by the National

Scholarship Service and Fund for/Negro Students on the achievement of Negro students in

interracial colleges. The Negro student has been successful in college, but he has,

emerged with a lack of com-mitment,to the ztruggle for interracial justice. It is felt tkat
, -

a major role for education must be this development of,"social
0

and ethical -sensitivity" in

all students. Anieriai:in educational institutions have defaulted in this role. Also discussed

is the rane of social consequences of a superficicrf,.conformist education that does not

stress morality and moral commitment to social justice.

'37. Clark, Kenneth B. and Plotkin, Lawrence The Negro Student. at Integrated Colleges.
New York, 'National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students, 1963. 68 p.

This study folloWed up Negro students who had sought assistance from the National SCholar-,

ship'Service Fund for Negro Students in order to attend interracial colleges. Data for

-509 students were obtained from the preschool information sheet filled out at the time of

1 4
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NSSFIA contact,: from cortege transcripts, and

Sodr6p-out rates were much less than the natim al-

4,

from postgraduate questionnaires. Students'

average for whites and for Negroes attending

segregated colleges.pnancial difficulties was the major reason given for cropping out. On

the whale, the collede,grades of these students we're average, criending more or: high

sawl average and parents' education and profession than on parents' income or students'

.

precollege test scores. Almost all of the students judged theioollege experience very
, .... ..

,t
.

i. 1, . t,
favor ably; however, mere were some indications of_Ocial problems and pressure . "Whilet--

,,

the data clearly revealed that the c ollege trained Negro.is ndrIonger required to hold a

f.
menial position, he is not. yet fully integrated into private industry and commerce. He is

. . ,. .

1still dependent upon government and private agencies for the utilization of his skills.",
<

<,
:..

38. 'coletilan, James 5...and others Equality of, Educational Opportunity, p. 367r445.
. " Washington, U. S. Office of Education, 1966.

II

8

This report discusses the findings of a survey conducted by the National Center for Educational

Statistics of the U. S. Office of Education. Statistics on higher education indicate that

about 4.6,percent of all college students are Negro`andtKat more thin half of them are

enrolled in the largely segregated institutions of the South and Southwest. 'Negro students

are enrolled in colleges with substantially loiver faculty salaries and with loWer proportions

orfaculty possessing Ph.D.'s. Other findings sugciest that Negro'students are more likely to'

enter the state college system than the state university sy4tem, are more frequently found in

f

institutions with high drop-out rates; are likely to attend institutions with low tuition cost;

and are apt to major in .engineering, agriculture, education, social work, social science, and

nursing. Data on the qualifications of'students preparing for careers in teaching reveal some

evidence that the gap in preparation for college work that exists between majority students.'

and Negro students continues to widen - -at least in the South-rduring the college years.
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'''.39. Davis, Mai:tel W. "The Kiy League Negro- -A View from Further South." Esquire, vol. 61/
p.161--67. April, 1964. , \

.
,?,

,, , .

"The author contrasts his experiences with those reported by William Kelley in "The Ivy League. t ..
...A:

Negro. Regardless of where he is, the Negro is always reminded of his race; the Ivy

League attitude toward Negroes is no exception. There are two hierarchies in America:
..... . .t , .

ane for Negroesand one for whites. There are those. at the top of the former hierarChy;
b.

howexer, who have' embraced the myth of a separate Negro America, because it-provides

a setting in which they can assert. their. superiority to less-educated,Negroes: Many of
c.

these students, therefore, seek "accommodation with the white ssyste as leaders of Negro

society, ancruse this pieudo-aceeptianCy as-status in the Negro community."

40. Fichter, Joseph He "Career Preparation and Expectations_of Negro C011ege Seniors."
Journal of Negro Education, vol. 35, p-,- 322-35. Fall, 1966.

Vis.article reports the finding's of a survey study made by the National Opinion Research

Center in 50 predominantly Negro'colleges. The responses provide support for the hypothesis

that where few opportunities are available, there will .13e less cause ter students to explore

alternative poss;',;!litips. A considerable proportion of the students, 58' percen t of the men

and 45 percept of the women, had decided on their occupational Choice by their freshman

year. Teaching, was the largest voccitionachoice indicated fOr both me and wot In. The

respondents also Indicoted whenthey felt Negroes would have job opportunities equal to

those of whites- at compar:,ble edu.cational Abotit,751percent felt that it would take

the nation about 20 years to orThieve this goal. ,Expectations were slightly higher for large

northern cities, and 'Slightly lower for the southern states. The great majority of these ndents

expected to continue their education beyond their college degree. The people entering social

work formed the highest proportion and those entering medicine the lowest proportion of those



who felt that qualified Negroes have equal opportunities for graduate training in their

respective fields. It can be noted that these students "cave a relatively high interest in

occupations involving "human values."

.41. Gurin, Patricia '"Social Class Constraints on the Occupational Aspirations of Students
Attending Sole Predominantly Negro Colleges." Journal of N_ egro Education, vol. 35,
p. 336 -50. Fall, 1966.

The tindi; reported In this study are based on an analysis of questionnaires administered to °
`1-

4,000 students at ten predoMinantly Negro colleges in the South by the Survey Research Center.

When the student's year in college was controlled, social clais differences in aspiration were

found onlyamong freshmen, which suggested that social class pperates only at the point when
/

the student first leaves home. Results of this study, therefore, apply only to freshmen measured
/

at the point-of entering college. At this level, high-status parents those with higher incomes

and higher education-as well-as those who have had the, greatest influence on their children--

can influence certain kinds of aspirations. With males, occupational choices that are prestigeful

and highly demanding of ability are facilitated, while the choice of nontraditional occupational
o

choices is discouraged. For females, the findings were comparable. The results are discussed

t
in terms of.the different values held by Pduccted and the increasing opportunities.

, being made available to them. .

42. Fleisi, Paul "Diversity'in College Student Characteristics." Journal of Educational Sociology,
vol. 33, p. 279-91. February, 1960.

This paper raises questions about and reviews some pertinent data on the extent and type

of differences among students in institutions of higher education. That there is great

diversity in student composition is demonstrated by two primary sources of information:

(1) a study of the selectivity of U. S. colleges and universities at the point of intake

in which data take the form of total scores on the American Council of Education
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Psychological Exam (ACE) from a stratified, representative sample of 18,850 institutions;

and (2) a project conducted in cooperation with the National Merit Scholarship Corporation
ft.

in which data are drawn from a study of the winners and near - winners of the National

Merit Scholarships during the first year of the program--1956. Tables of scot. .s are included

in the paper. Data are, examined according to differenpes in academic ability and variations

in coll4e students in some nonintellective characteristics. Diversity among college c'd

university students is illustrated, and the data make the question about correctness of choice

of school legitimate -foz students. It is suggested also that perhaps this question

is pertinent for all college students #

43. Kelley, William M. !'The Ivy League. Negro." -Esquire, vol. 60,. p. 54-6008-09.
Auguit, 1963. s'

`The attitudes and experiences ()ran 'upper-class Negro while attending'Harvard are discussed.

In the effort tr -&--come completely integrated into the mainstream of AmeriCan life, the

including color prejuJic.e. The re.,u4 is an ambiguous attitude toward the uneducated Negro--

educated Negro sometimes adopts the stereotypei and prejudices of mainstream America

ridiculing him for his cultural deficits while envyinghim. for his spontaneity. The author

suggests that in an academic community like Harvard, "a Negro can forget 9lmost entirely

about his skin, his Negro consciousness."

44. "Negroes and the College." Columbia College Today, vol. 1,2, p. 15-1r:. Fall,

In some ways Negroes are unprepared to take advantage of the many opportyniti\es that have 1\been made available to them'in the 1960's. They lack sufficient leadership, economio
. - N

expertise, family stability, and educe-fan: These shortcomings must be understood within

the historical contest of white Airierican attitudes tr..-ward Negroes and their education.
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This article "reviews that history with particular reference to Columbia College. Prior

to 1960, Negroes were not actively recruited by the college; an active attempt; however,

to increase Negro enrollment has now been undertaken which includes the acceptance

of students whose preparation is inferior to ;hat of many students rejected for admission.

Added financial assistance has'been provided to allow Negroes.from New York-City to

live away from home, thus avoiding the additional conflicts that arise from being'in two

very different environments at.the same'time. The results have been encouraging ; only

the kick of qualified Negro students to take advantage of these opportunities is disheartening.

45._ Noble, Jeanne L. The Negro Woman's College Education. New York, Teachers College,
,....

Columbia University, 1956. 163 p. 7-

This study reports on an evaluation of college experiences by a group of more than 400

College graduate Negro women. Evaluation is based on a questionnaire, interviews,

.1P
collection of statements, and interpretation, with an emphasis on a historical and philo-

sophical review of higher education for Negro "The assumption underlying the

study is that educational experience should be intimately related to the personal needs of
.

people." The author gives a systematic account of the historical development of collegiate

education for Negro women. She also examines the roles permitted to educated Negro

women by their culture, the nature of the problem, limitations or the study and the method

of study, the overall findings that seem most important to the women in the sample, and the

implications of the data that are in keeping with a philosophy, and program of education

based on a concept of self-fulfillment. Appendices contain additional information on

historical background, colleges attended, and the questionnaire used in the study. Another

appendix of tables and a bibliography supplement the discussions in the study.
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46. Rose, Arnold M. "Graduate Training for the 'Culturally Deprived.'" Sociology of
Education, vol. 39, la% 201-08. Spring, 1966.

The culturally deprived student comes from a background which imposes limitations at

`the graduate school levellimitations in perspective, objectivity, scholarship, andr,
personality, in addition to economic difficulties. Entrance to graduate training may be

more difficult for these students for several reasons: many of them attend the weaker

undergraduate colleges; they are more likely to be academic "late bloomers" than students

from higher socioeconomic levels; and they lack information concemin6 graduate schools

which offer a-reasonable prospect for admission. Within the.graduate school, culturally
co

deprived students often feel that they are on "display." This may often create a tense,

defensive personality- -one filled with resentment and anxiety that may interfere with

scholastic performance. Furthermore, it is often expected that the Negro graduate student,

particularly in the social sciences and humanities, should be well, versed in the history

andactivities of his group. His specialty becomes not his academic interest, but his

,cultural background. This tends to further separate these students from others. An aware.:

ness of the fact that cultural deprivations have not been completely lost at the graduate

school level may provide the first step toward diminishing them.

47. "Six Undergraduates Speak Out." Columbia College Today, vol. 12,, p. 32-33. Fall, )964.

As part of a special issue entitled "Negroes and the College," six Negro undergraduates
r

at Columbia College were interviewed about the role of the Negro in higher education.
\

While some of the students expressed a concern for individual acceptance and academic

excellence, others emphasized the need for active participation in those matters affecting

all Negroes, particularly civil rights. These differences reflect the larger questions of

where, when, and at what level the contributions of the educated Negro are going to take

place.
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48. Social Dynamics Research Institute; The Characteristics of the 1964 College Discovery
Program Applications: A Preliminary Analysis. New York, 1965. 93 p.

This document reports the characteristics'of the applicants to the College Discovery Program

conducted by the City University of New York. This program provides the opportunity for

low SES youth:who show promise but whose high school average and test scores are lower

than the,City University's admission standards, to attend Bronx and Queensborough Community

Colleges as "special matritulants." The program also makes it possible for these students to

remedy their educational deficiencies through remedial courses during the summer preceding

Their freshman year and ihrough special tutoring and cotinserng during the first year. After

a brief description .of the program, the report discusses the nomination and selection pro-
..

cedures of these "special" students. The personal and family backgrounds and school

records of all nominees- -those participating in the program, those who were accepted but

did not enter, and those who were rejected--are described and compared in 48 tables.

49. Vittenson, Lillian K. "Areas of Concern to Negro College Students as Indicated by.
Their Responses to the Winnney Problem Check List." Journal of Negro Education,
vol. 36, p. 51-57. Winter, 1967.

'

Findings based on the responses of 100 Negro students at Illinois Teachers College. (Chicago

°North and Chicago South) indicated that almost all of the students were greatly concerned

with being inadequately prepared for college work, self-improvement, and cultural im-

provement. They felt that they did not have enough time to themselves, and they feared

raarticipating in class discussions ..snd making mistakes. These fears suggest that "feelings of

social inadequacy and ar ceptance may be projected into the academic situation,," Differences

between males and females, freshman and senior students, and various age levels of the

students are also discussed.
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D. -College Admissions and Guidance

50. Cleary, T. Anne Test Bias: Validity of the Scholastic Aptitude Test for Negro and White
Students in Integrated Colleges. Prirroeton, Educational Testing Service, 1966. 27 p.

The purpose of this 1966 study was to determine whether the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)

as a predictor of college grades is biased against Negro students. Grade-point averages

(mostly from the freshrkin year) and SAT scores were collected from white and Negro students

in three colleges--two eastern and one southwestern. The regression-s.of grades on SAT scores

were analyzed for both groups on the assumption that if the regression lines were the same

for both groups, the test would not be biased in terms of its predictive validity. High

school ranks (used with the SAT in the prediction of grades) were included in the analysis

wherever possible, and a sample of white students was matched with Negro students on their

curriculum to ascertain if it were a factor in differences in regression. The results, reported

in seven tables, showed that in the two eastern colleges "there was no significant differences

in the regression lines of the two groups." In the southwestern school, however, "the Negro

students' scores were slightly overpredicted by the use of the common regression line," and

the SAT was found to be biased in favor of the Negro students.

51. Cleary, T. Anne and Hilton, Thomas L. An Investigation of Item Bias. College Entrance
Examination Board Research and Development Report 65-6, No, 12. Princeton,
Educational Testing Service, 1966. 25 p.

This study investigated the'possibility of differential difficulty of Preliminary Scholastic

Aptitude Test (PSAT) items for different racial and SES groups. The subjects were two

groups totaling 1,410 Negro and white high school seniors in an integrated high school who

had each taken one-form of the PSAT. They were divided into three SES levels on the basis

of father's occupation, father's and mother's education, and the House-Home Index. A

three4actor analysis of variance designed was used (race, SES, and item), and results are

reported with the aid of four tables and five figures. Findings indicate that "there were few
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items producing an uncommon discrepancy between the performance of Negro and white stu-
\

dents." On the basis of the results, it is concluded-that "if. ,PSAT scores are discriminatory,

the discrimination is notiargely attributable to particular items, but to the testas a whole."

\

52. Hager, Wolter E. "Challenges to Public Higher Education." School and Society, vol. 91,
p. 20G-01. April, 1963.

tk This article briefly outlines the discussions that took place at the second annual meeting of

the Association of State Colleges and Universities. Universal educational opportunity,

"Selective Admission vs. The Open Door," an analysis of the Federal interest in higherz
education, the comprehensive oid-to-education bill,iand average fees rot resi ent students ,

in public colleges and universities Were topics of discussion.

53. Hutchins; Francis S. "A College's Work with Rural Disadvantaged Students. In The
Search for Talent: College Admissions, p. 79-84. New York, College Entrance
Examination Board, 1960.

This paper, delivered at the Seventh Colloquium on College admissions held by the;

College Entrance Examination Board, discusses the admission procedures and the se.:-.,rch for

"talented youth" of Berea College, a coeducational institution in Kentucky devoted\;to

making highei education available to students with limited financial means, mostly from

the southern Appalachian mountain area. Academic, economic, and occupational data

are presented to describe the typical Bereci student.

54. Kendrick, S. A. "College Board Scores and Cultural Bias." College Board Review, No. 55,
p. 7 -9. Winter, 1964-65.

It is generally considered a risk for colleges to accept students with low College Board scores

regardless of their cultural backgrounds. However, there is a growing awareness that tests may

bc culturally biased, and that culturally and socially disddvantaged children "are probably

underestimated fairly often by both adults and by tests that adults devise."
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The tests assume that students, regardless of their backgrounds, have gained a common

knowledge "even within the wide limits of different school curriculums." Yet if an ex-
,

aminee is a Hawaiian of Japanese ancestry or a Negro' from Harlem, with an experiential

backgroL ld divergent from the "American culture" norm, his lower scores do not necessarily

reflect a lower ability level. Though it is extremely difficult to judge "exactly which

students are 'meaningfully within a minority Cultuite for purposes of college admissions

testing," it is importcnt that an admissions officer, dealing with,an applicant who is

apparently from a minority culture and who has marginally low College Board scores,

examine closely the candidate's previous environment with the suspicion that the tests may

not fit the student. It may also be that deficiencies revealed in.the test scores are real,

but remediable "under optimum conditions." _Colleges that are confident in their programs

can afford to take a risk in admitting a deprived appliccnt, but they should be prepared for

an unsatisfactory record during the firstor second year and should behave after admissicn "as

though the stores are precisely accurate" by taking pains withothe academic, social, and

living conditions provided.. Kenneth Clark has pointed out that Negro youths tendto

persevere in college when accepted, because they have no place to go if they drop out.

"Low scores do suggest risk, but often a risk worth taking."

55. Killingsworth, Charles C. "Double-Screening of College Students." Integrated Education,
vol. 2, p. 47. April, 1964.

Thzre is a kind of double-screening of potential college students based on the ability to

pay and on the, a b ility to learn. The ability-to-pay screening is the most rigorous and

effective. A recent government study of college attendance and nonattendance indicates

tootoo many children of low abilitygo to college while too many of high ability do not go..

to college. The author suggests, however, that lack of money is not the sole factor which
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prevents able students from going to college; but he adds that we do riot really know the

extent to which a "lack of motivation" reflects the attitude of acceptance of the poor of

inadequate finance's to attend college.

56. Plaut, Richard L. Blueprint for Talent Searching: knerica's Hidden Manpower. New
York, National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students, 1957. 7-8 p.

Reported in this article are projects in the South and New York City established to
Cta

identify and stimulate able students from deprived groups and to facilitate their obtaining

a suitable education. Financial investment, applied energies, and technical instruments

for identifying and developing submerged talent have been inadequate both in absolute

terms and, in terms of our national resources and educational budgets. NSSFNS has been

established particularly to increase opportunities for Negroes in interracial colleges and

universities. Methods and results of the NSSFNS Southern Project are described. A follow-

up study of students aided by NSSFNS indicated that although most of them had a poor

secondary history, almost all were successful in'college. (Grades were also related to

social and personal adjustment.) A "blueprint for talent searching" through community

efforts is outlined. The role of the school is to identify, stimulate, and motivate promising

students; enrich the curricula; improve counselor and teacher awareness about college

admission practices; offer adequate guidance services; and find the necessary financial aid

for able candidates;

57. Plaut, Richard L. "How to Get Into College Without Money." Educational Record, p. 34-
- 4L January, 1961.

Essentially directed,to guidance counselors, this paper offers advice on getting into college

without money. The focus is on needy, culturally deprived, and minority group students.

Certain crucial types of classifications of colleges (not available in publications) are given
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by current competitive admission

attitudes toward a heterogeneous

counselors should observe in matching student and college: (1) students should be advised

standards, available financial aid, and 4be institution's

student body. There are four general rules \which

to take an early screening test (NMSQT or PSAT)rin the junior year; (2) class ren should

be given More weight than grades; (3) the school's recommendations over a period of year's
A

should be "consistent, conscientious, and objective "; and (4) undue weight should not \be

given to extracurricular activities (only a "plus value"). Negro students Kaye the additional

resource of the National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students.

58. Smith, Paul M., Jr. "The Realism of Counseling for Scholarship Aid with Freshmen in
the Negro College." Journal of Negro Education, vol. 33, p. 93-96. Winter, 1964.

Many high school counselors are being approached for the first time by youth desiring to

attend predominantly Negro colleges. For many students, financial 'aid is an important

precondition for higher education. This report surveys the general nature of financial

assistance available to prospective freshmen in Negro colleges based on the information

published in the catalogues of several public and private colleges for the 1961-62 school

year. Much of the information in these catalogues is general and vague. Its value to

counselors is questioned. Employing the criteria used by the National Scholarship Service

and Fund for Negro Students, the estimated yearly expense in the Negro college may be

classified as "high-low to low- average. "' The author finds that the amount of aid available
("AT..."

is limited and often on a noncontinuing basis. Financial factors tend to balance out regarding

private and public colleges due to median increased scholarship aid in the former and de-

creased median costs in the latter. It is recommended that information on these matters be

discussed with prospective college students as a standard procedure.
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59. Stu kicker, John M. "Scholarship Selection and L'ultural Ditadvantage.National
Association of Secondary-School Principals Bulletin, vol. 49, p, 142-50: March, 1965.

The National Merit Scholarship Program is based on identifying those students who will

perform at a high level in college. Only after winners are selected on this basis are

stipends set in accordance with needs. This procedure tends to eliminate many students from

lower socioeconomic backgrounds whose effective, .rather than native, intelligence is not

on a level with students from more advantaged groups. Recently, however, a $7-million

grant from the Ford Foundation has,,enabled the National Merit Scholarship Program to

organize a-separcite program for outstanding Negro students called thedNational Achievement

Scholarship Program. Some of the criticisms of a separate scholarship program are discussed,

and a brief description of the program is included. Candidates enter the program only through
o

nomination by qualified personnel. ApprOximately 230 winners are selected annually.

60. TruebiOod, Dennis t. "The "Role of the Counselor in the Guidance of Negro Students."
Harvard Educational Review, vol. 30, p. 252-69. Summer, 1960.

"The counselor has an. important role to play in the 'fullest development of the individual,

_educational, intellectual, and IT'2i.k leadership which nip- society increasingly requires."'

The task requires that the counselor be an effective guidance worker for all youths,. including

Negroes.. Some definitions and 13 content concerns lay the basis for suggestions about how

the counselor might better work with a poverty-stricken popUlation, the American Negro.

The content concerns include the early organization of a. guidance program; the early

opportunity to study occupations and make realistic occupational and educational choices;

the effects of discrimination and segregation on the personality of the Negro; his social and

class background; the recognition of'deficiencies in tools such as reading; the recognition,

of the important role of parents in motivational factors; and the recognition of the importance

of performance based on aivariety of data -- aptitude,, family occupational and educational
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background, and financial-aid for continuing education past high school. Talent search

programs and ways to utilize community resources to help in the guidance of Negro students

are alto discussed as important content concerns...

E. The Negro College

)
61s. Ansley, A. Abraham and Simmons,. Gertrude L. "The Educational Outlook for Nonwhites

in Florida.' Journal of Negro EduCation, vol. 35, p. 369-80. Fall, 1966.

The purpose of this study was to scrutinize the educational outlook for nonwhites in Florida

and to present specific propoSOls which the authors feel can significantly contribute to the

`Improvement of conditions in the future. included among the factors which have negatively

influenced the nature and quality of nonwhite education are indifferent attitudes,. severely

limited financial support, and salary inequities in higher education. These impediments

have resulted in a rather !Ow level of achievement by nonwhites. The authors make

. suggestions for compreheniive educatio /al progrcins Which include catch-up" year of

intensive sturdy in high school,.alteredadmission policies, special programs for fw;ning

of nonprofessionds, end changes in staffing policies. They also recommend increased
4 7 0.

financial support for instructional and curricular innovations, personalized guidance,services,

and accommodative instructional facilities,in addition to compensatory aid for disadvantaged

students.
1

62. ' Badger, Henry G. "Coiieges that Did Not Survive." Journal of Negro Education, vol. 35,

p. 306-12. Fall, 1966.

Noting that at least 200 colleges for Negroes have closed during the past century, the author
<

outlines some of the causes for their failure through the use of selected examples. Among

the major difficulties encountered, lack of financial backing was perhaps the principal reason
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64. Clement, Rufus E. "The Historical Development of Higher Education for Negro Affiericans."

6 5

.s

Journal of Negro Education; vol. 35, p; 299-305. Fall, 1966.

This review of the histOrical developmen'. of opportunities in higher education for'Negro
_

Americans begins with the formation of the first Negro institutions prior to the Civil War.

The early assistance of the American MissiOnary Association and of privately endowed

philanthropic foundations is noted. Theouthor stresses the importance of the 1954 Supreme

Court decision on segregation and the 1957 accreditation ;of formerly all Negro colleges by

the Southern Association-of Colleges and Secondary Schools in opening_ the way,ftir increased
A

educational opportunities for Negroes, while at the same time changing the sole-and nature

of some of the Predominantly Negro colleges. These colleges must now compete with many

of the best colleges in the nation for promising Negro students and able faculty members.

Despite the problems which these changes present, the Netgro college can be a valuable

asset to higher education with the aid of financial support and dedicated leadership.

Cohen, Arthur M. Process of Desegregation: A, Case Study.' Joumal,of Negro
Education, 'vol ; 35, p. 445-51. Fall, 1966.

Focusing on the internal administration of the school system once the plans for desegregation

have been made, the author outlines certain principles common toall cases where a smooth'

and voluntary transition has been achieved. Three principles are stressed. "The school

boards demonstrated clearly their intent to desegregate, the intent was made known to a.lI

persons directly concemec.1 with the affected schools,.and.all school personnel were willing
.

to work toward the goals set for the school system." The procedures leating to desegregation
.

.. ...... - .,
. -

at Miami-Dade. Junior C011ege.Offer a case in point. Here, a.phased integration plan was

implemerted between 1957 and 1962, with the founding of a one-college, fwo-campus
4

organization, through car.eful and planned movement toward the recognized goal.

a 45:2.
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Doddy, Hurley H: "The Progress of the Negro in Higher Education."
Education,. vol. 32., p. 485-92. Fall, 1963.

Journal of Negro

c,

For the Negro, the belief in the value Of education for personal advancement is particularly

significant. Education provides the Negro with economic arxl,social advantages and with a

definite role of leadership.in the Negro community. And because the progress of any group

'is related to the development of leaders, the role of education is crucial to the progress of

the group. Statistics showing the enrollment in higher education- sind educational attainment

of the Negro in 1960 indicate little progress in the improvement of the relative position of the

Negro in the past ten years. Three significant developments, however, in the higher

education of Negroes from 1950 to 1960 are the SupremeCourt decision of 1954 and its

impact on higher education, the action of the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary

Schools with respect to Negro colleges in the South, and the recent emphasis on quality

in all education. The role of the all-Negro college in the decade ahead is also discussed;

a suggested justification for its existence is that it serves a remedial function.

Falls, Arthur G. "The Search for Negro Medical Studtts." Integrated Education ,
vol. 1-, p. 15-19. June, 1963.

The declining number,of Negroes in Chicago trained in the medical profession is indicative

of an inaciequeltefehool sy stem and of discrimination in hospitals. The Chicago Board of
Wa,

Education must bear a primary responsibility for the declining number of medically trained

Negroes. The de facto segregation of the Chicago School system has.provided inferior

education and produPed graduates lacking either the interest or ability for higher education.

Discrimina!ion 'hospitals hai produced inadequate care for Negro-patients. in recognizing
,

this problem, the Committee to End Discrimination (CED) has set up programs to locate,

interest, p.sist, and guide Negro children interested in pursuing medical or medical-related

T
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careers. CED has also begun a successful drive for legislative remedies to end discrimination

in hospitals. Community concern, however, is the true realm of these problems; an en

to discrimination in medicine is based on an end to segregation in education.

68. Gittell, Marilyn "A Pilot Study of Negro Middle Class Attitudes Toward Higher Education
in New York." Journal of Negro Education, vol. 34, p. 385-94. Fall, 1961/.

This pilot shicly of middle-class Negro families in Queens, involving 100 families/dem-
,

onstrates the role of such factors as place of birth, evel of education, and economic

variables in the formation of attitudes toward higher education. One of the fi dings

was that the largest category of parents with low goal fulfi)Iment,(based on questionnaire

responses regarding the selection of a college for/ their children and the problems attendant

to higher eduCationXwas the southern-born, lower-income, noncollege-educated group.

Despite the great desire of parents for higher education for their children,there appears to be

a considerable lack of adequate information o college and higher educa ion, in general,

aria city colleges in particular. The author s ggests an increased inforniation program and

the fostering of increased identification with city colleges as corrective measures.

69. Hare, Nathan "Conflicting Racial Orientati ns of Negro College St dents and Professors."u

Journal of Negro Education, vol. 34, p. 31-34. Fall, 1965.

This study of 67 upperclassmen in three introduc ry sociology courses at a predominantly

Negro college attempted to uncover conflicts between students and professors in enthusiasm

for the discussion of racial problems. The questiontrire method wat used. Background

factors, including regional origins, amount of experience at integrated public schools,

religious affiliation, and age, were not found to influence impresslons on this subject.

Socioeconomic factors, however, were significant. M ddle-clas' students more frequently

than students of working-class backgrounds regarded pro essors as devoting too much time to

\
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racial matters. Of the total sample, 64.1 percent held the general impression that pro-

fessors devoted a excessive amount of time to ,discussions of race. The,more optimistic
z

the student was conc ming the future of the Negro, the greater was this impression. The

author suggests that the explanation for these findings can be found both in the. personal

4
experiences of Negro professors and in the ideals of'the students, who are "oriented toward

a dream of absolute integration and would like to escape, and forget once and for all,

the factor of race in American life."

70. Harrison, E. C. "The Negro College in a Changing Economy." Jmmal of Higher
Education, vol. 36, p. 259-65. May, 1965.

This is a crucial period in the development of Negro colleges, not only because of the

generally accepted idea that higher education should serve the public interest,, but also

because of the changing relationship between the Negro and the general community. It is

important that graduates of Negro colleges compare well with those of other institutions.

Approaches are suggested to facilitate the provision of intellecutally stimulating educational

climates. Problems involving program, faculty, and student must be solved by Negro colleges

in order to attain academic respectability in the general community.' Standards must be

raised, and Negro colleges must become increasingly concerned with teaching students how

"to acquire the outlook, skills, and knowledge" necessary for living in our economy and

"how to develop a value system consistent with our national -ideals."

71. Holland, Jerome FL "Th Negro and Higher Education." NEA Journal, vol. 54, p. 22-24.

March, 1965.

As the gap narrows between the educational achievements of the white and the Negro, the

social cleavage between the two continues with little change." Discrimination and segre-

gation only partially explain why many qualified Negroes prefer to attend Negro colleges.
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The author points out the higher school drop-out rate of Negroes, problems of motivating '

their interest in college education, and their serious underpreparation in important subject

areas. Family incomes of Negroes are comparatively lower than whites, making scholarship

aid necessary for many Negr\oes to attend college. Inadequacy of financial resources is

also an explanation of why few varies; one of the biggest challenges of the Negro institution

is changing curriculum to meet new employment opportunities. As open enrollment becomes

a more reality, the term Negro college may disappear., Many Negro colleges have already

begun to try to attract more white students.

72. Jaffe, A. J.; Adams, Walter; Meyers, Sandra G. Ethnic Higher Education--Negro Colleges
in the 1960's. New York, Bureau of Applied Social Research, 1966. 144 p.

This report surveys the current status of the American Negro college and projects future

developments to 1975. Einployed in the study were three interrelated questionnaires that

were directed respectively at students attending primarily Negro colleges, prospective college

students attending southern Negro high schools, and college officials. The finding con-

cerning the academic quality of students entering primarily Negro colleges revealed that

although three-fourths were in the top half of their high school classes, three-fourths were

in the bottom half of the national (white plus nonwhite students) test-score distribution.
I

I'ractically all the students attending these colleges had white-collar career aspirations; more

than 50 percent expected to teach, and more than two-thirds planned to leave the South for

other parts of the United States following graduation. suality ratings of the Negro colleges

and analyses of admissions and recruiting practices were also made. Long-range projections

are that increasing numbers of southern Negroes will swell college enrollments, primarily

in the Negro colleges in the South and particularly in those rated as "poor" in quality.
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74. Parker, James E. An Assessment of the Attitudinal Climate for Newer Instructional
Media Among Negro College Administrators." Negro Educational Review, vol. 14,
p. 146-54. July-October, 1963.

Some 74 presidents and deans of Negro colleges responded to a 39-item attitude assessment

Likert-type scale. They indicated that the general climate for change appears favorable.

The administrators accept the idea that preservice teachers should have a course in audio-

visual education, that there is a need For wider acceptance of newer media for instruction,

and that new teachers are influenced by the extent to which they have experience with

these materials in their preservice training. Surninarily, although these administrators

moderatly agree that recent technological developments demand a changing teacher role and .

that personal teacher-pupil relationships are essential in most learning situations, they appear

uncertain about the consequences of technological innovations for those relationships.

z.

75. Palmer, Roderick "General Education and the Profession-Bdund Negro Student." Journal
of Negro Education, vol. 33, p. 86-89. Winter, 1964.

The author suggests that educators in charge of the general education programs of the pro-
,

fession-bound studen1 may need to re-evaluate their curricula. Defined as "that education

which all men throughout the country should have regardless of vocation or profession," gen-

eral 'education does not meet the needs of profession-bound Negroes. An academic program

that specifically differs in its approach to the first two years of higher education is rec-

ommended. Here, the Negro student would be provided with many of the.needed experiences

which he may have missed. The minimm essentials of such a program include the development

of communication skills; training in the history, philosophy, and methods of science; an under-

standing of social and political behavior; and, finally, an understanding,of the historical'

and-cultural heritage of the Negro. It is felt that stIch a program would contribute to

increasing academic opportunity and productivity.
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F. General

Bul'Vt%r, tai K. "Pressures on Higher Education for the !Education of Disadvantaged
In Pressures and Priorities in Higher Education, p. 130-33. Proceedings

girith1;.7rs,ventieth Annual National Con erence on Higher Education, March.7-10, 1965.
vrtitT"--rt-46:1-6, D. C. , Association for. Higher Educations 1965. .

twrtbylifirti,, Robert and Brody,. Eugene "Social Distance and identity Conflict in Negro
Wir4EL.Students."-.S-Ociology and Social Research, vol. 48,,.:p_.301-14. April; 1964.

78. ix,,,,,tiKeh,,im-rfin "Discussion and Critiques of Some,Vciriables in the Social Psychology

Of Iszstil--to-College Transition." Journal of Educational Sociology, vol. 33,
Fp, W044, February, 1960.

M. "Evaluating the Disadvantaged Student." Journal of the Association
AifCctIlikoe Admissions Counselors, vol. 10, p. 14-17. Summer, 1965.

I

E111s, Robert A. and Lane, W. Clayton "Structural Supports for Upward Mobility."
'kneel:can Sociological Review, vol. 28, p. 743-56. October, 1963.

This study,re-examines the social factors involved in the use of college as a mobility channel

by :lower class youth. The findings are based on data gathered over a four-year period from

an InifLol -.maniple of 194 students at Stanford University. The roots for mobility originate in

the faraly; :the catalyst for movement is more often provided by the mother's reaction to the

fataii.ly.stoti.ts than the father's. These youths also require outside social support and direction

for their sollege plani, a need fulfilled pritharily by the schoolteacher. The authors

emphasizes the important rale which a teacher may play in supplementing, the mobility

striyings instilled by parents and in providing educational information not ordinarily available

in the homes of lower-class youth. High school peers may indirectly influence these students

by providing an environment in which middle-class values and norms are learned. The

resultsIts of the study are in accord with Merton's hypothesis of the dissociative consequences
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83. Hollinshed, Byron S. Who Should Go To College? New York, Columbia University
Press, 1962. 190 p.

84:. Huyck, Earl E. "Faculty in Predominantly White and Predominantly Negro Higher Institutions..."
Journal of Negro Education, vol. 35, p. 381-92. Falls 1966.

A national survey of teaching faculty,, conducted by the U.S. Office of Education, revealed1

striking differences between the faculties Of predominantly Negro and predominantly white
o

institutions. In contrast to the latterr, the faculty,in Negro institutions 'nod a higher pro-

portion of women; a minority with earned doctorates; lower academiC rank and lower earnings.

More members of their faculty were teaching freshmen and sophomores, and higher proportions

of the faculty were teaching education, English, home economics, and physical education.

These institutions evidenced a lack of orientation to research due largely to heavy teaching

loads and inadequate facilities. Several recommendations are made for the future strength-

ening\ of the faculties in predominantly Negro colleges and univei.sities.

85. Kahl, 'Joseph A. "Educational and Occupational Aspirations of 'Common Man' Boys."
in Joan I. Roberts, ed., School Children in the Urban Slum, p. 32T-33. New York,
PbOje.ct TRUE, Hunter College, City University of New York;\ 1965.

Twenty-\four cases chosen from the minor' white-collar, skilled and semiprofessional groupsI=
provide the basis for a 'discussion of "The Common Man Class" and "Boys' Attitpdes Toward

School and Work." Preliminary interviews indicate that the families thought they belonged

to a.status level which'the author terms the "common man" class. Parents did not call them-.

selves middle class; they saw a lower class beneath them and a middle class above them. A

few detected a fourth level, but they had a hazy understanding of this group. Two main

criteria used by the respondents to make social distinctions between people were prestige

and consumption -- the moral repute of people who lived in a certain way. There were wide

variations in income, family size, and number of family members who,,worked. Thissample

a
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of the common man had a style of life, a set of values, and a class consciousness based on

a definition of social space. Fifteen families tended to view the social scheme and their

place in it as morally proper and legitimate; eight said that they had not risen as high as

they should have; and one mars raised questions about the justice of the scheme itself.

These nine families could be said to believe in the core value of "getting ahead." Against

this background, boys' attitudes toward school and work and the development of their attitudes

were studied.. School and the possibility of college were viewed by all boys as steps to

jobs. Their pragmatic approach, their view of available opporttnities and of the desirability

and possibility of change of status, and their goals reflected the views of their parents. De-

viants got their ideas fro_ m friends, not from an abstract medium such as a book or a movie.

The relation between parental pressure and sons' aspirations was considered for 24 boys.

Parents paid more attention to demor?stration in grammar school. The better a boy did, the

better he was expected to do; but th4e parents were more tolerant of individual differences

than were middle-class parents.

86. Lambert, Rollins E. "Race Relations on the Campus." Religious Education, vol. 59,
p. 114-:16. January, 1964.

This report is based on the recent experierices of a Roman Catholic chaplain on the campus

of two midwestem schools. Although no discriminatory admission practices were observed,.
the ciiithor :trt:^k ky flye i'lenrth of Negro students. The involvement of young Jewish

students in civil rights work and the comparate apathy of the Negro students were also

conspicious. The principal organization dealing with race relations on the campus was

.
CORE. The article concludes on the note that "the college campus is.] good field for work

in race relations, particularly for religious organizations."
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90. Patterson, Frederick D. "Cooperation among the Predominantly Negro Colleges and
Universities." Journal of Negro Education, vol. 35, p. 447-84. Fall, 1966.

91. Piedmont, Eugene B. "Changing Racia: Attitudes at'a Soujhern University: 1947-1964."
Journal of Negro Education, vol. 3c., p. 32-41. Winter, 1967.

Three surveys conducted between 1947 and 1964 were analyzed, comparing,white students'

attitudes about desegregation at the University of Virginia. An increasing proportion of

the students had favorable attitudes toward Negroes, both as students and professors, in

the later surveys. Graduate and professional students as a group had more favorable attitudes

than did undei'gradvate students. Feelings toward Negroes at the university were more un-

favorable, in all surveys, than judgments concerning the possibility of taking unfavorable

actions toward this group in admission procedures. Finally, students' attitudes were more
.

favorable on the campus than away from it, further confirming earlier studies on prejudice

and social contact.

92. Plaut, Richard L. "Plans for Assisting Negro Students to Enter and to Remain in College."
. Journal of Negro Education, vol. 35, p..393 -99. Fall, 1966.

93. Quarterly Review of Higher Education among Negroes. Charlotte, N. C., Johnson C.
Slit 'University.

Established in 1933, this journal consistently presents articles by Negro scholars in the

field of higher education and related areas, including news releases and book reviews.
.

94. Review of Educational Research, vol. 35, No. 5, p. 337-40. 'December, 1965.

This is an issue on "Education for` Socially Disadvantaged Children."

95. Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Prospect for America: The Rockefeller Panel Reports. Garden
City, New York, Doubleday, 1961.. 486 p.

This report, the result of the Special Studies Project, seeks to define the major oppor tunities
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and problems that will challenge the United States in the future, to clarify the national

purposes and objectives needed to meet that challenge, and to develop a framework'

within which national policies and decisions can be made. A discussion of the use and

misuse of human abilities is included, with suggestions for the fuller use of uri....erprivileged

minorities and the rehabilitation of economically depressed areas and segments the

population.

96. Smith, Sherman; Mathamy, Harvard V.; Milfs, Merele M.. "Are Scholarships the Answer?"
Alburquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1960. 89 p.

97. r, "Strengthening.t he American Acaderiiic Community." Carnegie Corporation of New York
Quarterly, vol. 13, p. 1-8. January, 1965.

98. Wiggins, Sam P. "Dilemmas in Desegregation in Higher Education." Journal of Negro
Education, vol. 35, p. 430-38. Fall, 1966.
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. ADDENDUM TO ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY by Edwina D. Frank

The articles and reports included in this document represent an addendum

to am artier annotated bibliography of.the same title. The major topical headings

andolphabetical designations are consistent with the preceding document. In

some instances sub-topics have been added.

A. Civil Rights and Access to Higher Education

- B. Programs and Practices

C. Characteristics of Disadvantaged Students

D. College Ad Missions and Guidance

I. Admissions and Guidance

on college admissions and

of the disadvantaged.'

(General): includes general references

guidance related to higher.eaucation

0'
11. Intellective Predictors of Academic Success: includes references

that feicus specifically on intellective predictors of academic

success and higher education of the disadvantaged.

III. Non-Intellective Predictors of Academic Success: includes

references related to non-intellective predictors of acadeinic

success.

A
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ANNOTATE BIBLIOGRAPHY

A. Civil Rights and Access o HherEducation

1.' Berdie, R \lph. What Priority Should.Poyern the College Admissions of Studentk
FrontRconomically Disadvantaged'and Socially Deprived Backgrounds W.
Weighed Against the Goal of Excellence? :`ease study presented at thet2Oth
Nationk?I Conference.on Higher Educatianipan\sored by-the Association on
Higher Education, Chicago, Illinois, March 9,,J965.

A presentation of a case study that attempts to, reflect the social pressures of the

modern univers\ty. In response to the expanding woriof knowledge the-university

-is -demanding that its students-be better prepared for College work than ever before.

At the same time 'the university is seeking students from backgrounds that do little

to encourage the development of communication skills, study habits and attitudes,

academic motivatio and appreciation of the humanities. The author's case presen-.

lotion includes some bases of the university's dilemma, and the findings of research

regarding the relationihips between the characteristics on which college admissions

are based.
6

The.author concludes the case study with questions rather than answers to the "dilemma",

of the university. Questions include: (1) If promising students from disadvantaged

backgrounds and educatiorrl deficiencies are to be encouraged and3enabled to

attend college, how will the institution, whose resources are already overtaxed,

devote larger amounts of energy, time, and money to aid each student to overcome

or compensate for his deficiencies? (2) Can our colleges'maintain goals of excel-:

fence for all intellectually prOmising students regardless of deficient backgrounds?

(3) Can they actually commit themselves to the goals of a new society or must they,

because of lack of both resources and imagination, at the same time welcome and'

then fail the disadvantaged? 464
\
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2. Commission on Higher Educational Opportunity in the South. The Negro and Higher
Education in the South, Atlanta: SoUthern Regional Education Board, August,
1767, 48 p..

The general conditions and needs of the.South in providing equal educational oppor-

tunity for all are summarized in this report. The curriculums, instruction and organi-

zation and operation of predominantly Negro colleges are reviewed, and suggestions

are made for their improvement, increased support and coordination. 'General

recommendations concern planning, providing mass-opportunities, and facilitating

student progress.

3. Foreman, Paul B. "Race Confronts the University," The Journal of General Education, .

vol. 20, p. 81-95, July, 1968.

The author approaches the impact of the ghetto on the university from the.standpoint

of Kenneth Clark's-statement in "Dark Ghetto" that, "major changes-in the race

policies of institutional "systems are usually responses to outside forces,, seldom

',responses to self-criticism or internal effort." The idea that universities should have

race policies or at least know what effect their operations- have on race relations might

have recently sounded like "wild-eyed" radicalism but San Francisco State offers a

case in point that. changes the situation considerably. Since the world outside can

in reality impose conditions that necessitate the definitionof .-sity policy, such
V

policy cannot be arrived at solely within the confines-of the wisdom of the univprsity..

.
Institutional talents_and resources must relate to the grass roots needs. Formal policy

statement is important, such statements can activate intramural effort as well as..a

sense of aspiratiOn to people in need of-it. The author further discusses the problem

of programming race into university, ,operbtions and suggests that Traditional systems
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''. , -
of academic organization are not wellset up-to-get at the problem Of race in the necessary- ,

, . 1.. .
depth andscope, Suggested solutions are that colleges should center more on public

. ¢ .. . .

service and the responsibility for "race projects" should be dispersed throughout several-
.,..t

colleges and departments, thus engaging
F.

scattered talents of ppopte rc-5er than
C f e

. . ,
N a r. .

-

-delegating responsibility to deans and division heads. It is also suggested that models

I

. ..
exist in university devel9pments that off.-..:- strategies for planni nd policy in University

t- -... . ,

commitment in race relations; thes4 e 'models include: Charles Jo nso s 5tratem; !n 'his
-

days at Fisk,. the rieecolle,9e at the University of Oregon, Dan Podsontspioneering..

enterprise at New York University, Washington, D.C. university conso rtium., the

Tuskegee-Mi6higan compaCr and many others. In conclusion, the author suggests that

"such interplay of what Clark called outside forces and internal effort would clarly
.

demand a type of university.management that is tuned to emerg- stra tegie "
. ,

4. Leeson, Desegregation:,. Checking on College Compliance,, Southern Education
Report, April 3,19687

The Department of Health, EduCation and Welfare is using computerized questionnaire

responses from 2,900 public and private colleges to discover instances of racial discrimi-

nation in programs receiving federal ord. Colleges whose replies showed "potential

noncompliance" to Title VI of 1964 Civil Rights Act in admissions, housing, student

aid and employment, athletics or social structure, or those larger colleges in substantial

minority corimunities that have a minority enrollment belovsone percent, will be visited

twCife by a e U.S. Cffice for Civil Rights (CCR) officials for observation. CCR observers

will then confe to analyze the problems and make recommendations. OCR expects

colleges to engage in Octive recruitment in minority communities. Even if few students
:,

can qualify now, the recruitment effort inspires younger students to prepare for college.

OCR encourages accepting students whose latent abilities can be developed by tutoring

466arid counseling.
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Southern Education 'Foundation, A Fourth-0(41e Negro &Ilegians Attend Predominantly
,White Schools, AtlantO: Southern Educcition Report, ',19643 (April),, p . 40

,

Stalstics from the U. S. Office of Civil Rights desegregation: survey last fall showed that

the ,191,600 Negro college students ;11,17 Southern and border states comprise I I percent

r.

of those states' college population. Oile-fourlh attendedpie.dominantly .fhite schools,

two-thirds were in the chiefly bloc school, and less than 16,000 attended 0117black
_

schools. In Southern states, alt ugh nine-tenths of black students were in bircciarschools,
.,'

7 . t
t- .-..

the.-Per<Onta9P of .Mississippi egrops..in-biracial, schools was only 38., The percentage
,

, .

of Negroes in predominantly, white schools ranged, from less than IC percent in Mississippi,

Qeorgio and Alabama More than 40 percent in Texas and Florida.

Programs an Practices

6.4f Egerton, 3o n, 1-1(gher Edycatten for "high Ri4s",Students, At1tnta, Ga., Southern
urNlargari-,7137/3777-7-

Zp,uePose.81-thisstudy was to discover, .what, some of the predominantly white,
,.

. tau, fear colleges and uni,versities.are doing to make higher education available to
...

lff -income und minority- grove students WI,o lack the.credentials but not the quolilies
. .

%succeed-in ccilege: Data were gatherer from 159 pred-ominantly white institutions,

84 or.44ch reported some invoi.vmhent in programs for high risk students.. Discussed

scare such ,issues-as :he extent of t,he colleAS"'Corhrnitmrnt, the rationale beNind the involve-

Irren1 or lock of involvement of the collegr.S'in these programs, and approaches used with
4 ,

high-Ash students., 'The extent and success of programs for high risk student:, In eight

, .r, .
. public and five p rivate, cf411ege,4. ore specifically described, with brief mention given

, ,

toleveroi paiticvlarprowarns. Included is u.i;st or a' uencies ant organizations concerned
.

with increasing- higher eciu,.:atilon opportunities for disock;antagecl students.

.
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The problem of deal;ng with "high risk" students varies with the individual institutions

involved. Large public institutions without rigid entrance requirements and with rising

\enrollment pressure have had to deal with budgetary restrictions by failing a large

proportion ofi students. Such a policy works against the "high risk student.

Harvard University's high risk program of about 10 years auration hits ad 80-85% of

the "gambles" graduate with their class. However, not sol successful\was N.Y.U.'s

1965 experimental program with 60 "high risk" students. Only 15 of these students were

enrolled after one year. A sufficiently supportive program had not been provided

to enaole students to develop their latent potential,.
\

7. Ho ian, Benjamin, A Question of Potential and Motivation: A Study of SUbmerged

Talent and the Problems or F cognition and Development. Office of Institutional
search, Syracuse University, April, 1967.

s:.

Syrac\use University admitted 241 "General Studies"students in its College of Liberal

Arts in the years 1961-1962 through 19634164. About half of these students placed in

the middle achievements of their high school judged by class rank, and their average

Cdllege Board scores were under 500 in mathematics section and 400 in the verbal

section. All placed below the achievement of the regular freshmen admittedolthe

college, yet proportionately as many were graduated from the program four years later.

The current trend toward cn "open door" admissions policy is compatible with democratic

concepts of equal opportunity f':=r higher education rathtr than a demonstrated aljlity

qualification. This policy will help make college, possible for the "submerged to ent"

group, sometimes called "late bloomers. " Submerged talent as defined here is diStinct

from demonstrated but disadvantaged talent. The group includes the bicultural, the

isolated, the highly mobile, the ;:low readc.4 and tho multilingual. Submerged talent

:i.-generally absent froir colleges beco,se colleges demand demonstrated ability even
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though grade point averages may have little to do with later contributions to society.

In selecting one form of ability (test passing), colleges are in danger of excluding equally

or e'en more important desirable characteristics, stab as those of the fate. - maturing sdreamer.

C. Characteristics of Disadvantaged Students

8. City College of San FranCisco, Academic Chatacteristics of Negro Students Enrolled
at City College of San Francisco. City College of San Francisco, Spring, 1968.

This document reports a study of Negro students at City College of San Francisco.

(CCSF) designed to ascertain their academic characteristics, ways in which they differ

significantly from the general student population of the"college, and types of programs

that might be developed to meet their special needs. Records of 285 Negro students

were selected at random and examined. The sample represented approximately 20% of

the Negro student population attending CCSF. Although there was some overlap,

the mean perforinance of Negro students on entrance tests was lower than that of the

general student population. Greater proportions of Negro students were subject, to enrollmert

in required courses in English and arithmetic than was true of the college as a whole.
. z

Of the Negro students, 60% were not achieving the expected C average, although their

overall grade average was C minus. The need for special attention to.-the improvement

of basic academic skills was greater. for Negro students than for, other students at the
`,/

institution. For each student in the sample were obtained data concerning his sex,

high school, origin, scores on SCAT and leading and English expression tests, English

and arithmetic status, units attempted, units' earned, grade point and grade point

average. The investigators concluded that it would appear that among students in the

group represented by the sample the need for special a..entiori to the improvement of basic

ccademic skills is even treater than that of City College students in general.
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9. Fichter, Joseph H., Graduates of Predcs:ninantly Negro Colleges: Class of 1964,
Publication No 1571, U. S. Public Heat Service, 1967, ,p, 77 -.2..

This report presents the results of a survey of students who received baccalaureate degrees

in spring, 1964, from 50 U.S. institutions primarily attended by Negro students. The

t sample' included 5,000 stlilents who returned the 111Ciled questionnaire; nearly 50 % of

the questionnaires were returned. The replying educated Negro women expected to

combine familial and occupational roles. .Attitudes of,Negro men and women toward

marriage, child rearing and the wife's working were closer than those of -white men and

white women. More Negro women than white expected to go from-cellege to career

than directly to marriage. Neither extent of schooling lor employment appeared to postpone

or reduce the number of children for Negro women, as they do for white. The field that

notably attracted more Negro women than white was social work (rather than teaching,

as often believed). Lower class Negroes expressed more self-confidence than white

#.udents rc arding jobs they believed they could do. Women fro' m better-educated families

had a tendency to choose the humanities and social sciences over teaching whereas women

from the "poorer" cultural backgrounds and with fhe poorest academic'standings selected

-teaching; Negro collepe graduates felt that there was a disadvantage of attending

southern universities, those from public Negro colleges were somewhat dissatisfied with

. --
0 their school. In general, the group felt that they would have gotten more from eastern

Ivy League colleges or large state univc cities outside-of the South.

10. Hines, Ralph H., "Social Distance Components in Integration Attitudes of Negro
College Students." The Journal of Negro Education, vol 37, p. 23-30: Winter, 1968.

The purpose of this study was to 'test the willingness of black undergraduates to associate

with Caucasians. A questionnaire designed to measure ethnic prtArences was administered

to 1,000 students enrolled in predominantly Negro i stitutions in Alabama, Mississippi'
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and Georgia. It eas concluded that younger menstudents evidenced greater inclination

toward social nearness than did older men, while the opposite was true for the women.

The black students-indicated greater preference for integrated situations regarding jcbs

and education. In situations such as dating, marriage, residential area, church and other

social situations, association with blacks was preferred over association with whites.

In making a compaiative preference for interaction with six groups (Caucasians, Jews,

American Indians, Mexicans, Italians and Chinese) the students preferred interaction

with whites. The students' general preference for interaction was attributed to the position

of the whites as a favored and powerful group in America, :a position toward which

Negroes aspire.

II. Kiernan, 1.R. and Daniels, R.P., "Signs orSocial Change Through an Bcploratcry Study
of 23 Negro Students' in a Community College." The Journal of Negro Education,
1967, 36(Sprng), p. 129 -135.

The. findings of this report ara based on 23 Negro students.Of the lower SES between

lgei 18 and 24 who used the counseling office in a community college between 1960 and

1964. Admission test scores and psychiatric diagnoses for this group were the same as

similar measures for the general college, body; -howe...er, the percentage of failures and

dropouts' for the Negro students was extremely high. Seven of the 23 graduated, 12

were dropped for failure to maintain academic standards and 4 withdrew voluntarily.

The investigators suggest chat this failuro to complete college appears to slow down the

rate of social change one might expect from the fact that Negro students were attet ding

college and studying in career fields noted for upward mobility for other ethrtic minorities.

In contrast to other ,,roups, the grip of lower-class culture& attitudes and behavior on

these students seemed a detetminont of failure to complete college. It is also .rEp orted

that among the group there was mrch bitterness, anxiety, self-hatred and refection of
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both the former (lower-class) group and the group to which they aspired (middle-class).

The authors suggest that these reactions were due to value conflict as a're,sult of the

attempted transition,

12. Littig, Lawrence W., A Study of Certain Personality Correlates of Occupational
_Aspiratiors of Negro and White College Students. Final Report, June, 1968.

The Negro male college student's social class,achievement motivations, affiliatioo,

motivations (the desire for appro/40f other;), and power motivations (tile desire to

control the behavior of others) all affect to some degree his choice of a traditionally

open occupation (physician, lawyer, dentist, minister, social worker,, teacher) or

an occupation traditionally closed to Negroes (nuclear physicist, psychologist, airline

pilot, engineer). To test the relationship of each of these factors to occupational goals,

questionnaires were filled out in which the student estimated the job he expected to have

five years after completing his education (his "real" aspiration), and the joblie would

most likejo.have (his idealaspiration). Motivation was measured by analysis of a__
projective test. The subjects were 140 male college students from 3 colleges, 2 cf

which ..ere desiiiared working class and I of which was deemed middle class. College

social :class WC's based on the predominance of students from middle alms or working

class backgrounds. A white middle class control sample of 70 students was uged. It

was found that social class, sarong achievement and powe motivation dispose Negroes

at working class colleges to seek jobs in traditionally closed fields, whereps middle

class students tended to aspire to traditiOnally open occupations.

13. Maddox; George L., "Drinking Behavior Among Negro Collegians: A Study of Selected
Males," Abstracts of Proceedings, American Sociological Association; San Francisco,
p. 157151;Tigust, 1967:

1
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This report presents the results of a study of the drinking behavior of 261 freshmen males .

entering a southern, state supported Negro college. Interviews revealed that 76 percent

of the group drank and 27 percent drank heavily; the average age of the group was 18.7.

Nearly half drank with the intent of modifying reality. Panel Alta from the sophomore

year revealed that while lighter drinkers continued their pattern for both years. some of
1 \

the heavier drinkers attempted to abstain, also a majority of the abstainees became drinkers.

The investigator concludes that , "data indicate that these drinkers do not simply assume

a role while drinking, but are in the process of role making.",
-

14. Orbell, John M., "Protest Participation Among Southern Negro College Students."
American Political Science Review, vol. 61, p. 446-456, June, 1967.

A study of protest paiicipation_among 264 Negro students attending predominantly Negro

southern institutions revealed that 83 had either participated in freedom rides or belonged

to protest organizations. The vast majority of the total group were from low-socio-economic

Southern rural homes and attended state supported "low-quality" institutions. The majority

of the protesters came from middle socio-economic urban homes and attended private

"high - duality" institutions. The percentage of Negroes in a coumy population was

inversely related to number of county students participating in protest activities, and

the protestors had experienced more interactions with whites than had other students.

The author concludes that, "::,e closer Negroes are to the white society, the more likely

they are to take pad in protest actions. Such an explanation serves to integrate e,xisting

theories based on personality, economic status, and psychological factors."

15. Shelton, Florence, "Some Impressions of Fair Harvard Blacks." Harvard Journal of
Negro Affairs, vol. I, p. 18, February, 1965..

This study undertook to elicit responses of what it meant socially and psychologically
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young men of 64, 65, 66 and 67 classes were interviewed. Response to the question,

'Why Harvard selected 'you ?" reflected some students as proud of their academic achieve-
.

o'

menu, whereas others revealed a kind of self - abasement or modesty. The author goes

on to explain that those who expressed st.'f-abasing'attitudes attributed their selection
J.

to external circumstances rather than personal quOlifications. "One wonders about the

social and psychological experiences of a student who feels that the star dards which

most other students had to meet were not applied to him and perhaps a few more like

him." In response to a question designed to determine if st-dents-feli-th

treated-differently some students reported the presence of relationships that they felt

to be patronizing or condescending. Others indicated that they were not aware of

differential treatment, With respect to social orientation, "the majority of those

interviewed is toward a predominantly black social world." The investigator concludes

that the circumstances prevailing at Harvard 10 or 15 years ago which cor tributes' to a

self-conscious clique Of blacks no longer exists.

D. College Admissions and Guidance

\ /1. Admissions, :end Guidance (General)

js. Flout, Richard, 'Searching and Salvaging Talent Among Socially Disadvantaged Popula-
tions." (In Guidance for socially and Cultura!Iy Disadvantaged Children and Youth.)
Frocoedings--J-the Second Annual Invitation& Conference on urban Education,
p. 68-78, 1963.

1

1

Because Negroes comprise less tharLone percent of the interracial population, educators

must try to identify the many capable disadvuntoged Negro high school students and

encourage them to attend integrated colleges. The National Scholarship Service and

Fund for Negro Students (NSSFNS), in a short-term approach to this problem, advises

high school seniors about admissions and scholarship oppo, tunities in integrated colleges.
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Within a I4-year period, NSSFNS had helped'8500 students enroll in 350 accredited.

4-year colleges, with over $3,700,000 in scholarships. Despite relatively low national

achievement and aptitude scores, thet-sTirdentAad successful college careers and

achieved consistently beyond the level p.edicteq for them. The long -term approach

initiated by NSSFNS encourages school personnel to identify and motivate etalen ited

disadvantaged youth ea ier-than the -Fi,,-Ifth grade. In this connection, the New York

City Board of ,Education successfully established ia six-year demonstration guidance

project inJunior High School 43 and George WrshingtonsHigh School. More students

in the project enrolled in college than non-project students, and rmbst of the early project

graduates continued their education beyond high school in some form. Cther projects

have grown out of the original demonstration project, but their effectiveness depends

on availability of funds.

II. Intellective Predictors of AcadeMic Success

17. Asbury, Charles, "Some Selected Problems in Assessing the Intelligence and Achievement
of Disadvantaged Gra es: With Emphasis on the Negro." The Qu9rterly Review of
Higher Education Among Negroes, vol. 36, p. 294-307, Spring,7768.

This report is the result of an investigation of the literature relating to the performance

of disadvantaged groups on standardized tests. The author sought to determine Ete influence

of three groups of factors on the performance of the groups on standardized tests of

intelligence and achievement. The three groups of factors ate: cultural factors,

motivational factors, and factors resulting from limitations or differences in cognitive

development. It was'concluded that:

i. No one single factor could be isolated as the cau,e of low test performance scores.

2. Verbal facilify and perceptual ability are two of the most crucial fEscars of the
.

cognitive domain reflected in test performance.
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3. Intelligence development varies with the richness, variety and complexity of

the environment over relatively extended periods of time.

4. Low test scores are on a reflection-of-E-hegative self-concept and insufficient

motivation,

5. The work of the school and the practical intellect of the disadvantaged are often

operating as contradictory forces.

6. USt" of logical thought processes is c'Oorted with this being reflected in test

performance.

7. Assessment instruments used with disadvantaged groups often possess only minimal

validity and reliability..

18. Buszek, Beatrice R., "Differential Treatment of Test Scores." Co
vol. 43, p.'294 -307, Spring, 1968.

e and University,

Aptitude and achievement scores of 588 freshmen at a predominantly Negro,non-sectarian,

coeducational college in Virginia were cDrrelated with college grades to identify tests

which best predicted academic achievement. A multiple regression analysis of Otis LA.,

Scholastic Aptitude Test (VM - VMIT) scores of these students with their cumulative
ft,

grade -point averages revealed the CAT-M to be the best single predictor of grades for

the total group studied and for the men in the group. Grades of women and of students

from the No.theast were best predicted by the Ctis I .A., while grades of foreign students

or students from the South were best predicted by the SAT-M. Region or or;in and sex

affect the degree to which particular aptitude or achievement tests predict college grades
-

of Negro students.

19. Kendrick, S.A.., "Verbal Ability an Obsolete Measure." Council Journal, vol. 6,
no. 6, March 1968 [ED 0219291. 0-

.
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_Currentenrollment-fijures indicate that segregation in American colleges and universities

is still prevalent. One-half of Negro college 'students are attending predominantly

Negro colleges and most of the rest are attending junior 'colleges or "open doar" schools.

There is considerable competition among selecti N\e colleges to recruit the very small groupN.

of Negro high school seniors with acceptable scholastic aptitude test scores. If such

I

institutions want

reevaluate their

separate courses

to increase their admissions number of Negro students they will have to

competitive performance policies-and consider the establishment of

or curriculums of varying difficulty to accommodate a student body

with different cap.a.klities. The-persistent stress verbal ability as an indicator of

scholastic achieement is in need of reexamination by institutions that want to integrate.

These colleges must'be willing to accept other kinds of competence as measures of

academic.achievement.

20. Porter, Aridrew and Stanley, Juliaric A Comparison of the Predictability of Academic
Success of Negro C011ege Students with that of White College Students. ,

University of Georgia Ark,/ Confrence, 1967.

The purpose of this study was to test the predictive validity of the Scholastic Aptitude

Tee.. as it relates to measuring the aptitude of minority group high school students who

have restricted environmental backgrounds . A comparison was made or the Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT) verbal and SAT mathematical scores with the freshman gra eziDoint

averages J: Aro and white groups. The Negro population was selected from three

southern Negro state, colleges, and the white population was selected from three non-Negro
- . -

colleges who hcd the lowest average score on both forms of the SAT. Cnly three unalyses

were made. It was concluded that there were significant predictive validities associated

with race, subtest and year. The interaction of sex and race did show some differences..
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For the criterion of freshman grade-point average non-Negro women were found to be

more predictable than either Negro women or men who in turn were more predictable

than non-Negro men.

III. Non-Intellective Predictors of Academic Success

21. Abe, CH ffors, "A Factor Analytic S3'..,diof Some Non-Intellectual Indices of Academic
Achievement. " Journal of Educational Measurement, vol.*3, p.'39-43, Spring, 1966.

this report discusses ,a factor analytic study .of biographical'-and interest/data which

was performed to suggest some of the dimensions of academic achievement. The insiesti-,

gator speculates that some non-intellective measures may also provide some understanding

of personaltraits necessary for success even if they fail to add a substantial increment

to the predictive equatiqn.

The sample consisted of scores of 7,262 freshmen college students drawn from a larger

sample obtained in earlier test administration to students from 31 colleges. The American

College Survey contains 1,004 items concerned with students' interests, potential For

rkus kinds of achievements and other orientations, attitudes and other kinds of.
orientations. There were nine indices of academic achievement used in this study

including ACT scores, college grades, and high school grades in four areas (English,

mathematics, social studies and riat3ral science). All of these are measures normally usec1

,/
in. the adm, ssion procedure. Eighty-seen items from th., American College Survey

concerning interests,* activities were included in 'the factor ancilysis.

the investigator concludes dia.' many factors ore involved in c.cademic achievement,

and that no single measure is an adequate measure for all. Scales could be deyelop;c1

to predict English, mathematics' and natural science &hie emer.t. Although the investi-
.

gator does not relate the findings to specific groups of.college students, the implications
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and instrument might warrant consideration,in the search for non-intellectual indices

of academic achievement for the-disadvantaged. (A 6-page table giving the names of

the complete rotated factor matrix iscvailable on microfilm or photo copies for $1.25.

American Documentation Institution, Dc-ument No. 8850, Chief, Photoduplicating
- -

Service, Library of.Congress.
4

0

22. Atchison, Cqlvin C., 'Relationships Between Some Intellectual and Non- Intellectual
Factors of H6h Anxiety and LowlAnkiety Negro College Students." The Journal

.. of Negro Education, vol.. 37, p. 174-178, Spring, 1968.

One hundred and lixty sophomores enrolled in an educational psychology. course at. ,.. .
,

Tennesite Agricultural and InduOiial Statellniversity were administered the Taylor

6

Manifest Anxiety Scale (TMAS): The Rotten Incomplete Sentence Blank (ISB) was

administered to,determine an index of adjustnient according to the degree of conflict

egpressedin sentences. Cumulative glade- point averages were obtained as on index

achip ement, and the Otis Qiick SCoring Test of Mental Ability was used to obtain'

scOres.

Fifty-one subjects scoring 0 to 11 on the TMAS were de,sign#ed low-anxiety students.

Low-anxiety students had higher J.Q .'s nd lower 1SB scores than did high-a-0,iety

students, but grade-point avetapes were , he same for the two groups. FOr the low-anxiety

group, significant. pwitive corrTlatians (r's under:$..20) were fourid between the anxiety
0. .

, a. . ft) ..
. . re

scores and gtdde-point cr,esoge and between grade -point averages and 1SB scores.
, -x. ,

All other correlations among either `t!,17 !ow o, high-anxiety students were positive but. ,-.
. ;

riontssgnificant.

`23. Burnham, Paul S
Counselors....L.

1

., Prediction aid
Co

Performance
Examination

ti

from High School to' College, Readirig for ,
llege. Entrarke Board, NO York, 1965, p. 65-71.

t
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Data confirmed in a Yale University study indicate that in the field of academic Prediction

both student ability and performanc'e can be measured with a.fair degree of reliability

anithat secondary school and college performance inisimilar tasks will be related.
.

,
, .

... ..
Ana/ lysis of data revealed that high school records conibined with the College Board

r I
/ . .

record resulted in a prediction index which had a higher validity from either of-the

/
.

two predictors taken Separately. So far' the inclusion of personality measures in intellective
1

predictions has not proven important for use in se ecr9n. However, differentiating

between "intellective and non-intellective" predictive driteria can be useful in deter-
.

mining how "non-intellective".foctors or personality:characteristics affect academic

achievement. A means of identifying, classifying and determining the degree of reliability

of "non-intellective" factors should:be sought in order to aid students in adapting to ,.. , ./...
,

college. (The author does not relate the findings to higher education of 'Le disedvantageil;

howeve, the implications seem relevant to current efforts being made toward identifying

predictors of academic success for disadvantaged youth4,) . I
,

. ..rr
,

24, _Gill, Lois and Spilka, Bernard, "Some Non-Intellectual Correlates or Academic
Achievement Among Mexican-American :econdary Schoel Students." Underachievement;
ed. by Milton Komich, Springfield lIlindc, Charles c. Thomas, 1945,7.752-7-110:

The purpose of this study was to determine pe-onal 9nd maternal correlates of ocademic

achievement among Mex'can-Amer.aan secor,,I Ay school students. Four groups (fifteen

each) of achieving and low achieving boys and fl:41s were identified and equated in age,

l.Q. level and courses taken. Employing standard objective measures it was shown that

achievers manifested reliably less hostility ond inereSocial,maturi"tY, rriteilectual effi-
.

dioncy, and conformity to rules. Achieving girls and undef-ocnieving.,boys.eppear tu_

,
come from strong mother-domIpated homes. The inve4igators suggest filet s;nce these

. ,
, : .: - !

findings seem meanin§ful with respect to th:s subculturk, such study olochicyement in:.
. t .._ ..,

\ 1:,

re,.

^
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minority groups may better clarify the nature of relationships among hypothesized

variables.
fl

25. Lunneborg, Clifford E., Biographic Vcriabtes in Differential vs. Absolute Prediction.
Unpublished Report, University of Vinshington, Bureau of Testing Services, March, 1968.

voro

A study was made of the usefulness of biographic variables in two systems of predicting

several academic achievement criteria. In 1965, five hundred twenty-six University

of Washington freshmen were administered the Washington Pre-College (WPC) test

battery. Twelve WPC subject area test scores were combined with cumulative high

school GPA's in 6 areas and 17 biographic items to predict first-year college GPA's

in each of 12 course areas. Both an absolute prediction system choosing predictors to

achieve the highest average correlation across criteria and a differential prediction

system choosing predictors to best account for differences among criteria were constructed

by selecting variables most highly piedicting GPA in the 12 chosen areas.

The best predictors for the absolute system came from prior academic achievements while

the best predictors for the differential system were predominantly biographic --

e.g., parental edUcation and income, cultural interests and attitudes toward higher

education. Institutional decisions regarding the likelihood of student success in a given

major area, for example, are best made by the absolute system based on achievement-

related predictors. Individual student decisions between alternative activities, for

example, are best assisted by employing the differential prediction system, since idio-

syncratic variables tend to be important in such situations. Although the study was not

related to the disadvantaged student it may be of interest to those concerned with predictive

variables for this group.
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26. Newall, John, "Performance by High and Low Risk College Freshmen on Measures of
Creativity." Tufts University, Medford, Mass., Office of Education (D.H.E.W.)
Washington, D.C. Bureau of Research, 1966.

To examine the use of creativity measures as supplementary, supportative data in college

admi&,ion procedure, and to examine the relationship between level of aspiration

measures, actual college performance, and creativity measure performance., 18

high- and law-risk freshmen entering Tufts University completed three creativity measures

and the Wore!l level of aspiration scale in September, 1964, and repeated the Worell
---.......

scale iris- February, 1965. Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores predicted grade-point

......,

averages (GPA), and advisor creativity ratings were obtained for each subject. The
.

-..,......
:-- .

three measures of "creativity' were taken from Getzells and Jackson's CreatTVity and

Intelligence. The three tests used were: Word Association Jest, The Uses Test and the

Make-Up Problems Test. The results of this study suggest that creativityjmeasures would

not provide useful admisslons information in Tufts University, but do suggest that aspira-

tion level measures may provide useful information in pred.icting_college_per.formance.

The low-risk group exhibited higher levels of aspiratio.i, more realistic estimates of

aspiration level, and superior performance on the SAT and GPA's when compared.vith

the high-risk group. Advisor ratings were not found useful. The authors do not report

the ethnic background of the groups studied -- however, they do report differential

results for males and females.

( Worell Level of Aspiration Scale -- Asks each subject to respond on a ten-point rating

scale to five questions. The Worell Scale is designed to allow the subject to predict

not nly his future performance but also to predict how yell he is performing relative to

others. This scale had been found to

low achievers in a college situation.

be valuable in differentiating between high and

It is described in more detail in The Journal of
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Educational Psychology, 1959, 50, p. 47-57, "Level of Aspiration and Academic

Success" by L. Worell.)

27. Talbot, David, "Improved Self-Concept -- A Psychological Emancipation." Detroit
Convention Abstracts, American Personnel and Guidance Association, WaihTngTon:
The Association, April, 1968, p. 404.

Problems of educating culturally disadvantaged students have been documented in a

large body of literature. The view that the key to successful education is in an improved

self-concept seems most promising. Research is needed to isolate factors which predict

the disadvantaged who retain a defeatist self-concept and those who overcome it.

1
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